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■  ̂ INTRODUCTION

The topic of death Is the most offensive subject 
confronting conteoq^orary Man. Our society, like the Greeks 
of old, is so threatened by the inevitability of death and 
the failure to believe that there is anything beyond, that 
Man evades death through a frantic self-indulgence. Any
thing \diich might imply that Man must eventually die 
places an immense question mark before him which negates 
all his values. Man would rather die than think about 
death. Death is no longer seen as a portal opening to a 
greater life but rather as a wall for \diich there is "no 
exit." If one mentions the word "death" in polite society 
he is considered to be obscene. Perhaps History shall 
distinguish this century by defining it as a "death- 
denying" culture.

There is a conspiracy of silence shrouded around



concepts of death, A child's first encounter with 
religion may be through his attitudes toward» or his 
knowledge of» death. It Is dismissed all too soon for a 
child can grasp a conc^t of death as readily as an adult. " 
Children may first pray:

If I should die before I wake»
I pray the Lord my soul to take»

While the parent might be quite willing to teach this 
simple prayer» a death In the family will evoke an entire-

4 '
ly different response. The child Is usually not permitted 
to attend the funeral and Is frequently told euphemistically 
anything with the exception that the person did In fact die. 
A person may go through life without ever discussing the 
topic of death In any depth and thus finds himself Ill- 
equipped to face death Intellectually» emotionally or 
spiritually. The off^se of death frequently leaves the 
bereaved alone to work out his grief since there are so 
few who are willing to share with him or to talk with him 
meaningfully about death. The horror of death usually 
Isolates the dying from their friends and relatives. The 
process of dying Is "managed" In Institutions by profe
ssionals In a remote and Impersonal manner. The prospect 
of dying at home in bed surrounded by the family Is Indeed

il



highly loq[>rob«hle. The individual is frequently denied 
the privilege of being conscious at his own death. Tolstoy 
believed death to be the most significant event in life 
and it is very possible that this is a time of the greatest 
religious crisia and inq;>dot̂  The Church is often excluded 
from sharing with the dying idien it alone can offer consola-

r. ttion and meaning.
Sociologists continually assert that life has

■ #
changed drastically since World War II never realising that 
death too has changed. During the Mediaeval period Man 
prayed for a lingering death so that he could be prepared 
to meet the Christ of Judgment. Today*s Man has con^letely 
inverted these desires for he feels that death is so grim 
that one need not prolong the agony. The sudden unexpected 
death, which is usually called 'Hmtimely" or "accidental," 
is rapidly becoming standard. Though medical science has 
made great strides in pushing back the time of death, there 
is little that medicine can do to check the increasing 
nxnaber of violent deaths. Wars, bombings, prison camps 
and automobiles have done much to change the strategy of 
death. Soon the accidental or vlolœt death will be listed 
in the obituaries as a death resulting from "natural 
causes." The suddenness of death is usually thought to

iii



be a blessing in disguise because the deceased is removed i
from the reflection on and the pr^aration for death. In 
the future the increased mobility of life may in fact 
preclude any prediction of̂  the advent of death for the 
individual. It would seem then that the wise man would 
be prepared to oieet death at any juncture.

The study of death is as awesome as it is threatening. 
Since the problem of death will remain intellectually insol* 
uble it will probably never gain the unlimited attention 
of philosophers and theologians. Philosophy has stepped 
lightly around the subject because many philosophers have 
dismissed it as a proper subject for their inquiries. Death 
has been relegated to the fields of biology to be studied 
as an organic process or to psychology where it is considered 
to be our "basic anxiety." Since death strikes the totality 
of Man it calls for a concerted effort of all disciplines 
related to Han. The interest in death per se diminished 
with the rise of Christian Eschatology and its promise 
of eternal life. With the failure of the Church to make 
these doctrines relevant for this age, other disciplines 
have opened the door to speculation and research into 
the quest for the meaning of death.

Death continues to raise many ethical problems

iv
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which have profound rellgioua implicatioaa. Such problems 
as suicide, abortion, euthanasia, grief and basic honesty 
with terminal patients are pressing for answers. These 
questions have been dealt with basically from a legal 
standpoint though they are fundamentally theological in

r

origin. Should a Christian family established on love and 
honesty deceive the dying one at the end? What consolation 
does the Church have to offer the bereaved? Does not the 
Church have an attitude toward the practice of euthanasia 
and abortion? What will happen to Christian Eschatology 
if the individual can be rejuvenated after being frozen? 
These are some of the questions which cry out for insight. 
The Church can begin to answer these problems only when 
theologians attempt to discover id&at is the meaning of life 
and death. The path is long and difficult but perluq>s 
the most important and most necessary inquiry in our time. 
If the Church does not soon speak to these issues with 
wisdom and insight it will lose the opportunity to speak 
at all. Certainly the Christian Church of all the in
stitutions should be able to face death.

Wifdi the implications of the problem of death 
pressing relentlessly upon the Church there is much ground
work to be done. % e  theologian is so often engrossed in
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theological detail that he forget# people die dally. It 
1# an anawer to these practical problems that society 
demands of theology. The great task before the Church Is 
to find out idiat It really has to say In regard to death. 
What Is death? What does tdie death of Christ mean? What 
are the lopllcatlons of the death of Christ t^on the 
Indlvl^ial believer? All these questions are primary and 
fundamental for A e  coopletion of the Christian perspective 
toward death. It would seem that the Christian perspective 
has become more obscure over the years. What the Church 
saw so clearly and proclaimed so forcefully has become 
fuzzy and vague. Christian Theology has become so fused 
with Greek Philosophy that It has reared Individuals who 
are a mixture of nine parts Greek thought to one part 
Christian thought. Thus the Church on any given Sunday 
Is more likely to proclaim Immortality rather than resur
rection. The Church can no longer affirm a creed which 
gives assent to victory over death and yet find Itself 
speechless In confronting death. The Church’s silence 

' on the Issues of death has caused the majority of people ^ 
since World War II to find the meaning and purpose of 
life and death outside the confines of Its walls. The 
Church was not unscathed by warfare for more Individuals

vl



died for the sake of the Christian Church in this century 
than in all previous centuries combined. The cost of 
discipleship %diich is often extravagant today, promises - 
that martyrdom is not simply a relic of the Early Church.
Is the Church to reply that these lives were given in vain?
If the Church dares to ask individuals to hold the Faith
even in death, should not the Church have the courage 
in peaceful times to establish %dxat it believes about death?

% e  topics raised here are de^ and searching. No 
man could attempt to answer all of them. It will take the 
prolonged devotion of many dedicated men to reach even a 
tentative formulation. The task, however, is not hopeless 
because it is God who has given death meaning and it is 
He who bids us to come. Individuals ccme to the Church 

5 seeking answers to their problems with death. The Church 
must stand ready to meet them, with the realization that 
it was b o m  out of death and that it is Christ who has
ultimately changed the meaning of death. Thus Han should
come to the Church to find the meaning of both life and 
death for the Christian Message speaks directly to both.

This life is shared with death; if one is realistic 
the idiole of life must be thought out in terms of death.
The fact of death alone gives true depth to the question

%  ' ' ■ v i i



of the meaning of life. ' It is from the perspective of 
death that the Christian leams to live. One learns to 
value every moment, thought, and deed as if it were the 
last. One leams to trust God in death as he has in life. 
And if Man is not pr^ared to die today, certainly he will 
not be prepared to die tomorrow. If he is not prepared 
to live today, how can he expect to be prepared to live 
tomorrow.

In order to find %diere the Church staWs today, one 
must first discern %here it has stood in the past. The 
writings of the Church have frequently spoken to the 
subject of death and therefore t£e Church has a theology 
of death ̂ ich Is implicit in all its writings but has 
become repressed with time. The task is monumental but 
absolutely necessary. A religion which has as its Uieme 
the death of its Founder and His subsequent victory over 
death must inevitably address itself to the meaning of 
death. For it is because of Christ's meaningful death that 
the Church can speak to the death of all men. Any such 
failure to do so ultimately weakens Christianity at its 
strongest point. To remove, to belittle, or to deny the 
Christian beliefs concerning death is to disembowel the 
Church and the whole superstructure of the Church comes

viii



tumbltog down# The failure to speak to death realistically 
and unashamedly is in fact a denial of Christianity.

It was by no means conceived that this one writing 
could answer all the questions concerning the Christian 
answers or beliefs in regard to death. The theme pre
sented here is an historical survey of r^resentative 
periods and figures from the ancimt Hebrew times through 
the Protestant Reformation which demonstrates the evolving 
and emerging patterns of death. No Christian perspective 
could be found without dealing with the fundamental 
oonci^ts herein. As the title suggests, this is simply 
a start̂  but nevertheless a basic start. All of Christian 
theology is related to the Deatdi of Christ so it is to 
His Death that the Church must continually readdress itself. 
If the Church is bold enough to hold before the world the 
symbol of a crucified Saviour, could it not have the 
audacious spirit "to proclaim His Death till He comes." -

■■
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THE OU) TESTAMENT CONCEPT OF DEATH

One caxmot come to the Christian Faith and find 
there a sui generis religion blooming forth In the wilder* 
ness of Israel. Certainly the thoughts, actions, and 
teachings of Jesus Christ came from the context of the 
Jewish Faith. Jesus relied on the best of the Jewish 
religion to demonstrate and to prove His teachi%s, as did 
all the rabbis. Often we find Him calling upon the stories 
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and pointing to the beliefs 
and strucwre of Judaism. The Christian world has becoos 
so aware of the environmental influences upon the Faith 
that no one could honestly assert that Christianity de* 
veloped in a vacuum.

Indeed, Twentieth Century theology has been 
primarily concerned with influences and backgrounds of 
Christianity. It was believed that the primitive empirical 
faith of Jesus and thé early Church could be found by the 
study of comparative religions, textual criticism# and the



life of the Jesue of hi#tory. Thus, this search became 
the impetus of most of the theological world and the whole 
of the Christian world ha# been etinulated by these 
finding# and insight#. This approach has been the major 
thrust of research and studies In recent times.

This was skillfully summarised by W. Robertson Smith 
when he stated:

No positive religion ^%at has 
moved men has been able to start with 
a tabula rasa, and express itself as 
if religion were beginning for the 
first time; in form, if not in substance, 
the new system must be in contact all 
along the line with the older ideas and 
practices idiieh it finds in possession.
A new scheme of faith can find a hearing 
only by appealing to religious instincts 
and susceptibilities that already exist 
in its audience, and it cannot reach 
these without taking account of the 
traditional forms in which all religious 
feeling is embodied, and without 
speaking a language ^ich men accus
tomed to these old forms can under* 
stand. Thus to cos^rehend a system 
of positive religion thoroughly# to 
understand its historical origin and  ̂
form as well as in its abstract prin
ciples, we must know the traditional - 
religion that preceded it.^

Although this statement concerns the Semitic back
grounds of the Jewish Faith, one finds,it equally true 
of the Jewish backgrounds of the Christian Faith. This 
is especially true idien we come to the Christian theology
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of death* Therefore it le eaally eeen why a etudy of 
the Jewish concepts of death must precede an understanding 
of the Christian conc^ts* While I believe that the 
detailed study of death and Immortality belongs to the 
fields of eoiq>aratlve religion and anthropology# I must 
make a brief account of the views contained In the Old 
Testament and parallel writings*

The concepts of religion and personal beliefs 
vary as much as the wideness of the seas* But whatever 
might be a man's faith or his environmental background# 
he believes In death. The universality and Inevitability 
of death have in^ressed all mankind. Thus any religious 
system has to account for the death of the Individual 
aoà assert Its beliefs concerning death. The earlier 
chapters of the Book of Genesis certainly attempt to 
make an ejq>lanatlon of the Intrusion of this evil upon 
the normal order of things. Death Is thus explained as 
the violation or the rebellion of man against the divine 
order. Because man asserts himself In order that he might 
become his own "god"# the divine must punish him (Gen* 3: 
17^19) * the concept of death was so Important to the 
mind of the Hebrew that It was dealt with In the very 
beginning of their devotional literature* The Garden of



Eden, account picture# God offering the gift of life* Man 
make# a choice to reject the offer of God and thua ^
chooaee death. Man i# therefore reeponeible for his own 
choice of death and the justice of God is restored. This 
must have been an early explanation of how God could be 
the giver of life and simultaneously allow death. Now 
that the forces of death have been unleashed upon the 
earth, the Hebrew God, Yahweh, continues to aid man. Yahw^ 
is able to fif^t death by prolonging life and thus pushes 
back death's powers for awhile. Also, Yahweh gives an 
abundance of life through numerws offspring as if He is 
casting seed in the fate of death so that its threat 
might be held ikrther at bay. Yahwidi must eventually 
give His children over to Shed for He has no power over 
the dead at this point.

Before we can think in terms of what the Old Test
ament reveals to us concerning life, it becomes iiwreas- 
ingly apparent that life can only be seen from the per
spective of death. Conversely, we find that death can 
only be defined in the context of life. To come.to an 
understanding of what death meant to the Jews, one imist 
Of necessity consider what life meant to these pe<^le.

Life for the Jew was the very majestic gift of



God, Who ereatod, sustained, maintained, and eventually
■'-kr

ended all life. The power of life came only from the 
Almighty and it must be appreciated as such. This gift 
of life was the summum bonum for the Hebrew and he equated 
it with happiness. Ihe H^rew was cooqplately dependent 
on God for life as well as death. The loss of one’s life 
meant to break the relationship one has with God. The 
Jew would find himself in violent disagreement with the 
Greek who maintained that life was imprisonment and one 
could only look forward to the day when he might be lib«

fT A

erated from the chafing fetters of the body that tied and
bound him. "The Israelite loves life; he meets it with
cptimism: he sees it as a gift of God. Existence at its
most physical and concrete (form) shows forth the bounty
of Yahweh; thus the believer does not long to escape from
this world, but rather to have length of days in it;
he desires, not to be lifted above eartibly chance and
change into some inteoporal spiritual state, but rather
to œjoy all the resources the Creator offers him in His 

2creation." The full and lengthy life that abounds In 
proiperity, %diich he believes to be the blessing of God, 
is the highest achievemMt of a Jew. In the last scene

-iv: ■ ;

of the Book of Job, he is restored to great prosperity



and continues to live for a hundred and forty years, dying 
full of days. This then vas the reward of the faithful 
servants who lived In the Lord such as Abrahmn, Jacob, 
and Hoses. Professor Robert Hartln*Aehard states that 
the Israelite prays j "to live long on the land Inherited 
from the fathers, to have many sons at ooe^s side to ensure 
the stint of the day, to see the fruit of one's toll, the 
abundance of one's reaping and gathering, the increase 
of one's flocks, and finally to share these blessings with 
a ̂ d&ole people and especially, with the City of Qod."^ 

"'Length of days' was what the H#Arew desired, 
for death offered no prospect, and death waited for all. 
'whom the gods love die young' Is a Greek sentiment, but 
to the Hebrew early death was sheer tragedy. That man 
should 'come to his grave like a shook of c o m  fully ripe' 
(Job 5:26) seemed most fitting. For come It must to all." 
Pethaps the Individual Greek had a higher regard for life 
than their poets and philosophers allowed. The concept 
of •— '♦the body, a tooh!" was probably
confined to the philosophical circles of the Orphies 
and Platonlsts for It Is certainly alien to Hebrew thought. 
The whole Hebrew concept of religion revolves around the 
walking w l ^  the Lord, sharing In His blessing, and



receiving prosperity and length of days. This then was 
the fulfilment of life with the oaphasis falling on the 
here and now. The ultimate goal of every Jew was to 
maintain an abundant life without concerning himself 
with a future life. If he thought in terms of Immortality 
it was in regard to the perpetuation of the family name 
and hence the nation Israel. This was sufficient for 
the early Hebrew beginnings and they did not pursue the 
issue further.

IJhen one comes to the study of the Old Testament 
theology in regard to the concepts of death, he is met 
by two serious problems: 1) The comparative sparseness 
of the references to a life after death; and 2} the 
fragmentary and even self-contradictory character of what 
seems to be taught.^ In the first instance we have seen 
the lack of individual religion. The national interests 
gained prominence Wiich gave little hope for the various 
individuals. In the second case we must come to a 
realisation that the religion of Israel itself was creative 
and dynamic, mobile and fluctuating leaving various 
stratifications of believers in relation to the future life. 
Various beliefs and thoughts have come down to us from 
the Old Testament. There was no attempt to sift and



sort these striking or glaring inconsistencies becsose
the Jewish mind did not have to reduce religion to the
logical systens of the Western World, We are also further
further removed from them by an entirely different conc^t
of psychology and Weitanschauuna. One also finds unequal
development among the books of the Bible so we see that
Genesis has a more sophisticated outlook than that of
Dwteronooy. Thus if the religious develoimient of the
Jews ranging through the Old Testament from Genesis
through Malaehi were sketched on paper the outline would
give the isq>ression of a series of mountains and valleys,
E, H. Charles further relates the problem of change by
stating: **When once the great doctrine of monotheism
emerged in Israel* all other beliefs* whether relating
to the present life or the after^world* were destined
sooner or later to be brought into unison with it* but
in the case of eschatologies! beliefs later rather than
sooner; for eschatological beliefs are universally the
last of all beliefs to be influenced by the loftier

6conceptions of God.** Later editors and redactors attempted 
to eoftmi* or to modify various views* or in some cases 
to adjust the theology they read in the Scripitures with 
their own personal beliefs. This usually resulted in



the spirit of compromise# representing neither the 
views of the writer nor those of the redactor, "This 
applies emphatically to the subject. . . (of) the belief 
in Immortality. (Statemmts are made). . • in regard to 
this belief are inconsistent with each other: and 
therefore# the attempt has been made to compromise. But 
the compromise is by no means always satisfying# the 
std>ject appears at times very puasling."? But in spite 
of these difficulties the Jews confronted death and 
made some profound affirmations of faith in the face of 
death. They did not run from the task but attempted 
to account for it.

Life for the Israelite is brought about by the 
creative dynamic outgoing force of God. We see that God 
creates life by breathing His breath into Man. To the 
Jew a %9ord was far more than a sound; a word was soeaething 
which had an active independent existence# which actually 
did things. The spoken word to the Jew was fearfully 
alive. Thus the ruach or the breath of God was a dynamic#
forceful# and creative power. The spoken word was one

/of the ways of speaking of the creative activity of God 
and in particular this is seen in the Creation story.
At every stage of it we read; "And God said. . « and
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le wa# acoompllahed." No mora atriking or leas 
anthropomorphic way of describing God's sovereign power 
of creation could be imagined. The conception of God 
making things with Els hands Is utterly Incompr^enslble. 
Thus the Jews speak metaphorically as in saying * by the 
word of God were the heavens made# and all the host of 
them by the breath of His mouth." Death then occurs

God reskoves his ruach. This force comes from God and 
tdtus returns to God at the point of death. The ruach 
for A e  E«A>rew originally meant "wind" or "spirit."
Thus It had ascribed to it die raae characteristics as 
wind. "Nan's spirit was conceived of as composed of 
the same light aerial substance as the wind; . . .  It 
could enter and leave the body at will; It Is given by

oGod# and returns to God when a man dies."
In addition to the ruach the Hebrew conceived of 

man having a nephesh or "soul" and used the word some
times as representative of all of a man. This was the 
Inner or spiritual aspect of man as opposed to die outer 
or fleshly part of man. It Is Interesting to note that 
Its origin means "breath. " The "remnants In the Old 
Testament of the original signification of nephesh are 
interesting# for It Is probable that In Its original
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conception nephesh, regarded as a material part of man
dwelling within the body, announced Its presence there
by means of the breath; when a man died and his breach
ceased, this was because the nephesh had left the body.
Since, therefore, the life of man ceased with the exit
of the soul, this latter was regarded as his breath; and
one can understand «hy the word is frequently used in

9the sense of 'life'/* It was held by the Israelites 
as with other people that the soul could leave the body 
as it desired. In this manner they could explain 
dreams, fainting, unconsciousness and some forms of 
insanity « The soul seemed to be a very tricky substance 
which slipped in and out as it desired.

The other concept of the body that should be 
considered is "Basar. ** This is a simple word which means 
flesh. It is a materialistic term meaning the matter 
which makes up the various parts of the body. There is 
no distinction between the flesh of man and animals, 
and consequently there is no difficulty with this word.
The other parts of man are blood (dam) and bones (axamoth) 
but since these are not directly related to this study 
they will only be mentioned. The Greek equivalents 
are psyche for nephesh; sarx for basar; and pneuma for ruach.
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It is readily seen that the human organism had become 
rather complœ for the Hebrew but since these conc<q>ts 
«rare used before the foundation of modem medicine 
there is much duplication and fusion of terms.

Death then is viewed as a crisis because it 
severs or terminates all the various elements of the 
individual. It strikes the totality of the individual 
amd s^arates him not only from the community but also 
from his God. What then happens to these various parts 
at the death of the individual? It is apparent that 
the body of the individual remained where it «fas placed 
or buried. Siroe not all «rare buried in the ground but 
«rare frequently placed in caves# as in the case of Jesus# 
the flesh «ras seen in various forms of deeompositicm.
This «ras not difficult for die Jew as he knew that he 
came from dust and «fould return to dust. In the process 
of dying the nephesh passed on into Sheol. Job speaks 
of God «dio has redeemed "oqr soul from going do«#n into the 
pit" and brought '^ack his soul from the Pit" (Job 33:28*30#
Is. 38:17# and Fs. 16:10# 86:13). The breadi and spirit 
are as the wind and they return to God# as the dust 
returns to the earth so shall the breath return to God.
These do not return «fith any personal connotations but
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should be considered more as the conservation of matter 
and remain entirely devoid of personal characteristics.

The people of the ancient Near East formed their 
conceptions of the world from what they observed. For 
them the world appeared flat so they believed it to be 
so. Overhead was the large blue hemisphere which made 
up the sky and which rested on the earth. Below the seas 
and the earth there exists the Tehom or the ^deep."
At the bottom of every lake or sea there is this dark deep 
abyss filled with Tehom. To further cooq>lete the con
cept of layers there existed in the earth caverns called 
Sheol. According to Professor C. Ryder Smith» there 
exist limestone formations» containing many caves» which 
are deep and extensive in the areas of Greece and Pal
estine. With this knowledge in mind it is easily seen 
how the ideas of Sheol and Hades developed.This then 
is how the Jews viewed their world throughout most of 
the Old Testament. '*Two other ideas appear for the first 
time in the centuries just before Christ. Both of them 
relate to fire. One was a belief that somewhere within 
the earth there is a place of fire; and the other that 
there are huge fires in the far East and the far West.
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It is probable that the first belief arose from the 
phenomena of the volcano* for in these fire rushes out 
from * the bowels of A e  earth'. • • • As to the belief 
in the Eastern and Western fires, it is easy to suggest 
its origin, for often, at sunrise and sunset, it looks ^
as if flames from fires beyond the horison were leaping 
into the sky.

In the Old Testament there are some sixty-five 
references to Sheol and always in the context of the dead. 
There is no attempt to explain it. "Like their neighbours,
the Hebrews inherited tdte idea from pre-historic times

12sans explanation." Here in the earthy regions the dead 
are gathered in a grave, or a dungecm. As we have seen, 
Sheol is beluw the earth; tîius the dead have to go down 
into this pit. It is the lowest place where "life" exists 
and certainly as far as one can be removed from the 
heavens. "• • • The soul ceases to live when the hour 
of death is come and then continues in monotonous and 
precarious existmice, either in the near neighbouÂood 
of the tomb or tdie family home, or in a far-off underworld

'  '  - r  ':

where all the perished are gathered together • « . • The 
soul of the departed is bound both to the grave and to 
Sheol." This inconsistency did not seem to disturb
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A « m  ma Cbm «hol* of 4«ath «mm abxoudod ia ■grstwrjr.
Th# indiviilul contlmim# to omlmt In m gloomqr dmtkmom# mod 
■ioory of SIm o L ma m voxy dijatntahod or dilatod poTaoo.
Baohmim la tbo «oxd uaod m a t  fru u antly to doaeclbo the 
doad. UhUo thm origtaml manlog la loat Ita root 
— aoi **to bo mak" or "to bo fldbby, aoft, Hop,"^* 
fbolr ■mis activity aoom to bo ono of aloopiat» hamvor 
tboro la an aura and a magic about tfamm titat raaulta in 
uttoc terror for tho living. Howovwr* lot it bo atatod 
tiMt "tho boliofa calming to tho aoul and apirit, Shool 
and tho oonditloa of tho dopmrtod voro hoathoo to tiio 
ooro« Tboxo warn no blooaod outlook for the Old Toata»
moot aaiat. Shool waa tho final mode aliko of A o

ISrigjhtooua and tho riÿatooua and tho viofcod."
In thoir allant almloaa oniatomo, "Oed dooa 

net rammbor than, nor thoy Him: and they arc thocoforo 
nithout hopo for Kia truth and all that thia iaplioaj 
thoy cannot proiao Him not give tbanka to Him; thoy aro 
dtegothor profitloaa, for God ha# nothing to do with 
them or %d.th tho plaeo uboro tbagr aro. w i A  thia contract 
ahot ia maid about them in A c  and Esofciol pamaagoa; 
tho plaeo choro A o  doad aro ia a plaeo of root, uboro 
tho ordinary man ia in tho coapany of kinga, ubo retain
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thdlr rank thera; there is no annoyance there; those 
eho are prisoners are at ease; though master and servant 
are there, "the small and the great," there is no oppress ion. 
The dead are to be envied. Thus they are beyond the 
control and interest of God, but the views vary as to 
idiether this is a good existence or not. Regardless 
of their beliefs on this point, it still conflicted w i ^  
their theology and caused much unrest. Even if they 
held that God had power they knew:  ̂  ̂ ,

there is always some incompatibility 
between him and death; that is why 
the solution of the problem of death 
could only be found in the final 
triuQ^h of life.

Since death was the limit set 
to human life by Yahweh, it was on 
him alone that the pushing back or 
even the complete removal of that 
limit depended. Before the insist*- 
ence of Israel's religion on Yahweh’s 
omnipotence, (die possibility of es
caping death was not excluded, but 
it is none the less clear that the 
assertion of his divine transcendence 
and utter distinction from the 
created world could leave hope for 
&is privilege only in rare and ex
ceptional cases.

For one to enter into Sheol means for one to enter
' .4.-.

into a state of sleep for the Hebrew mind. There is a very 
close relationship of sle^ to death which even carries 
over into our time. "He slept with his* fathers" or
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"he lay down with his fathers" are ancient euphemisms 
for the term death. At other times the Hebrews used 
"to be gathered unto their people" or "go to their fathers* 
place" words which have deep emotional significance and 
certainly give the concept of continuity and community.

The real difficulty with the concept of Sheol was 
an ethical problem. All men descended to this realm for 
which there was no distinction among individuals, "For 
them good and bed fared alike in Sheol, It seems clear 
that* until the rise of the Apocalyptic, this continued
to be the common belief. It perhaps survived «aong the
-  ̂ .

Sadducees even in New Testament times (Hk 12:18, Ac 23:8).
The * saints* themselves, when they cry out against the
misery of Sheol, assume that all are alike there, and
long, not for a different lot in Sheol, but for a return
from it. The normal Old Testament belief is that there

18are not ethical differences in Sheol." Over against 
the moral aspect there is a more ancient tradition of 
social distinction. By this means all social status is 
perpetuated and one rests with his own class. The 
distinction is that all leaders group again to form the
aristocracy but in the very lowest d^ths are the criminals,

' . :\T .the suicides, and the unciroumeised.
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The batle ooneept of Sheol did not remain constant
-, ,  y , . . 4 ,

In the minds of the Jews. Dr. Oesterley comments:
Among the Israelites this belief 
(the state of the dead) underwent a 
fundammtal change because it was 
found to be incompatible with the 
belief in Jahwej the essence of the change 
consisted in the teaching that they who 
went to Sheol could never leave it; 
they were tied to it for ever (ancient).

[ This had not bema held hitherto. But
the official exponents of the religion 
of Jahwe found it not only difficult, 
but quite impossible, to root out tibe 
ancient traditional belief (popular) 
which was held by the people. For 
centuries, therefore, two beliefs 
existed in Israel regarding Sheol - - 
the ancient popular belief, and what cane 
to be the official belief and doctrine.

-  ̂̂  These two forms of belief are to be found
over and over again in the Old Testament. 
Other beliefs idiich centred around that 

• of Sheol, and which were expressed by
. various practices, were also found to

; v be incompatible with the religion of
' Jahwe; but in spite of penal en~

 ̂ y;:' aotments against the perpetrators of
these practices, they continued until 

f . long after A e  Exile.
The «latence of two diametrically 

opposed Sheol-beliefs, a popular and 
an official, illustrated in a variety 
of ways in the Old Testament, is amply 
sufficient to account for inconsistent
and contradictory elements, regarding 
belief in the future life.^^

The Hebrews believed that man was mortal and we 
learn this from Genesis if we see nothing else in it. 
Death could not be seen apart from the natural order of
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thlQgd. Yet» nHiea death did come upon a family it said 
a strong healthy "Ho** to the love ai^ tdie holiness of God.
Men was aware of his mortality and thus he became a being 
existing for death and ever moving toward death. Though 
the Hebrews may live ax»! die» the nation Israel continues 
and carries with it all the immortality that the Hebrews 
needed at first. However» the Hebrew is not entirely 
severed from the land of the living by death as he has 
some vague contact or knowledge of %d%at happens on earth.
In the practice of consulting tdie dead (necromancy) as

- ' 'v ■

seen in I Samuel 28:3*25» Saul consults the dead Samuel
tdirough the medium» the Witch of Endor. "How» whatever
opinion may be held about this narrative» nobody will
deny that it is an important illustration of the belief
of the early Israelites concerning the d^arted. They
continue to live» they remember» they forsee; they can
leave whatever place it is in which they abide; and they

20can return to the world» in a certain sense." Yahw^ 
was not only the Author of individual lives but He was 
also known as the Finisher. 'There is no doubt that» 
according to the Old Testament» it is for God to decide 
when a man is to die*— chat is» God is the master of the 
event called ^death*. It is true that men may interfere
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with Hie will ae Gain did whan he killed Abel, but
thia ie only the extreme example of the Old Testament
doctrine that man has a realm of freedom^ and that he can
so use it as to interfere with the sovereign will of God
«•«•that is, he can sin. The Hebrew believed that. Just
as it is for God to decide that a man shall be bom, so
it is for Him to decide when a man shall die— i. e. idiœ

21he shall pass to Sheol.**
It follows logically that since YahwA was the

God of Israel and of Israel alone; His powers did not
extend into Sheol. To be dead, meant to be cut off from
Yahwéh or no longer to exist in His sight.

The complaint, uttered in various 
contexts that the dead person is 
excluded from the praise of God , 
takes us to the core of the concept 
that is dominant here. *The earth 
he hath given to the children of 
men. The dead praise not Yahweh. *
(Ps. 115;16f). After death, Àere- 
fore, the godly man stands beyond 
the realm of life, idiich was in
finitely precious to him and in 
%*kich is maintained the cultic re
lation to Yahweh. Another supplicant 
draws A e  consequences still more 
clearly. Isa. 38:18: *̂ For A e
grave (Sheol) cannot praise Aee, 
deaA cannot celebrate Aee; Aay 
that go down tx> the pit cannot 
hope for Aey truA. Yahweh's 
falAfulness * ®met has become 
meaningless 6 r  the dead. This means.
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Chen, quite simply they are cut off 
from thy hggd. (Ps. 08 It Is 
really here that the actual sting, 
uhleh demth had for OT religion 
through the centuries, resides.
Yahweh is the god of life in a 
quite eaclueive sense. The sharo 
contrast to the notion of Y^dxweh^s 
relation to life is equally clear.
We saw above how life was not only 
given by Yahw^ physically but its 
preservation was also acknowledged 
as being depmodent on God as a 
result of his own decision. Thus 
while we saw that it was precisely 
life's connection with God that was 
absolute, here it is the absence of 
such a connection that is character*istic."^2

Hell thus became total and utter separation from Yahweh 
and consequently from all those that walk with Yahweh. 
Man has no meaning or no purpose as there is no past and 
no future, there is only the dull existence Wiich is no 
existence. Thus the worst that can happen to man does 
indeed happen for he is absolutely alone. The primitive 
tribes were aware of this tremendous consequence on an 
individual as the worst punishment for criminals was to 
be banished from the community. Though this banishment 
was not death and looks almost insignificant from our 
point of view, it was for a communal society a fate 
worse than death itself. This was equally true for the 
Hebrew, who could never see his life apart from the
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oommuoity of Yahweh^ m s  now to be separated from the only 
two things that held any meaning for him. By very defin
ition Sheol is as far from the heavens as it could possibly 
be, it is on the other end of the universe. To cry out, 
to pray, to move, or to diink was futile for you were 
beyond all forms of assistance for there was no one to 
hear you, nor to help you, not even Yahweh Himself. You 
were totally alone at the dark deep abyss of nothingness.

Professor Edmond Jacob notes that "death and Sheol*-*- 
the two tens are sometimes interchangeable, a fact idiich

i

proves that the stress was laid with Sheol upon its function
rather than upon its location— are powers opposed to
Yahweh or at least neutral in relation to his sovereignty.
Since the creation narratives do not speak Sbout the
creation of Sheol, it may be supposed that in Sheol
tribes were seen of the original chaos— the darkness,
while the mtery aspect of chaos m s  represented by the

23mters of the sea." Sheol did not always stand merely 
for a region found only after death. It was also known 
to be a state or a condition of living. "The Israelite 
does not go down to the nether world only in the hour 
of his death; when Mversity or illness lays him low, he 
has already fallœ into death's power. In the time of
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suffering, defeat, despair, or ain, death meana more than 
a merely potential and more or less distant threat, it 
enters his existence as an actuality; through one or other 
of these manifestations, all its destructive reality 
crushes the creature. The life of the sufferer, the 

4 :̂  captive, the oppressed or the guilty is passed in the
shadow of death, under a negative sign; already he can 
mourn: *I have passed out of mind like one who is d€uui;

"I 1 have become like a broken vessel' (Ps. 31:12).”^
Tims the state of Sheol does not always break in upon

n

them only at death but continually haunts and threatens
the living# "Anything Âat threatens life, the desert,
the sea, sin, disease, chaos or darkness, is linked with
death, Wiich remains the hostile reality and which will
finally be overcome. . . . the Old Testammt never presents
death as a liberation or as a gateway giving access to
perfect felicity. Along with the Semitic peoples as a
whole, Israel shares belief in the fatal and inevitable
character of death which îmmé classical mqpression in
this passage from the Epic of Gilgaraeeh:

When the gods created humankind.
They made death the lot of humankind,
Life, they retained in their own hands."
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Thus death cornea aa an eaaault on all of life and
offers a constant danger to all that lives# '̂ The Old Testa*
ment» then» takes a serious view of the power of death
over man, it knows what it means for him to fall into its
hands# Thus Sheol is sew as a reality» in some sense
autonomous» which is not the work of Yahweh and which»
by its dynamic» disputes t^e authority of the God of
Israel over His creation and seeks to bring it back into
primeval chaos again. Nevertheless the Old Testament
rejects dualism; the destiny of the world is not to be
eaplained as an interminable struggle between two divin*
Ities of coequal power; it is not the reflexion of that
antagonism idiich is found in nature in the opposition of
night to day or of death to life."^ While the Hebrews
cannot conceive of a dualism» death is viewed as a
negation of all that is good and a 6>rce of evil# Death
seeks to destroy God's creation and His creature#»
sometimes boldly striking them down» yet in most instances
waiting patiently even through lingering illnws but
either way death wins out#

There are two aspects of death in the Old Testament:
Firstly» death seems primarily to consist 
in a loss of power» a diminution of vital 
energy» in which case it is connected with
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other eooditlons such as sleep, 
fatlgoe, or Illness, From Als point 
of view* vhlch is perhaps the more 
primitive, it is easy to envisage a 

r return to life; the resurrection will
f be a reawakening of the energies of

life, *a simple réanimation of 
dormant forces,* Viewed thus, it is 
seen as a possible, almost a natural, 
phenomeoon.

But, secondly, death is also an 
absolute separation from the Living 
God, an apparently total breach 
with the world of the living, and 

} moreover a terrible and constant threat
to human mcistence; it intrudes upon
man everywhere; life finds itself 
continually disturbed, reduced to 

 ̂ inexistence, and emptied of all meaning
 ̂ by death; the creature then becomes

the prey of Sheol, and falls into a 
sort of nothingness, over which Yahweh 
is certainly sovereign, but in which 
Re seems, in the last resort to be 
disinterested,^'

The Hebrew took his beliefs from what he observed.
When he looked about the world he realised that everything
died. Thus death was natmral, Man was mortal by
creation and Yahweh was immortal by definition. This did
not rest easy on the minds of the Hebrews,

The nature of death, too, is changed; 
at every instant, the eye of the 
believer sees it, not as a natural 
fact, but as a scandalous irregularity; 
it becomes something other than a 
biological phenomenon and concerns the 
human being in his totality, assailing 
him body a ^  soul. It is not, in 
point of fact, in so far as be belongs.
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with the plant and the beaet# to 
the realm of creation, and la there
fore a transient being, that death 
concerns him, but because he is a 
person, determined by his relation^ 
ships with God aod his neighbour.
Death attacks man at the deepest 
level of his being, it sets a 
question-mark over against his , 
enterprises and his sentiments alike, 
its reality tends to destroy the 
reality of his own existence; in 
this sense, for the Old Testament, 
as for the Apostle Paul, *the wages 
of sin is death’ (Rmn. 6i23).

Death, the common lot of 
creatures, still remains a particular 
event for the hunum being; there is 
nothing automatic about it, but 
rather it presents itself as a 
personal and direct "No" spoken by God 
to the man idiom He has called to 
life. Death bears witness to a 
refusal on tha part of the Creator, 
to His withdrawal, to His absence; 
if, in fact, Yahweh kills. He is not 
really present in death, for all of 
Him is in life; He is the God of 
the living and not of the dead, and 
the latter know themselves to be 
bereft of Him (Ps. 6:5; 88:5).

But abandonment by the Living God 
canxK)t be absolute; His indifference 
towards those Wio are no m o n  cannot 
be His final word; one day He will 
cease to suffer the existence of Sheol 
along with Himself. Slowly, under the 
pressure of manifold circumstances, the 
Old Covenant believers progress towards 
the conviction that the Living God can 
and will make all things new; Israel’s 
vision of the future in store for 
the dead little by little grows 
distinct, until at last, almost at 
the very moment of the coming Of Him,
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who by Hl8 destiny was going to 
give them incofoparable succour» it 
culminates in belief in the resur
rection*

The contacts of the Hebrews with the religions of 
the Persians and Canaanites certainly had their influences 
on their views of esohatology* Particularly» because as 
I have mentioned that theology develops so slowly in re
gard to the "last things*" In these instances the Jewish 
religion seined to be lacking and it was only natural for 
them to learn from the more sophisticated religions. How- 
ever» it is erroneous to assime that these new ideas were 
adapted or assimilated to to to* These extraneous in
fluences can by no adequate means be measured* The Hebrews 
did not add to their faith the concept of the dying and 
rising god nor did they accept the concept of the resurrection* 
As Professor Martin-Achard so ably points out» the fiMt>rews 
knew of the concept of the resurrection long before the 
period of exile but had chosen to reject it* Bather this 
had had a negative influence iq>on them» and as a result they 
were much more sceptical and slower to finally take on
this concept than if they had not been so influenced.

'■ ^  r-. ...• * * We must state that the People of
Yahweh found the conc^t of resurr^tion
in Canaan; but for a long time this formed
part of a realm over against which Yahweh
stood in Bis Sovereign will» so that»
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with regard to thé resurrection# 
the religion of the Canaanites played 
a negative part, by obliging the 
Israelites to make their stand 
against it; it had nevertheless, 
a sort of indirect action, in 
making possible a sort of purifi~ 
cation of this belief which, in an
other age and within another context, 
received a new content. The agri
cultural cults thus brought the 
Israelites face to face with an 
assertion which could not take its 
legitimate place within the frame
work of the Biblical revelation 
until once and for all freed from 
its ties with nature-mysticimn; for 
the Canaanite belief to be accepted 
by the servants of the Living God, 
the Jewish community had to discover, 
in the midst of its sufferings, the 
extent of the reach of the power, 
and of the righteousness, and of the 
goodness, of its God.

It would be wrong not to recognise the syncretism 
of eschatology which came first into the Hebrew faith and 
then eventually into the Christian faith. It is easy to 
be misled and to assume that because the origins look the 
same that the meaning is necessarily the same. Professor 
C. H. Moore has made an interesting observation on this 
point. "In many ways paganism provided an environment 
favorable for the spread of the religion which Jesus founded. 
The two were at many points irreconcilable, and the former 
has not always benefited the latter by its influence; but
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it is a grave historical error not to recognise the areas
in which the thought of the two ran parallel. Is the
nobler faith the poorer because its paths were made broad

30by the pagan in his search after Immortality"?,
Following after N. Süderblom, Professor Martin-Achard 

points out the essential difference between the Jewish 
and Persian concepts of eschatology are the result of 
two diverse points of view. The Hebrew thought in terms 
of a personal physical resurrection whereas the Persian 
thought in terms of a physical rebuilding of the world.
"The resurrection of the dead is part of the physical re
creation of the universe. For Israel, the starting-point 
is faith in Yahweh, in the holy and righteous God who 
intervenes in history and establishes His kingship; here-y
the resurrection is the answer to a religious and moral
requirement and primarily concerns not mankind in general,
but the lot of the Hasldim; thus it nwessarily raoains
restricted, idiile from the Iranian point of view it is
naturally universal, since it is connected with the destiny

31of the whole of the cosmos." This in itself is so 
revolutionary and distinctive that it could only find 
e3q>ression in a new religious tradition. The focus has 
shifted from the physical reconstruction of the individual
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and the world to a focus on a *'new life*' which is a
personal relation with Yahweh. N. sBierblom indicate# ;
"'There is only one capital point in which Judaism could
have been influenced in any way by its contact with
Kazdaism, and that Is in its idea of the resurrection.
But even this idea has a Jewish origin, and was developed
ind^endently, if not without having been influenced, at

32least without having been borrowed.'" In concluding
these thoughts one might say: "Persia did not give the
doctrine of the resurrection of the dead to Israel, and,
through Israel, to the world, but it enabled the Chosen
People to formulate its faith in the victory won for

33believers by its God over the powers of death."
Whatever other influences the faith of Israel might 

have undergone from the outside, it still can be main* 
tained that the life after-death as well as the resurrection 
came to the Israelites as a revelation of God. This theme 
must come from the Nature of God as they worked it out 
in their Geological system. God for G e m  is always a 
Living God who is CreaGr and SustaGer of all that lives 
and by the believer's projection and implication He also 
becomes Redeemer. The growing conc^t of His almightGess 
coupled w i G  the increasing ioportSnce of the individual



with Yahweh gave way to His lasting concern for the in*
dividual beyond this life., This is particularly true of
the Hasidim. who often took a martyr's or an "untimely
death" upon themselves in the name of Yahweh. They would
not allow this to come to hopeless nothingness at death#
for YahwA*s plans and purposes must be worked out for
His pec^le. " . . .  The God of Israel's actions in the
past are the guarantee of the future of the Hasidim who
have died for His sake: Yahweh alone is able to force
Sheol to give up its captives. He wills the deliverance
of the dead to make His divinity manifest# He is# at one
and the sahe time# the source and the end of the Old ,
Testament hope of victory over death. The resurrection
of the dead# the Old Testament's ultimate revelation ^
regarding the God of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob#
con Arms# at one and the same time# His power# His

34righteousness# and His mercy alike."
Through the trials and the tribulations of Israel 

their religion came to lose its ethnic ideals. No longer 
did the state remain the inq^rtant element as it was 
cast down and tom on every side. Even the vehicles of 
religion had been destroyed.
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At this period# man discovers his 
individuality in a very special way# 
he dissociates himself psychologically 
from the gxot^» he seeks to distin
guish himself from it. He means no 
longer to resign himself to the 
common lot* but to take his personal 
destiny tjpon himself; the God ehom 
he seeks is no longer a mere national 
divinity* but the Lord with vhom 
he will be able to communicate in a 
sort of dialogue* in fellowship 
with whom he will be able to 6lfil 
his life in this world* in short* the 
personal God* the God with idiom he 
will have real personal relationsh^.
Concomitant witdi this emergence of 
individualism, the problem of death 
assumes an increasing importance and tends 
to become the great anxiety of the 
living. As a matter of fact . • . there 
is a close connexion between the dis
covery of human personality and the 
question of death* the latter does not 
have the same sharpness as long as the 
individual is more or less identified 
with the group* it is urgent only fox 
the man who is aware of his personal 
individuality. In the same way the 
problem of the resurrection only 
actually arises in so far as the human 
being* becoming conscious of its 
personality* considers that its 
destiny is not automatically identical 
with that of its people and that its 
life has an intrinsic value which 
cannot disappear A>r ever in death.

This same thought is continued to a ihirther degree by 
k. H. Charles whan he states : " . . . while Yahwism was 
destroying the belief in the false life in Sheol* it was 
steadily develc^ing in the Individual the consciousness
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of a am# life end of e aee worth through iamedleta 
communion with God, ee we see in the Psalms and kindred 
literature, Ikn# it is frmm the consciousness of this new 
life in God and not from a moribund existence in a heathen 
Sheol, that the doctrine of a blessed immortality was 
devel<^ed in Israel, It was a new creation— «the off* 
spring of faith in God on the part of Israel** saints.
No longer are all the members of Israel God's people, but 
only as individuals choose to remain faithful to Him does 
this concept of "His pecqile" continue. Hnder this every 
man is held responsible for his own actions and his personal 
destiny.

The people who continued to live in obedience to 
Yahweh were called the Haaidjm or the "chosen ones" or 
the "pious ones." Their entire existence is to unite 
themselves lAolly to the plan, purpose, and the will of God. 
They beeme so at«one with YahwA that even the powers of 
Sheol cannot prevail against them. It would be wrong to 
assume that they are looking for some way out of their 
conditions or some reward for their piety but rather they 
desire to dwell eontimially in Y^nwd%'s presence. "Out 
of the heart of the union with God, living in the midst of 
His own, broke forth the hope of the Hereafter; Hell was



overcome by the HAsldim^s faith; becauae it created the
desire to be for ever vlth Yahweh In the hearts of
believers* the love of God showed Itself to be stronger
than death; the grace of the God of Israel had both the

37first word and the last In the destiny of His own."
Because of their obedience and tenacity for the 

religion of Israel the Hasldim became objects of perse
cution by the foreign Invaders. Thousands lost their 
lives during the Jewish Wars and the various captivities 
because they would not yield. "The spiritual life of
the Hasldim dooms them to be the first victims of these

. ’-i

persecutions of their people* and also makes them the
first witnesses to the new faith In the resurrection of
the dead; It Is In point of fact to them that this will
be primarily granted* for It Is they who need It most of
all. A close relationship subsists between martyrdom and 

38 ■resurrection." The hope of the future life and belief 
In the resurrection grew and became the strongest during 
the times of the greatest persecutions of the Jews. The 
assertion of the resurrection In the last analysis Is 
gradually concluded by the . throes of martyrs rather than 
by any &)relgn Influences. '*ThUs the Old Testament be
lievers did not arrive at the conviction tiiat their God
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would raiso the dead merely through their ooutaeta with 
Canaan or Iran, nor by academic deductions from some 
doctrine unrelated to real life; idiat finally effected 
their adherence to the new creed was the bearing of the 
tozmmated Hasldim greeting the advent of the Messianic 
Age in advance. Thus the truth of Ernest Renan's 
dictum is established: 'The martyr was the real creator
of belief in another life.'"̂  ̂ For the aqpostate Jew,
Sheol was all that he could expect for he deserved no 
more. The Hasidim realised that this was not consistent 
with Yahweh particularly as the religion became more 
personal. "Could it be that the God with idiom he lived 
in fellowship would and by abandcming him? He would 
shrink from the loss of God. For the chasid the evidence,

■ ■ V -

examined below, suggests that there was a plaint, 'Am I 
to perish at last?', and a plea, 'Wilt Thou leave me to 
perish?', before he groped his way at last to the con
fident faith: 'Thou wilt not leave me in Sheol! Thou 
m i t  not!

Parhips greatM insight will coiBe from the exaa- 
ination of the texts. In the songs of praises to Yahweh, 
that of Moses (Deut. 32) and that of Hannah (I Sam. 2), 
we see more attestations to the powers of Yahweh. Singing
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to Ris poiMT thoy maintain that He ia all powerful even 
over Sheol itaelf• Within theee songe the authors did 
not maintain a resurrection from the dead, they merely 
acknowledged the attributes of an AWLghty God, 
would thus have power over death.

One must realiae that the Hebrew made no clear 
distinction between disease and death. Thus one wto is 
very seriously ill would be considered to be in the hands 
of Sheol already. Under tdiis conc^tion resurrection 
can mean Hie restoration to normal life or a return to 
health. Consequently the allusions to death and the resur
rection would not coincide with our present day beliefs.

; ■'•i' . *S e m  from this perspective, for a pre-scientific people
, . A -

the escape of serious illness was as miraculous as 
evading death itself. - When we read the resurrections 
of Elijah and Elisha ( I Kings 17:17-24; II Kings 4:31-57; 
13:21) W8 recognize that while these mainly show the 
power of YafawHi woHcing through à pacific servant the 
person restored must at some future date submit to death.
They also have the element of occurring shortly after the

(

individual has 'Mied'* and before burial. These come to us 
then as special cases and have nothing to éo with either 
a general resurrection or the concept of resurrection itself.
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The Psalms are thought to contain a great wealth 
of information and inspiration dealing with sickness» 
suffering» and death, No doubt some of the Psalms came 
from death-bed situations. Here a man was out off from 
the normal routine of life and filled with pain.
Usually he felt that this came to him as some fbrm of
punishment, *' • . He suddenly finds himself in the

■ *
presence of death» already he sees its signs» and he takes 
count of the havoc that» even now» it is working in his 
existence; he knows that he is being attacked body and 
soul» all his being is threatened. His life is life no 
longer; for it has neither prop nor prospect» and it is 
passed in the shadow of deatdi. In his trouble the faith
ful continually cries to God» in whom he sees his sole 
resource; importunately he implores for help» he pleads 
for healing» deliverance» pardon» u d  peace; in his 
suffering he may again.pray asking to live; he wants to 
see the light and to dwell in the presence of Yahweh in 
the land of th% l i v i n g . I n  Psalm 88 we see the torment 
of a man on thm brink of death as he already feels cut off 
not only from Yahweh but also from his fridwls and there 
is no way out.

The sick and the suffering are at
grips with a malignant power which»
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taking posaesslon of them, vrestt 
them from their people end from their 
God* Death, in the thought of the 
pealmiete, ie not merely the reflexion 
of a troubled exietence, for them it ie 
a fact and an event, since it in
trudes its presence upon them and 
shatters the hanony and unity of their 
life; the deliverance that they are 
waiting for is a veritable liberation 
from its fatal power*

The Israelite knows &at his life 
is constantly threatened, the obstacles 
of every sort that he encounters on 
his way are so many manifestations of 
the power of death lying in wait for 
him; but he also discovers that Yahweh 
is able to break the bonds that constrict 
him, to shatter the servitudes that 
oppress him, in a word, to make death 
retreat* He is, of course, at every 
mommt, in danger of fhlling into the 
hands of Sheol, but he never ceases to 
set his hope in the redemptive intervention 
of his God. It hi^pens that he is numbered 
among those who *go down to the pit#* 
but he also knows the experience of sal
vation; thus poww is exerted upon him 
from two directions; death sedcs to make 
him its prey, the Living God resdues him 
from its bonds and changes his mourning 
into glWneee.4*

There is consequently a tension established between 
the powers of death which stand ready at every moment to 
strike one down and tdie powers of Yahweh which sustain 
him and lift him up when he is cast down* The Hebrew 
cells upon YAweh to save him from the pit and destruction 
although he is fully aware that death does have its way.
Yet he asks that he might first have a full and abundant life*
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We see in the tranelation of Enoch and Elijah 
(Gen. S{21*4; IX iClnga 2:1-15)* Yahweh drawing Hie faithful 
servante to Himself. R&ese must he seen as special 
eases but they do give way to the thought that the falth&dl 
will continue to walk with Yahweh. One must be aware that 
perhaps too much has been read into these accounts. The 
significance lies in the fact that YahwA has power over 
Sheol if He desires to use It.

We see In Hosea (6:1-3; 13:14) stronger conceptions 
of the power of Yahweh. We are also aware from this first 
passage that the H^rews knew of the resurrection before 
the Btlle. In the later text in regard to "0 Death* idiere 
are your plagues" it must be that PmdL read into the state
ment more than was present. But in context . . . "it 
declares that Yahweh has refused to save Ephraim* that 
the end of Samaria is approaching* and that* summoned by 
God Himself* the powers of daidcness are at work against 
a rebellious and obstinate nation."

The vision of Eaekiel wuld seem to imply the 
res^ration of the Chosen Pecÿle. Many of these so called 
"resurrection" passages must refer to the restoration and 
miraculous contijmiation of the nation Israel in spite of 
all its trials and tribulations. One must be aware that
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the Hebrew wee much more alive to the uee and the meaning 
of eyodwliem and doubtleea thie ecene ia presented as such, 

question of e general resurrection was doubtleea not 
raised before Ezekiel 37» but emerged after thie passage 
was written, . . we are on the eve of the awakening of
faith in the reeurrection-»-on the eve, but no more; for 
thie belief to become a reality in Judaism, many other

44influences will have to be exerted upon it." The power 
of Yahweh as displayed in thie resurrection showe forth 
Hie creating powere and hie ability to reconstitute men.
Out of nothing He is able to refashion and bring man back 
to life.

The writer of Isaiah is not primarily concerned 
with life after-death. Hie main tUitereet is the vindication 
and the fulfilment of God*e plans and purposes in thie life. 
In reality the major concern of the writers of the Old 
Testament was with righteousness and vindication szkS not 
with eternal life. They would emphasize their relation to 
Yahweh in their day-to-day existence sedcing only to dwell 
continually with Him. In Isaiah 25:8 there is testimony 
that Yahweh destroys death which certainly is clear that 
He wins out in victory over it. This was likely not a 
part of the original text but was added about the Third
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Century B. C. In the of Iseiah (la. 24-27)
we find the text dealing for the first time w i A  fdie 
resurrection rather td&an restoration. % i s  is by no means 
a general resurrection for it is only for the select fee 
who have remained faithful, this still remains a deep 
mystery to these people as it depends œtirely on the 
nature and the purpose of Yahweh.

The Book of Daniel comes from a period* approximately 
165 B. €.* of great persecution for the Java. It is 
Apocalyptic in form and serves to encourage and to assure 
the faith&l that God is still the ruler., He writes that 
there will be a final consummation of history and a resur
rection of the dead. " . . .  Here we have a text that, 
for the first time, unequivocally proclaims the resur
rection of the dead; this passage, unique in the Old 
Testament, maries, at one and the same time, the end of a 
long quest and the beginning of a new way of understanding 
human destiny. The declaration contained in Daniel 12:2f. 
was forthwith adopted by a section of Judaism. This fact 
indicates that oten’s minds were ready to receive it, for, 
although it meant the overturning of long existant ideas, 
it answered to the deep aspirations of the Chosen People.
By the extension of the righteousness of Y^iweh when
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80 many had died for tbair faith they could not conceive 
of oppressor and oppressed having the same ultimate goal 
for this eould make a mockery of their faith. The writer 
does little more than to touch on the theme of resurrection 
and because he does not ê qpound upon it» it would appear

' Ithat his readers were well aware of this concept#
In a further look at the Psalms (16:9-11; 49:15; 

73:23-28)» we find an assurance and affirmation that the 
relationship of love between Yahweh and His ehildrm cannot 
and will not be separated by death. This love has broken 
the threat and the fear of death. There is not to be found 
here the concept of resurrection though many scholars 
would attempt to read this in. In each case the context 
does not scpport it. **He does not dread a sudden brutal 
death; we must go even further; he has no fear of death 
at all» not because he considers that he must have ever
lasting life» but because of the presence of the Living God 
the problem of death becomes secondary; in some sense death 
is blotted out» it retreats. The has id who is living by 
God» for God» and in God» no longer looks tqpon death as 
a threatening present reality; in the presence of the 
Living God it loses its inportance. The believer is soy
attached to Yahw^» so fully taken with Him» that his
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« 'life no longer unfold# nnder the sign of death, hut 

rather in the radiance of the glory of God; in a sense, 
he finds himself back ehere Adam was before the Pall.
His life is ^ 1 ,  Boâ lie does not imagine that one day 
his joy may end: his blessing cannot be taken away from 
him, since YahwA is keeping him safe."^ There is no 
question ^>out it, the Psalmists knew that all men mustV V.

die; hoiraver, it was hoped that death for the faithful 
would not be the same as t6e death of & e  irreligious.
They sought, hoped, and dax^ to believe that Yahweh* s 
righteousness would continue beyond this life. '*Where« 
ever the Living God is scooted, death is effaced, its 
power is blunted, and it is rendered irrelevant; in the 
psalm, this trutdi is understood rather than expressed;

Vthé psalmist has no intention of proclaiming a universal
abstract law, he is confessing a living personal ex*
perience."^^

According to the Psalmists:
All the living creatures with idiich 
the world abounds have their ordered 
place because God has made the world and 
appointed their lot there. And they 
continually depend for life and well* 
being on His emstant and direct care.
For the psaXodst does not conceive the 
universe as owing its existence to 
the fiat of the Almighty, but thm left
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te go its om, way. To him the game 
dlvlxie eaxe which brought It into being 
is needed^ if it is to be maintained.
So all the multitudinous life with 
which the earth is stored d^ends 
directly on its Creator# and possesses 
only idiat it pleases Him to give (v,
27), When God opens His hands# Aey 
are satisfied with good: when He hides 
His face# they are troubled; when He 
finally decrees it# they die and 
return to the dust from which He alone 
brought them and from ladiieh He alone 
can preserve them (w. 28# 29), The 
world became an ordered place through 
the divine wisdom; it continues in 
its seemliness because this is never 
withdrawn,^

The Psalmist saw Man as one living in the '*• • •
presence of his God# sid>mitting himself to the valuations
for life which this implied. Life to him was rich and full
and satisfying# because it m s  lived by standards which
were not of this world, Bei% that# it was of ultimate
value, r . • the ground of his confidence that all this
cannot come to an end through tiie accident of death. FOr
God will show him still what He has shown him throughout
his earthly career# the path of life which# according to
Prov, 3:17# is at ow e  the path to life and the path in

49which alone real life can be found," Since he saw death 
as the lot of mankind he tirthed back tc God to ask for 
wis&xD. "Help us# 0 Lord# to make the best of life. And
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the b#8t that life can give to a man eho through all 
trusta tu God la a vlae heart. For the ultimata product 
of life, however tranaient and feahle it may be, ia thia 
heart of wiadom, tdiia inner life of man. And it ia with
in hia power to win it, if he gallantly livea out hia daya 
to the end in the fear of God, accepting the divine 
valuationa, submitting to the divinely appointed limit* 
ationa, and never yielding to the temptation to let 
everything go. Evan if it leads to nothing beyond and 
passes like a breath, it remains the ultimate tiling.'*^ 

Perhaps the greatest assurance of resurrection ia 
commonly believed to be in the book of Job. This coocm^t 
ia still perpetuated by Handel's Messiah, often proclaimed 
through the reading and tdie preaching of the Word of God, 
ttid continues to rest on many tombstraes. There probably 
ia no portion of the Bible that presents so many diffi* 
cultiea in the teact and the interpretation as does this.
Job does not talk of seeing Yahw^ after death, he believes 
that he will see him "on earth. " He se^a his vindication 
in this present life and not in acmie obscure life to come.
The important thing for Job is the vindication before 
death as . . the righteouanesa of the righteous and the 
wickedness of the wicked must be recompensed in this life."^^
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It may come even at the moment of hie laet breath but it 
does not matter for he will see YahwWi and will be vin
dicated. Job feels cut off from the cirele of the pious 
and the communion with Yahweh; thus he prays that he shall 
be restored in Yahweh*a sight. Job's trust is that God 
will in some way break throu£^ to him even if be has lost 
his skin and his flesh. '*His misfortune is unexplained 
and ineiq^licable. The book closes with the long-expected 
intervention of God, but Job receives no academic answer 
to the question of the origin of his sufferings; he has 
encountered the Living God^ his prayer has been heard, 
which is equivalent to vindication; overawed, he bows
down before the mystery of God, idio is infinitely beyond

52his understanding»” We cazmot come to Job as so many 
have done assuming that here we will find the answer to 
sickness, suffering, and death. It resolves no major 
theological problems for it ends in the fact that man is 
man and God is God. "In the later Old Testament the 
question 'Why do the righteous suffer?' is clamant, but 
the question 'Why do righteous men die?' is never asked. .
. . 'Natural' death in old age was no more than the moment 
when a man ceased to live. There is no suggestion that 
God slew him then. As will be found later, whan at last
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Bome J e m  began to cry out that death m s  not the fit m d  
for a righteous man* they did not ask to escape deaA# 
but to live again after it." The real problem bdiind 
Job is idiy he did not die in î pite of calamity. As 
long as there is life in him t^re still remains a plan 
and a purpose of Y^xweh. But whatever Job's problems 
werot they were resolved for him and he was able to find 
new life and peace uwler God. And thia is all he wanted 
and fois was all he needed. Life became new for him and 
death no longer threatened him as he becmne one with 
his Maker.

In these texts which we have examined* nofoere 
did «. find that the lif. aft.r-d.ath was primary in tdia 
minds of thas. men. They sought to continue the communion 
with YahwWi under His mercy anl ri^teousness. No one 
begs or prays for life after-death nor indeed evwa asks 
for it. Thus the death of an Individual never is primary 
in the Old Testament. "In short, without acutally being 
aware of it, the Hasidim are battering the gates of the 
kingdim of the dead; without reaching the positive assertitm 
of the immortality or resurrwtion of the believer, being 
primarily concerned with tasting or sailing the fullness 
of the preseroe of their Lord, they are pr^aring the 
way for future gsmeratihns to proclaim that death is
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In^ioteat against those Mho are living in communion eith 
the Living God.”^

The fulfilment of self# the growing awareness of 
the spiritual life and continuous revelation of the God 
of Love led the Hebrew religion to exciting new frontiers. 
These oonc^ts pushed beyond the confines of the estab
lished faith of Israel meiA could only find stability in 
a system hhilt around this new core of esohatological 
discovery. **The gradual acc^tance of the idea of the 
soul's immortality» and of the ultimate resurrection 
and judgment of the reconstituted person» undoubtedly 
rendered the ancient Yahwism a more adequate faith for 
the indiviihial; but it still contained cause for radical 
tensicms through its retmtion of the doctrine of Israel's 
unique Election and in its failure to find a convincing 
theory of the origin of evil and a solution of the problem 
Wiich it constituted. It was from these tensions that
in process of time Ch^stianity was» at least in part,

55destined to rise.**
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THE GREEK CONCEPT OF DEATH

Ab one «pans the whole pasw>raoie of Chrlstlati 
thought» he ie forced to refer again and again to the Greece 
It eeeme that the Greece not only coloured the outer fringe 
of Christian beliefs but were able to penetrate right to 
its very core* The past century of scholastic studies has 
been deeply concerned with coo^rative religion gathering 
untold Information on all the religions of the world.
While the early Greeks in these studies were dealt with ex* 
tensively» this knowledge has not been implied to Christian 
thought to any great extent. No attempt has been made to 
sort these ideas end other, sub «Christian dogmas from the 
Faith so consequently there are many faithful Christians 
of today following more closely along the lines of Greek 
mystery religions than the original Christian doctrines.
This I might add is not tdie fault of the individual

53
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believer but rather the error of the theologians Wio should 
lead us back to our rightful course» Ho better avenue of 
approach can be found Aan the doctrine of Immortality. 
There is a continual cry raised from Church leaders as r 
well as from the laity to change the jostles* Creed to 
read: "I believe in the Resurrection of the Soul." In
all fairness we must admit that this is no suiqprise be* 
cause this in fact has become creed of the church.

It is apparent that the Greeks had firmly planted 
their ideas with the H^rews so that they were dif fosed 
into the Jewish Religion long before the Christian era. 
Obviously this comes as the most subtle of fq»proaches for 
it enters the back door unawares. More and more the evi* 
dence repeatedly proves that the Grebes had contributed 
greatly to the doctrines of Hebrew thought and life. 
Scholars are far more willing to take the task in hai^ 
realisi^ afresh that the contributions are of greater 
intensity than was hitherto believed. The Jews thmsselves 
may have led us astray in this matter, for they have con? 
sistently held that their religion was a full and coo^lete 
revelation without the slightest taint of human contam* 
ination. Christians too have been deceived by ceasing 
to look beyond the Hebrews for the background of their
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basic dogmas. The task here then becOTies one of discerning 
the Greek concept of death and immortality so that th^ 
might first be distilled from the beliefs of Hebrew thought 
aod subsequently from the Christian thought. Obviously 
this is no easy task for the tools and the science itself# 
analysis and theology# were devel(^ed from the Greek 
schools.

Of all the tasks and obligations of religion# none
is more pressing than the solution to the problem of Death.
A religion ihich denies or suppresses death can hardly
be tiKmght to be a religion at all.

And certainly on this head the Grains# 
more than any peq^le that ever lived# 
must have required a ccmsolation axsl 
a hope. Just in proportion as their life 
was fuller and richer than that which 
has been lived by any other race# Just 
in proportion as their capacity for 
epjoymttt# in body and soul# was keener# 
as their senses were finer# their 
intellect broader# their passions more 
intense# must they have felt# with 
peculiar emphasis# the horror of decay 
and death. And such# in fact# is the 
characteristic note of their utterances 
on this theme. 'Rather*# says the 
ghost of Achilles to Odysseus in the 
world of shades# * rather would I live 
upon the soil as the hireling of raother# 
i^th a landless man who had no great 
livelihood# than bear sway among all 
the d e W  that are no more. *̂

Perhaps death came as a greater horror to the Greeks
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than to any other people. For the Greek there wee little . 
or no hope beyond aa all the ecqihaela fell on satisfaction ^  
and pleasure In this life. Death became the most hateAil 
prospect they could imagine. Truly the Gre^s stood ulth* 
out hc^e. Indeed life had become an art for the Greek as 
even now all of us have wished at one time or another that 
we might be transmitted to those glorious days In ancient 
Greece. Such then was their profound and lasting Impression 
on how to live life.

How then did the Greeks view death? Certainly# from 
tto various primitive sources of Greek religion there has

JÎ ■

come a belief In an after-^llfe. However# It Is the nature 
of the after-life (hat scares them. They bellevsd that 
the spirit does survive after death# but In such a pre
carious manner as to be no life at all. Man Is confined 
to the glum shadowy existence of the under-world as a fain t 
image of ̂ diat life had formerly meant. From this vantage 
point no comfort nor consolation could be found# nor is 
there any Indication that It was actually sought. Generally 
the Gre^ refrained from speculating about his foture 
destiny past the point of death. Vftille he was taught 
legends that Heroes went on to their rewards and criminals 
went on to tortures and toromnts# these problems did not
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press upon him ralmtleasly. '*Ha was navor obaaaaad by 
that close and imminent vision of heaven and hell ehloh 
overshadowed and dwarfed, for the medieval mind, the brief 
space of pilgrimage on earth. Rather he turned, by prefer* 
ence, from the thought of death back to life, and in the 
memory of honourable deeds in the past and the hope of 
fame for the future sought his compensation for the loss 
of youth and love. . . . There is no suggestion anywhere 
of a personal existence continued after death; the dead
live only in their deeds; and only by memory are the sur*

2vivors to be consoled.** There is no consolation for death 
nor in death. ,, However consolatlm is found only in life, 
not in after*life, but in life as it had been and %hat 
it could be for those that remained bdiind. As Goethe 
surveyed the ancient Greek tofabs serene, placid, and frostm 
*** life caught there was as life was best known and 
loved. Thus he saids *'*Here there is no knight in har* 
ness on his knees awaiting a Joyful resurrection. The 
artist has with more or less skill presented to us only 
the persons themselves, and so made their existence lasting 
and perpetrual. They fold not their hands, game not into ■ 
heaven; they are on earth, that they were and what they 
are. They stand side by side, take interest in one another;
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«tld that iê what la in the stone» even though someWiat
unskilfully» yet most pleasingly depleted*’*'̂

The last word for the Greek was tiot the fact of
meeting in "a h^py laxnl» far» far away*' but rather
"farewell." One tomb reads;

Farewell» toad) of Melite; the best of 
women lies here» who loved her loving 
husband» Onesimus; thou wert most ex«> 
eellent» tdierefore he longs iot thee 
after thy death» for thou wert the best 
of wives. -— Farewell» thou t»o» .
dearest husband» only love my children.^

J. W. Hackail presœts Btxae basic Gre* attitudes
toward death in his bo<* Select gpiarams From GreA ^ttwloev;

The Dead Seholar-Callimachua
One told me of thy fate» Heraclitus» ai^ 
wrung me to tears» and I remembered how 
often both of us let the sun sink as we 
talked; but thou» methinks» 0 friend 
from Halieamaasus» art ashes long and 
long ago; yet the ni^tingale-imtes live» 
idiereon Hades the ravisher of all.things 
shall not lay his hand. XXX.

Sate Diem - Bianor
Ever insatiate Charon» why hast thou 
wantonly takmi you Attains? was he not & 
thine» even if he had died old? XXXIX.

i The Last Word - Palladas
Thou talkest much» 0 mam» and thou art 
laid in earth after a little; keep silence» 
and idiile thou yet livest» meditate on 
death. XLVII.'
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On An WuQ»py Man ~ Author Unknown
I Dionysius of Tarsus Ils hors at sixty, 
having never married; and I would that 
my father had xnot*

The agony of death brings Gredc literature to a crest of 
poignant expression. The Greek laments tdiat he has but one 
life to live. What finer thing mi^t the gods do than give 
the righteous man another life. Near the end of life even 
the difficulties of old age are no longer a burden. There c 
is here a basic tœsion betwema the awesome fear of death 
and the tribulations of this life. This dilemma is never 
fully resolved by the Greeks. 'Death may be the universal 
fate of men (there is an old proverb *We must all pay the 
debt of death*), but that is no consolation; the inevita* 
bility of death casts its shWow over every life and puts 
a question-mark against its idiole meaning. There is more 
consolation in the knowledge that life itself, with all 
its toil and distress, is a doid>tful boon, so that it may 
appear better never to have been b o m  ot# having been W m ,  

to die at once. Death brings peace and suicide can some
times appear as a liberation from ahrae and suffering. And 
yet, when death comes, no one wants to die. Finally, more- 
over, we do not know what comes after death."

The fdiole point and purpose of Greek religion was
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a maana o£ harsxmiaing oaa with the sQraterioua ualverae.
This hasocmy was one of life# but not of death. The more 
fully ttxm Greek gave himaelf to hie religion the more he 
became one with hie worldly life. C<maequently# the more 
meaningful life became in poetry# paeeicm# and pleasure 
the greater became the threat# fear# and repreesion of 
the alien thought of death. R, W. Livingstone makes the 
case clear when he stated: '*Hellœisei dispenses with the
need for a diety# a future life# and a purely spiritual 
world. It is not essentially inconsistent with these beliefs# 
and they have often been found in union with it; but it 
can do without them. Abolish them for the Greek# and he 
would still live the same life as if tdiey were there.
For him the whole creation was not groaning and travailing 
in pain. He was waiting for no glory to be revealed • . • •
He could live with satisfaction in the present# and forgo 
the necessity of a reden^tion to come. But abolish the 
unseen world for the Christian# and the ^hole meaning and 
value of life is altered.

The Greeks could not rest forever on this rather 
superficial harmony which was to be shattered by their own 
critical and analytical minds. Religion had become the 
projection of human failures upon personified deities.
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In truth their gode were made in their own image and 
differed only from themeelvee by means of their immense 
pomr. This in effect gave them subscientifie answers for 
their problems of creation# continuation# and consummation*
Thus freed# even though not very satisfactorily# from the 
ultimate questions# they could devote themselves eholly to 
the more mundane things in life. This sounds so familiar 
for contemporary times as it is perpetuated by those ylbo 
readily dimaiss ultimate things because they are too dis
turbing. Yet to the more discerning GrmScs cmae the realr 
isation that Ais was only a temporary answer and at some 
point these ultimate questions would have to be settled.
There was b^ind it no sense of cOTpleteness nor finality.
It never t e W W  to be inclusive or systematic axkl thus 
was unable to incorporate all the elements necessary for 
a well-rounded religion. Even for the faithful and firm 
believers it was cmly transient and unstable.

The music of his brief life closed 
with a discord unresolved; and 
even before reason had brought her 
criticism to bear upon his creed# 
its deficiency was forced iq^n him 
by his feeling.

Thus the harmony Wiich we have 
indicated as the chari^teristie result 
of the Greek religion contained none 
of the conditions of coB#leteaess or 
finality. For on the one hand there
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iieee e lwwte lAleh It iM» «wver 
#bl# Co iaelW#; «ad «a th« otiiar, 
it# bold «vaa ova* t&aa# abloh it 
•abcaead aa# t##vo*«*T «ad ptaoavioo#.
Ib# ««tiag of tha txao of kaoalodgo 
dcova tiM 6*a#k# faoa tbair xwwadiao; 
bat tbo aioioa of that U a a  eoatiaaas 
to baaat tha aiad of aaa, aot la vaia, 
if it ptopbaaia# la a tj^ ^  aad 
to abiob bia biatexy aeva#« ^

A aeca pcaetieal psoblaa tbaa a aaaaata ia tha afta*»
lifa aaa ««ttaialy tha pnblaa of Bail • fa* «««a new it
aaaoât ba„ fully «bplalaad. Tbia ia without ##ation tha
txaataat yeablaa that baa faaad aawirliid fa* wbieb tha
pceblaa of Daath ia oaly a aaall portion.

In mama* tha hard Fbileatiaa 
eanplalaa : *0 fatba* Zaua, than art 
aaat «mal of all goda! Man a*a thy 
off^priag. but tbaa baat no pity for 
tbaa, making A a a  knew pala aad t*ih- 
alatloB*. Aad Zaua gxuablaa ia turn:
*t%pem agr wa*d, jaat aaa how aortal 
mao alwaya pot tba blama an ua gada! 
ffa a«a ova* tha aaoraa of avil, aa 
thay aay, wbmn thay bava only tbai* 
madmaaa to thank if tbai* miaaria# 
ara wocaa tbaa thay ougbf to ba*.
Aasobyluc offasad a aalotioa, aatboa 
aathaa. 'aoffasiag ia laacaiag', aad 
yia*a aoaawxad. But tbia aaplaaation 
gava eeld aamfart, and to many tdaougbt* 
ful aaa tba obvloua iajuatiaaa of tbia 
lifa aaamad latolnrabla unlaaa thaca 
uaa to ba a aguariag of.aaaauata la 
eoma ftiture aaiataaea.^^

Iheaa aiqplaaatlmia war# aloof m d  maaalaglaaa fox tboaa
who auffarad. Suffaxlag baa tha powa* to driva right
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thzottgh «has and prataooa matiag mily on th# baad xoek 6t 
troth. Pala could oalp har# aaaning if it uaa to bo a 
part of a graatar plan aad porpoOa ahieh could oaly ba 
ttaaarad at aoma futora ataga. With thia baokgrouod tha 
aaada of a future lifa bagaa to taka aoma aaahlaaaa. Ho 
foubt tha aaada of thaaa roeta had boat a o m  at tha vary 
baglaoioga of Graafc Hi#tory. %ha Badaa piaturad by Hpmar 
waa a eoraar of tiw ooivacaa raaarrad for tiioaa aha had 
aliaaatad thaOaalvaa from tha Olyapian goda. Tha aora 
ramoooad, and amlaaat Imdividaala praaaadad at daath to 
tibo llyaiaaa fiolda aitheot tooAlag Badaa at all. "Thia 
eoaaaptioa of glyaiom aad Tartama aaa probably dariaad 
from tha Ktaoaa raligioa: it ia algadfieaat that ia Graafc 
mythology Mlaoa aaa aot maraly a kiag of Cvata but a 
jadga ia tha uadaraorld. It eartaialy aaiatad aaong tha 
Ktruacaaa, aheaa roofc-tamha a w a  oftaa adoraad alth 
fraacoaO dapiatiag tha aftar-lifa. In aoma of thaaa acamaa
tha dapartad apirita aarouaad aad hold high carnival, mora

Itoften thay vara balag tormantad by hidaoma damona.”
Homar auggaata Aa t  In tha poat mortam aniataoca 

A a  oavAa ia without aonaciouanaaa, bowavar at tlmaa 
it could ba brought to conaelouanaaa if it partook of blood. 
Tairaaiaa, tha blind aaar, haa not boon aaaignad tha normal
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fate of Hades, ’’to him even in death Pers^hone has granted
reason, that he alone should have understanding} but the

14others flit about as shadows” Teiresias addresses 
Odysseus; "Why hast thou left the light of the sun and 
come hither to behold ttie dead and a region W&ere there is 
no Joy? Hay, give place from the pit and draw back thy 
sharp sword, that I may drink of the blood and tell thee 
sooth^^. • • • And death shall come to thee thyself far 
from the sea, a death so gentle, that shall lay thee low 
ihen thou are overcome with sle^ old age, and thy people 
shall dwell in prosperity around thee. In this have I 
told thee sooth. Odysseus is permitted to see the shade 
of him mother, Anticleia, %ho is confined to Hades.
Odyessus cries out: "Is this but a phantom that august
Persephone has sent me, that I may lament and groan the 
more?" Anticleia answers: " • • . This is thm éippoiated
way with mortals w h œ  one dies. For the sinews no longer 
hold the flesh and the bones together, but the strong , 
might of biasing fire destroys these, as soon as the life 
leaves the white bones, and the spirit, like a dream, 
flits away, and hovers to and fro."^^ The after-life is 
seen sinq>ly as a grim shadowy existence which se^cs to 
encourage the individual to siq̂  all that he can from this 
life.
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The J#w# and tbm Gre^ca had a alnilar view of the 

layout of A e  ualveaae which has heee diacueaed at aoma 
lengtii* Out of a rather atraage laloa of Heavea (Father) 
and Earth (M»tiier) both godb and mortala were conceived 
aa tfie children of thia marriage. Thoa here there ia a 
kindred relationahip but a complete diviaioa ia the realm 
of power; however the great difference waa one of im
mortality. While one cannot aay that the goda were eternal 
becauae they had a beginning# they are not aubject to time# 
change and death.

Fair dS geua’ eon# only to goda in heaven
Cornea no old age# nor death of enyU&ing;
All else ia tormoiled by our neater Time.

(Sophoelea# Oedieua at Cojonua)
'*To be immortal# then-*#to eeeape death-^-ia to be divine: 
the privilege of immortality# even more than 'difference 
of power# ' diatinguiahea t W  goda from man. To aapire 
af^nr immortality ia the moat dangeroua of all ambitiena. 
'For all alike we die; but our deatiny in life ia unequal; 
and if a man lift hie eyea to that which ia afar off# too 
w e &  ia he to reaA the bmnae floor of the goda' high 
aeat."^^ The concept of immortality became an eaaential 
part of Greek religion aad wee never u e o ^ ^  by aoma other 
aimilar doctrine. While it waa maintained that the aoul
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of M M  llvod ea paot th# peiac of fl#ia*#g%atioa of «&# 
bo4r - tha txoa iaaevtallqr «aa qolta iaaoceslbla for aaa* 
Bat «hataaar «a aay aay tbeat iaaettallly aaoag tha Otaaka 
«a aaat alwaya ha eopilaaat Aat It la a pblloaophlcal 
aaaeapt xathnr thaa a xallglooa aaeeapt. fhla aaat ba 
foMaaat ia out aiada or «a ahall ba uaabla to aaa tha 
aaaaatlal fiffaraaeaa.

fe tha aatly Caaaha» than «aa a lamf far to 
tha ««at tmmf aesoaa tha aaa «ban tha aoula of tha éaaf 
««at. Shia «Anrleoaly «aa «oaaa ftea tha llkaalag ami'a 
lifa to a long àmf*» jounay of tba aua aaroaa tba Wiy. 
a « a n  paoartaaat ballaf «aa that tba dapartad aoula 
gatband la tha damp aubtarcaaaaa paaaagaa aad eavacoa ba- 
lp« tha aartb. No dedbt thia «aa qulta aubataotial ba- 
aauaa gaol^tlatwt b a n  iafetaad ua that «««ana of tbia 
matura appaar «itb rathar aaaatng faaqaaaey in tbia a n a  
of tha Mtdltarraaaaa. Tha god «ho nlad ovar tbia «aa 
eallad —  Badaa, Aldoaaau, Pluto —  «he culad tba uadar- 
«orld. Tbia "houaa of Badaa" «aa aharad «itb bla guaaa, 
Paraaphon», «ba# ha bad atolau fro# tha upper «arid of 
light* Bo dodbt than w a n  #aoy othar ooneaptiona «blab 
bava not baa# oauvayad tdiiwitfi hlatory*

Tha Graaba along « 1 A  #oat otbar prialtive gnupa



did not feel that death was the exNl. Men’s life continued 
even in the grave, thus various tools, implements, food, 
and even jewelry were placed oh the grave. Perhaps of 
greater significance were the weapons, placed with the 
body and in the case of famous or wealthy citisens; horses, 
dogs, and young enemy warrior boys were sacrificed in what 
would appear an attempt to provide a small means of pro
tection in the battles to come. %he Milky Way was also 
considered to be the road or pathway of souls as they 
ascend to the heights of the cèlestlal path. This concept 
is stqiported more on conjecture from art than from actual 
primary sources.

Prom the earliest iK>etry we have the writings of 
Homer (cir. 9th/C. B. C.), in which there are two notions 
of the lands of the dead. One is a land beyond the sea 
and to the west, the other being a subterranean domain. 
These ideas are often merged and fused so that they fre
quently ^pear with the characteristics of the other. 
Odysseus sailed off to the country of the dead by going 
to the west but later the story goes on to talk as if 
he were in the sid>terranean land of Hades. Another con
cept coming from this same period is the western land 
known as the Happy Islands or this paradise referred to
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In the O d w e y  a# tha Elyalan plain. " Thara'p tha poam 
aaya, *Il£e ia aaaiaat for the sons of man. No anom ia 
there, nor yet great atorm, nor any rain; but alwaya Ocean 
aendeth forth the breese of the shrill West to blow cool 
on men*. (Odyaaey iv. 565-568). This ialud paradise, 
however, in Greek mythology was not a place to which the 
dead gmerally went, but a place of beauty and delight 
to which certain privileged heroes were transported, to 
live there in bliss for ever."^^

%ere ia here an interesting parallel with the 
Zoroaatrian concept of Vara. "Time, tha paradise-king, ia 
told by Ormaad to pr^are an enclosure, a vara, a%w& to live 
in it himself with a cWsen host of men, animals, plants,
and fires, in order to be preserved during the winters

20that will invade the earth." At tha end of a millennium 
the vara will be opened and the world will be restored 
with a greater fulness and prosperity than was known pre
viously.

But as among the Hebrews the strongest and most 
tenacious belief was the concept of Hades. So strong and 
healthy was this conceqî t that it still haa been handed 
doim to our day only decorated and touched up in spots.
It has had a tremendous appeal not only to tha ancients
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but also has bean the vehicle of various art forms ii^ch 
mill remain immortal after Christian theology has out 
grown it.

There were & e  rivers which flowed 
through it# already mentioned in the 
later stratum of the Odyssey which 
makes Odysseus go actually to the 
house of Hadès-»*»<*tiie Styx# the river 
of Hatred# to which a peculiar horror 
clung; the Acheron# which name the 
Greeks understood to mean 'River of 
Pain* (echos)# but %diich may be simply 
a Phoenician word achexhn# meaning 
'western*; the Pyriphlegethon which 
means 'flaming with fire'; and the Cocytus# 
the River of Vailing. Later on a River 
Lethe (Forgetfulness) was i^ken of 
as well. Then there was the ferryman of 
the dead# Charon# who took Asm across 
the boundary river in his punt of dis~ 
mal blue. His name perhfqps means 
'having eyes that shine'. In Virgil 
he has the figure of an old man of 
horrible squalor with eyes set in 
flame. In Greece Chares# a corruption 
of Charon# has become the popular per
sonification of Death.

Hades was not conceived with any moral function in 
mind. Regardless of a man's life on earth— he would have 
to descend. Yet even Odysseus notes some significant moral 
distinctions for he "sees the notable sinners being punished 
in the house of HWes— Tantalus standing in a river and 
tormented with eternal thirst idiile the water always re
cedes from his mouth w h œ  he stoops towards it# Sisyphus
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pevptttually tryl% to roll to the hill-tq;> the greet , ^
etone that always rolls down before the top is reached.
These bits of the Odyssey are believed by modem scholars 
to be later insertions in the poem. Anyway# there is no 
TOte of a general recompense in the other world according 
to woidcs: it is only a few sinners of exceptional wicked* 
ness who are spoken of as nndergoing t o r m e n t . I t  is 
of equal interest that these earliest references to Hades 
also lack social distinction. However# with the rise of 
the mystery cults only the initiated would have a hi^ier 
lot than others after death. This cannot be considered 
as moral nor even social as the only qualification was - 
participation in the necessary rites regardless of beliefs# 
morals# or social standing. The only exclusion was to 
individuals who had committed murder.

With the rise of the Orphic movement came t^e be*
lief in the judgment of deeds and the separation of souls

wv)^ich were added about the sixth century B. C. This form
of belief was introdwed by one named Orpheus, a

Certain sacred books came into cir* 
culation %diich were attributed to the>.'̂

' legendary singer Orpheus : they pur* ^
ported to give much more detailed 
information aâ>out the other world and 
they laid down certain rules of con* 
duct# including chastity and v%etarian* 
ism# which secured f6r those who
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followed them a happy lot after 
death. The partioular form of 
punishment which the Orphic books 
mostly spoke of as inflicted upon 
those who died unporified was to be 
submerged in swamp and mud. But 
the Orphies also believed that after 
a certain period in the other world 
souls becmne again incarnate. An 
evil soul was thus punished In two 
ways*««by discomfort in hell during 
the intwval between his death and 
his new ineamatiim» and secondly, by 
his being again incarnate instead of 
escaping from tiie grievous wheel of 
earthly exlsteœe.

The influence of Ocphlsm can be 
traced in several of the writers of 
the sixth mad fifth centuries B. C.--~ 
in philosophers such as Pythagoras and 
Eapeteeles, in poets such as Pindar 
and AEsehylus. Later on, through 
PytfaagoreanlMi, a pronounced Orphic 
element passed into the philosophy of 
Plato. Only Orphism was of different 
kinds; and while Plato embodied some 
Orphie ideas, he makes one of his 
characters speak with great contempt 
of the popular Orphic charlatans who 
professed by means of certain ritual 
perfonsances to make men safe from 
being plunged in the mud after death 
and secure A s m  an immortality of 
feasting."

Pindar states that all actions of men are to be judged after 
this life n d  the wicked then will receive their due punish* 
ment. The righteous shall have the fate of dwelling in 
perpetual sunlight. Reincarnation is brought to the front 
as those who led three successive unblemished lives shall 
receive this reward. Thus the happy dead shall be received
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in the Happy Island in nootnrnaX light in eternal luring.
At the Juncture of death the **Peyehe" idiich all 

through Ilf# ea# an indiatinguishable part of the body now 
at last is s^arated from the body and will thus glide 
off to the shadowy and the fe^le realms of Hades. Ho 
doubt this was thought to be the very '"breath" of man be* 
cause the dying often gasp. Also it is readily seen that 
the mouth would seem the only logical place of escape.
Thus lAen freed from this prison it becomes an "image"
( 6 L & w  ). As Odysseus passes tha borders of Hades 
he sees floating by "the images of those %Aio have toiled" 

earth. "According to the Homeric view* human beings 
exist twice over: once as an outward and visible shape*
and again as an invisible "image" idiich only gains its

24freedom in death. This* and no&ing else* is the Psyche."
Attitudes toward death are usually made manifest in

the Ameral rituals. Homer gives an account of the funeral
of Patroklos in the Iliad.

In the evening of the day upon which 
HAtor has been slain* Achilles with 
his Ifyrmidoas sings the funeral dirge 
to his dead friend: they go three times 
in procession round the body* Achilles 
laying his ^murderous hands* on the 
breast of Patroklos and calling tpon 
him with the words: *Hail* Patroklos
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mine g even in A’i4«t* dwelling^plac# ; 
whAt I voMd to th#e bofora Is nom 
performed; W;tor lies slain and is 
the prey of dogs» and twelve noble Trojan 
youÂs will I slay at thy funeral pyre** 
After they have laid aside their arms 
he makes ready the funeral feast for 
his eoapaalons»«»*buIlSg sheep g goats g 
and pigs are killedg *and all arrandg 
in beakers*fullg the blood flowed round 
the corpse. * During the night the soul 
of Patroklos appears to Achilles de
manding immediate burial. In tfie morn
ing the host of the Mpmidons marches 
out in armsg bearing the body in their 
midst# The warriors lay locks of their 
halTg cut off for the porposeg upon the 
bedyg and last of all Achilles places 
his own hair in the hand of his friend—  
it was once pledged by his father to 
Spercheios the River-godg imt Patroklos 
must now take it with him* since return 
to his home is denied to Achilles. The 
funeral pyre is got ready, many sheep 
and oxen slau^tered. The corpse is 
wrapped in their fat g while their cm:- 
cases are placed beside it; jars of oil 
and honey are set round A e  body. Nextg 
four horses are killed, two dogs taken 
prisoner for this purpose by Achilles.
All these are burnt together with the 
corpscg and Achilles spends tha ihole 
ni(^t pourieg out dark wine igpon the 
earfog calling A e  idiile u p m  the psyche 
of Patroklos# Only when morning comes 
is tbm fire emzinguished with wine; 
the bouM of Patroklos are collected and 
laid in a golden casket and entombed 
within a mound.

Bare we have a picture of the 
funeral of a chieftain whichg in the 
solemnity and ceremoniouaness of its 
elaborate detail; Is in striking con
flict with the normal Homeric conception 
of the nothingness of the soul after its 
separation from the body.M



dramatic implleatloa nould aeam to ba that tha âoisl** 
#a# mora aliva and vital than idiat la uraally maintained. 
FoIIowlt^ tha funeral of a hero there came a marvaloua 
aarlaa of games. The only possible cmmexion here alth 
the dead la probably aoma tie mlth tha aorAlp of tha 
dead. Rcdide made the point that this aspect of the funeral 
la not something naa but rather a "vestige" of the past. 
Ano&ar aspect of the a œ  thing la seen In the funeral 
feast in uhleh the ahola host of Indlviduala idio mere 
Involved with the deceased were gaAered together in this 
feast. The point of thia ikm the belief that where they 
met A e  soul would come and Aare with them.

A full and complete deparwre from the body cmtld
only be made by the burning of the body. Though tha

'

Greeks oftma referred to the body directly departing for
Hades this la not the true conviction for in truA the >  ̂y
soul hovers in the intermediate realm between the living
and the dead until at last it reached its final goal after
the burning of the body.

^ The psyche of Patroklos appearing 
; by night to Achilles declares this; 

it prays for immediate burial in order 
that it may pass through the door of 
Hades. • . . Thia aoul meets his 
friend^ nevertheless# later on# at 
the entrance of the Shadow~world# not
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y#t deprived of it# tense# liké the 
rest of the dweller# in that Boose 
of Darkne##; not until the dmtruetion 
of it# physioel counterpart is complété 
can it enter into the rest of Bedes.
Only through fire are the soul# of the 
dead 'appeased* (II. 7,410). So long, 
then, a# the psyche retains m y  vestige 
of *earthline#s* it possesses some 
feeling still, some awareness of what 
is going on among A e  living.

But once the body is destroyed by 
fire, than is the psyche relegated to 
Bedes; no return to this earth is 
permitted to it, and not a breath of this 
world can penetrate to it there;. It 
cannot even return in thought. Indeed, 
it no lo%er Ainks at all, and knows 
nothing more of & e  world beyond. The 
living also forget one so completely 
cut off from themselves (II, 22, 389).
What, then, should tempt them, during 
the rest of their lives here, to try 
to hold conmmication with the dead by 
means of a cult?^^

During the time of Borner cres&atioo seemed to be the 
only permissible type of disposal. The origin is now lost 
to us but it ffould seem that it comas from a nomadic group, 
particularly the dsiatic Greeks. It became so deeply en
trenched that no other form was ever considered. "In Borner 
not only the Grandes before Troy and Elpenor, far away from 
home, are burnt when tibey die; Eetion, too, in his own home 
is given a funeral pyre by Achillas (II. 6, 418). Bektor*s 
body is burnt la the isiddle of Troy and the Trojans them
selves in their own native land b u m  their dead (11.7).
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The box or ora that hold# the crenated bonea of the dead 
la burled In a mooad; the aahea of Patrokloa# Achillea» 
Antllocboa, and Alaa reat on foreign aoil (Od. 3» 109ff. ;
24» 76ff.)."^^ The Gredca were at flrat ignorant of idie 
purifying effect and thua thia could not be a part of their 
belief a. In the laat amalyala cremation waa carried out 
for the benefit of the dead ao that their aoula could make 
a quick and apeedy return to the deptha.

What waa the connexion of fire with future punlah*
ment?

Althout^ ^Ira hold# an Important place 
In Peralan thought» It waa too aaered an 
element to the Peralena to be employed 
In thia Infernal conneetlon» aa Soderblom 
pointed out yeara ago* Another Iranian 
authority J* H* Moult<m» after noting that 
the 9wedlah acholar'a reaulta are almoat 
entirely unfavourable to the doctrine 
of Peralan elementa in Judaism» goes 
on to aay that soderblom * notes how 
unlike mnythlng in Judaism la the 
Aveatan hell» a place of cold and stench 
and polapn» not of flre«̂ *idiloh was» of 
orarae too aaered an element to be applied 
thua ; on A e  otiier hand» the under#t^BÔund 
Hades» divided into two parta» for pious 
aoula and ainnera» la essentially GreA* *
Bnoch^e conception of retributive fire» 
aa mentioned above» appears to conneet 
with Greek pictures of the underworld.
Now» there la evidence that the earliest 
Greek conception waa of a purljfylng fire 
and that later the emphaale came to be 
placed on punlabment rather than pur<* 
gat Ion. in this connection It may be
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recalled t^at in Virgil*a Aeneid, bo<^
6$ aoula in the hereafter are oleanaed 
by %#ater* wind and fire:
Nor death itself can wholly wash their atraina, 
but long contracted filth e'en in the aoul 

remaina;
The relics of inveterate vice they wear»
And spots of sin obscene in every face appear.
For this are various penances ei^oined»
And some are hung to bleach upon the wind»
Some plunged in waters» others purged in fires. 
Till all the dregs are drained aisl all 

the rust expires.
It is clear that this goes back to 

Orphism. In fact one form of Orphic 
initiation represents Ais threefold 
purgation» and on a drinking-glass of 
imperial times an illustration of d&e 
rite may be seen. The intention was 
that those idio passed through this three
fold purification on earth would be glared 
the corresponding purgations in the beyond.
In the course of time these postmortem 
processes came to be regarded as punish
ments and this is particularly true of 
the fire. 'It was only natural that all 
these things were later conceived only 
as torments and penalties. The fire now 
a fire of torment (Dieterieh) '.

One also sees in Jane Harrison's Proleaweaa the con* 
e^ t  that eternal punishment comes from Orphism. **The 
notion of punishment» m à  specially eternal punishment» 
cannot be fairly charged to the account of Homer and the 
Olympian religion he represents. This religion was too easy 
going» too essentially aristocratie to provide an eternity 
even of torture for the religious figures it degraded and
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dampieed. for it if thay nare eareXeisly banimhad
to tdiair o m  prppar kingdom* tha uQdamorld. It is* alas* 
to tha Orphies* not to the Achaaans* that rallglcm omaa the 
dark disgrace of a doctrine of eternal punishmaht. Tha 
Orphies mere ooncemad* as has fully been seen, mith two 
things* ismortality and purification; the two notions to 
them mere inseparable* but by an easy descent the pains 
that mere for purification became for vengeance* Tha germ 
of TOch a doctrine is already in the line."^^

The writings of Homar set the foundations of the 
underworld and it beemne rather difficult if not impossible 
to rsapve or change these eoxusaptions. But the theme of 
Odysseus* Journey to the under«worId had become an extremely 
popular one and before long it was being used by many 
various authors. Enlarging and expanding upon this theme 
could not be helped and consequently the conceptions of 
Hades began to change. The matter of accepted mythology 
over against the writer’s own poetic licence* which certainly 
varied with the author* had become the warp and woof of the 
fabric so that to remove it would in effect destroy it.
However a well known and well accepted poem could easily 
become accepted as part of the myth tradition. In any case 
the general picture of Hades was so dull and gloosqr that
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ênfonm nrlttk even the wdimt of artistic ability
could find her# great latitude to test his o«n creative 
skill.

Much that may have been the invention 
of poets for the filling up or furnishing 
of the desert region so stooped itself 
upon the general fldad that it almost 
seeoMd the natural growth of authentic 
pcunilar belief. Everyone was familiar 
with the guardian of the gate of Plouton# 
the malignant hound of Bades who admits 
everyone but lets no one out again. He 
is the sasM creature, Icmg known from 
the adventure of Herakles, which is 
already naaied Kerberos by Hesiod. Like 
the gate And the gate-keeper, the waters 
that divide Erebos from the world of the 
living are already known to Homer. Row 
they have a Ferryman aWed to them, the 
churliA old s#an Charon, who, like a 
second Kerberos, safely transports every
one across the water, but lets no one 
return. The Wnvas is the first to 
mention him; that ke became a real figure 
of pillar belief (as he is still In 
Greece to this day, though with altered 
significanee) is shown by pictures on the 
Attic vases that were put into the graves 
witii the dead. These r^resent the soul 
as it stands upon the sedgy bank and 
meets the ferryman who will carry it 
over to the other side whewe no man re
turns, The custom of burying the dead 
with a small coin find between the teeth 
was also explained as provision for the 
passage-mpim that would have to be paid 
to Charon^ ̂

The souls that passed by the dangers and difficulties 
reached the other side to await their fate, those that
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had been wlae enough to teûke upon themeelvee the InitiatiM» 
paeeed into a peaceful eacietmoe. As many individual# took 
out the aeeuredneee of theae ri^te» Hade# waa beginning 
to become the grand aaaenblage of these happy aoula. Plato 
adds to the deacri^tion of Hade# three judges who uould 
appear to be hie own invention. Thle, like many other 
details, was added to mythology as a portion of popular 
beliefs.

Those who have taken a false oath, 
parricides, violators of the laws of 
hospitality are made by AristophsMS (in 
the Frogs) to *lie in the nud*-^# form 
of pensif originally anticipated for 
the uninitiated in some Orphie private 
mysteries, but now transferred by him 
to those guilty of moral misdemeanours.
The incottsistmcy with the promises 
made in the eqrsteries ihemselvee in* 
volved in such conceptions may have been 
the lésa observed Just beeause tdie idea 
of a future system of compensation in 
aecordance with the requlrsBMmts of 
morality wee never seriously or fhlly 
deyel^ed* bt$ remained merely a smtter 
of vague suggestion. In circumstances 
of real need tiiat ideal never satisfied 
anyone in Greece. Man espected to see 
the retributive power of the gods 
visiblp activé upon earth; those in 
whom esperlenoa weakened this belief 
would not have derived much comfort 
from the idea of dcapensation hereafter.

However, in fact, the future life had little meaning or
bearing over the lives of the individuals. The major group
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vker# these Ideas vere uj^eld would be within the mystics
and the rati&er IgnerMt and imfortunate masses. The later
Greeks could midce gr##d: fun of tihe lands beyond such as
Oknos plaiting rope idiich is gnawed by his she-ass as fast
as hè can plait it. then too there are men and women
who are foreed to pour water from broken pitchers into
bottomless jars as a never«endiag task for their failure
to participate in the rights of initiation.

Idiat had they to do with pictures of an 
underworld of purgatory maé torment 
in eapiation of all isuiginary types and
degrees of sin, as in 0ante*s ghastly
Hell? It is true that even such dark 
fancies of the Christian Hell are in 
part derived from GreWc sources. But 
it was only the misguided fancy of 
particular isolated sects that could 
call forth such pictures as thess; and 
recommend itself to a philosophic 
peculation khieh in its worst excesses 
violently contradicted all the most fi»da* 
mental principles of Greek culture.
The people and the religion of OrMce^ 
the mysteriea which her cities opanised 
and deemed holy# may be freely acquitted 
of all such aberrations.^*

Because writers could peak in such terms of humour it
would certainly indicate that it had little theological
significance.

from the South of Italy and from Sicily came the
mystery religion of the Ophics, named for their patron
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saint Orpheus. Their belief in immortality stems from a 
myth of Dionysus# the child of Zeus# tom to pieces and 
devoured by the Titans. The story mas told that they had 
eaten the body of the infant and Zeus out of rage struck 
them with a thunder bolt. And from their ashes cai&e man
kind. Thus Men contains a dual nature# one of good 
(Dionysiac) and one of evil (Titanic). The Titans were 
evil but they contained divine flesh# hecæe those (Mankind) 
created from two distinctive natures contained two natures 
also. The flesh embodied the evil aspects and thus dis
integrated# but the soul was made of divine substance which 
gave rise to IsmBortality* ’The myth reflects the conscious
ness of the divided self; its framers must have known the 
sense of sin as surely as they found the promise of 
regeneration in the resurrection or rebirth of their 
divinity.

The Orphies maintained that there was no imposed 
barrier betweœ man and the gods and hence everyone had 
the opportunity to become immortal. They took in the 
belief of transmigration in which thm soul is of divine 
nature and wanders through earthly bodies until it finally 
shakes off its flesh. %)wever# one of their great diffi
culties was the failure to devel<^ the full consequences
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of their theology. The only real requirement vaa atonement 
through the process of initiation but it had little influ
ence on the rest of life. The whole enyhasis was iq̂ on 
purifying the flesh in order to pr^are it for reunion 
with the divine. The essence of the Orphic teachings 
included these three important factors; the body was 
Aought to be a prison or tomb for the soul ( 6^/^^ ^  ^

the teaching of transmigration and the means to ^&ow how mMn 
could be delivered from bodily life and the circle of 
r^irth by finding his divinity. We have already se« 
bow man has obtained two natures. The meaning of re-* 
ligion lay in the process by idiich one rids himself of the 
evil nature and retains only the good. Though man had 
become a wanderer from the gods, by means of the purifi
cation rites he now could obtain "true" salvation. "It 
is a great mistake to associate Gre^ eschatology only 
with the doctrine of immortality of the soul. The Gre^s 
had a lot to say about punishwnt in the underworld, and 
it was the Orphies who were their teachers."^

One of the Orphic plates fotmd in Soutiiem Italy 
reWs like this: "You will find in the realms of Hades
on the left hand a luring. And by it a %diite cypress 
standing. Do not go near this ^ring. But you will find
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another# running viU& cool water from the lake of Memory.
There are guardian# before it. You moat say# am a child
of earth and the starry heaven; X come from a heavenly
race. You yonrselvea know this. I am perishing with thirst;
but give me quickly the cool water idiich runs from the
lake of memory. * And they will give you to drink of the

35divine spring. . This has obviously broken through
the rehirth cycle. While it is held that the future life 
is to be spent in the underworld the eventual goal of 
their later thinkers was to ascend to the heavenly height#.

Even later we find in the writings of Pindar 
(5th /C B# C.) that Radee has become merely an intermediate 
state^ ^ o r  them the sun shines in his stureogth in the 
world beneath# ihile here it is night; and in fields of 
crisBSon roses before their city the incense*tree gives 
shade and golden fruits hang heavy. . . On the other side 
the sluggish rivers of gloomy night vomit forth their 
illisiitable daidcness."^^ The believer could look in this 
life toward the Islands of the Blest.

Certainly no examination of GreA thought would be 
complete without a reflection on Platons ideas and espec* 
ially on the Ihaedo which is the magnum opus of the doctrirm 
of immortality.
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Plato—  periu^s the greatest mind we 
know among ancient writers^ the thinker 
whose ideas did so much to shape all 
subsequent thought among the Greeks 
and Romans* indeed to shape thought in 
the Christian Church* too* up to our 
own day— believed passionately in 
the immortality of the individual soul.
He believed also passionately that* 
according as men chose good or evil* 
their lot would be happy or unhappy 
after death. But he knew that* tov 
him* all pictures of the future life* 
beyond those fundamental convictions* 
were Just guessing. When he put 
forward leyths with descripticms of the 
other world* he made it (j^te clear that 
he did not mean them to be a statement 
of fact. The different isyths do not 
in their details agree with each other.
Plato meant his myths simply to em
body in an imaginative way so that 
his convictions might be realised* 
without his committing himself to a 
statement that they actually woyld be 
realised precisely in that way.

The Phaedo describes the death of Socrates* philosopher* 
and beloved teacher of Plato. Socrates more than any 
other man revolutionized the entire Weitanschamma of 
man’s thought. From a total and cooylete interest in the 
world about them* Socrates challenged all men to an exam
ination of their inner selves. Men had tended to Judge 
the inner life by using the world as their norm or standard. 
Mow Socrates asked that they might Judge the outer world 
by their Innermost selves. This was then the strongest
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move toward the belief in immortality. Socrates, and Plato
following his teacher, believed God to be a spirit whose
qualities they cane to se^ within in order to describe
His supreme existence, And within the individual they
could find the qualities that made life meaningful. God
was the great logic ( X ) who patterns all things,
but is himself beyond change. Matter and spirit are in
constant conflict because they represent two different
orders. The soul or reason ( ) was a portion of
the divine. The body thus is a part of the material world
which is corrupt, material, and transitory. Platons
logical system deduced from this knowledge of the universe
that the soul must be both pre-existent and transmigratory.
Though a Westerner may sneer at such concepts, one should
be aware that it has been a great religious tradition.
"*Ere now,' Empedocles is reported to have said, 'I, too,
have been a boy, a girl, a bush, a bird and a scaly fish
in the sea. ' Pythagoras cherished a similar belief,
if we may trust the satire of Xenophanes 2-

'Once he was moved to pity,— so men say,--
Seeing a dog rough handled by the way.
Forbear thy hand; housed in yon cur doCdi lie_
A friend of mine; I knew him by his cry. ' *

Plato saw his task as one of defending this doctrine and the
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Pha#do is a maans to tdiat God is all in all and is
tha totality of pure truth» pura gooduass» and pure uisdooi**»- 
only in ralating to Him comylataly can one ba fraad from 
tha fetters of tha earth and thus find his meaning in life. 
"Such* than» in briefest statamcait» is the doctrine of 
immortality as it is conceived by the great thinker who» 
outside of the prophets and psalmists of Israel» has ex-

39ercised the most powerful influmce upon Christian thought.*'
But truth does not come without preparation. And

though we muat a^it that Socrates was one of the greatest
thinkers» we must also realise that there were others
lighting the way of spiritual awakening.

Xenophanes had spoken of *one God greatest 
among gods and men» resembling mortals 
neither in form nor in thought» ever
more abiding in the same place» moving 
not at all» without toil» ruling all 
things by the purpose of his mind. '
Heraclitus had conceived of a divine 
essence which he described now as fire» 
but again as Logos» or Word» the unity 
in which all opposites are reconciled.
Anaxagoras had explained creation as 
hie to the activity of reason» *the 
subtlest and purest of all things. '
Protagoras had uttered his famous saying»
’Man is the measure of all things. ’ By 
these and similar speculations the way 
had been prepared for the last great 
step têken by Socrates and his greater 
disciple Plato.^

But idiat became more important was the oontinuity of living.
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Thoe# nho had lived & e  good life would be pleased end 
thoee idio had forgotten the higher things would %à»t be able 
to slip swey unnotieed. The hopes of the individual 
seemed to be raised as Antigone hc^ed Idiat w h m  she reaehed
mades: ■ ; /j-:. ' ; I

My father^s love will greet me, yea and thine, ^
Ify mother,. «««and thy weloome, b r o ^ r  dear*
Since when ye died t with mine own hands laid 
And dressed your limbs and poured upon your 

SMves 
Libations.^*

». t
0#ear CullMxm in th# Xngersoll Laetur* of 195S '

Stated that in **Plato*s impressive description of tdie ^
death of Socrates, in the Phaedo. occurs perhaps the highest
and most sublime doctrine ever presented on immortality 

42of the soul.*' Plato likens our earthly bodies to a 
w e t  which wears away while tihe owner contiimes to exist.
This body is one that chafes and binds the soul, idiich was 
created for higher thl%%s but now is contained in an 
inferior existence upon the earth. *The body is fraidtly 
declared to be the enemy of the soul; the philosopher is

: V  ' 'the man who realises that it is so, and who determines to
anticipate the final deliverance of death by having as ^

. . .

little to do with Idle body as possible* It is the old gos« 
pel of the soma seas raised to the rank of a philosophical 
doctrihe and about to be defended in the court of reason."
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Kan» however, can prepare for the eternal and laating 
qualities by turning his total mind to philosophy and by 
disciplining his body to conform to his mind. Thus Socrates 
could io<^ iqpon death as the great liberator which was 
to loosen his soul for higher things when the hemlock juioe 
flung open the door of his imprisoned self. Plato argues 
that a harp may be destroyed , a composition continues and 
may be reproduced on anotiier instrument at another time, 
giving it a permanent and lasting quality. If Plato 
had realised that an emitted sound never really ends 
but moves off to infinity and could be called back at any 
point if one had the right e^ipment, he would no doubt 
have used this argument. Perh^s Socrates' doctrine of 
Immortality would have faded fast from the realms of 
thoutfit along with his unfmsiliar thoughts, except for one 
reason. Because Socrates was a great teacher he lived his 
message and by this means proved his point with his life, 
he added a dapA and quality to death that had not been 
seen before. Since that historic event many individuals 
have taken courage from his exaag>le. "Plato shows us 
how Socrates goes to his death in complete peace and 
composure. The death of Socrates is a beautiful death. 
Nothing is seen here of death's terror. Socrates cannot
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fear death» alnce indeed It aeta him free from the body. 
Whoever fear# death prove# that be love# the world of 
the body» that he 1# thoroughly entangled in the world 
of #en#e. Death 1# the soul*# great friend. So he teeohe#; 
and #o» in wonderful harmony with hi# teaching» he die#-»—

44thi# man who embodied the Grmêk world in it# nobleat form.” 
thi# is one of the few death# that ha# attracted the entire 
world. Soerate# #et# hi# houae in order» gather# hi# 
diaciple# about» and thœ proceed# to philosophise on life 
and death. This added a new dimension to death»-# man dying
in dignity with a calm serenity idiich ha# stirred the world.

The basic purpose of Phaedo. a# Professor Hackforth
points out» is not so much a task of proving insortality

though much of it i# devoted to argument# 
for that thesis; it i# not to pay a 
tribute of admiration to a beloved 
friend and master» though that tribute 
is undoubtedly paid; it i# not to 
expound or propagate a metig>hy#ical 
doctrine» though the doctrine of Forms
(Ideas) bulk# large; it is» I would say»
to extend and deepen» through the mouth
of a consciously platonised Socrates» the 
essential teaching of Socrates himself» 
namely that man's sig>reme concern is & e  
'tendance of his soul'» or (in more modem 
language) the furHiering of hi# Insight 
into moral and spiritual values and the 
application of that insight in all his 
conduct. That is» for Socrates and Plato 
alike» the way of philosophy» and only 
by following that way can man attain
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real well-being or happiness: only in
the philosophic life can the soul's 
desire be satisfied and the aim of the true self be fulfilled*^^

It might be added that certainly through this eork Plato 
has not only added to Socrates* imortality, but also to 
his own. Yet this has remained one of the lasting monu
ments to a teacher and philosopher by a devoted pupil. 
There is still another aspect of this writing as Plato 
uses this means for interjecting his own tdiou^ts which 
go far beyond his teacher's in regard to moral doctrine, 
the concept of immortality, and the dislike of the 
flesh. And what could be a more effective means than 
changing the teachings of a man by writing his last will 
and testament for him? Plato drives hard for the puri
fication of the flesh requirii^ that the totality of 
life should be a 'training for death. ' Yet the whole 
account is a defense of the teaching of Socrates idiich 
Professor Hackforth ably calls "Socrates' philosophical 
autobiography. " Throu^ this dialogue a new religion is 
boro. A religion based on Philosophy as a way of life 
which leads to the salvation of the soul.

Socrates states that all of life is to be made a 
pr^aration for dying - but philosophy is the only sure
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release from this difficult penalty of the gods. "Now
if that is true, it would surely be absurd to devote the
energy of a lifetime to that one end, and then, idien it
had come, to cos^laln of that for Wiich they had all the
time been so energetically training. When pressed in
regard to the meaning of death itself he replies, "And
by death do we not mean simply the d^arture of soul from
body? Being dead consists, does it not, in the body
having been parted frcm the soul and come to be by itself,
and in the soul having been parted from the body, and being
by itself. Can death possibly be anything other ttum
that?"^^ Or further he says;

Hence, to repeat what I said at the 
outset, it would be ridiculous that a 
man should spend his life in a way 
that brought him as near as possible to 
being dead, and then complain of 
death idien it came.

Then it is true, Siiomias, that the 
real philosophers train for dying, and 
to be dead is for them less terrible 
than for all other men. Look at it like 
this : if their continual quarrel with
the body, their desire to have the soul 
by itself, were to result in fear and 
complaint when that is achieved, how 
unreasonable it would be! How un- 
reason^le not to be glad to go to a 
place where they may hope to get what they 
have longed for all their lives, to wit 
intelligence, and to be rid of the 
presence of their old enemy! Why, there 
have been not a few persons ready and
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willing to descend into Hades in quest 
of a lost wife or son or darling# led by 
the hope of bidiolding and rejoining their 
loved ones in another world: shall then
he who truly loves not any human object# 
but intelligence# and has conceived this 
same lively hope that in that other world# 
and there alone# he will attain it in 
full measure# shall he# I say# ccuaplain 
idien death comes? Shall he not rather 
depart in gladness? We must needs think 
so# if he is in truth# dear Simmias# 
a philoscq^her; for he will be very sure 
that only in that world can he attain to 
intelligence in purity# and that being so 
would it not# I r^eat# be utterly un
reasonable for such a man to fear death?

Then if you see a man about to die 
complaining# is not that good evidence 
that he is not really a philosopher# a 
lover of wisd<m# but what we may call a 
lover of the body? And probably he will 
be a lover of riches too# or of honours# 
or maybe of botii.^

The first argument for immortality that Socrates puts 
forth is one of opposites. Basically as light is the 
opposite of darkness - life is the opposite of death for 
they COM into existence from the absence of each other.
In other words you might say that they have no meaning 
apart from the other. If all things died and continued to 
remain dead there would no longer be life but universal 
death.

It is quite apparent to anyone that the body certainly 
is made to outlast the event of death. One need only to
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V- / look to Egyptian preaorvatlon of bodlM or find aom#
« M i n t  bonM to b# rminded that there is eontinuatloci
after death. If these material and earthly elements can
oontinne in existence^ would not the higher spiritual order

% a' ' f ; continue even longer? "Socrates" then moves on to bring
in moral distinctions. The souls of men which have
prepared themselves for deatii will be better off than
those # 0  have placed no attention on the higher things.

 ̂V V , V fate will be one of endless incarnations perhaps
in the form of very lowly animals. Thus emerges his
thoughts on transmigration.

Yea» my friend| and we must think of that 
element as a ponderous, heavy, earthy and 
visible substance; and the so^ that 

ÿ"##" carries it is weighed down and dragged back
5̂ -̂  into the visible world; you know the stories

about souls which, in their dread of the 
invisible that is called Hades, roam about ’

; tombs and burrying-places, in the neighbour
hood of which, it is alleged, ghostly phantoms 
of souls have actually been seen«*«Just the 
sort of wraiths that souls like that would W; 
produce, souls which are not pure when .they ' ' : 
are released but still retain some of that 
visible substance, which is just why they 
can be seen.

: /•

It may indeed, Cebes, and it is certainly not 
the souls of the righteous, but those of the 
wicked that are compelled to wander about 
ràch places, as the penalty for bed nurture 
in the past. And they must continue to 
wander until they are once more chained 
in a body, by reason of the desires of

' ;  ,
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i A ?>i s '’th«t bodily attffidant lihleh is evor at 
A ÿï ÇV . thalr aid#; and naturally they will be
A?t. chained to the type of character that .

they have traiiMd themaelvea to odilblt 
"A- ‘ , A. In their lifetime.-A'- A A .
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X mean, for eranple, that those mho have 
trained themaelvea in gluttony, unehaaity 
and drunkanneaa, instead of carefully
avoiding them, mill naturally Join tibeA'.

. , oolopa&y of donkeys or s«ae such creatures#
' ' . - "ill they not? ; A\ % .A-.;,.

: ; - • • • n • * * » * # # # # # # # »  A  'o
' Idierea# those ebo have set more value i^on /

ii^uring and plundering and tyrannising . g:' -
over their fellows will Join the wolves " "

' - and hawks and kites# Or should we give
such souls as these some other destination?

U '" - ‘ . . : -, - . /  ■> e e e e e e e e e e e e e e
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But the society of gods none shall Join %to 
has not sought wisdom and departed wholly 
pure; only the lover of knowledge may go 
thither# And that is the reason» dear 
friends» why true philosophers abstain from 
the desires of the body» standing firm and 
never surmdering to them; they are not 
troubled about poverty and loss of estate , 
like the common lover of riches; nor yet 
is the abstinence due to fear of the dis
honour and disgrace that attach to an evil 
life» the fear̂  felt by the lovers of 
power and position#

'  A  A . .

Mo» that would be unworthy of them» Socrates» 
remarked C^es.

^Host certainly it would^ » he replied# . 
'And that of course» C^es» is why one who 
is concerned about his own soul, instead of 
spending his life hitting his body into good 
A shape» says good-bye to ell that sort of - ̂ 
thing; and while the rest follow a road 
which leads them they knew not whither» he - 
takes another one: holding that he must never 

I 3̂ act against philosophy and that deliverance
; é ‘ % ' r - a n d  purification idiich philosophy a^ieves»

'' A A

■

he proceeds in Ae^direction idiither philo^ 
# Sophy points him,”
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For Plato tha greatest evil comas from man failing
to fix his mind on the truths of philosophy and placing
his interest and attention on the bodily things of life.
A part of this "sin" Is not to be able to separate the
essential realities from those tdiich are unessential.

It is this* that no man's soul can 
feel intense pleasure or pain in any* 
thing without also at the same time 
believing that the chief object of 
these his emotions is transparently 
clear and utterly real* though in fact 
it is not; this is especially the case 
mith visible objects, as you may agree.

Well, vhen that happens, isn't the 
soul more than ever fast bound by the 
body?

Evwy pleasure and every pain drives 
as it were a rivet into the soul, 
pinning it down to the body and so 
assimilating it thereto that it believes 
everything to be real idiich the body 
declares so to be. Indeed it seems to 
be an inevitable result of sharing the 
body's beliefs and joys that the soul 
should adk^t its habits and upbringing, 
and so be destined never to reach Hades 
in a pure condition, but always to 
depart with much taint of the body, a W  
therefore to fall back again soon into 
another body, like a seed relented in 
new soil; a fate which denies it all 
converse with that which is divine and 
pure and single of form.

So that, Cebes, is the reason why 
gœuine philosophers are orderly and 
brave; it is not for the reasons which 
weigh with the multitude, or do you 
think it is?

No: the soul of a philosopher
will reflect as we have said, and will
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not aoppoM that» lAlle it Is tha task 
of ̂ iloso#qr to sawt# its valaas#»
It should thwart that task by sur- 
raDderiug itself to pleasures sod pains» 
and so relapse into its old inprisooment» 
likS Penelope at the interminable task 
of undoing her web { rather will it abate 
the storm of desire by taking reason as 
its guide and eonstant eoepanion» by 
eonteaplating the utter certainty of 
divine reality and finding sustenance 
therein# After this manner the soul 
dMSS that all its earthly life idiould be 
lived» and that wh«i that is ended it 
will pass into the presence of a kindred 
being like onto itself» p̂iit of all 
human evils. Surely if that be the 
manner of its sustensnoe» my friends» 
we need not be alarmed about its having 
to fear that on its release from the 
body it may be dissipated» blown to 
pieces by the winds» vanishing into ^  
thin air and existing no longer anywhere.

Death is made both gn^tic and dignified by the analogy
of the dying swan.

And 1 fancy you must think me a poorer 
sort of prophet than the swans; for 
they» ihan they realise that they have 
to die» sing moM» and sing more sweetly 
than they have ever s%mg before» rejoicing 
at the prospect of going into thm presence 
of that god whose servants they are» 
though Indeed tamman beings» because of 
their own fear of dying» malign them» 
making out &at their departing song is 
a painful lament for death; they fail to 
reflect tiiat mo bird sings when it is 
hungry or cold or feels any sort of 
pain» not even the nightingale itself» 
nor the swallow nor the hoopoe; of 
course the story is that these birds 
sing a lament because of their pain»
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but I don't believe that la true either 
of them or of the amena; ehet I thixUc la 
that belonging aa they do to igbllo» they 
are prophetic creaturea idio foresee the 
bleaainga to store for them in Hadea, and 
therefore sing mlth greater delight on 
that last day than ever be&>re. And 
aa for me» I count myself a fellow- 
servant of the amena» dedicated to the 
same god» and favoured by my maatwr with 
prophetic power equal to theirs; nor am 
I more sorrowful àian they In departing 
this life. No; so far aa that goes» 
you should say ihat you mill and a A  
idiat you mill» so long aa the prison 
authorities of Ati\ens permit you.^^

Perhaps the moat difficult» incooprshenslble» and il
logical arguments are purposed aa the enclusion of opposites 
It mould seem that Pla^ mould have bad a difficult time 
placing his name to these arguments. In fairness to Plato 
the ease for immortality should be seen as Professor 
Patterson states the problem;

For no man argues on behalf of the 
doctrine of immortality aa a lawyer 
argues in court on bAalf of an in
heritance which» unless his argwsmt 
be Judged conclusive» mill not fall to 
his client. It is evident to everybody 
that if me are immortal» the fact that 
we are immortal will be a fact whether 
or not it la believed to be so» and 
whether or not the belief can be shown 
to be true; and that if me are not 
immortal» no argument can make us so.
We raise and discuss the question» not 
because our future destiny» but because 
our present hiqipiness» mill be affected 
by our conclusion. In this respect Plato



v M  Qot différent from enyom olee.  ̂̂
He argued^ at me argue# b^auae, aa he
aaya# *ctie hope la great* ' and beeaoae
he real teed* at leaat in great meaaure*
how tremeodoua la the praotleal is*
portaxiee of a poaitive oooeluaion.

In effect Plato argue# for the doctrine of Immortality 
by atatlng that oppoalte# ahatain from their oppoaite«
Fhrther he continue# to anpport thia by giving nmeroua 
wenplea auoh aa ice u d  water* leading of courte to the 
oppoaitea of life and death* one being mutually exoluaive 
of the other. The aoul being life itaelf la deathleaa.
It la formed before thia life (pre«*eai8tenoe) and continue# 
paat thia life (reincarnation and immortality) and conae* 
quently la untouched by death. The only truth in thia 
entire argument with regard to the aoul la the obaervation 
that life la the oppoalte of death* and even thia ihould 
be q^lified for death and life are continuoua and uaually 
a harmonious proceaa depending on one another. It la 
rather a question of which proceaa has the cpper^hand that 
determine# the state of a body. But the great difficulty 
in logic ia the analogy that snow and heat have any relation 
to the spiritual life or evm any likeness to one another, 
like all things in the ^iritual realm proof can never be 
found# Aua Plato's ''logic” can endure endlessly. However* 
mow it has lost all appeal for people have out grown such
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 ̂ Plato poiats out that If paella began to baliava

t^t W#ra waa no moral diatinetlon in a future life or
indeed that there eas no further exiatenee, life eould
completely change nan* a out-look.

For if death eere the end of all 
things, it eould be a heaven-sent 
boon fbr the wicked^ ehen they die, to 
be at one stroke released both from v 
the body and, with the death of the 
soulg from their own eiokedness; but 
now that me have found the soul to be  ̂ ^
immortal, there can be no other escape 
from evil, no other salvation for it save 
by becoming as good and intelligent as 
possible; seeing that the soul brings 
nothing eith it to Hades except ihat 
nurture and %*bringing have made of it ; 
and that, we are told, avails much for 
weal or for woe txpBk the very first 
moment of its d^arturs to that other 
world. ^

^  this is the story: when a man 
has breathed his last, the ^irit to 
whom each was allotted in life proceeds, 
to conduct him to a certain plMe, and all 
they that are there gathered must abide , 
their judgement and thereafter Journey 
to Hades in company with that guide ihose 
office it is to bring them from this . 
world unto that other. There that befalls 
them which must befall; and having there 
abided for the due span of time they 
are brought back hither by another guide;

; -t:

of CiM.
md. oo eontlnu. for M o y  long cixeoiCs
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In other #brds Plato asserts that immortality breeds monlity 
as disbelief in immortality breeds immorality. We are as

r<
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wmtm mortal beings seeing through a glass darkly but
finally the realities and truths mill be revealed to us.
Perh^s the metaphor of a fishbowl might be more fitting;

he mould see the sun and the stars 
through the mater, and believe the 
sea to be the sky; slom of movement 
and feeble, he mould never have reached 
the top of the sea, never have emerged 
with his head above the mater to get a 
sight of this our earthly region, and 
to bWiold horn much purer and fairer it 
is than the morld mhere he and his felloms 
dmell, a region of mhich he bad never 
heard from any that had seen it.

That, as 1 said, is a precise analogy to 
our omn case, lie live in cme of the eartii's 
hollows, and imagine ourselves to be liv
ing on its surface; and me call the air 
the heaven, taking it to be the heaven 
through which the stars move. But in 
fact it is the same thing as before: 
me are so feeble and slom of movesmnt 
that me caxmot get out of our hollow and 
reach the confines of the air; of course 
if one of us could get to the top of it or 
acquire wings and A y  aloft, then Just as a 
fiÂ which gets its bead above mater in the 
everyday world can see its sights, he 
mould behold the sights of the morld above; 
and if he mere one mho could endure to 
contemplate them, he mould realise that 
there mas the real heaven, the genuine 
daylight, the actual earth, the eartii 
that me know, the stones mad eaten away, 
as are rocks in Ute sea by salt water; 
nothing of any value can grow in the sea, 
little or nothing can fully devAop in 
it; mhere there is anything solid, it is 
all eroded rocks and sand and a vast extent 
of slime and mud; it is utterly unworthy 
to be compared with the beauty to be found 
in our hollow. But far and away more
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exeelldQt sclll than that la tha beauty 
of that acrid above. Indeed# If It le a 
good thing to end alth a at»xy# It alll 
not be out of place# Slmmlaa# to hear 
lAat thlnge are like on that vtppex earth 
beneath the heavene,^

Bare life la aa It ahould be pure and beautiful.
Moreover thia dlffermce in colour la 
matched by a like difference in the trw# 
and flowera and frulta that grow In that 
%q»per earth; and again Ita mountains 
contain atones which are oorreap<mdlngly 
smoother# more transparent# and more 
beautiful In bue| It la fragments of 
them that cwatltute the bits of atone 
^Ich we cherish# cornelians# Jaspers# 
eoieralda and so forth; there every single 
stone la a Jewel# and a fairer Jewel 
than those we know. And the reason iov 
that la that the stones there are pure# 
not eaten away nor ruined# as ours are# 
by the mildew and brine produced by the 
sediment idilch has collected In our 
hollow# and Is the source of ugliness 
In stones and soil# and of sickness 
in animals and plants.

With all these precious stones Is 
the real earth adorned# and with gold alio 
and silver and all other precious metals; 
for th#y are plainly visible# abundant# 
massive# and spread all over the earth; 
happy therefore are they whose eyes dwell 
upon that spectacle.

Row besides many other creatures 
that live there there are men# of idiom 
some dwell Inland and others at the edge 
of the air# Just as we dwell at the e^e 
of the sea# others again In Islands 
near the mainland which are surrounded by 
air. In short# the needs which for us 
are met by the waters of sea are there 
met by the air# Uhlle In place of our 
air they have the either. The climate
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thm* h# hm# hmm ia txaiaiat ftnr dMCh «ai mim th« «lltfit*
«#* f«tv«r «111 «W# Hhwmgh $h« f«lla«« of hi# ootimàto 
of lift. Xk boeooM iwao ok Ik# book, Ao «c o m bM boom <
•ok BO«k of hi# llfo «ai kham oouli bo ao kaniint book, 
fho ooopuifon «ai kho patheo belli ap ia • mmemêo «•
««m tbo ga«si look# ko Sooaeko# «1A #A«ix«kloa «ai io- 
«ekioa. WIA a m«a««y of kba #oi« kha polaoa 1# kakaa a# 
kha aaoklon# of friaoda bsaA doea - Soaiwka* aiaomiahaa 
kbaa. Aa iaakb taahaa apoa hla, ha «alla «wjr aoaahalaakly, 
"*e«teo, «0 oaa a oook ko Aaklaploa* psagr io aok fow* 
ko pay kba iabk. ' Ba, flaarakok, aaalka a baaatiftil «ai 
laag aaaikai friaai A i A  «ill kaha bia ko poaea aai hac* 
aê r. Oaly khoaa kba lava kba body aai aaakbly poaaaaaioaa 
aaa afcaii of Daakb. Base kbao la a «Ikaaaa aai kaakiaony 
of kba daakb of Soaeakaa —  'khla aaa kho aAodiai klM 
Bxaak «Mid ia Ika aoblaak

Oaa aoak ba aaaktaaaHy m m n Aak kba idaaa paaaaakai 
bate aaa of pbiloaopbleal aai iakallaakeal aoakaak sMbat 
kbaa oaaaia or affixaaklaaa of falA. Xbay aoaa faoa aa 
liaiar look M! kba iadlridoal aai are aarkainly «alii aai 
raaaikaM a. Bek Ik aeak ba aaaa kbak Aalr aatera aai 
kaak is «aakly iiffaraek fkoa kbak of kbaology aai baaaa - 
kbv aanaek ba aqaakad.
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they m^oy keq^e them free fsom sleknees 
and allow A e m  to live msoh longer than 
we do, ehile their auperiority in vieion, 
hearing, intelligenoe and other faeul* 
ties ia proporti(mate to the greater 
purity of air aa eoopared witii water, and 
of either aa edmpared with air. More
over they have aaored grove# and templea 
for the goda, Wiich the god# do verily 
inhabit; by omen and oracle and viaion and 
suchlike they have direct communion with 
the divine beings; aun and moon and 
star# they bAold aa they really are, 
and with.all other such bliss are theyblessed.55

Mankind is divided into five grot^a. Those idio have 
lived "indifferently well" w e w  sent off for Acheron where,
they shall be purged and can make atonement and find also
rewards for their deeds. Yet others whose sins are great 
and for whom d»ere is no cure nor hope are confined to 
Tartarus for ever.

»■

Others there be whose sins are accounted 
curable, yet heinous: such as W w  been
moved by anger to lay violent hands vtpon
father or mother, yet have lived there
after a life of repentance; or such as 
have slaughtered a man in some similar 
condition; all these must be east into 
Tartarus, but after abiding there fbr 

; ., ' - V the space of a year tdie surging waters 
 ̂throw the parricides and matricides out 
by way of Pyriphlegethon, esoà the others 
by w ^  of Cocytus. And ihen they have 
been swept a l ^  to a point w a r  the 

t  ̂ Acherusian Lake, then do they cry
aloud and call to those %d%om they have 
slain or de^itefully used, begging 
and beseeching them that they would

: : ' '
'r .

»■
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•uffar them to oome forth into the lake 
and give them hearing. If they can 
prevail, they do come forth, and find an 
end to their ttonhle; hut If not, they 
are ew^t back Into Tartarua, and 
thence into the rivers again; nor can 
they ever have recite from their woes 
until ihey prevail upon those idiom they 
have lajwred; for such Is the penal^ 
appoint^ by their judges.

But lastly there are those Aet are 
deemed to have made notable progress on 
the road to righteous llvl%: these
are they that are freed and delivered 
from the prlson^^iousee of this interior 
of the earth, and come to make their 
habitation in the pure region above ground.
And those of their number idio have 
attained full purity through phllosq^y 
live for evermore without any bodies at 
all, and attain to habitations even fairer 
than tboBB others; but the nature of these 
it would not be easy to reveal, even were 
time enough now left me. ̂

Then the Phaedo is concluded by the death scene of 
Socrates. Obviously this is the highest statement and de«* 
velopmeet of the doctrine of Ismortallty. The Orphic 
beliefs are developed to dielr highest and finest point by 
Plato. %l8 is the aper of dignified dying which almost 
gloMes over the fact that it borders on suicide. Socrates 
has recapitulated all his philosc^hical thought and cogently, 
calmly, and riÿiteously defended himself. The whole tone 
is one deliberately made to underplay death, in effect to 
cheat it from its power of fear; the whole point being
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It la with little doubt that scholars can maintain 
that Plato's pictures of the future life were ̂ leer imagery 
and certainly he was not deluded by this. These descriptions 
of the after-life are presented by Plato himself as meaning 
that they were not to be taken literally, though he used 
his imagery to display his Amdemental convictions end 
the truth must be seen in that manner. Plato did believe 
like the Pythagoreans, who ''thought &at the punishment 
or the reward came to a soul in two ways— the pain or 
the delight which awaited a soul in the other world im
mediately it passed out of the body, and the new incar
nation idiich would be allotted to it in this world after 
a certain pœiod in the other one. Probably reincarnation 
was Just one of the things which Plato did not mean to 
assert positively; it was part of his imaginative 
guessing: but he did mean to assert positively that the 
soul was immortal and that, in some way or other, a man 
would reap the fruit of his doings after death.

Throui^ Plato *8 writings one can discern a continual 
ïçrward movement of the souls of the rightems. They 
spend various periods in the lower realms but soon move 
on to the islands of the blessed. Though the evil still 
journey to the lower depths, the righteous in his later
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vrltliig8 dlssiifta the tmder-^rld Altogether end move Into 
the high heavene. At thl# point the Stoics enter the 
em^tology and continue to promote it in much the same 
as Plato haspresented it.

It is easily seen that Platonic philosophy presented 
a system of anthropology ehich the Christian Church used 
uithout hesitation. Plato** concepts of man mere well 
develi^ped and helped to put down much of the earlier and 
more primitive concepts, though it most be realised at 
once that Plato*s concepts did not permeate the thinking 
of the masses. A. E. Taylor believes that Plato*s
insistence on the ”aualitar of immortality*' had eider appeal

59than the Hebrew doctrine of resurrection. A men could 
b%in to reach salvation by being "turned about", that 
is giving oneself over to that %hich is trwh, goodness 
and beauty. It was by this means that a man was to truly 
become righteous and thereby obtain "salvation*" "But Plat*> 
is weak just idiere the Israelite is strong. His 'immor
tality* of tiie parted soul, in which the body has no share, 
is, after all, dangerously like a doctrine of the survival 
of half a personalit:y. And we also miss in him an adequate 
sense of the direct dependence of the h c ^  of etzemal life 
on the moral character of God."^ The soul is that part
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of mam %<&ich is similar to tho gods and be ̂ Ao is willing 
to become more like the gods is brought through this 
earthly struggle. The position of God is rather pre
carious if one proceeds with the belief that the soul is 
inherently ixonortal. This dileons remains quite obscure 
in the writings of Plato. "And the consequence is that 
with air Platons sincere belief in God's judgment of men 
according to their wodcs, he leaves it to be stq>posed diet 
the riÿiteous mao# in the end# wins the crown by his 
own unaided effort. God has so ordered the world that 
if he lives rightly he will achieve salvation# but there
is no prace. no 'free gift* of God to enable him to 

61do so." God stands out of the realm of intervening in
the affairs of men and as such remains simply as a
spectator. "It was left for Christianity to integrate
in one conception the thoughts of the newer and higher
quality of the 'immortal* life# and those of God as its
only source and guarantee# and of the preservation of the
whole man# not merely of a favoured elemœt in him 'unto

.62everlasting life.'"
What can be said in conclusion as to the eontri*» 

butions of Greek thought on contemporary Christianity? The 
influence is basically in regard to immortality and eschat*
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oXogy* Ihwre are of course those she in actual belief are 
Stoics but their number is negligible. The following 
things may be said: 1) the important things (realities)
in life are a part of the spiritual realm; 2) there is 
a moral plan and function behind the entire universe uhioh 
extends beyond this earthly existence; 3) that the indi* 
vidual must seék deliverance through purification and 
abstinence; 4) that each human being has a soul uhich 
must come into harmony with the divine principles to 
receive any satisfaction in this uorld or in the morld to 
come.

But the impact of the GreAs has %wt b e m  lost in
the Christian tradition and frequently has been promoted
as the orAodox faith. To remove these contributions
mould certainly involve the rethinking of all Christian
theology particularly in the area of esehatology# but is
there really any alternative if me are unmilling to
settle for complete Christianity?

It is interesting to see horn much of the 
Greek tradition mas carried on in the 
ideas of mediaeval Christianity about 
the morld beyond death. In Dante all 
the three ootions--~the great hollow 
underground, the island^aradise 
beyond the sea to the mast, and the 
ascent of souls to the starry sky<— «are 
there side by side. But they are
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distKlbutad among tiirae dlffarwt 
elaaaaa of aoula. tbm hollo# no^xground 
la the hell to nhich those go #ho are 
erolwied for ever from salvation (and 
even in the details of Dmte^s Hell 
there are elements ehioh come hy con* 
tlnticms tradition from the Greeks) ; 
the Island far e#ey over idie western 
sea, with the earthly paradise on Its 
•unnlt. Is the monntaln of Purgatory] 
and the beavaly Paradise, beyond the 
sphere of the stars, la the akde of 
just men made perfect. Probably Dante 
did not understand these descriptions 
literally. He just uses the old 
nQrthologlcal Imagery as a set of 
consecrated symbols for the Inconceivable 
mode of enlstcMe which awaits man after 
bodily death.

But wherever we place the blame# GreWt eschatology and
immortality have come to take their rest in the Christian
Faith.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE INTER-TESTAMENTAL CONCEPT OF DEATH



THE INTEa-TESTAMEHTAL CONCEPT OF DEATH

In a recant study by Principal D. S, Russell the 
following observation is made; "In many ways the apo
calyptic literature serves as a bridge between the Old 
Testament mad the New Testament, and this is perhaps 
nowhere more clearly shown than in its belief concerning 
the life beyond death. Much of the teaching of the New 
Testament in this respect is inexplicable simply in terms 
of the Old Testament background, but it can be seen in 
its true light within the setting of €̂ [>ocalyptic thought. 
Of particular significance is its teaching concerning the 
resurrection from the dead."^ While one can believe there 
is a great deal of truth in this statement; I cannot but 
take issue with the met^i^hor of a "bridge." The more 
one reflects on this, tiie more one is certain that it is

1 1 7
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a poor choice* Far better, yet not totally correct, nould 
be an illustration of a trickling stream becoming a raging 
river by the time it reaches the Apostolic Church* If we 
follow this we would have to say that t^e Inter-testaisental 
shores are the longest and the most influential* Here 
alone can we account for various new elements being added, 
older ideas being washed away, and others washed free of 
foreign silt* The one constant element of the stream is 
a sustained belief in the Nature and the Love of God* 
However, one is not sure of all the influences that have 
brought about these changes, yet he is certain that in 
the New Testanwnt the substance, colouring, and d^th are 
radically different from those of the Old Testament* From 
the spark of hope in a future life given in the Old Testa
ment there developed a complete doctrine of a future life 
mid a belief in the resurrection from the dead in the 
Apocrypha.

It would be indeed wrong to believe that the 
apocalyptic writers had developed an eschatology in full 
bloom* As the Old Testament writers groped for truths, 
the apocalyptic writers came to even greater truths. Tet, 
not every writer saw these beliefs to the same degree 
nor with the same measure of faith* The reader is pre-
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smted with maay differing views and internal inconsis* 
tencies. But must we demand of each writer a logical# 
cogent# systematic doctrine of eschatology? In reality 
this is what we eaq̂ ect, yet how many scholars of today 
assert that they have answered such deep questions.
Here men are wrestling with the inscrutable mysteries 
of God and thus attempt to describe the indescribable 
and they fall short. If however# we approach these 
writers as submitting statmssnts of faith# then all are 
right (in a sense) and the more glaring difficulties 
are thus made easier for the followers to coopr^end 
the rich inheritance of their writings. "Ou^of this 
often confusing pattern emerges the sure and certain 
hope of a resurrection to eternal life# be it in an 
earthly Messianic Kingdom or in the glorious heaven beyond. 
Bmeath the strange and fanciful imagery in Wiich the pic
ture is frequently described there lies the deep religious 
conviction that man is made for eternal fellowship with 
the living God."*

The conc^t of death along with all other Hebrew 
beliefs developed from its tribal simplicity to the deep 
and profound religious dogmas it attained. Less and less 
the Hebrew based his life on the reconciliation and
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retribution of Yahweh in this life and looked more and 
more to the life to Life no longer seemed to be
lived for its pure intrinsic and aesthetic values, but 
became the means or the way to a fuller manifestation 
of a life with Yahweh. In times of great persecution 
and distress the Hebrew could press on and endure untold 
hardship in the face of the oppressor as he realised 
that vindication came not in the present life but in 
the life to come. This projection of Yahweh's right- 
eousness was in the last analysis the very thing that 
ultimately "saved" the faith of Israel and was to enable 
it to lay the foux^tions of the religious beliefs of 
over half the people of today's world. The success or 
failure of any religious system ultimately hinges on the 
systematic presentation of its eschatology. In so far as 
the eschatology is convincing, Aether it is logical or 
not, it is able to grow and increase to the point where 
it becomes self-perpetuating. This would account for the 
increase of the Christian Faith over against the back
ground of the Hebrew faith. Further, this ejqplains the 
regression of Christianity because theologians have held 
the eschatology is almost two thousand years behind the ^ 
faith. Hot only are Christians guilty of this lag but
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it la also true of tha Hebrew Faith as Dr. Charles states ;
'*The esehatology of the nation is always the last part 
of its religion to experieoee the transforming power of 
new ideas and new facts. The eschatology of Israel was 
at times sin hundred years b^ind its theology."^

The roots of Christian eschatology lay dei^Iy 
entrtmched in the Inter^testammtal period. Investigation 
is halted by the fact that even though this is the most 
fertile period of eschatology in the Western world it is 
simultaneously the most unproductive in regard to primary 
s<mroes. Any thorough analysis must examine the cooponent 
parts realising the dogmas preceding and following this 
period. By tracing Idireads of evidence and conjecture, 
scholars can reproduce some seaplanes of tdie evimts and 
beliefs of this age.

In the Inter-testamental period the whole tenor of 
religion was altered. The effects of changing from a 
theocratic nationalism to m  intœsely personal monotheism 
have been noted previously. The responsibility of religion 
now rested on the individual rather than on a highly com
plex system. Death no longer was feared as a threat of 
"n<m»being** and total dissolution. Rather death was feared 
because it was held that it was no longer Üie end. Thus
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they feared their pereonal fate might be even worse than 
falling into nothingness* One not only had to live his 
life out under Yahweh but now he was held responsible for 
all his actions* The centre of living falls from the 
"here and now" to the "life to come*" This inversion of 
goals made this life a means to an end* Life was feared 
rather than enjoyed* What we have here is the carry~over 
of the moral ism from the prophetic period. This moral 
system has turned sour over the years. Since this period 
the idiole Christian Faith has become overly anxious about 
the future life so as to make this life in many eases 
sheer misery* Eternal reward usurped the position of 
ixmer peace and continual assurance* No doubt this is idiy 
Jesus spent so much time in His teachings dealing with 
concepts of reward over against the real demands upon His 
disciples.

To come to an understazi^ing of the development of 
the beliefs in regard to death and the then current be
liefs of eschatology, there will be an examination of the 
i^ocrypha and parallel historical sources* In the apo
calyptic literature of this time the concept of the 
Kingdom of God is most central and most prominent in the 
beliefs. Because of its centrality the Kingdom of God
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took on all ahadea of meaning vith tinta of political, 
social, religions, and philosophical concerns. R« H.
Charles states that there vere two major beliefs concern
ing the future life:

. . # the hope of the individual, 
which gave birth in due course to the 
belief in an individual immortality, 
and the hopm of the nation, idiich 
developed ultimately into the expect
ation of the Messianic kingdom. In 
this kingdom, as originally conceived, 
only the ri^teous • • • should share.
For several centuries these two lu^es 
pursued, side by aide, their own lines 
of development, and it was not till the 
third century B. C., at earliest (?) 
that they were seen to be coaq;>lemeatary 
aides of one and the sane religious 
truth, a truth that subserves and 
does justice to the essential claims 

^ of both. Thus when the doctrine
of the blessed immortality of thm 
faithful is coxnbined with that of the 
Messianic kingdom, A e  separate 
eschatologies of the individual and of 
the nation issue in their synthesis.
Not only should the surviving righteous 
participate in the Messianic kin^Wm, 
but the righteous dead of Israel should 
rise to share therein. Thus the 
righteous individual and the righteous 
nation should be blessed together.^

Dr. Charles then incorporates this passage from Isaiah
(26:19):

*̂Thy dead men (Israel) shall arise 
And the inhabitants of the dust shall awake 
and stout for joy"*

I
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This is a portion of the "Isaiah Apocalypse" (Isa, 24-27) 
ehich is unrelated to its present context. The writing 
Itself r^resents transitional material which was probably 
written between A e  writings of the prophets and the 
apocalyptic writings. These later writings were added 
between the fifth and third centuries B, C,

The highest theology that the Hebrews reached comes 
from this apocalyptic age.Yet it seems tragic that this was 
stanked out and even banned during the first hundred years 
of the growth of the Christian Faith, However, many of 
these ccmc^ts were caught up into Christendom and were 
preserved continually. To a few men known as the Hasidim 
were entrusted the great religious truths to be preserved, 
promoted, and professed, so that the entire world might 
share them, "%e apocalyptic writers simply took these 
writings (the Old Testament) as a starting point, and 
developed a series of eschatological systems by means of 
which the heathen survivals in the Old Testament are dis
placed and comparatively consistent and spiritual views 
of the future are developed. It is impossible on the 
present occasion to trace even the chief phases of this 
development. Through these writers there developed 
very significant changes. The realisation was reached that
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tha Maaaianic kingdom vould not coma upon the earth as tha 
Old Tastament had taught. Tha earth became an unsuitable 
place for tha Kingdom and thus begins a great separation 
bet%#een uhat is considered tha earthly and tha heavenly.
An interim period of a thousand years, named the millmmium, 
was to occur at the end of the earth before the Kingdom 
vas to come in power in the heavens. The dead must rest 
through this period to avait their reward or punishment.
However the Old Testament pointed out that judgment and 
resurrection would issue forth the Messianic kingdom.
Tha Old Testament maintained a resuscitation of life 
basically tha smoe as their former life but now lived 
out under the reign of the Messiah on earth. The apocalyp- 
tie writers maintained that only the pious would at once 
be raised to heaven in a spiritual form.

: When the Apocrypha was written the Hebrews had
embraced Greek thoughts and conceptions. Thus the thinking
of the Hellenistic age appears in many aspects of the
Hebrew Doctrine of tha Future Life. Assimilated with this
was the Greek concept of the Rule of God tdiich maintained
that God ruled all of History past, present, and future.

The belief that God has ruled through
out the history of the past, and 
especially throughout the past history
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of Israel^ appears in tha Apocrypha 
a# vail as in tha Old Testament»
For instanca, it undarlias tha \diole 
Book of Baruch. But there Is nothing 
added to tha doctrine. Under the 
belief that the Lord rules the pressât, 
the ^ocrypha emphasises tvo particular 
points. First, in a period when, for 
His own purposes, God is leaving His 
people imder alien rule, the belief takes 
the form: "In spite of our seemingly 
helpless plight. He is saving us now. *
In one may or another this belief lies 
bAind every book in the Apocrypha.
(An) . . .  instance of the belief that 
God is God of History nov is that in 
some of the Books of the i^K)crypha God 
saves individuals*»— vhose life, of 
course, is part of history. It has 
alreisly been shovn that in the period 
after the Exile individualism came to 
its senith in Israel. Correspondingly,
God saves righteous individuals - * •
Tobit and Tobias, the Three Holy 
Children and Susanna • « • and even gives 
Daniel a dinner (Bel 33«42). Further,
He can save them idierever they are*»— e.g.
Tobit in Assyria, Sarah in Ecbatana, and 
Tobias on his journey from one to the 
other. Every fictitious story in the 
Apocrypha presî qpposes that the Lord is 
master of history now.'

In regard to the future, the H^rews believed in 
the **Day of the Lord" in which God would step in and do 
something about the apostate earthly conditions. For in 
that ‘Day" the Hebrews would be vindicated and the Gentiles 
dealt with. Here God intervenes in History and wins out 
in victory. The Hebrews disputed the timing of this
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"Day" as do so many Christians today. Yet this did not 
take from it the sincerity and the reality of their belief 
(Jth 16:17). In the Apocrypha "the Day" is seen as Judg
ment. "In the ^ocrypha, as in the Old Testament# a 
quiet death# after a long and prosperous life# is the 
proper end of the righteous (e. g. To 14:11-15# Jth 16:
23). Premature death# especially ^ e n  it is sudden and 
violent# on the other hand# is a disaster. Sometimes it is 
punishment for sin# uhether the sinner is killed *by the 
hand of God’ (e. g. 2 Mac 9:5) or by an agent of His (e. g.
Sus 60-62# I Mac 2;24f). At other times it is murder.
Sirach has a long passage of praise because God has saved 
him from this (51:1-12)."^ Basically the Apocrypha adopts 
the then existing and inherited Hebrew conc^ts. %ere 
is a strong warning that the corpse of a dead man ought to 
be buried. There is an incident idiere Tobit risks his 
own life that he may bury a Jew (Tobit 2:17£f; c. f. 2:3ff).
He goes on to instruct Tobias saying: child# when
I die# bury me" (4:3ff; c. f. 14:10-13).

When the H^rews translated the Old Testament and 
the ^^crypha to Greek they named Sheol as Hades. This was 
correct because the Greeks believed that man descended 
into the deep recesses of the earth called Hades during
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the event of death. Prom the Old Testament there mas a 
changing concept of the nature of Sheol. First it mas 
considered to be a place of rest and peace. But mith the 
gromth and the increasing influence of the Hasidim, Sheol 
became a place of torment and utter misery for all its
inhabitants. This, needless to say, could not be tbo%%ht

/

to be consistent mith A e  belief in the ri^teousness of 
Yahm#Ai. The Old Testament mriters morked about this point 
until they reached the conclusion that the righteous 
mould rise from the dead to inherit the earth on that 
"Day." This is also found to be true of the Apocrypha.
"But in the Apocrypha a nem idea mas added«*~-that the old 
account of Sheol or Hades mas too good for the micked but 
not good enough for the righteous. This means that their 
fates differed immediately after death. A idiole study 
could be made of the various things Sheol has meant to 
believers but basically it meant tmo things. "First, it 
is a place mhere social and not moral distinctions prevail ; 
and secondly, though an abode of misery and mretchedness, 
it is not like GAenna-*«a place of torment by fire. Horn 
in the course of apocalyptic literature these viems are 
abandoned. From 180 B. C. onward Sheol is generally 
conceived as a place of moral distinctions, and shortly
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after 100 B. C# Sheol la described for the first time as 
an abode of fire, as in the New Testaowmt. Dr* T. Francis 
Glasson offers some insist as to the origin of the use of 
fire in eschatology* "Now, there is evidence that the 
earliest Greek eoocef^tion was of a purifying fire and 
that later the emphasis came to be placed on punishment 
rather than purgation* * • • It is clear that tiiis goes 
back to Orphism* In fact one form of Orphic initiation 
r^resents this threefold purgation, and on a drinking«glass 
of ixq>erial times an illustration of tàm rite may be sen* 
The intention was that those W%o passed through this three
fold purification on earth wcwld be ^ared the corresponding 
purgations in the beyond* In the course of time these 
post-mortem processes came to be regarded as punishments 
and this is particularly true of the fire* *It was only 
natural that all these tdiings were later conceived only 
as torments and penalties. The fire was now a fire of 
torment* ' (Dieterioh) •

In the Book of Sirach, C* Ryder Smith notes that 
the text that reads; "the punishmœt of the ungodly man 
is fire and the worm" (Sirach 7:17) is a Greek innovation*
"It should be noted that we now have two thirds of Sirach 
in the original Hebrew* In this verse, 7:17, the Hebrew
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has no reference to fire; the word *worm' does not take
OB beyond Old Testament conceptions. This is not the only
instance %diere the CreA translation# made by the writer's
grandson# shows an advance in doctrine on the original.
What is stated in the presœt work concerning the book of
Siraeh is true of the Greek translation (made abcmt 130
B» C.); it does not necessarily apply to the original 

12Hebrew.** Siraeh continues likening Hades to the constant*
ly burning did>ris heap outside of Old Jerusalem.

With the coming of the Book of Wisdom it is seen
that die author makes it clear that there is a great
distinction between the righteous and the wicked at the
instant of death (Wis. 1:12*5:23). The other point which
the author maintains is that there will be a last day
which is to be a day of decision. There is an abnpt
change of thought from the immediate state of men to a
day of visitation (Wis. 4:15).

Turning to the Second Book of Maccabees one finds
an extremely Important source of eschatology. Perhaps
one of the most interesting passages for this study appears
in Ctupter 12;39*45. This is an account of a costly sac*
rifice offered by Judas Maceabaeus.

Apparently there were two accounts 
of its nature. On one (idiich is
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•uggefited in a parantheals) it vas a 
^pious* thank-offering for the Jews 
Ww) had ’fallen' in Judas's campaigns 
and were now 'asleep' ; on the other 
it was a 'sin-offering' and 'propitiation' 
(erilasaos) for secret apostates Wio had 
be«a killed in battle. Under the second 
account their comrades believed that 
they had perished because of their 
secret sin, and prayed that 'the sin 
that had taken place might be wholly 
wi|>ed away' - -i.e. the sin-offering 
was made that these sinners might escape 
the consequences of their sin— not in 
Hades but at the Resurrection, for 
Judas was 'taking thought for a resurv 
rection', the comment being added; 'For 
if he were not expecting that they 
that had fallen would rise again, it were 
superfluous and idle to pray for the dead.'
It is perhiqps not by accident that the 
second account would suit the Phar
isees, who believed in a resurrection, 
while the first, in which it is a thank- 
offering, would suit the Sadducees, who 
rejected the belief.

It would seem that these two concepts were tailored to 
fit b o A  A e  needs and the beliefs of die Pharisees and 
Sadducees. The most significant passage on the resur
rection examined yet occurs in the account of the Mother 
and her Seven S<ms (II Mac. 7). Here we have a case of 
seven sons forced to eat swine against the teachings of 
Moses or to die for dielr beliefs. Yet the sons and die 
mother believed diat God would raise them up to life once 
more. Here stands the belief and affirmation of the
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rMurr«ctlon in all its aplandor and in the face of
death iteelf.

The Second son says the 'King of the 
world shall raise us up (mistanai) 
unto everlasting (aionios) reliving 
(mabiosis) of liiÉe isoeY' (verse 9); 
die Fourth adds that for such a one as 
Bpiphanes 'there shall be no resur
rection (anastaais) unto life' (verse 
14); the Youngest speaks of *a short 
pain (that brings) overflowing life'
(verse 36); the MoAer expects that 
'the Creator' will give tiieir 'pnctxaa 
and moe back* to her sons and that 
she herself will 'in the mercy of God 
recover' tiiem (verses 23,29)— that is, 
there is to be re-union in the Resur
rection. The word 'torture' or 'torhoat*, 
basanos. and its verb, describe their 
present sufferings (verses 8, 13; cf.
1%28). Bpiphanes is to be 'tormented' 
in this life as he has 'tommted' others 
(7:17; cf. 9:5f). Nothing is said of 
his plight in Hades. It is assumed 
that Hades is misery. It is only in 
Seeox^ Maccabees that LXX uses anastasis 
to M a n  'resurrection' (7:14, li:43).
The Third Son expects that he will 
'receive back' his tongue and hands 
even thou^ they are cut off— i.e.
He expects a resurrection of the presentbody.^4

the Kingdom of God showed forth an increasing tmsion 
as between a completely spiritualised view and a totally 
secular view. Various authors writing with particular 
biases presmt different aspects of these beliefs. Basically, 
as Dr. J. H. Leckie has pointed out, there are four main
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collects :
The Jewish literature thus containe 
four different enewers to the question 
created by the faith in imaortal life.
The first of these is to Aink of the 
Kingdom as an earthly paradise# and to 
suppose that the d^arted will receive 
at the resurrection such a body as shall 
enable Asm to share in mundane joys.
The second is to spiritualise the Kingdom 
in a sooeidiat indefinite way; and to say 
that those who are alive at its coming 
will have their physical frames changed 
into a spiritual likeness# while the 
righteous dead will be endowed with a 
body after the same fashion so that all 
may be heirs together of the City of 
God. Tha third is to transfer the scene 
of the Kingdom to heaven# and to think 
of the quick and the dead as translated 
thither at the last day*»— absent from 
the body but present with the Lord.
The fioiurth is to keep the idea of 
the Kingdom separate from that of 
personal immortality; and to conceive 
the former as a terrestrial state in 
which the d^arted can have no portion# 
inasmuch as they already possess a 
better life &an ady earfoly empire can 
bestow. These four solutions of the 
problem are# however# confused and 
intermingled in many of the boc^; in*» 
dividual thinkers seem sometimes to 
hold one of them and sometimes another; 
and the apocalyptic writers# as a rule# 
express no clear view as to the relation 
of foe Kingdom to foe unseen world.

JudgnMnt lacked an intensely personal encounter. 
When the writers portrayed this through their writings 
they presented it as an action tm masse. Thus no indi*
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vldual’s sins nor rlghtaouonosn stood out. No doubt
this is a carry over of national benotheim and they
had not tailored the last things to meet their personal
religion on earth. It delved into the morals of the
idiole disregarding those of the individual*

There are no portraits of separate faces 
in the visions of the great Assise.
Apocalypse painted its pictures in 
broad outline and vith a big brush* and 
it thought of men as being judged in 
the mass**»*iKit by &eir private record* 
but as members of parties êod nations.
It always stood for the great truth 
that the world moves on to a moral «%d.

Thus* Resurrection and Judgment 
belonged to the hope of the Kingdom 
of God. The pictures of them which we 
find in the Jewish books are part of 
tibe pageœtry* the pomp and circum
stance* of the coming of the Messianic 
State; but the ideas themselves are 
logical consequences of the belief 
that history is to culminate in a golden 
Age of retribution and reward.

In order to fill the g^ s  and to remove the incon
sistencies and the more obvious irregularities the scholars 
were led to make some modifications. Out of these changes 
there develcped a doctrine of Hades. Since the Judgment 
was moved w  the end of this earthly eristeoce* the souls 
of the dead had to have some realm of wistmoce inasmuch 
as they no longer remained with their bodies. Thus they 
were assigned to an assemblage knoim as Hades and tha
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predecessor of Purgatory, It was noted that life in 
Sheol was a very diminished and weak existence. This 
basic concept is promoted in the Book of Siraeh, The 
belief in Sheol did not end with the affirmation of 
immortality for it was deeply entrenched, Sheol was be
lieved by many to fulfil this intermediate stage. The 
underworld is described in the Book of Enoch as being 
divided into two parts, cme for the righteous and one 
for the wicked. Again these divisions are further di
vided so that even Hades has become extremely spiritual

ised and moral. Prayers of intercession became a 
stressed part of the devotional life of believers for 
there was no limit to the efficacy of prayer on behalf of 
the living or the dead. This book expressed the concept 
that the office of the Archangel Gabriel is one of inter
cession, In the Book of Adam and Eve the prayers of 
intercession have changed tho ultimate destiny of Adam so 
that upon the "Last Day" he will participate in the Resur
rection, Previously mentioned was the account of Judas 
in Second Maccabees who called for prayer and sacrifice on 
behalf of the souls of his men who had died in SLn, Because 
of the esteem and prominence that Judas held it is quite 
apparent that this act was not distasteful to the vast
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majority* Thus it can ba aaaumad that this had become
a prevalent custom in this period* So prayers for the
dead reaching out in hopes of life beyond the grave had
become a popular custom.

• • • • We may admit that the 
teaching of the teo great Rabbinic 
schools fdiich at that time dominated 
the Synagogues would have been 
friendly to such a practice of devotion.
Clearly, men who tràght that the 
period of future punishment would, 
in some cases, be limited, and who be* 
lieved intensely in the value of 
intercession, could have had no 
objection, in Aeory. to petitions 
being offered lor souls in Purgatory.

This is all that we can say with 
any assurance on this subject; but it 
is enough to forbid the dogmatic as
sertion that ttim possibility of salva
tion beyond the grave was unanimously 
rejected by tdie Jews of the New Testa
ment times, or that they were at one in 
definitely dmyiog that prayers availed 
for the dead.*'

No cOB^lete understanding of pre-Christian back
grounds could be present without entering the Gehenna fires 
which cannot be quenched in our time. Dr. Leckie points 
out that the fiery torments of G^iecma are used to set 
it off over against the Kingdom of God. "It had really 
no connection with any deliberate theological opinion 
about the ultimate destiny of mankind. And all later en
deavours to identify it with the dogma of Everlasting Evil
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have been unsuccessful and unfortunate— unfitted to
madure a rational analysis, and harmful In their effects

18on religious thought and life. There was room for all 
Gentile nations to receive the Hebrew faith and share In 
Its blessing. Conversly those who did not acc^t and take 
part In this faith were to experience destruction and 
disaster untold, Perhips this then Is the projection 
of the Deuteronomlc historical concept of ''curses and 
blessings" extended to the future life.

The realistic symbol of eternal fire and dmsnatlon 
was seen In the valley of Hlnnom just outside of Jeru
salem where perpetual fires were burnt not only to rid 
the city of Its debris but also to cremate the slain, 
the outcasts along with all animal carcases. Isaiah 
describes this as a place where "their worm shall not die, 
neither shall their fire be quenched" (Isa. 66:24). A 
very personal religion must also have a personal eschat
ology, so all sorts of weird aiwl strange Imagery were 
conjured up to describe present and future life. Actually 
the Hebrews had gathered ancient Imagery to express their 
new theological conc^ts: thus there resulted some gross 
Inconsistencies.

When the scene of punishment was ex
tended beyond this earth no emancipation
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va# achieved from the barbaroua 
forms of thought ehlch had been 
derived from the horrors of war 
and Orlœtal tyranny, gather did 
these become greatly exaggerated. 
Imagination became free to riot 
in visions of the torments of the 
future state. No one could check 
its excesses and say: have been
in the lower r%ions^ and these 
visions are not true.' Hence there 
appeared in Jewish teaching about 
Gehenna ingenious descriptions of 
complicated horrors, which the 
apocalyptic prophets embellished 
with materials drawn from & e  folk
lore of the peoples, and especially 
from Persian sources. Not only 
general conceptions, but also 
definite symbols like the 'outer 
darkness,' 'the eternal fire,' and 
so on, were borrowed from the Zoro- 
astrian Scriptures. Not that the 
Jewish artists stood greatly in 
need of resorting to foreign teachers 
for help in the production of pictures 
fully adequate to the requirements 
of their theme. They showed a 
wealth of original genius in 
depicting the manifold tortures and 
sorrows of G^dienna.^^

Obviously many individuals allowed themselves to be 
carried away by their own fears and frustrations borrowing 

l̂v  ̂ from the Zoroastrians such things as "outer daAness" and
"the eternal fire." It was not hard for these concepts to 
take root and flourish, for basically all gro%q>s have 
accepted them. Dr. Leckie concludes that "the idea of 
Aeonian punishment is older than the belief in personal-  :
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jgmiortallty . . . . And whether men epoke of aeonlen
punishment as a thing of the present or of the future^
they meant by it nothing theological. The flames of
Gehenna filled the background of the picture which had

20for its foreground the City of God."
The Hebrew scholars and religious leaders began 

to develop doctrines of the ultimate destinies of man.
A straightforward systematic approach was circumvented by 
the burden of ancient and over-worn symbolism and language 
of a former age. "There can be no doubt, of course, that 
in the time of our Lord, idiich was a period of great 
mental activity, men were beginning to suggest theories 
of ultimate destiny. But the expression of such theories 
was always hindered and confused when the Gehenna syxabolimn 
was employed. Thus the Rabbis of the schools of Hillel 
and Shammai would have been able to make their meaning 
much clearer had they %wt felt obliged to use the <nmd>rous 
and grotesque language of tradition. It was unfortunate 
that, when they wished to say that the period of future 
inmishiMit would be limited, they had to speak of sinners 
going down into the Gehenna flame and 'moaning and c<miing 
up again.' Also, they did themselves injustice when 
they expressed the idea of annihilation by asserting that
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moule i#ould b# ’burned up’ and ’their aehee scattered under 
the feet of the righteous.’ And these are but examples
of the truth that the old figurative language was unfitted

21to become the instrument of speculative thought.’*
God’s everlasting concern stretched out from beyond

the bounds of this earthly existence. His tender care and
ever searching love was mindful of man even though he may
have had to reach to the dspths of Sheol.

Whi&er shall I go from thy spirit?
Or whither shall I flee from thy presence?
If I ascend jsp into heaven# thou art there:
If I make my bed in Sheol# behold# thou art there!

Ps. 139:7-8.
’’This was the primary conviction needed to transform belief 
in a future existence inlx> the glorious hope of immortalitqr. 
Sheol could no longer retiain its gloom when it was illum
inated with the light of the Divine presei^e. Life there 
could not be a meaningless existence when it was realised
that the fellowship with God which had enriched life here

22was continued there in even fuller measure.'
Further this concept is expressed in Ps 73:23-25.

Nevertheless I am continually with thee;
Thou hast holden my right hand.
Thou Shalt guide me with thy counsel#
And afterward receive me to glory.
Whom have I in heaven but thee?
Ai^ there is none upon earth that I desire 

beside thee.
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Death no longer cute the believer off from everything; 
even thou^ he may no longer poeeeee a body he still can 
rise to the highest spiritual heights.

Heaven basically is the realm of God. Only in 
a fee incidents in the Old Testament was it referred to 
in regard to the deceased (Gen. 5:24; 2 Kings 2:2). This 
is also to be the home of the righteous that have dwelt 
with God. As a place of dwelling for the departed spirits. 
Paradise is not mentioned at all in the Old Testament but 
it occurs with increasing frequency in the Inter-testamental 
period and in the early Christian writings. This word 
probably came to the Hebrew from Median or Persian origins.
It meant an enclosed area containing trees and bushes and 
would be very similar to the English words of garden, pax^, 
and orchard, "In the Old Testament * pared isd is never used 
of the abode of the departed spirits of the righteous, but 
it has this application in numerous passages of the apo* 
calyptic literature, and especially in the Hooks of Adam 
and Eve, W&ere care is necessary to distinguish between the 
earthly paradise (garden of Eden) and the heavenly. As 
denoting the heavenly abode of the righteous, "paradise" 
is foux^ a few times in the New Testament (Lk, 23:43; II Cor. 
12:4} Rev. 2:7)."23
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An Interesting parallel with the concept of 
"paradise" is the Zoroastrian concept of "vara." "Yima,; 
the paradise*king» is told by Oziaasd to prepare an en
closure* a vara, and to live in it himself with a chosen 
host of men* animals* plants* and fires* in order to be 
preserved during the winters that will invade the earth..
• • W h œ  in Bishetar*s millennium the enclosure made by 
Yima is opened* mankind and maimals will issue from it and 
arrange the world again* and there will be a time of
fulness and prosperity • « . New beings thus come back

2amiraculously for the restoration of the world." The 
opening of the vara will usher forth a new prosperity. 
Eventually men will neither hunger nor thirst. The weak 
will be made strong and peace will reign continually.
Thus the concepts of vara is seen as a vehicle of salvation 
such as the Hebrew concept of the Ark or the Christian 
concept of "paradise."

In the Book of Ecolesiasticus there is a further 
statement of the Old Testumient*8 conclut of death. While 
death itself is sometimes considered to be a punishment 
there is no mention of punishment after death. Death 
does not c o m  however as the great terminus of life. In 
this book one finds that death approaches as a "rest"
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(22i2;cf.28:21; 38:23). There is much to be learned 
from the Book of Enoch in regard to eschatology. The 
author takes on a detailed visit of Sheol. The position 
of Sheol has moved from the underworld to the far West 
which coincides with the thoughts of the Babylonians#
Egyptians# and the Greeks with the latter having the most 
influence. In Chapter twentytwo there is the first 
statement of a general resurrection of both good and evil.
Here there is no longer a social distinction but a moral 
distinction. A form of Judgment has already taken place 
in Sheol. Men now enter into a sample of their ultimate 
fate immediately upon entering in tg>on Sheol. Sheol is 
divided into three basic sections (four are mentioned 
the fmsrth being li^t in contrast to the three dark ones 
and is probably a later addition). Here are gathered all 
the souls of men until the great day of Judgrnmt. The 
divisions come about in this manner: 1) the dwelling
place for the spirits of the righteous; 2) the area for 
those %Ao have died without suffering due to retribution;
3) sinners who have met with retribution in this life.
The third group ranains behind in Sheol at the "last day" 
while the second group are raised to be sent to Gehenna.
Only the righteous can be said to enjoy a real resurrection.
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These rite with their bodies and ere transplanted to the 
holy piece» the temple o£ the Lord, They eet of the tree 
of life» end shell live long on e purified earth» where 
they shell know no sorrow» plague» or torment (25:4ff$ 
cf, lbî7»17,20)*

First Enoch shows that A e  re-establishment of 
Jerusalem has fallen away to the belief that God will 
establish a new spiritual Jerusalem. Many Gentiles are 
converted and tiie righteous ere brought back to share in 
the Kingdom. The Messiah dwells among them and their life 
is to continue indefinitely. "It is to be observed that 
in this picture of the future life» the earthly Jerusalem 
is no longer regarded as a fitting abode of God amongst men. 
It must be displaced by the heavenly Jerusalem as a 
spiritual centre of the Messianic kingdom idiich is co
extensive with the world (90:2d|cf.2(4) Esdras 7:26; 13:36;
2 Baruch 32:2ff.; Blev. 21:2»10)."^^ The seeds of the 
resurrection life grow directly out of the earthly right
eousness of the individuals. The Book of Jubilees sees 
Sheol as a place of condemnation and doom for it no longer 
is thought to be a gathering place of all departed souls. 
The writer believes that the Messianic kingdom had already 
begun.
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Since th^ righteous cannot enter Sheol, as this ie 
non the place of doom we see that they are immediately 
reeurrected, though not bodily (Jub. 33:31cf., I Enoch 
91:10; 92:3). % u e  the righteous rise to an intermediate 
state, paradise in this case, or to heaven.

In the First Book of Enoch history is divided 
into a ten week period (generally believed that each week 
stood for a thousand years). Basically titie first seven 
weeks last from Creation to the advent of the Messianic 
kingdom. At the tenth week there will be eternal Judgmmt* 
The old heavens will thus pass M a y  ringing down the new 
heavens which will last without end. The righteous then 
will be raised (spiritually, without their bodies) into 
the portals of Heaven m à  the host of angels. The wicked 
shall suffer for their sins and be cast into a fiery 
furnace (96:3) from which there is no escape. Following 
this, "the scene of the kingdom is not the presmt earth, 
but a new heaven and a new earth (or possibly, this earth 
purified and refashioned) (45:4,5). In this work also we 
have a novel conception of the MessWi. He is regarded as 
a sia^ematural being, and as not of human descent. He is 
called 'the Christ', 'the Righteous One', 'the Elect One', 
and 'the Son of Man'. He is closely associated with the
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destinies of both the righteous end the wicked. He
Is thm judge of the world, end the chenylon and the

26etemel ruler of the righteous."
In Second Maccabees one of the major themes Is 

resurrection and the future life. Hades Is the place where 
both the wicked and the rl^teous arrive at the event 
of death. Here the wicked find their doom and tiie righteous 
find this to be only a stage of their existence. The 
account of the seven brothers would indicate that there 
will be a bodily resurrection (7:2; 7:23; 14:46). "At 
death. It Is said, die soul Is received by Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob (13:17; 5:37; 18:23), and *men dying for God 
live unto God, as live id>raham and Isaac and Jacob, and 
all the patriarchs* (16:25). These expressions suggest 
that the phrase 'Abraham's bosom' was a current one; 
but idiereas in the Gospels it seems to stand for an 
intermediate abode (of. Luke 16:22), here It relates to 
heaven Itself (cf. 17:5, 18), for It Is said that the 
mother of the brethren loved religion, which saveth unto 
eternal life (15:2), and Is set In heaven with her sons 
(17:5)."27

Second Enoch sees the pre-existence of souls. Since 
souls were created before Che foundation of the earth this
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ultiaataly ha# a bearing on Q&eir deatiny, A bodily 
reaurraetioxi could not obviMtly fit into thi# achame but 
he eraoeivea of a apirit%wl hoéfm lutaroatingly enough 
Bade# eaa located on the nortii aide of the third heaven# 
the feature# are certainly minod image# of "fire# fcoat 
and ice# thirat and ahivering."** By apeeial favor 
Abraham haa been aaved from death# In regard to Judgment 
me find &ia account: "Three Judgmenta are deacribed#
First there is a judgment by Abel the eon of Adam# mho 
aita igKm a throne to Judge all creation# The ri^teouaneeaea 
and the aina of soul# are recorded by tms ngela# Another 
angel holds a balance in idiioh the aoula of men are weighed; 
and yet another testa the souls with fire (cha# 12 & 13),
When 4»e soul mas weighed# it was found that its aims and 
ri^taouaneasea mere equally balanced# it was therefore 
set in tile sddst; it mas given neither to the testers nor 
placed with the saved (ch. 12). Through the efficacy 
of the prayer of Michael and Abraham it maa later carried 
up into Paradise (ch# 14)#"^

The beat single account of the Bebrem Doctrine 
of the Resurrection and Immortality comes from Professor 
Louis Fihkelatein in his mork entitled The Pharisees.
The greatest conflict that arose in the Inter-testamental
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period was one over resurrection. On this point the 
Sadducees and the Pharisees drew sharp and fierce lines.
Even Jesus was dragged into this heated controversy.
Professor Finkelstein reveals that this was not a mere 
religious wrangle but rather a class and social conflict 
which divided these two leading groups of Hebrews. As 
a wandering and persecuted group* the Jews had little to 
look forward to or hope for in the trials and the trib
ulations of this life. Thus* the Jew b^an to look with 
ever increasing expectation for the realm beyond the grave.
The learned Jews began to see immortality as an abstraction 
in rhetoric or philosophy* but for the common Jew* idio did 
not think in these terms* this had little or no significance. 
The individual Jew would stop short of nothing less than 
a physical* bodily resurrection for this was the only thing 
meaningful for him. Less than this would have been no 
existence at all. However* in agreement with Professor 
Martin-Aohard* Professor Finkelstein points that it was 
"inertia** that slowed down the acceptance of the resurrection.

It was this aspect & humility* piousness* 
and meekness]} of the Jewish doctrine of 
the resurrection— its democracy—
%Aiich gives it more than theological 
importance; and which indeed prepared 
thé way for its spread throughout 
the world. Egyptian immortality was
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to be attained through power. The 
Pharaoh» the princes and the nobility 
not only possessed this world» but 
by costly burial arrangemrats they 
could ensure their return from death 
Itself. Such a perpetuation of the 
wrongs of the mundane world would 
have aroused little enthusiasm in 
Jerusalem's market place; and»Indeed»
It Is altogether probable that the 
resistance to It explains in large 
part the failure of the earlier 
Israelite and Judalte teachers to 
recognise the larger spiritual poten
tialities of the reaching of the 
resurrection. Only when the doctrine 
was presmited as one of salvation 
for the righteous» be they rich or 
poor» Jew or Gentile» noble or 
plebeian» did the masses of Jew- 
Salem become converted to It."30

For the Jews of the Saddueeean group flourished in 
&ls life and thus shared in all Its pleasures and Joys 
and saw little reason why they or anyone else should ask 
for anything more or to look forward to a future life.
*lt Is not among those who have enjoyed the triumphs of this 
world that we should look for preoccupation with the conso
lations of the next. It Is an almost imiversal feature 
of religious history that the longing for another and better 
life to come was confined» In Its strongest forms» to
those udio had been the victims of life as It Is here. This

31was not less true among the Jews than among o^ers."
A further difference that arose between the wealthy
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and the working classes of Jerusalem was the concept of 
individual and personal religion. The wealthy clans were 
basking in the glories of a great patriarchal system 
and had a great sense of continuity and even immortality 
with the past. The glories of Shekinah*s golden rays 
were far beyond their furthest concern. In contrast, 
the working class had their genealogies crossed and fused 
with a result of loss of family identity or personal 
social significance. With an ever increasing heterogeneous 
groi^ with no specific role or function moving at large 
and cutting themselves off from the great Jewish traditions, 
they tended to break down the strong family ties of the 
Jewish system. Thus there is a dissatisfied group in
dependent and left largely to fend for itself. Further, 
one can conjecture that the religious systems and 
traditions of the past were up-held atsl supported by the 
wealthy, as is true of all highly organised religious 
groups nàko have lost their purpose. Thus a disruptive 
and rootless society was adrift in Jerusalem. The indi
vidual became the moral unit and he alone was responsible 
for his actions before Tafaweh is this world and in 
Judgment to come. As an individual, the Jew had to stand 
before his Maker and face iq) to the reward or punishment
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that ha might receive.
Thus to thia group came an ever increasing 

religious and significant belief in the resurrection.
'^e doctrine of the resurrection offered a full solution 
to the difficulty and was altogether in the spirit of 
the individualism idiieh prompted it. The individual is 
not an indistinguishable part of the community; he is 
an immortal being# for whom# if he has merited it# Idiere 
waits another and happier life idien God shall say the
*ord."32

Out of the milieu of the common market-place %diere
Persians and Egyptians freely intermingled thoughts and
beliefs# came a concern for the growth of individuality
in religion and the moral order of things. This then was
the agar of a fine and stable resurrectionist culture.
Also the light of tdie Holiness of Yahw^ chased the
shadows from the dim recesses of Sheol.

This movement# needless to say# outgrew the limits
and confines of its parents and added to its forces
individuals from other backgrounds and beliefs.

Foremost among these opponents of 
the doctrine of the resurrection was 
Ben Sira (ca. 200 B.C.E.)# himself a 
scion of aristocracy# who had# like 
many others in different ages# chosen
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to associate himself with the 
suppressed classes rather than with 
his own peers. He became a scholar 
and teacher# opposed to the Hellenism 
of his day# and generally synyathetic 
to the Raaideans. But as frequently 
occurs with patrician leaders of 
pl^eian groups# he could not al
together enter into the soul of the 
oppressed #%om he wished to lead.
He sympathized with them# and like 
his great master# the High Priest 
Simeon the Righteous# gave wider 
currency to some of their pronounce
ments. But in fundamental matters 
his early breeding# with its ingrained 
bias# inevitably asserted itself.
The teaching of the resurrection 
must have been particularly repugnant 
to him. The prophets# most of the 
psalmists# the writers of the main 
body of Job# had denied it; yet it was 
making its way into Judaism. The 
plid>eian acceptance of the doctrine 
seemed to him as assimilationist as the 
Hellenistic pastimes and affectationsof the aristocrats."33

A significant leadership in growth of the resurrection 
doctrine was played by an unsuspecting group# namely the 
list of the religious persecutors beginning with AntiocWs 
Epiphanes.

The assimilationist movement among the 
the Jews was too slow for him; in his 
efforts to hasten the consummation# 
he actually became the unconscious and 
unwilling instrument of their salvation.
The listless and passive opposition to 
Hellenism# which had been initiated 
by Simeon the Righteous# Antigonus of 
Socho# Ben Sira and others# would in all
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probability have failed to catch 
up with the natural influence of 
environment; it waa suddenly 
stimulated into furious seal.
Jewish piety had* up to this point, 
been contemptuously ignored by the 
conquerors it now became punishable 
with death. The bodies of the 
* criminals* remained uoburied; 
synagogues were b u m ^ «  The scrolls 
of the Law were desecrated and destroyed. 
Thousands of Jews, forbidden to practice 
their ancient customs and observances, 
fled to the paleolithic caves which 
abound in the land. The rage of the 
tyrant sought them out even there.

As they were faced with 
tinetion and did not dare to aatici* 
pate the incredible victory idiich ' 
ultimately came, the vague and incip
ient suspicion of the Hasideans that 
their kingdom was not of this world, 
crystallised into rigid belief. It 
was now clear to them that all must 
perish before better times would 
come. The doctrine of the resurrection 
which bad been held by a few eccentrics 
and progressives spread to ever wider 
circles. The writer of the Book of 
Daniel asserted it proudly and assured 
the dying martyrs tiiat they would be 
called back to life eternal, while 
their oppressors also would be revived, 
but for everlasting derision and 
contenyt.

In order to further imderstand the growth of the 
doctrine of Resurrection one has to examine the Maccabean 
Revolt. The oppressed Jews under Antiochus had more than 
they could endure. The Jews were quite tolerant to their 
persecutors or invaders except when the intruders infringed
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upon their sacred beliefs. The Revolt was started when 
Antiochus forced the Jews to make idolatrous sacrifices.
At this point Mattathias raised a sword of rebellion and 
slew the Jew making the sacrifice as well as the Syrian 
officer. This touched off the Maccabean Revolt in which 
the Hasmoneans rose in full revolt and brought about a 
very bloody war which was not put down until tiie Syrian 
power in Judea was destroyed. Many Hasideans fled the 
city only to be met by Syrian soldiers in the desert.
Since it was the Sabbath day they would not fight. As 
this moral was deemed impractical# those who held with 
the Hasideans fled to the hills and were open to attack 
by other Jews who exposed them on every side. **But# filled 
with the conviction of individual resurrection and 
regarding tiiis world as nothing more than a prelude to a 
greater and finer life# they faced their executioners 
calmly and perhaps even cheerfully. The Hasmoneans d̂u># 
under pressure of necessity# were prepared to make a 
radical alteration in the interpretation of the Sabbath 
law# were men of a different stasy. They were warriors 
and diplomats# planning victory in this world# instead 
of dreaming of compensation in the next."^^

Yet# after victory the forces of the Hasidean and
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the Haeaonean priests could not be recoMlIed and 
gradually these became the two major parties of Israel 
according to Professor Finkelstein. **The divergence was 
the same I it expressed itself in new names. The Sadducees 
who rallied about the Hamonean House v^eo^tly dœied 
the resurrection* idiile the Pharisees* drawn essmatially 
frcm among the descendants of the earlier plebeians* 
as vehemently continued to affirm it. The victory lay 
with the Iharisees. By their faith in the life beyond 
death they won a&erents througluHit the Jewish world.
The Jews of the diaspora were almost altogether Pharisaic; 
and in Palestine the Sadducees were reduced to a few 
noble families."

The Pharisees opened the way for the doctrine 
of salvation as they gradually won converts to their beliefs. 
Yet* though the Sadducees had to stand off and reject the 
belief in resurrection* they could not help being impressed 
at the piety and the martyrdom of their brothers. ". . . The 
Pharisaic devotion to the new belief becmne more passionate* 
so that the Hishna regards it as a cardinal teaching 
of Judaism atui condemns the dissenter to loss of future 
l i f e . T o  maintain and perpetuate the belief "the 
Pharisees would not permit anyone denying it to recite
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public prayers in their synagogues, and to make certain 
of correct belief, they inserted at the beginning of 
their main service an avowal of it.

*Thou art mighty, feeding the
quick, quickening the dead.
Blessed art tlwu, 0 Lord, who
dost quicken & e  deed.*

**With the passing of years, tdie Pharisees, now more 
sophisticated, accepted the Gre* philosophic doctrine of 
immortal souls, which renders belief in bodily resurrection 
superfluous and unnecessary. Yet such had h e m  the 
struggle for the teaching of resurrection that it could 
no longer be forgotten. They continued to profess the 
older faith in a renewed world peopled with the revived 
dead, and at the same time denied that man can truly be 
said to die. The logical contradiction involved remained 
a pussling and disturbing factor in rabbinic theology, and 
also in Christianity which is«*«in this respect-*-derived 
from it." Professor T. W. Hanson describes the Pharisees 
as ones %dio believed that God had a purpose behind history. 
The Aarisees developed a belief in angels and demons.
Most important was their concept of the future life.
"The Miarisees believe in a future life where m m  are 
rewarded or punished according to their b^iaviour in 
this. . . .  In Josephus this doctrine becomes~— again for
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the benefit of Gentile readers--the Insoortallty of the 
soul and its reincarnation in another body. But behind 
the sophisticated terminology the Pharisaic doctrine of 
the resurrection is plain enough.

Not all our knowledge comes down from Biblical
and Apocryphal sources. Some information comes to our
attrition through the secular chronicles of Jos^hus and
Philo. Josephus maintains that the Pharisees believed
the soul to be imperishable. He states that there is a
spark of the divine that inhabits the soul. Josephus
by-passes the doctrine of Resurrection but states that
the wicked are bound for eternal punishment, however he
sees the righteous as having the opportunity of reincarnation.

Many discredit it altogether on 
the ground that this historian deliberately 
omitted, as a rule, to mention such 
elements in his own faith and that of 
the Pharisees generally as might be 
displeasing to pagan readers. They 
also think that he must have been 
wrong in r^reaenting his countrymen 
as believing in reincarnation. It is 
more likely, however, that Jos^hus 
was guilty of nothing worse than merely 
attributing to the whole of the sect 
to which he belonged opinions which 
in fact were held only by a few of 
them. There is nothing incredible in 
the idea that some at least of the 
Pharisees held the doctrine of the 
reincarnation of souls or that this 
was the view of Jos^hus, since that
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doctrine was not, after all, very 
removed from the common Jewish 
notion of resurrection to a bodily 
life on earth. We may conclude,also, 
dbat the historian held liberal and 
Indefinite views about the future 
state fros his extremely sympathetic 
account of the Essenes, who denied 
the resurrection, and taught that 
souls fit death escaped from the body, 
as from a prison, and returned to 
that state of liberty In which they 
had existed before they became 
Incarnate. In any cfiise, the state
ment of this writer shows that a man 
could believe himself an orthodox 
Pharisee and yet feel at liberty to 
speculate freely on the subject of 
^ture destiny.™

Perhaps Josephus was In agreement with the Essenes who be
lieved In a pre-existing soul that was given liberty at the 
point of death. It Is apparent that one could associate 
himself with the Pharisees and yet maintain a variety of 
views concerning the final destiny.

Also from this period we have Philo Judaeus (B* C.
20 - A. D. 50) from the Alexandrian school. He Is perhaps 
the best r^resentatlve of the Hellenistic thought that 
Influenced the N m  Testament writings. Philo is caught In 
the tension of two strefitms, one being his Jewish Faith and 
the other being his Hellenistic teachings. Because he has 
not completely resolved or Integrated these systems, he 
Is trapped In many Inconsistencies and Is consequently
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very difficult to follow. Philo held that death was the
end of bodily existence of both good and wicked alike.
Life for Philo has meaning only in so far as one comes and
partakes of the Logos.

Hence, unspiritual men, being out of 
fellowship witii the Logos, are dead 
while they live; 'the unholy in real 
truth are dead. ' They have surrendered 
all relation to reality, and have become 
the subjects of an alien power, the 
power of the lower, material, fleeting 
world. How then could Philo suppose 
that such as these would be able to 
maintain thonselves in being, when 
those things which had become their 
real nature should have passed away 
at death?

Farther, Philo denies the ever
lasting duration of sin, which, he says, 
has no place among immortal things.
Also he teaches that it is only the 
higher part of the soul that is in 
communion with the Logos— draws from 
it continual vitality, and through it 
achieves unending existence. And the 
inference from this is plain. If only 
the higher reason be immortal, and if 
it have fallen into a state of death by 
neglect of fellowship with the divine 
Word, in the case of onspiritual mm%, 
then it follows that there is nothing in 
these unhappy beings that is capable of 
eternal life. . . . Philo . . . believed, 
not that everlasting life was possessed 
by all men, but only that 'it was un
attainable by all.

By the time of Jesus there is a real sense of dissatis
faction with the ultimate destiny of man.
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On the %Aol#0 i t  eppeere th a t 
the aeadamle# A aeiog iaa l tjpm o f 
mind in  the time o f Jean# mat no 
longer ee tie fied  e ith  the vagite 
eeeertion o f the general over» 
throe o f the n a ri^ ti^ a a  idiieh mas 
tiie  ^ o e a l^ tie  goepel# and eaa 
beginning to move toearde a apeoi* 
la tiv e  deetrine o f fu tim  d M tia r*
I t  #aa not content w ith  the prospect 
o f the immédiate triumph o f the elect# 
end mas seeking to  a tta in  some cooeep» 
tio n  o f tine u ltim ate  fa te  o f mankind.
Its  ideas mere s t i l l  confused and 
uncertain# but me fin d  In  them the 
same elements o f doctrine as appeared 
more c leaA y in  the mord# o f Akiba 
and other h ^ is  o f the second eeotinry# 
some o f shorn taught A s  a n n ih ila tio n  
and soBM the fin a l pardcm o f the lo s t.
To H ille l and h is  school me ome A e 
b^iim ings# a t least# o f those free 
and bold thoughts abm t the Last Things 
ehloh have generally characterised the 
jemiah theology throughout the ages.
In  any ease# there can be no doubt 
th a t a ll the Babbie o f Mem Test smsnt  
time believed tha t Gshenaa mas a state 
from mhiflh release mas p o ss^le .
They did not hold ô ia t every one mho 
entered i t  had met h is  fin a l doom#
Some o f them hc^ed tha t most o f those 
mho meat deem in to  the place o f bondage 
mould fin a lly  come up again. The 
Gsheana o f the th ra g h tiu l Jem o f Ihose 
days is# therefore# not to  be id e n tifie d  
m ith the B e ll o f la te r C hristian 
theology. I f  i t  mas Ball# i t  mas also 
Purgatory. There mas no in sc rip tio n  
over its  gates—9*A11 hope abandon# ye 
mho enter here. * *

Death came fo r the Jem a t A a t juncture mhen thm

or l if e  force le f t  the body. "TO lie  imdmried#
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without the customary funerary rites, or to be cast out 
of the tomb, was an aggravation of death; to bury those 
who were thus neglected or cast out was a deed of charity 
and of piety. The tomb was the abode of the dead. There 
the body reposed, and it was doubtless believed that the 
ghost also inhabited the tomb, an attenuated material 
double of the body, ordinarily invisible, but sometimes 
seen in dreams or as an apparition in waking states; the 
conscious waith of the man that had been."

It is very difficult to discern the influence of
the Greeks upon the Hebrews.

Whether Greek ideas of the immortality 
of the soul and retribution after death*** 
popular or philosophical * * *were widely 
entertained, or not, in a centre of 
Hellenic culture like Alexamiria in the 
first century before the Christian era, 
it is certain that the developmmt of con
ceptions of the hereafter in authentic 
Judaism went its own way unaffected by 
the alien influence. The premises were 
totally different; on the one side the 
dualism of soul and body, on the other 
the unity of man, soul and body. To the 
one the final liberation of the soul 
from the body, its prison-house or 
s^mlchre, was the very meaning and 
worth of immortality; to the other the 
reunion of soul and body to live again 
in the completeness of man*s nature.
What to Philo would have seemed the 
greatest imaginable evil was to the 
Pharisees the highest conceivable good.
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Th« resurrection of the body» or» in 
their own phrase» the revivification of 
the dead» thus became the cardinal 
doctrine of Judaism.^

With the growth in the belief of Judgment and a time
lapse between the event of death and Judgment the question
continually arose in regard to the place or position of
souls in the interim period. Enoch in his travels sees
the angel Raphael presiding over the souls of men. On
the other hand Enoch sees also the other aspects of the
a fte r - life . . . In  another pa rt o f the eartii» a deep

valley with burning fire» into which he sees the kings
and the mighty cast» and A s  enormously heavy chains that
are being forged for the hosts of Aaasel when tiiey are
hurled down in to  the abyss in  the day o f the la s t Judgment

(54:1-6; 55:3-4; 56:1-4). Then there is revealed to him
the last outbreak of the heathen powers» who are now the
Parthians and the Medes» and their catastrophe (56:5-8);

45and finally the return of the dispersion (e.57).'*
Enoch comes to us probably through the hands of 

several writers expressing various current views. However 
it can certainly be assumed that revivification of the 
righteous dead occurs so frequently and in so many forms 
that it must have b e m  a belief of its time.
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S p iritu a l tr#B*fbrmmtioa had it#  soots in  F irs t

Eaosh* *%us ths idsa o f a ^ ir it u a l transform ation mas

fami lia r  to  the Fharisess hsfore tha tima o f A a m rita rs

o f Sasomd lameh* I t  is  avidant, tharafora# th a t S t.

Paulas tsachlfig in  I  Cor. 13:33*50 mas not a n tira ly  moval;

i t  is  ra thar a damaXopmant  and a mors s p ir itu a l asprasaian
as

o f idaas tha t mars a lraad j currant in  JWaism.*'

In  I  Enoch 30:7 the arohangal Gabrial is  sat osar 

Paradise# tha Saspaats^ and tha Charuhim.** th is  is  tha 

only proper rafarsnaa to  Faradisa in  th is  cantusy though 

a llusions to  i t  appear in  many other passages. Paradise 

(60:8) baeomas tha place mhera Enoch mas taken up, idiiah 

is  tha place mhara tha e le c t and the righteous dm all.

"the refaranca to * a ll tiba e le c t mho dmall in  tha Garden 

o f life *  (61:12) shows th a t in  th is  century, fo r tha f ir s t  

tim a. Paradise is  eonceivad to  be the intarmadiate abode 

o f a ll tha rightaotts and alaot# In  the previoos century 

only two man***nsmaly, Enoch and E lijsh--*m ara held to  

have bean admitted to  Paradise immadiataly upon leaving 

th is  morld ( I  Enoch 87:3,4; 89 :32 )."** A aaaCmry la te r 

in  Second Enoch me fin d  th a t parW isa lia s  batmaan 

**^o o m ytib ility  and in c o rru p tib ility ."  Tha righteous coma 

hare to  liv e  in  b lis s  through eternal l if e .  ''In  tha
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T$#tam«ot of Abraham also Paradlaa appears to be viewed 
àa the final abode of the righteous. Those that pass 
through the narrow gate which leads to life, it is said, 
enter into Paradise (ch. 11). A soul is said to have been 
saved by righteous prayer axnà carried up into Paradise 
(ch. 14). Angels escorted the soul of Abraham into heaven, 
and set it to adore God the Father. God bade them to 
uplift Abraham into Paradise, * where are the tabernacles 
of vxy righteous ones, and the abodes of my holy ones,
Isaac and Jacob, in his bosom, where there is no toil, 
neither grief nor mourning, but peace and exultation and 
life everlasting* (Ch. 22)."** After the resurrection, 
people shall be drawn to Paradise and God will dwell among 
them and will be in their midst. Finally at the conclusion 
of the Inter-testamental period the form and function of 
Paradise cane so close to that of Heaven that the two were 
inter^mingled and hopelessly entwined, that they have come 
down to our day as such. Thus throughout the History 
of the Christian Church the two have becoeie synonymous.

The term Gehenna became a synonym for the terms 
of "valley", "abyss", "fire", and "place of punishment."*^ 
In the first twenty-six ch^ters "several passages speak
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of an abyss of fire and torment into %diich the fallen
angels will be oast on the day of the great judgement
(of, 10:5, 13). Although this is not definitely named
Gehenna or Hell, it should be kept in mind as one of the
conceptions which probably moulded the later conception
of Hell (of. 2Pet. 2:4; Jude vs. 6; Rev. 20:10, 14, 15;
Mt. 25:41). It is possibly the same abyss of fire to
Wiich reference is made in 18:2 (of. 19:lf.). A fuller
description of this place is given in 21:7ff. Enoch
saw â great fire there which burnt and biased %  and
was informed that this was the prison of the angels where

%they should be imprisoned for ever (cf. 90:24).** Also
in this book we find that Sheol has t A m  on some of A e
same characteristics as Gehenna. In due course the
characteristics of Gehenna were absorbed by Hell.

Thus, in this century, Sheol has 
become Hell; it is regarded as the 
place of final eternal punishment, 
and as the place idiere souls are 
slain, though not annihilated, for 
they still cry and make lamentation 
(108:3). In the previous century, 
as we have seen, the view is ex
pressed that the souls of the wicked 
had to be raised out of Sheol in order 
that they might be slain (cf. 22:11-13).
Now for the first time Sheol becomes 
the abode of fire. In the second 
century B. C. the prevailing view 
was that Gehenna was to be the final
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abode of Jewish apostates » %Aose 
sufferings were to be an everpresent 
spectacle to the righteous. Now it 
is said to be specially designed for 
the kings and the mighty, and after 
a time it will for ever vanish from 
the si^t of the righteous (cf. 53 $2,5). 
this change of view is probably due to 
the fact that in the Parables, after 
the Judgement, there is supposed to be 
a new heavœ and a new earth in which 
there is no room for Gehenna.

A further difference is that 
whereas Gehenna had always been viewed 
as a place of corporal as well as 
spiritual punishment, in the passages 
indicated above (91*104) it is a place 
of spiritual punishment only.

However, there was an ever increasing belief that the
assignment of souls to Gehenna for beliefs and mistakes in
this life was inconsistent with both the mercy and the
Justice of God, These ideas were preserved and promoted
in  the litu rg y  o f the Jews. Thus prayers fo r the dead

became tdie normal custom of the devout without being a bit
strange.

Heaven is usually thought to be a geographical con
cept and is used as such and in reference to heavenly 
bodies. Very seldom is the term **Heaven" used for an 
abode of spiritual bodies. "Prom a nuaher of passages we 
learn that heaven was conceived to be a vast spherê  or 
series of spheres, located above the earth. It rests upon 
pillars (Enoch 18:2f.) and has gates (9:2) and portals
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out of which the stars of heaven proceed (33;lff,). It
is subdivided into chambers or treasuries (II:I). From
the height of heaven the archangels look down t^on the
doings of men (II:I). A brilliant description is given
of a very * large house built of crystals' (I4;I5f.), in
which is set a lofty throne upon which God 'the Great
Glory' sits (I4:I8f.; cf. Is. 6 and Dan 7%9ff)."*^

Eschatology thrcnighout the Old Testament look its
clue from the nature of Yahweh; for as long as Yahweh was
a local or national god* His powers were limited. But as
the beliefs of Yahweh developed and matured so did the
Eschatology. The centre of belief shifted from the concern
of the nation as a unit to the individual as a unit.
"The eternal life, the life in God, cannot admit of death
as its goal, and to the apprehmision of this truth Israel's
saints rose through first realising that life to be the
one supreme fact of the present, before the necessities
of their spiritual experience forced them to postulate
its continuance in the future. Thus in fact they reasoned:

53he that hath God hath eternal life." Religion can 
become personal only when its eschatology is made personal. 
'Slewish eschatology is the ultimate step in the individ
ualising of religion, as the messianic age is the cul-
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m iaation o f A e national ooncaption. Evary man la  fin a lly  

judged ind iv idua lly»  and aaved or damned by hie own deeda. 

fhere in  lie a  ita  re lig iooa  aignifiea%#ee. Beaidea th ia  

i t  offered a aoluticm  o f a tormenting problem» bow to  

reeonolle the facta o f huatan eiq>erienee» in  id iich both the 

good and the bad oftma fare fa r otherwiae than» aa every^ 

body aeea» they deaerve» w ith  b e lie f in  d iv ine  providence; 

and above a ll how to harmoniee theae facta w ith  the 

re trib u tiv e  Juatice o f Qod which ia  ao emphatically 

enunciated in  the Scripturea. ^Aen once A e apbere o f 

re trib u tio n  waa extended beyond th ia  b rie f l i f e  to  an
54endleaa hereafter» theodicy need no longer haraaa fa iA ."

The ind iv idua l ia ing  o f re lig io n  in  the Hebrew 

tra d itio n  waa e a a m tia lly  the re a u lt o f the booka o f 

Jeremiah» Bsekiel and Job* The w riting#  o f Jeremiah are 

"to  be explained from the new re la tio n  which God would 

eatabliah in  the coadng day# between Himaelf and the 

ind iv idua l la ra e lite # whi%d& would auperaede the old 

re la tio n  which had exia ted between Himaelf and the nation 

aa a whole (Jar* 31;31~34). Heretofore the ind iv idua l 

waa re lated to Yabwe only aa a member o f the nation» and 

aa auch ahared» whatever hia nature and character in  

national judgmenta» and thua had no ind iv idua l worth# The
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nation was the religions unit# Henceforth the individual 
would step into the place of the nation in its relation 
to Yahwe, and the individual would henceforth constitute 
the religious unitJ^^ The old covenant has been surpassed 
by the new, inward covenant. "Under this new wvwsnt 
man's spiritual incapacities for obedience to God's law 
would be removed; for God would write His law in their 
hearts, and so beget a willing obedience. Jereaxiidi has 
arrived at this conclusion from his own experience, his 
own relation to the law. . . . His life is fed through 
constant communion with God. If then God so entered into 
communion with him. He will likewise in the coming time 
redeem the nation by writing His law in their hearts 
(Jer. 31:31-34) • • * • Thus through Jeremiah the found
ation of a true individualism was laid, and the law of 
individual retribution proclaiaied. The further develop
ment of these ideas led inevitably to the conception of 
a blessed life beyond the grave."**

Previously, the Jews maintained that the soul was 
a part of the family or the corporate nation. Esekiel 
finds expression in writing (Ezek. 18:4) where he points 
out that every soul is owned by God. "Righteousness raises 
him above the sweep of the dooms that befall the sinful
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individual or the sinful nation* And since this ri^t«
eousnsss is open to his own achisvenent» he possesses
Qoral fre#d(m, and his destiny is the shaping of his
own will (18:30*32). Hence there is a strictly individual
retribution : judgment is daily eneeutdd by God» and finds
concrete expression in num^s outward lot."

As U&e result of Exile there are
three matters of great isyortance# and 
the effect brought about through them , 
in the whole conception of God can 
easily be realised:»-«A new relation
ship to God» in whidu Mch individual 
was able to recognise that he had a 
personal part; a new belief concerning 
God» as One» not of a nation» but of 
the whole world; a new conception re
garding the worship of God» namely» a 
spiritual form asserting its superiority 
over a materialistic form.

It needs but few words to show that 
when a real» intimate» and penonal 
relationship between God and the indivld- 
ual is established and mcperienced»

, the conviction must socm become over
powering in man that this relationship 
cannot be severed by the death of the 
body; or, in other words» that God*s 
interest in His W g ^ s t  created beings 
cannot be restricted to this world.
Then» again» the immensely widened 
conception of God» which recognised Him 
as the God of the idiole world» and not 
merely of one corner of it» how this must 
have affected the ideas hitherto held 

V regarding His personality and nature!
A truer conception of the divine nature 
must inevitably» even if indirectly, have 
led to the conviction that this world
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M S  a ^h#r# all too small for ths 
sxsroiss of His powsr and rightsonsMSS 
and bsnsvolsncs. And finally, A s  
giving plaes of matsrialistie to more 
spiritual forms of worship mould of 
necessity bring w i A  it more spiritual 
ideas of ths Object of that worAip; 
and it stands to reason Aat the skore 
spiritual ths conception of God A s  
clearer A s  apprehension of A s  truA 
that His relationship is v i A  A s  
spirits of men; and Ais as a matter of 
course reacts t ^ n  A s  belief regarding 
A s  relationship of God with A s  spirits 
of men in A s  world of A s  Hereafter. ̂

A s  Book of Job calls A  to serious question A s  strict
individual retribution A i A  is mete out A  A s  day to day
existence. A s  person of Job and his retribution represent
a glaring AeonsAtency. 'As emphasA laid on man's
Adividual worA* w i A  h A  consequent claims upon a rlAt-
eotts God, and A e  denial that these claims meet wi A  any
satisfaction at A e  hands of A e  God of the wrongful present,
lead naturally to A e  conclusion that at some future time
all Aese wrongs will be righted by A e  God of faiA. And

59A A  Aooght is not wholly absent from Job.** If Job 
could simply have a vAion of God, Justice would be accom* 
pliAed.

A e  great period of development of Jewish eschat* 
ology c œ  about the First Century B. C.

A great gulf divides as a Aole A e
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eschatology of the century from that 
of the past. Tims the hope of en 
eternal Messianic kingdom on the present 
earth* «hleh had been taught by the Old 
Testament prc^hets and cherished by every 
individual Israelite* la now at last 
absolutely abandoned. The earth* as It 
Is* has now come to be regarded as 
iMholly unfit for the manifestation 
of this kingdom. Thus the dualism 
which had begun to affect the fore
casts of religious thinkers in the 
preceding century has in this century 
succeeded in leaving their entire m -  
pectations. As a consequence of this \ 
breach beWeen the things of earth ax^ 
the things of heaven* the writers of 
this century are forced to advance to 
new conc^tlons touching the kingdom.
Hmce some boldly declare (Eth. fin. 91-104) 
or else imply (pss. Sol. 1-16) that the 
Messianic kingdom is only of tesporary 
duration* and that the goal of tdie 
risen rl^teous is not this transitory 
kingdom but heaven itself. From this 
abandonment of the hope of an eternal 
Mtessianio kingdom it follows further 
that not raly the resurrection but also 
the final judgment must be adjourned 
to its close.

In the thou^ts of these writers the 
belief in a personal immortality has 
thus dissociated itself from the doctrine 
of the Messianic kingdom. Thus the syn
thesis of the two eschatologies achieved 
two oœturles earlier. . . is anew re
solved into its elements* never again* 
save once. • .* to be spiritually fused 
together within the sphere of Judaism.
Their true and final synthesis became ^  
the task and achievement of Christianity.

Certainly at this period there axe the influences of 
other religions* especially in Jewish Eschatology.
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- .. . ' - iv ' - '"-yThe eschatology of Judaiam haa an 
wmiatakable affinity to that, of^ (
the Zotoaatrian religion in the. 
aepara^on of the aoala of ri^teous ■  ̂ ^
and wicked at death, and dbieir happy^ . "
or miserable lot between death and the 
resurrection, and in the doctrine of 
a general resurrection and the last 
Judgment with its issues. The re* 
aeoblancea are so striking that many 
scholars are convinced that his whole 
system of ideas was appropriated by 
the Jews from the Zoroastrians, as well 
as that of Jewish angelology and 
demonology were developed under Baby*  ̂"
Ionian and Persian influence.

Borrowings in religion^ however, 
at least in the field of ideas, are 
usually in the nature of the appro* ■ >
priât ion of things in the possession 
of another which the borrower re* 
cognises in all good faith as belonging 
to himaelf, ideas which; w h m  once they 
become known to him, are seen to be 
the necessary implications or complex 
ments of his own.

In the present case the primitive 
condition of a revivification of the 
dead, as it emerges in Daniel or in 
Isaiah 26, appears to be indigenous ; 
there is nothing like it in Zero* 
astrianism. This notion may have pre* 
pared the way for a wider extension 
of the idea of resurrection; but the 
Persian scheme must have been most 
strongly commended by the fact that 
it seonéd to be the logical culminatim 
of conceptions of retribution idiieh 
were deeply rooted in Judaism itself.

The Greets ^qpproached immortality from the ahthro* 
pological concept that within mao there was an immortal soul 
held in a mortal body. The Jew believed that there was
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ap&ing in man that was itself immortal; but that it was 
a gift. The souls of the d^^rted; dig>rived of their 
bodies ; were at best (mly * truncated pei^onalities* who 
must await the resurrection for their fullest expression.
a. . - r  " "As writers in the Hebrew tradition the apocal^^tists 
believed that personality could not be expressed ultimately
in terms of soul (or spirit) ^art from body. The Greek

.

doctrine of immortality* ihougb it may well have influenced 
their thinking concerning the after-life* ecHild not in 
the end be accepted. It was utterly foreign to their 
Hebrew mentality. . . . Hot the immortality of the soul but 
the union of soul and body in resurrection* that alone could 
ultimately express the survival of men's personalities in 
til. life beyond,

The differences in these two lines of thought 
had their repercussions in the doctrine of the Resurrection.

, . Two views arose as to the nature of the resurrection. 
Whilst some tau^t* as the writers of Eth. En. 91-104 and 
Pss. Sol. * that there would be no resurrection of the body 
at all but only of the spirit* others* as writer of 
the Similitudes* said that there would be a resurrection 
of the body* but that this body would consist of garments 
of glory and of light (Eth. En. 62:15-16)* and that the
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rlsm rightdous would be of an angelic nature (51 ;4).
Thus we find that the doctrine of the resurrection which 
was current amongst the cultured Pharisees in the century 
immediately preceding the Christian era waa of a truly 
spiritual nature.

At the close of the Inter^testamcntal period one 
finds that the belief in the future life is the logical

A

conclusion of the belief in a god, whose nature is always 
Holy Love.

The full conviction that 6od*s interest 
in man is not restricted to this world, 
but that in the world to come His sol<* 
icitude and care are no idiit less than 
here***that waa the truth grasped at 
last by one or two of Israel's devoutest 
thinkers; this made the hope of Imrnor* 
tality something different from what 
it had ever been before. . * • God's 
presence in the land of t ^  Hereafter; 
that was what was wanted to make the 
hope of Immortality something quite 
different. Ho more could Sheol be thought 
of as the enclosed city, dark and silent 
and dust*laden; no more could men in the 
land of the Hereafter be thought of as 
lifeless Shades, without hope and memory, 
without ^ e  knowledge of God, and with* 
out capacity for praising and serving 
Him. The preswce of God is there too; 
it is not dark, but light.

It is the quiet definiteness, the 
calm firmness of conviction, such as 
appears nowhere else in the Old Testament 
quite in the same way, that is so striking 
here: 'And afterward Thou wilt take me to 
glory,' Moreover, the passage is specially



instructive because th6 thought- X  ̂  
development shows itself in two 
directions. First, regarding the 
doctrine of Cod: the appridiension
of God is fuller, for it is realised 
that His power holds sway in the 
world to comes that His love for owm is 
equally as great in the Hereafter as 
here on earâi; and that His right
eousness and justice are vindicated, 
for the apparent inconsistencies of 
life are rectified in the world to 
come. Then* regarding the future life 
and hope of Ismortality# the passage 
witnesses to the conviction that it is 
glorious, and that in the land of the 
Hereafter God is man's portion for 
ever. ̂

In the Old Testament and in the ^ocrypha
there is no uniform or sure faith in 
an afterlife that is meaningful, but 
here are these reachings out after mieh 
a faith. What is of most importance, 
in these glimpses we do not have the . 
thought that man is too great to die, 
or that life is too rich to come to 
a final end in the grave. We have the 
thought of life with God, asxà deriving 
from his fellowship. There is here 
somethix^ more satisfying Chan philos
ophy can offer, and something more 

deeply religious in inspiration and 
character. It is God %dio offers life 
that is worthy to be called life, 
both here (smâ in the beyond, he 
offers life because he offers Himself.
It is bee mise the abiding God is the 
source of that life that the life itself 
is abiding. Such a thought is closely 
akin to what we find in some passages 
in the Hew Testament. Jesus said 'I 
have come that they may have liik, and

1 76
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may have it abundantly# and again ha claimed 
that ha himaelf ia ttxe life# It ia there
fore by giving himaelf that ha givaa life# 
and the life ei^rea becauae its source 
endures* « * • The life that ia mediated 
through Christ is the life of God* and 
in both Teatanamta God ia the only 
source of man*a true life# idiather here 
or hereafter. While there are only a 
few passages in the Old Testament which 
carry that thought to the hereafter# it is 
important to observe that Aey are in 
harmony with tiie fundammtal principles 
set forth in the Bible in relation to 
this life# and are.but an extension of 
those principles,

-
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THE CONCEPT OF DEATH IN THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
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THE CONCEPT OF DEATH IN THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS

The Inevitable question of death showed its ugly 
head in the early Church. Th% concept of death was no 
longer a logical extension of the love and the power of 
God, but rather a result of the stress of Christ's 
teachings and Christ's Resurrection. For the Resurrection 
of Christ gave substance for profound speculation, which 
must have provoked discussions and ramifications far 
beyond those promoted by the Jewish rabbis. Eschatology 
in a real sense had been uprooted and replanted from a 
point conq>letely out of History into the very centre of 
men's lives and activities. The Resurrection for the Jew 
would come during "the Day** in the distant future, but now 
it presented itself before their eyes. The kingdom of God, 
the Resurrection, and Judgment became focused in the

1 8U
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humdrum of daily existence. Man could no longer put these 
questions aside in the manner that he had formerly done 
because they drew near with terrifying intimacy. Surely, 
the "Last things" had now been placed first for in a real 
sense the world had been turned upside-down.

It was sincerely and hopefully felt that this saro 
Jesus, who had somehow returned from the very jaws of 
death, would come again in the Immediate future and draw 
these faithful individuals to Himself. Thus every day 
was lived out under the breath of awaiting anxiety and 
hopeful longing. However, in a much more practical way, 
the hard reality of death continued to take the lives of 
the faithful and thus the Church had to address itself to 
this very pressing question which challenged the meaning, 
purpose and nature of Christ's Resurrection. The meaning 
of the Resurrection had to be dealt with not only for those 
outside the Church, who used the Resurrection for the 
aperture to attack, but especially for the believers who 
had made the Resurrection the core and crux of their con
viction. Outwardly the death of the Christian had no 
manifestation or appearance which differed from the death 
of any other individual. Again and again the question came 
back as to what in fact was happening to the Christiana



who had died.
The concept of death in the New Testament times came 

in a much more "natural" way than it was to be received by 
succeeding generations of Western civilization. By "natural"* 
the implication is made that death was very common and fre
quently occurred early in life. Thus* the whole aspect 
of death must be seen from the "naturalness" that remains 
behind every death. Alsô  one must bear in mind that the 
whole attitude toward death is reflected by one*s beliefs 
in the nature of death and the aftermath of death. No 
doubt this is one of the distinctive factors in the study 
of comparative religions.

In the time of Jesus* mortality rates were high 
and life expectancy was low. Even Jews, who were able to 
avoid numerous diseases* were subject to the cruelties 
of their foreign conquerors. The untimely and the un
expected death was always a present threat. Certainly as
a greater menace to life and as a more frequent visitor

:

than we can realize* death came to take a more active 
part in thought* liturgy* social customs* and generally 
in the whole gamut of life. There is here no sense of 
evasion or siq>pression but death was dealt with in a 
straightforward manner without hedging or obscuring the fact.
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Of all the admirable factors in the Hebrew faith that one
might hold upt perhaps the finest is the fact that death
was confronted as a reality to be met. But beyond the
horrible, grim realities, they began to see fulfilment,
KPynndi ■ --This came as a result of dealing with death
squarely and not by denying it nor by belittling it. This
honesty in seeking led the Hebrews to their most profound
thou^ts of God such as Job, Genesis, the Psalmists, and
the Prophets revealed. This came not as a claim nor as
a demand iq>on God but rather as a further insight into
His nature. Here then was laid the foundation for Jesus'
teachings concerning death and ultimately the understanding
of His Death and Resurrection.

It was not an uncommon sight to see childrœ playing
funerals in much the same manner as our young people may
play their games. Yet, society was not offended by this ^
nor were the children thwarted in such activities. Jesus
compares this generation to a group of children playing

.

and yelling to one another:
"We piped to you, and you did not dance; 
we wailed, and you did not mourn." (Kt. 11:17,
Lk. 7:32).

And if the children were uninhibited about death so too
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were the adults. In the records of Jesus' ministry there
are numerous statements about death as well as many questions
regarding death coming irom those who sought Him out.
Obviously death was on their minds and they spoke openly 
about It and hence were not rebuked. The mere frmikness 
of their speech Indicates a much more healthy attitude 
toward death than we exhibit in our culture.

The Gospel of Matthew begins by telling of Jesus'
narrow escape from death as a babe (Mt. 2:7-23). No doubt 
this ability to seek out and destroy children reflected 
not only the nature of the Rcnaan Empire but suggested also 
that life could be counted as nothing. It la under this 
reign of terror that Jesus had to work out His life and 
ministry. It Is Interesting to see that the writer presents 
this in an objective manner which would be indicative that 
these killings were rather common or that the bold story 
should stand for Itself. Jesus' nature and destiny from 
the earliest sources connote the Imminence of death. His 
travels, teachings, and healings were permeated with the 
shadow of death hanging large and longingly over all. It 
was not until Herod's death that Jesus' family felt safe 
enough to return to Nazareth.

The life of the Individual In these times was very
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unstable and inaaoura* Tha Innocant had aa much to faar 
aa tha criminal. John tha Baptlat waa ahamafully killad by 
Baxod tha Tatrareh bacauaa of aoma woman* a idiima. thia 
a tory bringa homa a convincing ramindar of the frailty and 
tranaianca of lifa. Alwaya thia muat be born in mind whan 
va look at thm Goapala.

Again and again thara ara accounta of violant deatha
in tha taachinga of Jaaua. Thara ia tha parabla of tha
wickad huabandman (Kt. 21:39) and tha parabla of the marriage
of tha king*a aon in which tha wadding guaata diaplay thair
hata for tha king by killing hia maaaangara (Mt. 22:6).
Thaaa atoriaa would gain accurate aignificanca only if tha 
facta ware true. Ko doubt thaaa were only a few exacplaa
diich Jeaua could draw from in order to reveal tha atark
brutality of the timaa. "In both parablaa a good deal
of tha point la loat if die aituation daacribad ia Wwlly
unreal; and it ia indeed ayoptomatie of tha time that
Jeaua could naturally refer to auch brutal and unprovoked
attacka. Again» in hia atam worda to tha acribaa and
Fhariaaaa» Jaaua makaa it clear that violence and murder
ara in fact only too likely (1ft; 23:34); ha lamenta over
Jeruaalam 'killing tha pn^hata and atoning thoaa idio ara
aant to you* (Mt 23:37). Hia diaciplaa ara warned of tha
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coming tribulation and persecution in idiich some of them 
will be killed (Mt 24:9» Lk 21:16).'*^ Death for Jesus' 
disciples might full well be the very cost of discipleship.

Violent death was always thought to be doled out 
to men for their wickedness. The thought behind the story 
contained in Luke 13:1-5 is that men shall die in the same 
manner in \Aitch they have lived. It is the same problem 
Job wrestled with so many centuries before as he sought 
to find the sins for his punishment. He would have to 
conclude that the wicked often prosper and frequently die 
in both peace and affluence.  ̂The basic theme behind these 
stories and the parable of the unfruitful fig tree idbich 
immediately follows (Luke 13:6-9) is the clear and urgent 
call to repentance. There is no indication that these 
violent deaths had anything to do with their moral status. 
While numerous theories may be given as to why these 
questions were proposed» it can only safely be assumed

- f
that they sought \diat was God's will in these conteoporary 
examples. They were asking the same questions that Job 
raised or the disciples %dien they saw the man \dio was blind 
from birth (John 9:If). Jesus does not, attempt to expound 
a philosophy of evil. He merely corrects the error of 
their thinking that these tragedies were related to
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wickedness and moves on to a call for repentance that they 
might not perish.

Wherever one may begin on a system of eschatology 
he must interpret the Kingdom of God and its meaning for 
Jesus. It is true that the Jews awaited a Messianic king- 
dom to come in glory and in power on earth. This idea 
would not be put down, yet there continued a growing aware
ness that earthly ixq>er feet ions made the earth an unsuitable 
place for the Kingdom. The Jewish answer to these two 
concepts resolved itself for the time being by maintaining 
that the Kingdom would come on earth for a temporary period 
and then would be fulfilled and consummated fully and 
finally in Heaven. Here also is found the break-down of 
national hopes of salvation for the Kingdom would not be 
synonymous with the nation Israel but would rather be built 
by the remanent few who had been faithful. Thus, the Jewish 
religion turned from one of nationalism to one of individ
ualism. The individual from the time of Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel became the most importànt factor in religion and 
hence, rightly or wrongly, it has carried on through con- 
teo^orary Christianity.

R. H. Charles maintains t^t within the teachings 
of Jesus there was the true synthesis of the two concepts
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of the Kingdom of 6od«
By the Founder of Christianity» 
however» the synthesis of the two 
hopes was established in: a universal 
form finally m d  for ever. The true 
Messianic kingdom begins on earth» and 
will be consummated in heaven; it is not 
teo^orary» but eternal; it is not 

• limited to one people» but embraces the 
righteous of all nations and of all 
times. It forms a divine society in 
which the position and significance 
of each mend>er is determined by his 
endowments» and his blessedness con
ditioned by the blessedness of the 
whole. Thus religious individualism 
bromes an ixq>oS8iblllty.

At all periods of the history of 
Israel there existed side by side in 
its religion incongruous and inconsistent 
elements. Thus in every period we have» 
on the one side» the doctrine of God 
ever advancing in depth and fulness; 
on the other» we have eschatological and 
other survivals ^ich» however justifiable 
in earlier stages» are in unmistakable 
antagonism with the theistic beliefs of 
their time. The eschatology of a 
nation is always the last part of their 
religion to experience the transforming 
power of new ideas and new facts.^

One cannot assume that even Jesus could have lifted and 
changed all the incoo^atible irregularities and unharmonious 
elements in the Jewish religion. And even had He done so» 
these factors would have crept in again by those who 
handed down his teachings to us. Jesus stood in basic agree
ment with the theology of the Old Testament and essentially
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He did not attempt to change it. His task was one of 
reformation* that is of taking the people of Israel back 
to the truths of God. It is quite apparent that the major
ity of the Jews were so far removed from the Scriptures 

■■ '• that they coiüLd no longer i^hold what they once vowed to
live by* so they came to violent disagreements with Jesus.

,Further insights into their religion no doubt would have 
driven them only further away. Thus much of the Old Testa*
ment teaching comes over In to to to the religion of the
New Testament.

It is with these facts in mind tÜAt we face the
issues of New Testament eschatology.

In the first place* we shall not be 
, Surprised if die eschatology of the
latter should* to some extent* present 
similar incongruous phenomena as the 
Old Testament and sii^sequmt Jewish 
literature. And* in the next* we shall 

' be prepared to deal honestly with any 
> such inconsistencies. So far* therefore*

" from attempting* as in the past* to 
«plain them away or to bring them into 
harmony with doctrines that in reality 

V make'^their acc^tanee impossible* we 
' shall frankly acknowledge their exist
ence* and assign to them their full his
torical value. That their existence* 
however* in the New Testament Canon 
can give them no claim on the acceptance 
with the Christian Fundamental doctrines 
of God and Christ; for such discordance 
comlemns them as survivals of an earlier 
and lower stage of religious belief.



AT];' Hebrew view of Sheol* ^ich was partially
moral, so this in turn must yield to the 
fully moralised and Christian conception 
of Hades as a place not of mechanical 

[ ; ! fixity of character, but of moral move-
 ̂ ment and progress in the direction

either of light or darkness. The 
doctrine of eternal damnation also 
is a JWaistic survival of a still more 
grossly immoral character. .

1 914

In Christianity there is a 
survival of alien Judaistic elements. 
Just as in the Hebrew religion there 
were for centuries large survivals of 
Semitic heathenism. As an instance of 
such survivals we may adduce the gen
erally accepted doctrine of Hades,

 ̂ which is truly Judaistic. Just as the

Furthermore,.from the history of 
eschatological thought in the past we 
shall likewise be prepared to find not 
only isolated religious survivals of 
that past in the New Testament, but 
also the co-existence within it of 
various stages of development. The New 
Testament writers have assimilated in 
various degrees, according to their 
spiritual intuition, the fundamental 
teaching of Christ, and in various 
degrees, applied this to the body of 
eschatological doctrine idiich they had 
brought with them frcmi Judaism. That 
some ideas morally irreconcilable 
should exist in the same writer is 
easily conceivable.3

Christ was the first member of the new community of 
Christians to face death. While it is easy for scholars to

: ̂ point out that His death was unique it was not necessarily
maintained by the early Christians that their death should

... . ' ..
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be in any way different. No doubt there was much confusion 
at this point because there was no full or cooq;>lete under* 
standing. Though the Pharisees had taught resurrection* 
the appearances of Jesus made innovations on this old 
concept. Long before the doctrines of the Church took 
shape the death of confessing Christians challenged the 
faith of those left behind. Stephen and James were among 
the very first to die. What was to be their outcome? They 
accepted that in some vague sense they were with the Lord* 
yet how were they to really know their status or their

: y c
condition?

In addition there was the problem of an ever growing 
number who had heard the Christian Gospel preached to 
them but made no effort to respond. Perhaps an even more 
serious case were those who began to believe and follow

..r '■

but had not turned back. This is dramatically and terrify
ingly presented in the account of Ananias and Sapphira 
who were unworthy disciples. They* according to c. Ryder 
Smith* "would pass into a different state - - - not* however* 
because they had sinned* but because they refused to

4be saved from sin." What then was the consequence of not 
fulfilling the faith you proclaimed? No doubt this covered 
a wide range of people who had been challenged by the
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Christian Message but turned their backs on it. These were 
to be found in the same state as all sinners according to 
the contemporary Jewish thought.

Then of course there were many living in "the far 
comers of the earth", who h ^  not been encountered by the 
disciples, not to mention the God-fearing and the ungodly 
who had lived and died before the Christ Event. These 
people were dealt with in the completely moral way which 
had evolved at the time of the New Testament. The good 
would be subject to blessing and the wicked might range 
from a dismal state to physical torture. Basically, we 
see that the Old Testament concepts continue but there are 
many doubts and uncertainties as to what really happened 
to the individual. And certainly they were perplexed by 
the problem. What difference did Christ's death make?

As for the actual state of the dead, the believers 
also continued to follow closely along the line of the 
Old Testament beliefs. At the Juncture of death man 
disintegrated into the three elements which combined make 
man man. This trichotoo^ appears in First Thessalonians 
5:23. There is no clear distinction as to what happens to 
the three elements for though the elements themselves are 
often diffused the basic trichotomy continues. Man is an
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intmgrmtiofa o f "body "sotsl^" and "s p ir it* ' but uhan ha

passad in to  tha intarmadimta atata thaaa co nstitu tlug  

factors ara dismantlad# Bvaryisan ragardlass o f h is  moral 

condition has to  undergo th is  fragmantatlon and according 

to  Habraa thought# a ll thaaa parts ara nacassary to  maka 

a uhola man# thus# tha Infaranca is  made th a t man a t 

daath is  somathlng lass than uhola#

Man a t tha hsstant o f daath parts w ith  h is  "psyeha." 

Howavar# fo r tha C hristian  tha "psyeha" is  maintalnad in  

aafa kaaping under tha watchful aya o f tha Creator# who y
t

will raambody it at tha Parous la. tha souls of man ara
separated to enter Hadaa# aacapt fo r tha soul o f Jasus idio

was not abandoned to  Hides (Acts 2:31). Hades stands fo r

tha ionadlata position  o f tha soul but not tha fin a l place#

Capernaum is  to  be 'brought down in to  
Radas' ••l#a# cease to  be (Lk 10:15).
Divas passes to  Hades as soon as ha dies
(Lk 16:22f) # When Matthew says tha t 
'th e  gates o f Hades sh a ll not p re va il 
against tha church* (Mt 16:18)# he 
means th a t i t  w ill la s t unto the Parous ia# 
sp ite  a ll th a t daaUt can do to  C hristians*** 
or# as the w rite r takes the phrase# in  
sp ite  o f the fa c t tha t Jasus Himself 
is  to  d ie  (cf# Ac 2:27*31# Rev* 1:18).
I t  is  before the End tha t 'Death* w ith  
h is  henchman *Hades#' w ill 'k i l l *  a 
quarter o f maWcind (Rev# 6 :8 ). F inally#
Â cre  is  the statamant th a t a t the 
Parottsla 'Death and Hades'# having 
yielded up th a ir t o ll o f dead men# w ill
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themselves be ^cast into the lake 
of fire* and cease to be (Rev 20:
13f). It need hardly be said that
•hell* is a mistranslation for ; V
* hades. * It is the realm to tdiich
every man*s psyche, Aether he be
good or bad, passes at death.'

' ' - ■

Then ehat is to become of the * spirit* of the dead? 
There is here no difference between the two Testaments.
Early Hebrew thought maintained that man was a dichotooqr of 
*8oul* and'body. * During the period of the Exile man 
evolved from a dichotomy to a trichotomy, adding a * spirit* 
which first appears in the Book of Enoch. The * spirit* 
continues to maintain its individuality and take on form 
unrelated to their eartiily bodies. Jesus asked, 'Father, 
into thy hands I commend my spirit* (Lk 23:46). The whole 
tradition of the Church has been that certainly God did 
receive His spirit. Then we M v e  also Stephen asking in 
his prayer, 'Lord Jesus* receive my spirit* (Acts 7:59).
The spirit of the good thus goes to be with God, yet the 
spirit of evil goes to prison (I Pet. 3:19). This conc^t 
of the prison comes from the Book of Enoch (Ch. 67).

The body was not so difficult to understand, for 
with the c^en family tombs, the dead were seen in all

-•n . ' ' >

stages of decomposition. The body had to be put away to 
maintain the dignity of the individual in the Hebrew religion.
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Also It was maintained that the corpse was itself unclean 
and defiled those who dealt with it; However, you find the 
thought pattern of the Hebrew to be such that when he 
referred to the burial of the individual he meant only the 
body. This body was destructible for it was corruptible. 
Except for the body of Jesus, the New Testament merely 
reiterates the Old Testament concept of the body.

Thus it is quite wrong to infer that the whole of a 
man passes into the intermediate state. One disintegrates 
into three separate forms at death, each part having its 
own fate. However, it becomes very confusing because each 
part may be referred to by the personal name or pronoun.
The New Testament merely engulfs the Old Testament trichot

omy adding to it the conc^t of dying and being with 
Christ which merely is a modification of the older thought.

The concept of the dead being asleep is also present 
in the New Testament. This term stems from the close 
proximity of sleep and death in outward cq>pearance. The 
idea hangs on from Old Testament times and lingers on today, 
no doubt because of the restful and peaceful manner of 
both. While this term can be used for all the dead, it is 
usually reserved for the good who have died. While it was 
never pressed as to ^ich aspect of the individual actually
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slept the implication was that it was both soul and body 
that slept. "When the first Christians, speaking of their 
dead, used the ancient Hebrew word 'sleep', they used it in 
the old Hebrew way,not stopping to ask whether they meant 
'body and soul', but none the less meaning 'both' - • -even 
though they are now s^arate. For instance, Stephen was 
asleep, body and soul, now. But, while using the Hebrew 
idea, the Christians adopted it under the usual dif
ferentia. Christ was 'the first-fruits of them that are 
asleep' and His discd^les, ^ e n  they die, 'fall asleep in 
Christ', awaiting resurrection (I Co 15:18,20). This is 
very far different from the belief of the chasidim that 
the 'sle^' of death was endless and hopeless."^

Jesus used the term 'Paradise' in reference to the 
plea of the man on the cross. Jesus states that this very 
day he will enter Paradise with Jesus, \diich by implication 
means that he will be present with Jesus in Paradise. 
Paradise itself has many synonyms for Luke uses 'ever
lasting tabernacles', 'Abraham's bosom', and 'for all we are 
alive to (God). ' The in^lication of all of these is the 
nearness to God. Out of these three passages no definite 
teaching concerning Paradise may be drawn.

In the Gospels themselves there is just this one 
passage in Luke to consider ^ich is the statement to the
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dying thief (Lk. 23;43)T Sometimes it is viewed as the 
intermediate abode of the righteous as in I Enoch 60:8 -61;
12: then at the other occasions it means an eternal abode 
as in 2 Enoch 8:9; 42:3; 61:3; 65:10; 2(4) Esdras 7:36, 123;

;■ • y- '8 :52. Jesus could have in^lied either meaning Wien He 
spoke these words. One should not conjecture very much 
on these words as this was obviously no place to develop 
a theology of the hereafter. The utterance of this word 
inylied in simple language the complete assurance to the 
thief, .in words that held meaning for him, that he would 
be with God and with Christ.

In Heaven the righteous and the angels dwell with 
God. Thus Jesus addresses God as the Father "Wio art in 
heaven" (Mt. 6:9) and again as "Hy Father Wio is in Heaven" 
(Ht. 10: 33). He also declares that the angels of the little 
ones do always 'behold the face of my Father Wio is in 
heaven' (Mt. 18:10). Heaven was the abode of Jesus before 
His descent to earth, and thither He returned Wien His 

 ̂ reden^tive work was completed (Lk. 24:51). The final abode
with God in Heaven prevails in the New Testament. Jesus 
speaks of the time when He will appear from heaven and 
will gather together His elect (Mt. 24:30f., Mk. 13:26f.,
Lk. 21:27). In heaven His disciples will enjoy a great
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reward (Mt. 5:12» Lk. 6:23). They are urged to lay up 
treasures In heaven (Mt. 6:20).

Before one can come to any understanding or reach 
any conclusions with regard to the conc^t of Death in the 
Synoptic Gospels he will have to look carefully at those 
passages which deal specifically with death. In the Gospel 
of Luke (Lk. 2:25-35) there is found the famous Nunc Dimittis 
passage. This is the first recorded encounter that Jesus 
has with the thought of death. Simeon is regarded as 
a saintly and elderly man by ioqplication, who has waited 
patiently in the ten^le area for the coming of the ^ssiah.
By some mysterious revelation through the Holy Spirit» he 
was informed that he would not see death until he had seen 
the Lord's Christ. While it is generally assumed that 
Simeon was a very old man it is not however necessarily 
tirue. In fact there is nothing said in the account of the 
age of Simeon. Readers draw this conclusion by lack of 
careful examination. No doubt» one is confused with the 
following story of the prophetess as the text tells us 
that "Anna» a prophetess . . . was of a great age" (Lk. 2:36).

The other error is the assuoqptlon that Simeon saw 
Jesus and died. "On the one hand the opening words of 
Simeon's song are often wrongly interpreted as a wish»
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using the imperative of verb (i. e. 'May I be allowed 
to depart in peace')* I# fact the Greek is an indicative 
and means literally: 'Now thou art releasing thy servant.'
This does not necessarily mean that Simeon is about to die, 
or praying to die; it do#s mean that he is ready to die 
having found that for tdiich his whole life was a search.
This need not imply that he was old."^ It is easily seen 
how we think that this man had waited about the temple 
during his lengthy life l^r the long awaited Messiah and 
then upon seeing Him, he {dies. In actual fact the Scripture 
only tells us that at last his life was fulfilled because 
he had seen Jesus. Now, Simeon is pr^ared to meet death 
at any point because his encounter with the living God 
has made life complete, this of course is true of all 
Christian experience, yet to encounter God does not mean 
death, for it is only then that one can fulfil the task 
that he is asked to do.

The Greek word which is used here means to
set free or release, thus Jesus could say to the crippled 
woman: 'Wdman you are freed (or released) from your in
firmity' (Lk. 13:12). "It is also used of release of a 
debtor (Mt. 18:27) and of forgiveness (Lk. 6:37). The 
sense of 'dismiss' is seen in Matthew 15:23, when the
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disciples urged Jesus to ^said awÿ the Canaanite woman; 
also in cases of divorce, of a man 'putting away his wife' 
(Mt. 5:31). In view of the occurrence in Luke 2:29 of 
cToS X 0 S' (slave) and o (master) we can
assume that there is a sense of superiority involved in the 
action of dismissal. That is, the verse recognizes the 
authority of God, who is supreme over life and death. But 
it is pressing inferences {too far to suggest that lifeI
is regarded as a bondage (ir burden from ̂ ich Simeon can

8 Inow be released." For hj|m it was rather a sense of 
achievement, of fulfilling life which an encounter with 
the Christ involves. While this does not enter the concepts 
of death itself, the peac^ and confidence is not limited 
to this life. %is came to Simeon not as release from a 
burden but as a release to achievement and fulfilment of 
life. This does not probe the meaning of death, yet it 
shows that this encounter opens him to a new depth and
richness of experience %Aich gives new meaning to both life

i
and death. The high point of Siomon's life was to see 
Jesus because it was only through Jesus that Simeon was 
able to satisfy his longing. And because life now became 
full through the sight of Jesus : it was possible to resign
himself to death to be wi#h Jesus. So one concludes that
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Simeon did not die upon seeing Jesus but rather he continued
to live in a new sense of being 'in peace. ' Now he could
say that he truly lived 'in peace' and died 'in peace.'

Perhaps no passage has caused more difficulty in 
understanding than the famous Crux Interpretum (Mark 9:1, 
Matt. 16:28, Luke 9:27). The Markan passages reads 'there 
are some standing here who will not taste death before 
they see the Kingdom of God come with power. ' This is one 
of the most difficult passages of eschatology. W. G. Kummel 
states :

It may therefore be safely asserted that 
Mark 9:1 bears the meaning that some of
Jesus' hearers will live to see the
appearance of the Kingdom of God in the 
comparatively near future and therefore 
will not fall victims to death.

Yet it is difficult to determine 
the precise significance of this saying.
That it belongs to the oldest tradition 
is likely, if only because the fact that 
this prediction was not realized must 
have caused such serious difficulties 
that they would hardly have been created.
It is equally clear that Jesus says of a 
limited number of persons only ( v &$ ) 
that they will live to see the coming of 
the Kingdom of God; yet there is no reason 
for the assumption that this was in
tended (latert) to weaken the promise of 
its coming in this generation (MaxAc 13:30), 
because it is obvious that within a 
groiq> of people only some individuals 
will remain alive until a definite date 
in the some%dî t distant future. 9
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Now we know in retrospect^»-that the Kingdom did not come 
in as it was expected^ M d  further, that those who were ^  ̂  
standing there did in fact experience death* The conclusion 
that one has to draw is the fact that Jesus was mistaken 
in regard to the imminence of the Kingdom* But one cannot 
solve that problem as to whether Jesus was misunderstood 
or wither He Himself was actually mistaken about the time 
of the end* "Our special interest being the interpretation 
of the meaning of death, we can conclude that Jesus was 
thinking of death as an inevitable event, not far distant, 
but equally not in the immediate future* It is possible that 
the particular phrase 'taste of death' owes something to the 
connexion with Elijah, through 4 Ezra; but this connexion 
does not require that Jesus was here promising that some 
of his hearers would never die*"^^

There are two graphic illustrations of Jesus con
frontations with death in the Synoptic Gospels. These are 
the case of the daughter of Jairus and the case of the son 
of the widow of Nain idiich will be considered in detail*
The account of the raising of the daughter of Jairus is 
to be found in Matthew 9:18-19, 23-26, Mark 3:21-24, 35-43, 
and again in Luke 8:40-42, 49"56* It is within Mark that 
we find the first and most comprehensive account so it is
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to him that we turn for the majority of our information.
The first criticism of this story is to level the charge that 
the girl was not really dead. The ruler of the synagogue 
approaches Jesus with the information that his daughter is 
at the point of death. So it is seen that at the commencement 
of the story, as far as Mark informs us, the girl was not 
dead. It would seem unreasonable that Jairus would come 
seeking Jesus to raise her from the dead. If this were 
true then Jesus would have been accepted as merely one 
of the niamerous magicians moving through the lands. It 
is easier to maintain that the girl was at the point of 
death and that Jairus wanted her brought back from a critical 
illness. One has continually to remind himself that there 
was no clear distinction between being grievously ill and 
death itself. Anyone who had become seriously ill was al
ready under the spell of death and to make recovery would 
be to rob the pangs of death. The use of the Greek 
(life) here stands in direct contrast with death in the 
other uses that Mark makes ()& 12:27, 16:11). And though 
the girl was not yet dead she was not living a life worthy 
of being called life.

Jesus took this request with the utmost urgency and 
moved quickly along to the house without hesitation. Here
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we see Jesus moving forward to an encounter with death» 
which laid a challenge to his entire ministry. He too, had 
to take faith because the Father had entrusted Him. To 
withdraw or to retreat at this stage would have meant defeat 
for Jesus and victory for the demonic, since this was the 
manner in \diioh Jesus viewed the contest. On His way He met 
the woman with the issue of blood which "adds veracity to 
the whole story, for there is no attempt to fit these stories 
together by any literary artifice, and by far the most 
acceptable esqplanation is that the events took place as 
they are reported. No dcmbt the incident with the woman 
added to the tension of an ^ready anxious father who 
could waste no time. Then the messengers report that the 
daughter is dead. There was now no reason for Jesus to 
continue His Journey as the girl was dead and there was 
nothing that He could do. But Jesus says to the father:
'Do not go on fearing; only continue to believe' (Mk 5:36). 
Now Hark is very clever in that he does not give any opinion 
from Jesus aod thus we still do not know \diat Jesus' 
attitude actually was. Mark uses a difficult expression;
0 (ft Parakousas '
can mean either 'overhearing' or Viot heeding. ' Vincent 
Taylor prefers that the latter is correct; Jesus did not
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'  : '  ^ ' -  ' '  '  ^  ^ ^  , -  .: ' -heed what was said bÿ the n^ssengers. For him it was not

true or i£ it was true# it did not stop him.^^
When Jesus entered the house of Jairus the people 

were weeing and wailing loudly. Then Jesus said to them#
:ÿ  ̂ "Why do you make a tumult and weep? The child is not dead

but sleeping," (Hark 5:39). One cannot asaime that Jesus 
did not Aink that the little girl was dead for all the 
evidence was against Him or He was indeed clairvoyant. The 
"professional" mourners had gathered about and began to 
'laughhim to scorn' which shows their distrust of His state
ment. Perhaps they were friends and neighbours# had 
watched and waited during the illness# and then saw the 
girl lapse into death. He was not going to tell them things 
that contradicted their own eiqperieoce. Or# perhaps they 
could have been the professional mourners w h & k  would 
never be called until the death was certain. Their presence 
and their actions are indeed a strong case that she had 
actually died.

Here Jesus may have been expressing His view of 
death from the point of view of God which would be an 
extension of the Old Testament concept. In death we sleep
under God's watchful care and He will awaken the dead in

■>

His own time. "Men call it death— -but from the divine
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point o£ view it is a sleep— not the sleep of eternal 
inactivity, as ^ e n  the idea of death as a sleep was first 
advanced, but a temporary state, by implication peaceful; 
from which there will be an awakening to a full existence 
with God. If this view goes a little beyond the evidence 
of the saying we are considering, it must be admitted that 
it accords more fully with all the facts."

Whatever our personal reaction to the account must 
be there is absolutely no doubt in the Gospels that the girl 
was actually dead and they relate this story to indicate 
Jesus' power over death. Though one might find that the 
other accounts vary and are not as straightforward in detail, 
he still will have to admit that this is precisely Wiat 
Mark meant in the earliest account of this story. "The 
fact that it is possible to interpret Mark as not strictly 
meaning the child was dead, is very strong evidence of the 
evangelist's care in presenting his material accurately.
So if we cannot say without any doubt that the child was 
really dead, we may conclude that the evidence points very 
strongly in that direction. Further, it is sufficient to 
be able to say that most, if not all, the people involved 
thought the child was dead. Therefore this story can 
be taken as an illustration of the attitude of Jesus to
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apparent death* even if a doubt remains whether it was 
'real' death/*^^

As one re-reads this account he is struck with the 
fact that so little is known about the girl. We do not 
know the nature of her illness* nor do we know anything 
of the length of her personal suffering. All these facts 
are laid aside to present the encounter with Jesus and a 
young girl who has died. What does however come to our 
attention is the fact that Jesus works out of a coo^assion 
for the parents. Obviously* if the girl was dead there 
remained no more suffering for her so raising her from 
the dead could not have really been done for her sake.
Thus it becomes apparent that the raising was in fact done 
for the parents who had suffered this great loss of their 
little daughter. Her illness and death gain significance 
only through the girief of her parents.

Jesus moves forward in this situation with confidence 
and poise looking intently into the seriousness of the 
matter without either belittling it or becoming anxious 
over the difficulty. He gives courage to the woman along 
the way as well as the father \dio must be undergoing great 
agony.

He spoke these words to Jairus also to 
help him; to encourage and strengthen
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him in this distressing e^erience.
Throughout the idiole incident we seem to 
detect an air of quiet confidence and 
understanding synq)athy emanating from 
Jesus* From this we can conclude that 
in the very presence of death » Jesus 
still acted with that stq)reme confidence 

. which can only indicate real mastery.
Here indeed is the Lord of life and 
death, showing forth his unmistakable 
power over man's last enemy. . • • What
ever significance this has for an in
terpretation of the method of healing 
used by our Lord, it also implies that 
he looked upon death as something to be 
faced calmly and realistically. It is 
not to be falsified by artificial 
emotion, nor should there be any attempt 
to obscure its reality by noisy demon
strations.^^

From these two vivid accounts of Jesus' encounters 
with death we see that Jesus always faced up to the reality 
and the fact of death. He continually moves forward to meet 
it where it strikes. Certainly these two stories leave us 
with the most outstanding work of Christ which shows not 
only His uniqueness but His outgoing compassion.

The other related story is the raising of the son 
of the Widow of Nain (Luke 7:11-17). This account for some 
unknown reason appears only in the Gospel of Luke. The 
tendency of criticism at this point is to maintain that 
it must be fabrication. However, one cannot so easily dis^ 
miss this as such for we have just seen the prototype in 
the three Gospels. So even though the facts are not present
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in the other Gospel accounts the belief that Jesus had the 
power to raise the dead is confessed there. It may be that 
Mark was not there at time and did not want to relate 
such an amazing story in the third person. There will be 
some that will continue to harp on the fact that the man 
was not really dead. This is far more intangible than 
the account of Jairus' daughter. Here the whole community 
was aware of his death and Jesus encountered the funeral 
march on the way to the burial. It would be far easier 
to point a finger of scorn at the miracle than at the fact 
that the man was actually dead. When we have to deal with 
miracles, one cannot really be considered any more amazing 
than another. It is only a matter of degree. The Gospel 
writers must have felt that they had in their own way 
told enough of the story to be convincing for it would 
have been ixqpossible to relate the entire story. Hence 
they were forced to pick and choose perhaps not always 
using the best discretion. Also it must be assumed that 
there were equally dramatic stories idiich did not enter the 
Gospels at all.

It is of great interest to note that in this account 
Luke uses for the first time ^ )< ü p i&S which gives
the ln^lication that Jesus is Lord of life as well as Lord
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over death. He is Lord because He manifests a power 
beyond Himself. The situation of the death of the son of 
the widow of Nain is even more tragic than Jairus' daughter. 
The widow of Nain, %dio had lost her husband, had now lost 
her son which meant that she would have to fend for herself 
since he was her only son. The entire community turned 
out to share in her sorrow because they too sensed the dire 
need of the widow as she stood alone in the world. Jesus 
again moves forward out of compassion for the bereaved 
rather than the deceased. Here the mourners are accepted 
as doing a necessary and proper function and hence are not 
rebuked by Jesus. This indicates that there were acceptable 
means of grieving as well as the very objectionable wailings 
and tumults. Jesus seems to have stumbled on a particularly 
tragic death without being asked to come. He moves for
ward first to give comfort to the bereaved widow. His 
comfort did not come merely from a sense of en^athy but 
rather that He in fact could do something about it and 
thus He says, 'Do not go on weeping---cease to weep. ' There 
is contained within these words the promise that something 
could and would be done because he did not rebuke the crowd 
for their mourning. Thus Jesus moved forward to the bier 
and after some actions the man immediately sat up. Again 
there is absolutely no evidence as to what Jesus might have
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said or \diat in fact He did, leaving little room for the
faith healer to conjure a ritual or formula. The words and
actions seem so simple that they aqppear to draw no attention
to themselves. Then we are simply told that he gave the
son back to his mother. It is striking to note here also
that nothing of the illness its length, nor its nature
are known. There is also no indication as to how long
the son may have been dead.

Death here, as in the account of Jairus' daughter,
is defeated not so much because it is an evil but rather
to meet the needs of those left behind. Death seems to be
a much different matter with Jesus confronting it, as
somehow mysteriously it changes its fearful hold and
perhaps even its nature.

He can recall the dead to return to 
life, as if, indeed, the fact of death 
is not so great an obstacle to God as 
it inevitably seems to man. Our Lord's 
action here is very much like that of 

> ̂  arousing someone from sle^, althou^
the idea of sleep is not mentioned in
the passage. It is perhaps worth noting 

' that the natural tendency of a people
with a long tradition of faith in God is 
to think God is the cause of this 
remarkable event. And it was easy for than 
to look beyond Jesus to God. It seems 
best to understand this miracle as our 
Lord's response to the tragic plight 
of the widow, and as an indication of 
his mastery over death— *a mastery
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never idly displayed to the curious» 
but all the more real by being kept 
under control*

Readers dimly but certainly realize 
that beyond the circumstances of physical 
death» there is a greater power of God 
at work in Jesus* Jesus did not come to 
take away from anyone the inevitable 
fact of mortality* He was not concerned 
to make anyone escape physical death*
%ere were doubtless many cases of 
equal sadness with which our Lord did 
not deal in this way» although he could 
have done so* Hut he does nùsdiate» 
through these accounts» his power to make 
death an important» yet not a tragic 
event* Many people of all sorts have 
turned from the grave of their loved 
one without bitterness because they 
know that he %d%o could conquer physical 
death can overcome the sharpness of 
death and has indeed opened the kingdom 
of heaven to all believers*^®

There are two other accounts \diich must be raised for 
the sake of completeness but do not really fit in this con
text* There is the healing of the epileptic boy who had 
fallen into a state where he looked as if he were dead 
but there is no indication that he was by any means dead 
(Mark 9:26)* There is also an account of the nobleman’s 
slave at Capernaum in which his condition is described 
as 'sick and at the point of death' (Luke 7:2)* There is 
no indication that the slave had died* Thus these accounts 
are ruled out because death is used only as a metaphorical
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term.
IVhat then was Jesus' attitude to His own death?

This provocative question holds within it one of the 
great mysteries surrounding this entire study. There is 
perhaps no richer and more significant problem to be raised 
in the whole of the Gospel accounts. Our attitude towards 
death would be greatly enhanced and enlightened if we 
could come to some depth of understanding of this involved 
topic. Whatever we may say of the marvel and the mystery^ 
the sacrifice and the scandal, the aura and the atonement, 
in the last analysis we must reiterate that His death was 
a human death. This point cannot be stressed too anphat- 
ically because this is precisely where most of our the
ological reasoning fails to probe. This is the one un
deniable factor and thus constitutes the most logical ap
proach to the problem. It is for this human aspect that 
the creeds cried out so that we might say above all else 
that Jesus' death was a human death. There is indeed, 
much more that may be said in regard to its uniqueness, 
its redenptive power, or even its cosmological significance 
but first and foremost it was a human death.

The same point can be made with regard 
to the frequent assertion that Christ's 
death was not just physical death— it
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involved a spiritual 'death' and 
desolation such as could only be ex
perienced by the Incarnate Son of God.
This may be fully granted, but it 
does not lessen the meaning of Christ's 
death as human death. Sometimes com
mentators refer to 'mere physical death' 
as if it is really a matter of no account 
at all. This, at any rate, can be re
futed from a consideration of the refer
ences in the Gospels to Christ's death.
Whatever deeper significance can rightly 
be ascribed to that death, it is also 
to be considered as a significant human 
death.

If we deny the humanity of the death of Jesus, we overlook 
God's purpose and plan contained within it and do indeed 
by our own thoughts and reflections condemn it to stark 
foolishness. It would seem from a proper reading of the 
New Testament that the whole point of the Gospels is to 
build up to the crescendo of Christ's death and to ignore 
or dismiss the human side will result in neither a con^lete 
nor a full theology. So it is to this objective fullness 
of Christ's death that we must now turn.

Jesus had begun His ministry with the full hope and 
expectation that the Kingdom of Heaven would come in due 
course without the anticipation of His own personal death.
It would be more than difficult for a man to venture out 
with the expectation that His mission and message would 
end in utter failure unless you ascribe to Jesus the power L/
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to see beyond His own time. He must have been caught up 
in the early successes of His teaching and healing ministry.
The acclamation that He received must have assured Him 
that the Kingdom had drawn near the earth. The Gospels 
portray that the common people heard Him gladly and that 
people literally rushed from all over the country side to 
hear or to be healed. Not all those that came were shallow 
nor superficial in their commitment to Him, His words and 
deeds had spread so that He had become more than Just a 
t<^ic of discussion.

He falls quickly in the sight of human opinion.
The fall is so rapid that the Gospels do not even attempt 
to trace it nor to analyze it. Death comes to His mind 
as the inexorable necessity and it is from this awareness 
that He then begins to turn to the thought that the King
dom is of the future. Any atten^t to make Jesus' death 
pre-planned by God leads to docetism and ultimately proceeds . 
to the worship of a robot rather than a person. This does 
not mean that the concept of the present Kingdom is merely 
cast off, but rather He sets up the tension between the 
present and the future. This is what has been suggested

19as the synthesis of the two existing Kingdoms by R, H, Charles.
As Jesus became aware of His own impending death and
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its nature He began to foretell of it as demonstrated in
the Passion narratives of Mark 8:27-33, 9:30-2, 10:32-34
which contain their counterparts in the other Gospels*
These statements begin only after the confession of Peter
at Caesarea Philippi, yet the actual thought comes much 

20earlier* It is from the point of the confession that
there appears a new phase of His ministry* The call is
for repentance as He moves toward Jerusalem* He turns
from His preaching to the multitudes to the intimate
group of twelve. "His subject is not so much the kingdom

21as Himself, and in particular His death*" One cannot 
evade the Lord's deliberate attempt to teach His disciples 
not only of the fact of His death but also of its nature* 
The message and the foretelling are bold and clear, and 
stem from a deep sense of dedication* He has to move to 
Jerusalem where His death will be brought about by the 
leaders of the Jews. His own death shall be one which 
will follow physical punishment of mocking, spitting, and 
scourging* Jesus' death will not be the end but rather it 
will be followed by a resurrection*

'When the three disciples came down from the mount 
of Trans figuration he referred to the Son of Man rising 
again from the dead (Mk 9:9). His reply to the request of
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> ' . the sons of Zebedee for a premier place in his kingdom»

indludes reference to the baptism he is to undergo* ^ich 
plainly means his coming death (Hk 10:38-9). Again* in 
the same passage* he refers to his coming death as a ran
som given for many (Me 10:45). We can at least say that 
these references Show that Jesus faced the prospect of 
death a considerable time before he entered Jerusalem.

22His deatii was neither a sudden surprise nor an accident."
There is no doubt in the Gospel accounts that Jesus

must die. This imperative means for Denney two things.
On the one hand he views it as inevitable* for the powers
had risen to such a high fervour that they could not be
turned back and hence they must ensnare Him. On the other
hand he maintains that Jesus must die in order to fulfil
the mission He felt compelled to coaylete.

These two senses* of course* are not in
compatible; but there may be a question r- -
as to their relation to each other.
Most frequently the second is made to 
depend upon the first. Jesus* we are 
told* came to see that His death was 
inevitable because of the forces arrayed 
against Him; but being unable* as the 
well-beloved Son of the Father* merely 
to submit to the inevitable or to en
counter death as a blind fate* He 

/ reconciled Himself to it by interpreting 
' it as indispensable* as something which

properly entered into His work and con
tributed to its success. It became
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not a thing to endure» but a thing to 
do. The passion was converted into the 
sublimest of actions.

The death of Ctoist was brought about by the con
spiracy of the Jewish leaders who looked iqwn Jesus as an 
out and out foe. No one can atteoyt to answer the problem 
as to the reason idiy Jésus had to die in this manner. It 
is all a part of the greater question of the problem of 
evil. Basically one can only point to the evil inherent 
in man. While His death was a common one idiich other 
innocent men had suffered» yet it was maliciously plotted 
that He should be killed.

His death was planned by the Jewish 
leaders idao tried to take him by 
subtlety and kill him (Mk 14:1); the 

I “ betrayal by one of the twelve was an
important factor in the events which 

l i ' led to his arrest (Me 14:44f) ; once he
[ was arrested» the leaders of the Jews

' _ . provided false witnesses to condemn him»
and in spite of the judicial decision of 
Pilate» that Jesus was innocent» he was 
delivered up to be crucified. The 

/ gospels do not present these distasteful
facts in order to elicit our pity for the 
victim» nor our condemnation of his 

f  ̂ enenies. The emphasis is upon the stark
facts— facts» we must remenâ̂ er» in their 
outward ^pearance» not uncommon in 

/ those times. Indeed» looked at from the
point of view of a Roman these events 
would probably be regarded as sordid 
and boring; the sort of thing that 
did happen from time to time in those 
remote comers of the empire. Again»

'V :
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we insist that this is certainly not 
all there is to be considered in the 
death of Christ— all subsequent 
Christian history shows that to be 
false~~»but in its sinkiest outline 
here is a man facing death. Whatever 
else it is, it is brutal, sordid, pain
ful human death; not the worst kind 
of death anyone could face, but bad 
enough to be considered one of the 
most brutal and unjustified, even on 
the grounds of common decency andjustice.

Jesus* death was one of a common criminal by means 
of crucifixion outside the city walls of Jerusalem. And how 
did He look tq>on His own death? From what has been said 
previously, there is a strong case that Jesus knew not only 
of His death but also of its nature. Perhaps one who had 
a dramatic birth, and an unique life, could only expect 
an extraordinary death. There seems always to have been 
the freedom to turn away from the grim future just ahead.
To what intent and purpose Jesus felt that He was responding 
to God's plan for Him can never be discerned.

Jesus drew away to the seclusion of the Garden of 
Gethsemane with James, John, and Peter. And it is to 
this intimate group that Jesus was able to e3q>ress even more 
of His nature and purpose.

soul is very sorrowful, eve^*^
death; remain here, and watch' (Mk 14:
34); cf. Matthew 26: 38, which adds 
'with me' to the Harcan form. The 
first part of this saying is an echo
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rather than a quotation» apparently 
baaed on Paalma 42;5 and 43:5. ^Why 
are you cast do%m» 0 my soul?* These 
two paaliDS both deal with the dis» 
quietude» or in modem terminology»
"depression* of a man who normally en» 
joys fellowship with God. In the 
fixst instamze the depression is 
caused by a loss of tixe sense of God*s 
presence. *h|y soul thirsts for God» 
for the living God." "When shall I 
cone and behold the face of God?"
(Ps. 42:2). This desolation is in
creased by the Jibes of those who 
continually say unto him; "Where is 
your God?" In the second instance» 
it is more plainly stated Aat it is 
a man"s enemies which cause him "to 
go mourning. ' In both cases the 
solution to the difficulty is the 
same. "Hope in God; for I shall again 
praise him my help and my God.

Here Jesus turns to the depth of the thought of the Psalmist
to express not on%y His discouragement but also His trust
in God» the failures of man over against the hope in God.

The other atpect of the saying is the thought of» 
"even unto death.' This idea finds it:s background in the 
Old Testammt as well as in the Apocrypha. It comes most 
specifically from the Book of Jonah (4:9) where he is made 
weah» whipped by the wind» and wishing to escape he says;
"It is better for me to die than to live." From what has 
already been discussed» one realises that Jesus" words 
did not come from the kzK>wledge of the weight of His own 
death though JKe knew soswthing of it. Rather» it can be
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said that it was only at this point that He began to fully ^ 
realize the magnitude of His task. But we cannot avoid the 
fact, however much we want, that Jesus was afraid of death. 
This is a difficult position for most Christians to accept 
because they cannot see Jesus as one afraid of death or 
any other thing. The general assumption is made that the 
Christian ought not to fear death because Christ showed 
no fear of death. We could not be further from the truth.
This belief has no doubt caused a great amount of undue 
anguish and suffering for the committed Christian, who 
finds that there is mich to fear in this unknown realm of 
death, is criticized, either by society or mostly by his 
conscience, for he is thus showing a weakness in his beliefs. 
One cannot, regardless of his personal beliefs, come to 
death without some grave apprehensions if he is of sound 
mind. However, we are not in the least moved to assign 
these same feelings to Jesus. The reality of accepting 
Jesus as a man is indeed the hardest to do at this point. 
Professor Oscar Cullmann tells that he has received more 
criticism over a small book entitled. Immortality of the 
Soul or Resurrection of the Dead? than any other writing.
But of all the bitter criticism he received he could say,
"So far, no critic of either kind has attempted to refute
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death of Socrates as revealed in Phaedo and that of Jesus 
as revealed in the New Testament.
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1̂* ■ I The Synoptic Evangelists furnish us, by
and large, with a unanimous report.
Jesus begins 'to tremble and be distressed', 
writes Mark (14:33). soul is troubled,
even to death. He says to His disciples.
Jesus is so thoroughly human that He 
shares the natural fear of death. Jesus 
is afraid, though not as a coward would be 
of the men who will kill Him, still less 
of the pain and grief ̂ ich preceded 
death. He is afraid in the face of death 

' - itself. Death for Him is not something 
divine: it is something dreadful.
Jesus does not want to be alone in 
this moment. He knows, of course, that f . 
the Father stands by to help Him.

Î -4 He looks to Him in this decisive moment
as He has done throughout his life.

, He turns to Him with all His human fear ÿ
of this great enemy, death. He is
afraid of death.

In contrast Socrates is calm and unassuming as he approaches
death and immortality by lifting the hemlock^ and dies
rather nonchalantly. However, Jesus is depressed, anxious,
in a state of agony, and in need of the companionship of
His disciples. Jesus on the cross utters forth: 'Nÿ God,
my God, why hast thou forsaken me?'

One's attention is certainly drawn to the parallels
that Prof. Cullmann makes, but I think one is even more

■■■ ■ "
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conscipus of the dissimilar factors. Jesus was under 
comndtmeot, vocationally He was integrally tied to the 
Will of God, and hCTce He was directly responsible to 
God. A great part of His tension came from His desire 
to do what was right and yet never quite knowing what was

& • 4
right. Socrates was responsible to no one and thus could i 
and did act as a free agent. Death came to Socrates at 
the end of life but for Jesus, it was only the start of 
life which had entry into deeper dimensions. Jesus was 
calling forth His disciples to life conmitment while 
Socrates as a teacher knew that his thoughts would con
tinue Aether they were adhered to or not. Jesus was 
wrestling with cosmic dimaisions while Socrates was proving 
his philosophy and making the best of an unforeseen situ
ation. The entire nature of death was different as Socrates 
died an honourable death whereas Jesus died the most con
temptible death iq)on the cross, not to mention the sheer 
difference in physical pain. Basically their ^ole 
attitude toward death was radically different in that 
Socrates viewed it as the freedom from an imprisoned life 
whereas Jesus saw it as man's only opportunity for inqprison- 
ment. All these points should be lifted up, but what 
Prof. Cullmann said was ri^t and ought to resound again
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and again, that Jesus was afraid of Death. This is self- 
evident and as His death has been acc^ted as unique, no 
comparison need be cited except as a matter of interest. 
Cullmann calls us sharply back to the humanity of Jesus, 
and whatever else may be said Jesus died a human death

- n'

and had human fear concerning death. Jesus* fear of death 
is more one of the tremendous burden of responsibility upoi

 ̂ r—
Him than the ponderous unknown which accounts for His
trembling. Death for Jesus was the greatest terror that
could face Him. For death means that you are under the
powers of the demonic and as far f%nMs God as possible.

Because it is God*s enemy, it separates 
us from God, who is Life and the Creator 
of all life. Jesus, who is so closely 
tied to God, tied as no other man has 
ever been, tor precisely this reason 
must e^erience death much more terribly 
than any other man. To be in the hands 
of the great enemy of God means to be 
forsaken by God. In a way quite dif
ferent from others, Jesus must suffer 
this abandonment, this separation from 
God, the only condition really to be 
feared. Therefore He cries to God:
*Why hast thou forsaken me?* He is now 
actually in the hands of God* s great 
enemy.

We must be grateful to the Evange
lists for having glossed over nothing at 
this point. Later (as early as the 
beginning of the second century, and 
probably even earlier) there were people 
who took offence at this— people of
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Greek provenance. In early Christian 
, history we call them Gnostics.

Perhaps the most striking factor in all the Gospel
" ■

accounts dealing with the death of Christ is that the em
phasis always is one of physical death. Here in Jerusalem,

' -.V

Jesus is led to the very common and excruciating death. 
There is here no theological ioiplication : it is pre
sented as a story of a man who was to die by being cruci- 

... " - ' ' 
fled. The theology of the event certainly comes afterwards
for here plainly is a physical death for which He sought 
esc^e. First and foremost the Gospels give us an account 
of a real death faced in a realistic manner. This is the 
basic thing we leam from the New Testament concerning 
death;

Jesus had proclaimed to His disciples: 'Do not
fear those vtio kill the body but cannot kill the soul; 
rather fear him who can destroy both body and soul in 
hell' (Matt. 10:28 and Luke 12:4). There is a world of 
difference in a fear of men who c ^  bring death upon you 
and death itself, the first being an earthly fear as 
opposed to the ultimate fear of being under the spell of 
death. He was afraid and rightly so, but not ultimately 
afraid. Beyond this fear was the light of confidence that 
this same god, the god He served, would somdiow see Him

2 2 9
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throu^. % e  fear rests more in His o\m confidence^
'̂ Will I be Ébïe to undergo this task and see my way through?
Can I remain faithful with such a burden"? He was as a
warrior doing battle without the knowledge of the ememy's
power. It was a David fighting a Goliath of evil. Always
there was the risk or uncertainty diat one might go down
to defeat. It would have been no struggle at all if the
score was known by Him. Then there was the hope that He
would fill the expectations of God and those He would have
to confront for the gaierations to come. This was no
battle fought off in the hazy realms of Sheol but rather
the turning point of History,

Because Jesus underwent death in all 
' its horror, not only in His body,

but also in His soul God, why 
hast thou forsaken me’), and as He is 
regarded by the first Christians as 
the ïfediator of salvation. He must 
indeed be the very one who in His 
death conquers death itself. He 
cannot obtain this victory by simply 
living on as an immortal soul, ttms 
fundamentally not dying. He can 
conquer death only by actually dying, 
by betaking Himself to the sphere of 

v;; death, the destroyer of life, to the
sphere of ’nothin^ess’, of abandon
ment by God, When one wishes to 
overcome scxoeone else, one must enter 
his territory. Whoever wants to 
conquer death must die; he must 
really cease to live---not simply live 
on as an immortal soul, but die in
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would only allow Jesus a further opportunity to esc^e 
the reality of death* This is not a man seeking the easy 
way out. The Gospels drive us to look beyond the crucifixion. 
In fact they tell of the death of their leader with undue 
constraint. Their story is briefly told without adding 
philosophy, emotion, condemnation, or sentimentality.

It is very evident that there is a great gap in 
contemporary writing with regard to the "Last Things" and 
especially within the realm and the meaning of death. But 
whatever disappointments the original disciples must have 
felt over the humiliation and subsequently the Cruci
fixion, \diich was followed by the shock and the eoü^arrass- 
ment of it all, they nevertheless overcame it. They were 
so changed by it that "the centre of gravity in their 
world changed, and their idiole being swung round into 
equilibrium in a new position. Their inspiration came 
from what had once alarmed, grieved, and discomfited them.
The word they preached was the very thing which had once

30made them afraid to speak." They must have somehow been 
convinced that their Master, who had died, had survived 
death. This sent them seeking an answer to what was in 
fact a gross contradiction of their concept of the Messiah- 
ship. "A close scrutiny of the New Testament writings
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themselves soon suggests that the origins of the Christian 
soteriology constitute a problem far more complex than 
Christian apologia is accustomed to admit." The members 
of the early church were certainly perplexed by the entire 
problem of soteriology but even so they were willing to 
work on it and develop it rather than hide it as the members 
of the Twentieth Century wish.

It is evident from the sources that "the Christian
>

Church has never agreed to be silent as to the fate of the 
lost; the majority of its representatives have asserted 
the doctrine of Eternal Evil with vigor and decision. The 
idea that we should have nothing to say about the final 
fortunes of humanity is a recent discovery, and is due to 
the pressure of sustained criticism, both within and without 
the Churchy

It is certainly apparent that the failure to develop 
the theology of eschatology has made a large gap in an
*otherwise well defended facade. It could be likened unto 
a garrison; or the Nazi Western Wall which was rendered 
useless because of some e^osure such as an open door or 
roof. Theologians continue to build and rebuild the walls, 
which is of little avail with such a vulnerable and un
protected gap. Is it not a matter of making the strongest



point the weakest by a coiq>Iete inversion of the theological 
8y8t€on? Dare we hope that the critics of the Faith will 
desist from attacking the lines of least resistance? It
is precisely the eschatology where the majority of the

•scorn and abuse are poured. The failure to defend man's 
destiny in Christianity is already to admit defeat. With 
a faith firmly rooted in its eschatology it dare not be 
neglected.

,It cannot be put down (nor will it be)» for Resur
rection must be consistent with truth. To deny any aspect 
of the wholeness Of Christianity is to deny Christianity. 
However insecure we may feel about the "Last Things" the 
problems still confront the whole church and must be grappled 
with. Thus an attempt will be made here. !

There is a frightening passage which is reported 
as a part of the words of Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew 
(26:24). Here Jesus issues a condemnation of Judas by 
saying that it would have been better if he had not been 
bom. It is one of those sayings which you atteo^t to rule 
out because it seems to inconsistent with the sayings of 
Jesus. It is however idiomatic and perhaps as such was 
rather popular. The origins are at least as old as Second 
Enoch (38:2). It seems that this is no doubt the meaning

.. AA;
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^ Jesus had in mind and consequently ̂it is not as drastic
as it may first appear.

■

No statuent of Jesus has caused greater distress 
and mental an^ish than our Lord's statement that the sin 
of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit shall never be* forgiven. 
The exact implications will always remain obscure. But 
viewed against the context it is a comment to the Scribes 
who had acknowledged the works of Jesus to be one with 
those of the danons. y .

In so doing they blasphemed against the 
divine spirit of cœq^assion which 
inspired the healing ministry of the 
Saviour. They sinned against love; 
and this was ever the kind of offence 
that was most hateful to Jesus. Hence 
He declared with passionate indignation 
that their attitude was beyond the 
reach of forgiveness. This pronouncement 
of His cannot, however, be said to con* 
vey a sentence of personal and irrevoc
able doom unless we can be sure that it 
was directed against individual men. And 
we cannot attain to such certainty.

 ̂ Rather does it seem that the offence of 
I  ̂ the Scribes was committed by them as a 

class or party, not as s^arate persons.
This interpretation is rendered probable%■-

w  v - * by the fact that the Jewish mind was
accustomed to the idea that nations and 
bodies, of mai could commit an unforgive* 
able sin. Thus it is said in the Book of 
Jubilees that when the children of ' 
Israel break the law of circumcision, 
'there will be no more pardon or for
giveness unto them for all the.sin of this 
eternal error.' (Jub. 15:34).^ "
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If Jesus hurled this condemnation at one specific person 
it would be a blatant contradiction of all one can gather 
concerning Him from the New Testament, It would be hard 
to believe that man could reap eternal condemnation for 
one action. But even sharper is the realization that Paul 
was a zealous meaner of the Pharisees, the group Jesus 
had in mind when He spoke. Now Paul would have stood under 
this condemnation yet it is the same man who is so for
given for "his sin against the Holy Spirit" that he became 
a leader of the Church. As a case in point one may have 
to withdraw from the idea of this concerning an individual 
and conclude that it meant the whole body of Pharisees,

In the Gospel account it is clear that good and evil 
are opposed to each other as light is to darkness with each 
having its own goal. However, when consideration is made
of the term "destT 'tion"'the term leaves no clear dis-

».

tinction as to " aat it means.
Indeed, the habit of applying the 

 ̂ methods of minute verbal analysis to 
f , such words of Jesus is unhistorical in 

spirit, and is not conducive either to 
reverence or understanding. It distracts 
attention from the religious and prophetic 
fôrce of the evangelic sayings, and di
rects the mind to the mere details of their 
ezpressitm. It thus subordinates that 
which is vital, and that of which we 
can be sure, to formal peculiarities



which are usually, doubtful and always "p:. 
of minor moment. Also» it coo^els us
to bring the utterances of our Lord
into the region of laboured con
troversy; and %diatever is made the sub- 
jeot of prolonged debate begins to >

, ; wear an aspect of uncertainty. The
longer one studies the works of partisan 
divines the more one is, convinced Châ t 

 ̂ the path of wisdom lies in refusing to "
base doctrinal conclusions on any 
single test or on any merely verbal 

- V grounds. No doctrine is secure that
 ̂ - V' supported by a persistent element

in the Gospel records.^
There is however» running through the entire Gospel» 

the idea of exclusion. The theme occurs too frequently 
and in too many separate places to deny it a position of 
authenticity. The King is seen as closing the gates ex
cluding those vdio remain outside and keeps it shut even 

^ to those who continue to wail outside the walls (Matt. 25: 
11). %is comes as a serious and stem warning from the 
Lord and it was uttered with both concern and compassion.

It belongs to a minor strain which is 
heard in the voice of our Lord— a sad
ness of foreboding» a stem perception of 
ominous possibilities. There is a broad 
and easy way that leads to destruction; 
it profits a man nothing if he gain the 
whole world and lose his own life; it had 
been well for Judas if he had never been 
bom; apostate disciples are as salt 
that has lost its virtue and is henceforth 

.  ̂ ■ good for IK)thing but to be cast out and 
; trodden under foot of men; there is an

obscurity of the soul» wherein the very

Î7
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light is as darkness; there are those 
whose lives are like painted tombs full 

0  of dead men's bonds amd all uncleanness; /
there are offenders for \diom it were 
better that a millstone were hanged about 
the neck and they were drowned in the 
depth of the sea. These are all sayings "
that are weighted with a burden of pro
phetic warning. They compel us to 
recognise, with an awe of spirit idiich 
is the de^er the more humbly we ack
nowledge tie authority of Jesus, tdiat 
He believed in an immeasurable danger 
which tdireatehed the souls of men; a 
horror of great darkness from which they 
had to be delivered; a desert of dreary 
exile towards idiich the beloved race 
of mortals was straying with careless 
feet.

The other aspect of the Lord's teachings has a 
more hopeful aspect. If one takes the concept of Gehenna 
as the common belief of a father fixed state regaxrding the 
theory of destiny, one finds the tradition does not leave 
sufficient material to assume that the fate of the loî t 
is in any way different from those revealed in His apocalyp- 
" tic prophecies. One cannot enlarge on these concepts of 
doom, amplifying them all out of proportion, for one must 
realize that there is an element of teaching here. It 
seems ironic but there has been the tendency of the far 
extremes on both sides of the Christian continuum to lift 
one ptirase and expound it for use directly against the 
opposing side. Yet, they are both guilty of tiie same mistake,



>.The call of Jeeua in the account of Luke 12:58*59
is a call to place our affairs in order before the coming
of the Lord. There is not contained within this passage
any information concerning the duration of the penalty»

We may conjecture» indeed» that if He 
had really declared any definite doc
trine on this subject we would not have 
had to seek for it in the obscure comers 
of the Gospel story in the details of a 
picture» in the chance turning of a 
phrase.

Jesus certainly taught that there 
would be degrees of future punishmœt and 
a greater and lesser condeomation. In 
short» the three earlier Evangelists do 
ascribe sayings to Jesus which tend to 
xDodify the accepted doctrine of perdition» 
though they do not affopi a basis for 
confident conclusions.^^

Jesus was placed in a precarious position by being 
forced to take a stand either with or against the Sadducees ' 
(Mark 12:18-27). The question was certainly one which had 
no easy way out but one designed specifically to ensnare 
Jesus. No doubt the rabbis had pondered over it for 
some time as indeed it is thought-prevoking. There is 
contained within this passage the controversy of the various 
opinions concerning man's fate and destiny in the departed 
realms. The Sadducees are revealed as those who say that 
there is no resurrection . By word of con
demnation in Acts 23:8 the Sadducees are said to deny the

- ' - -
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resurrection, angels, and the spirit  ̂̂ , The
statement here is that the Pharisees believed these things 
and it became a matter which pitted the Sadducees against 
the Pharisees leaving an irreparable cleavage. The concept 
of the resurrection of the dead was widespread which is 
shown in verse twenty-five
which is contained elsewhere in the New Testament and is 
certainly consistent with Hebrew thought. The Hebrews 
believed man to be a psycho-physical organism so that there 
could be no afterlife without the body, even though a 
spiritual body. Without the reconstitution of both body 
and soul it could not really be considered as an existence. 
Resurrection is viewed as the predestinated experience of 
all Jewish people which does not take into consideration 
any ethical qualifications. The passage goes on to say 
that the resurrection is inevitable because it was ordained 
by God hence the patriarchs were not dead but living.

Jesus sides with the Pharisees in this debate in 
the communal as well as the individualistic sense. He 
believed that the ri^teous dead would enter Sheol but 
would rise again to partake in the Kingdom of God (Matt# 
22:23-33). The Sadducees' argument proceeds along the 
lines of Mosaic Law for to them this was the only proper
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means o£ argument* While their contention seem absurd
from our point of view, yet this was their formula* It
would be ve^ possible that this was an old argument that ' '
had been used successively to confound believers of the
resurrection, as well it might have* There is absolutely
no ground to maintain that this was a new problem for them*
The concept of Levirate marriage was developed fully almost
to obscure the issue* Jesus* reply begins by stating
that their presuppositions are wrong* One cannot assume
that the future Kingdom will be just an extension of the
existing life and this is where they err* There are rather
new dimensions and ramifications far beyond their Imagination
as the dead are as the "angels,** for this existence is
beyond the present life and obviously of a higher order*
Jesus sustains the thought that we will continue with bodies
which are transformed and glorified as are the angels*

Here Jesus is following Wiat we saw 
to have come to be the prevalent view - » ~ 
that in the future life we shall indeed 
have bodies, but angelic bodies *made
from the li^t and glory of God*, and
not the earthly ones we now possess*
This teaching is found as early as the 
Book of Enoch, and *was current among 
the cultured Pharisees in the century 
immediately preceding the Christian era*
- - - Josqphus, as we saw, putting it 
down as the Pharisaic doctrine that the 
souls of the righteous will *pass into a
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: " body5of another kind* • The Talmud
^ ; attributes to a well-known Rabbinic

teacher belonging to an early Christian 
; * century the saying that *In the world

.1 to come there is no eating or drinking
' or marrying or envy or hate. * To
refuse to contemplate the possibility of 

, . ,such a new embodiment is* says, Jesus, ^
/not to know the power of God*

. .... ' '
In conclusion He challenges the accusers for they do not know 
the power of God. In a real sense He has succeeded in re- 
turning the question to the Sadducees in what was a most 
offensive retort. Jesus picks up the discussion, arguing 
from their authority, that of the Scriptures; He points 
out that it is the Sadducees who continually harp on the 
fact that their God is indeed the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. The implication is that their God must be one
who cares for these mea or else God is somehow greatly 
diminished. He is then not the great awesome God who called
everything into being.

,
If God had been merely the natioxfs God, 
then the immortality of the nation would 
be all we could properly hope for. But 
if God is the God of individuals. If in
dividuals can enter into fellowship with 
Him, if individuals are precious in His >  ̂ ^ 
sight, then our hope in God necessarily 
becomes a hope for the individual.

The argument is unanswerable ; and is 
indeed the only unanswerable argument for 
immortality that has ever been given, or 
ever can be given. It cannot be evaded
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except by a denial of the premisses.
If the individual can commune with God, 
then he must matter to God; and if he 
matters to God, he must share God*8 

 ̂ V eternity. For if God really rules.
He cannot be conceived as scrapping 
what is precious in His sight. It is in 

- the conjunction with God that the promise
of eternal life resides.

This comes from the logical extension of a personalized
religion developed to its fullest.

•'vv. •'. f-v.- Jesus* argument here rests on the existing beliefs
and He makes no attenpt to reform these thoughts. He 
merely points out the glaring inconsistency in what they 
uplK>ld on the one hand and on the other hand what they 
in fact believe. There was no more shattering attack 
which could be leveled at these devout Jews than an 
approach to the Torah.

The call to life is more than a return to the 
shadowy existence of death. This at best was a feeble 
existence \diich was placed beyond the realm of God; not 
past His awareness but beyond His power. Howeyer, Jesus
tells us that there is more than this for there is com-

.  .plete cossounion with God. There is needed a resurrection 
of the whole of man before this participation could be 
complete. Luke has a variant on the theme (20:38) for " 
He makes the statement that "all live unto him (God)."

2U3-
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He teaches that all m œ  regardless of their moral status 
live in the future life unto God, The just and the unjust, 
the good and the evil, and the moral and immoral shall 
be brought Into the resurrection* This of course runs 
counter to the arguments proposed by both Matthew and Mark*- 4'

The New Testament stands out against its background
; a. . ^

and other writings, of the period because the concept of 
Resurrection takes a far more prominent position* The & 
Resurrection of Jesus becomes the core and the centre of 
the Qo^el account and all the ministry and teaching of 
Christ are seen through it or reflected by it. The Resur
rection is stanqped on every page of the New Testament which 
in turn transforms all former Hebrew ideas and concepts* 
However ̂ e n one comes to a close scrutiny of the nature 
and the meaning of the Resurrection from the sources of 
the New Testament there is no clear picture* Rather one 
finds various fragments idiich when fitted together do not 
make a logical nor consistent idiole. While the criticism 
comes because of a lack of unity there is absolutely no 
question about thé Fact of the Resurrection, this above all 
else stands out* It was this 63qperience that transformed 
the unmentionable into the very vortex of their proclamation* 
Whatever had been the disheartening effects of the death
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and Crucifixion, the first disciples became convinced 
beyond a reasonable shadow of doubt that their Has ter 
rose again from the dead and it was from this assurance 
that they moved forward with such force and vigour that 
they cut deep a pattern idiich has not been put down. The 
attention of the New Testament is directed to the mystery 
and^the marvel of t ^  life it offers. Perhaps, not to 
distract from this glory, the state of the unrighteous is 
seldom mentioned. Their concern was for those who would 
be a part of the "new creation" so that they hardly ad-

' - ' f.'
dressed themselves to the state of the unrighteous but

- , & ' maintained that they also must be present as individuals
whole and conscious "on that day." So filled were they
with the glory of this experience that their sight would
not be allowed the tamishment of the unregenerate.

The concept of a literal physical resurrection is 
not to be attributed to the New Testament. In the 
resurrection the individuals are to be embodied; thus they 
could never be confused with the free floating spirits of 
the Greeks. Any statement in regard to the new body must 
be sheer conjecture. However one can conclude that the 
resurrection will involve the full human nature of the 
individual. There will be no need on continuing sex re*
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latlonshlps as there will be no further need for eiich 
(Mk. 12Î24-25; Mt. 22:29-30; Uc. 20:34-35). Obviously 
it is maintained that procreatioh is a part of the teoq;>oral 
order and hence is not needed for the fulfilment of life. 
Jesus also made reference to eating and drinking in the King
dom (Ik. 22:18 & 30, Mk. 14:25, Mt. 26:29). Scholars 
maintain that these terms are figurative and not really a 
part of the Kingdom for we are "as the angels." The 
assumption is that angels do not eat. The argument should 
be based on the nature of these bodies. It they are 
to be living physical organisms then they will require 
nourishment, but if they transcœd physical existence 
there cannot be any form of nourishment as we know it, nor 
can sex persist.

Aside from the information given concerning Christ's 
Resurrection there are two other accounts given in the 
Synoptics.

The first in the narrative sequence is 
that related by Matthew as occurring 
immediately after the Crucifixion:
'and the tombs^were opened; and many 
bodies ( TT o o f  the saints 
tlmt had fallen asleep were raised

^  ); and coming forth
out of the tond)s after his resurrection 
they entered into the holy city and 
appeared unto many' (Mt. 27:51-3). The 
Resurrection of Jesus itself was clearly
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conceived of as being of the same 
order: This Is particularly brought out 
In the Gospel of Luke# (Lk. 24:37*43)» 
uhere at the appearance of tiie Risen 
Jesus the disciples are described as 
being * terrified and affrighted» and 
supposed Jüiat they beheld a spirit 
( )*, But Jesus re
assures them: See my hands and my feet»
that it is I myself : handle me» and see; 
for a spirit hath not flesh and bones» 
as ye bdiold me having. And uhen he had 
said this he shewed them his hands and 
his feet. And while they still disbe
lieved for joy» and wondered» he said 
unto them» Have ye here anything to 
eat? And they gave him a piece of a 
boiled bid fish. And he took it» and did 
eat before them.^

The core of Matthew and Mark (Mk. 22:30; Mk. 12;25f.) 
make it plain that there is not to be a general resurrection 
but rather one of the righteous. There can also be a case 
made for the Lukan account that the earliest twts taught 
only a resurrection of the righteous.

For the Hebrew mind a general resurrection is not 
a prerequisite for a general judgment. There could be» 
according to earlier apocalyptic thought» a final judg
ment without a bodily &>rm. There can be found in the 
Book of Jubilees (23:31) such an illustration. Also in 
Eth. Enoch 91-101 there is likewise a final judgment to 
which only the spirits of the righteous are raised. The 
Jews took in universal judgment along with universal
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resurrection» the logical^ counterpart» but they do not 
necessarily go together.

V
The New Testament makes no attempt to prove the fact 

of Christ’s Resurrection from the point of the belief in 
a general resurrection which was so widely claimed at 
that time. Rather their ̂ ole argument hinges on the 

, Resurrection of Christ and moves on from this. However'
' it would be wrong to assume timt this was their only ground 
for hope» as many acceptW the common belief from the

• .  , ■ XPharisees or on the grounds of Platonic discussions. The 
• Hasidim had proved it with their lives and it followed

V- ■ ■

that this was the extension of God’s love. So the Resur
rection of Christ becomes a case in point of the already ^  
accepted views.

By His Resurrection Jesus further proved the argu
ment that their God was a god of the' living not a god of 

, the dead.. He was not only the God of Abraham» Isaac»
and Jacob but also the God of Jesus Christ for He had
^  '■ ..drawn all these men unto Himself.

Ifen who had found it not altogether
- impossible to continue thinking (as

their fathers had done) of Abraham» 
Isaac» and Jacob as being long ago 

\ dead and done with. That the patriarchs 
were dear to God and must accordingly 
share iM His eternity is a thought that
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^arrests; but that Jaaua Christ vas 
dear to God and must share in His 
eternity is a thought that compels.
And again» that the children of 
Israel are so one vith the patriarchs 
that they too must be immortal is a 
thought that arrestrsi but that the 
saints are so one vith Christ that 
they too must be immortal is a thought 
that compels. Such» surely, is St.
Paul's meaning. ^

If one maintains that the disciples believed only
because of their experiences in seeing the Risen Lord it
mould base the vhole of Christianity on the physical senses.

If this be true of them, then they 
vere not only less nobleminded than 

-, ̂ , the disciples of Socrates vhose faith
/ ' in Immortality rose triuoghant from

their master^ s death, but vere less 
noble-minded also, than their own 
Jewish fathers and mothers whose belief 
in resurrection had survived the dis- 
appearance of many a loved one beneath 
the sod. And that we cannot think to 
have been the case. That, then, is one 
reason ̂ y  ve must not say that the 
Churches faith in its ever-living hoxd 
rests upon the fact that He Vas seen by 
His disciples after His death. Mo 
conviction can rest upon the point 
tMt they had seen a dead man walk. If 
ve are to believe St. Luke, this very 
point was made by Jesus Himself.
In the story of Dives and Lazarus He 

. .. sftskes Dives plead with Abraham that
he should sMd Lasarus back to earth 
to inform his five brothers of the 

:  ̂ reality of eternal life and the
solemnity of the final jWgemsnt. (Luke 

, t 16:29-31). Ihis second half of the
parable may or may not be authentic.
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but in either case it seems likely that 
it was applied by St. Luke to the case 
of the Resurrection of Jesus Himself.
Its meaning for him seems to be that 
you cannot hope to bring faith to birth in 
men's souls, or to convince them of the 
truth of Christianity, by merely pointing 
to the fact of Jesus' return to earth. 
'Originally', writes Dr. Montefiore,
'this part of the parable may have meant 
no more than it says. But to Luke the 
meaning was much more definite. Had 
the Jews hearkened to Hoses and the 
Prophets, they would not have rej ected 
Jesus. The resurrection of Jesus cannot 
convert them. 41

There is throughout the religions of the ancient Near 
East the concept of Judgment running through their religion 
and to this practice Israel was no exception. Thus the 
beliefs are transported into the New Testament so that 
there becomes a doctrine of judgment in Christianity.
One of the basic discussions is raised in the parable of 
Dives and Lazarus which conducts the typical Jewish imagery 
on to our day. It proceeds on the grounds that the ul* 
timate fate of the individual is determined immediately 
after death. AS to the test or qualifications for entry 
into either portion of the future no norm or standard is 
laid down, gives does not measure up to the standards 
given by 'Moses and the Prophets' idiile at the same time 
Lazarus is regarded for his observance of them. This 
stands in agreement with the statement of Jesus to the
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thief on the cxoae (U&# 23:43). It Is dls^pointing to 
realise diat this is the only insight we have from Jesus 
concerning the conditions of life in Hades. It is seen that 
there is a division in which the souls are segregated with 
regard to righteousness or evilness. There is moreover 
the ability to conceive or visualise the life in the other 
area. Here also there is the beginning of reward and 
punishment but one is uncertain as to îdiether this is the 
intero^iate state or the final state. One can conclude, 
that Jesus certainly believed that the departed spirits 
continued to exist and that they were cognisant of one 
another. But in any case there is a separation more dis* 
tant than one is able to communicate. While fire here may 
be symbol^ and is similar to the religion of the Semites 
it cannot be merely neglected. For it conveys something 
dangerous which 6u@g)t to be avoided at any cost. It is a 
stem warning and as such it dare not be reduced. However, 
it is mpially wrong to dwell on the torment or cleansing 
aspects as they simply are not there. This probably stems 
from a familiar parable as specific names are used. Jesus 
did not tamper with the details of the story. He makes 
the thrust to read that it is a grievous error to pass by 
one who is in need. The failure to do this will be cats*
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Testament# . . . The intermediate State^ therefore^ held 
a small place in their thoughts, being east into shadow by 
the expectation of the Second Advent, the great Reckoning,' 
and the end of the Uorld.”^^

The conc^t of Gehenna has come here at the last.
While the word "Gehenna" only appears twelve times in the
whole of the New Testament there are several other terms

(
used for the concept. In the Synoptic Gospels the words 
are reported to be Christ's own. Other terms used would 
be "the place of weeping and gnashing of teeth" (Mt. 13:42), 
"eternal fire" or "unquenchable fire" (Mt. 18:8, 25:41 cf.,
Mk 9:43, 48), "eternal punishs^t" (Mt. 25:46), and "the

*T

furnace of fire." As it has been shown previously, the
concept of Gehenna was very fluid and varied even among

 ̂ rabbis of the same period. Dr. Edward Lang ton analyses
the various concepts of "Gehenna" but it will suit best
our purposes to look at his summary.

The passages which have been indicated 
show quite clearly that the conception 
of Gehenna was a fluid one during the 
centuries immediately preceding the 
time of Jesus. Now one, shade of mean- 
ing appears, now amoAer. When there* 
fore our Lord speaks of the consignment* 
of the wicked to ^Gehenna' or to ' ever*

’ ^ lasting* or'eterhal* fire, the historical
context alone does not enable us to 
define the precise meaning of His words.

.r . : i.
= '■ . .  4.- - -±' r'f
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From 6uoh criteria as the literature 
of the period offers alone me cannot 
say Whether for Jesus Gehenna was a 

i  place of intermediate punishment or
I of final doom. . . . It bWwves us
I therefore to exercise the utmost
I caution in dealing with a subject
[ which throughout the period of revela*

 ̂ tion was treated with so much reserve.
From the general nature of our Lord's 
teaching we may safely conclude that 
He conceived of the punishment of the 
wicked in Gehenna as a spiritual 
punishment.^
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE CONCEPT OF DEATH IN THE PAULINE EPISTLES



THE CONCEPT OF DEATH IN THE PAULINE EPISTLES

After examlnlag the scent eschatology of the Old 
Testament end that of the Synoptic Gospels, one is both 
shocked end surprised to find that %dion he comes to Paul's 
writings, he has a massive mountain of materiel to work 
with. It is amusing to note that most critics maintain 
that you cannot separate Paul's eschatology from his 
theology, yet in practice they relegate this to the final 
chapter and in the last analysis rationalize their motives 
for doing so. Even this is quite unfair to the writings 
of Paul as it is an attempt to sift and sort his works 
in order to fit them into contemporary schemes of systematic 
theology. Scholars impose upon his writings, thoughts and 
theologies which never once crossed his fertile mind. For 
Paul eschatology was theology and theology was eschatology, 
the two are indivisible. There was no need to distinguish

2 5 8
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these two fields into separate concepts and hence there 
was never any conscious attempt to develop their differences# 
While it can be easily seen that both his theology and 
eschatology fluctuated during his life time and even to 
unheard lengths after his demise* he obviously saw no gross 
glaring inconsistencies and no doubt would not find himself 
comfortable in the modem framework of theological jargon.

Whereas we had looked at a baijm Synoptics* Paul»a%^
calls us to a bottomless oasis of material beside a 
desolate land# In the previous chapters one had to seek 
with diligence to grasp and study eschatology* now we are 
faced with such a flood of writings that only a very 
selective study can be made. One could not presuppose 
for a minute that Paul could have settled down to produce 
another Synoptic Gospel# This would have been quite wrong 
as he did not know Jesus as a child and perhaps be only 
briefly knew of Him as a man. But on that Damascus road 
Paul met the Christ* the Risen and Ascended Lord* idiich 
made him put away all previous notions that he maintained 
and confronted him with such a dramatic challenge that he 
dared not to refuse. Thus to iq>proach the eschatology of 
Paul* we must be prepared to accept something completely 
different which can only be seen from the right perspective.
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Hence I will list several important factors which mast be 
foremost in our minds when we pursue Paul in order to keep 
a true picture.

1) The theme of Paul's theology was inevitably the 
result of his encounter with the Risen Christ. It was of 
no avail for him to mill about the empty tosdbs in hopes 
that the Christ might return and further he could not 
dwell on the wonderful exacq;>le nor the marvelous teachings 
of Jesus because he simply was not there. Any information 
as such had to be reconstructed from the disciples in the 
new churches and as such came second-hand. But one cannot 
overlook the significance of the encounter with the Christ.
At once Paul's attitude toward the Christian Community 
was changed, much of his Judaism fell by the wayside and 
some had to be transformed, but the encounter formed the 
nucleus of his theology. Thus one should have no difficulty 
in understanding why eschatology became the theme of Paul's 
theology, for it was the Risen Lord who appeared to Paul, 
henceforth Paul saw the "Last Things" first. Consequently 
we find in Paul the complete inversion of the Synoptic 
outlook. One may argue that this one instant was hardly 
enough to do all that was needed. First, it could be 
answered that in this one fleeting moment Paul received
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all the assisrance that Christiana long for and hence he 
moved forward with the belief in the living God %dio 
entered into men's lives. Secondly, Paul never attecq>ted 
to rest on the laurels of this one encounter but rather 
pounded out his theology on the anvil of human ei^erience, 
as one theologian has stated. While this encounter was 
always par excellence, his whole life from this point on 
is presented as a dynamic continuous encounter between 
God and himself. He could move out and say, "I Paul, an 
apostle, of Christ Jesus." So Paul proclaimed the "Last 
Things" first, not so much because of dieir immanence but 
because of their importance in his life and indeed in the 
life of those to follow.

2) Paul speaks of the shadow of mortality which 
challenges and threatens every one. This to him is not some 
vague metaphor but rather one of personal experience as he 
was threatened by death so many times in his own life. This 
can be discerned throughout his entire corpus that he is 
"in peril every hour" and the "I die daily." After this 
he alludes to his personal difficulties : "humanly speaking,
I fought with beasts at Ephesus." (I Cor. 15:30-32).
Whatever else one might say about this passage or its 
context, it is certainly made clear that Paul stood in
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grievous danger at Ephesus for he was» as so often before» 
"often near death." (2 Cor. 11:23). Was it precisely in an 
opportunity such as this that Priscilla and Aquila actually 
'̂ risked their necks" for Paul's sake and for which he ex
presses his personal gratitude? (Rom. 16:3-4). While this 
can never be answered with certainty» it is either this 
incident or perhaps even another where Paul stood in danger.
It is quite evident that Paul does not driaw attention to 
the dangers of his own life but only in so far as they 
appear in relation to his correspondence. Again and again 
we see these fleeting references and are never led directly 
to the details» yet from all of this we can certainly sur
mise that Paul's life was in constant danger. In Asia» 
he finds himself» as it were» already under the sentence 
of Death (2 Cor. 1:9). And again in the letter to the 
Philippians there was the possibility of death (1:20).
Though there are numerous occasions such as these on which 
he speaks of death» no doubt there were even more dangerous 
moments that have not come down to us. Perh^s» by far 
the most common danger was one of being shipwrecked of 
which we know (2 Cor. 11:25; Acts 27); then his ship was 
adrift for a night axul a day (2 Cor. 11:25); probably there 
were numerous occasions during his journeys when he was
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beset by all possible dangers (2 Cor. 11:26), then he Just 
slipped through the hold of king Aretas (2 Cor. 11:32-33;
Acts 9:23-25). Thus uhoa Paul makes reference to death or 
dying it is never siq^erficial nor an affectation but rather 
one of severe personal experience. Such statements as 
"in peril every hour** (I Cor. 15:30); "1 did very day"
(I Cor. 15:31); **we are afflicted in every way** (2 Cor. 4:8); 
"always carrying in the body the death of Jesus'* (2 Cor.
4:10); "iAiile we live we are always being given up to 
death" (2 Cor. 4:11); "like men sentenced to death" (I Cor. 
4:9), are not merely allusions but ratiier of deep and 
poignant meaning. Thus for Paul, it meant that he would 
have to encounter many "deaths" to follow Christ.

3) Paul drew a great deal of attention to himself 
as he stood in opposition to the Jerusalem Church. He 
caused a great deal of tension within the Church itself, 
which also resulted in even further difficulties and re
jections idiich will be discussed at greater length. But 
one can discern that Paul was finally imprisoned in Rome 
where he lived as a lonely old man, who was distrusted by 
many of the churches. Now forsaken and forgotten even by 
the Church of Rome, he died a lonely and tragic death of 
a martyr which was only surpassed by Christ's own. Certainly
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he bore the wounds o£ Christ in his body and died as he had 
lived* for Christ.

4) Paul *8 conversion to Christianity represents one 
of the most radical changes that any one could undergo.
Prom one of the most zealous opponents of the faith to the 
staunchest defender* allowed Paul to run the whole gamut 
of psychological and spiritual change. Very few people can 
be radically changed in the manner that Paul was turned 
about. Because of this cleavage* Paul did not see himself 
so much as a continuous being but rather as one who had 
two radically distinct lives. Hence he could speak of this 
in only the most severe and drastic terminology as if he 
had "died. ' The distinction is never really clear in his 
reference to conversion as the words of life and death are 
often used as metaphors* they are used as the only al* 
tematives to express this profound and radical cleavage 
between the "old" man and the "new" man in Christ. Hence* 
Paul's figurative language became for him a reality.

3) The eschatology of the Mew Testament is essentially 
the eschatology of Paul* hmace it is in the field of 
eschatology that Paul becomes the Aeologian par excellence. 
There are two reasons fox this; first he drowns out other 
coc^etitors by sheer bulk; and secondly he devotes the
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whole of hie writing to eschatology. So it is to Paul that 
the Church must turn time and time again to find the Christian 
meaning of both life and death for in these matters he has 
become not only our authority but also our exanqple.

c,

With these conc^ts firmly fixed as a working ref
erence for an understanding of Paul, one has more latitude 
to understand the technical aspects of Pauline eschatology.
The first aspect that should take our attention is one of 
Paul's authority and position in the early Church. While

V.

it would appear easy to adjudge this position from the 
now existing sources, yet we come across some very interesting 
aspects which are more conspicuous by their absence than 
by any other factor. The history of the early Church is 
not so much one of marvel as it is one of mystery, for 

behind the eatpoaltton of the more excellent way there lay 
a seething cauldron of contempt, jealousy, and innuendo.
No one was more at the base of these difficulties than one 
named Paul. Behind the Pauline corpus there was the hostile 
conflict between Paul and his opponents who shall ever 
remain anonymous. The issues that the Gentile converts 
raised merely opened the door to answer far de^er and 
far more serious rifts. One of the first accusations 
hurled at Paul, this Jewish entrepreneur, was one of
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authority. As Professor Henry Chadwick pointed out so ably 
in his Gifford Lectures at St. Andrews University in the 
1962 series, Paul placed himself on a par with the other 
apostles. On the one hand Paul maintained that he stood 
in direct line of the transmitted authority from Christ 
Jesus idiich entitled him to a full and rightful apostleship 
but on the other hand he claimed from his direct revelation 
of Christ, that he stood in a unique and independent position 
tvom all other apostles. It is not hard to see the diffi
culties that this led to, for one \Axo had stood so far out 
of the Church now claimed to be the Lord's especially 
appointed apostle and as such could act as a free agmt 
quite indq;»endent of the others and in ccnmter-distinction 
with the established church of Jerusalem. Since authority 
in the early Church rested on that ̂ ich one could witness 
to rather than that which one might possess in virtue or 
religiosity, Paul stood on solid ground and could not 
easily be shaken. The problem comes up in Galatians (1: 6-8) 
as being one of another gospel or again at Corinth (II Cor. 
11:3-6) as a different gospel or even a different Christ.
This would lead to the conclusion that there were at least 
two divergent views concerning the Gospels and the nature 
of the person of Jesus. The fact that Paul makes no attempt
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to name names or parties nould Indicate that perhiqps at 
this point they were so strong that he dared not attack 
them openly* hence he could only challenge them with the 
most subtle attack since he was in no position to challenge 
others in the church. "If they had been merely an irre
sponsible sect, Paul would surely have repudiated them with 
that v^ement scorn of which he often shows himself so 
capable. Instead he refers to these opponents in an 
oblique way such as suggests eod>arrassment about their 
identity, especially since at the same time he shows the 
utmost consternation about their activity."^ This was no 
doubt an attack on the nature of the teachings from the 
Jerusalem Church which would never have to answer for its 
authority. Anything less than this would not have been 
worthy of Paulas caution. So Paul was in disagreement with 
the very heart and core of all Christianity, the Mother Church 
at Jerusalem. Paul took his stand over against the jostles, 
who had followed Jesus in His daily life and knew Him so 
well, and the relatives of Jesus. This was no mean feat 
as he strongly proclaims that he is correct and even the 
best traditions and deepest personal experiences are in 
error. "We thus find ourselves, at the beginning of our 
attempt to understand the primitive soteriology of Christi-
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anlCy, confronted with a puzzling situation, the paradoxical 
nature of which is increased When we recall the fact that 
the writings of Paul greatly exceed those of any other 
writer in the New Testament corpus— such a pre-eminence 
would suggest that he was the apostle par excellence of 
the Early Church and the recognised exponent of its doctrine, 
and yet his teaching apparently conflicted so fundamentally 
with that of the original disciples of the Mother Church 
of Jerusalem."^ How could he for a moment believe that 
he was right and th# whole of the original Church was in 
error? How can he, who saw Jesus perhaps only once, take 
a stand against those who dared to believe in Jesus from 
the very beginning? This is truly an interesting problem 
but even more amazing is the fact that Paul accooylished 
it. The fact that Paul was able to win out in victory was 
wholly due to the chain of the most extraordinary events.
The most important event in this matter was of course the 
destruction of the early Church dispersing its members 
and as far as one can discern, dispelling its writings, 
its history and its traditions. Hrace, with the earliest 
sources of the Church destroyed and the dispersion of its 
members, it left open the opportunity for new traditions 
and new leaders. And periu^s it is only because of this
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one historical event that eschatology today Is what it is. 
Had it not been so, Paul may have become the first great 
leader of a schism within the ranks of Christianity.
Because Paul did succeed and due to his latter-day high 
esteem throughout Christendom the assumption has been that 
Paul vas correct. But vhat of the Jerusalem theology, might 
it not be far easier to assta&e that this is the better 
ground on ̂ ich Christiana should stand? However, since 
Pauline theology is full and inclusive it has become the 
theology of the Christian Churdh and no doubt will continue 
uncontested. "Ccmsequently, in our search for information 
about the Jerusalem gospel we are reduced to employing 
whatever a priori deductions we may legitimately make from 
certain general references in the Acts of the Apostles and 
to utilising what we can glean from Paul's tendentious 
references to the Jerusalem Christians and from what may 
be identified as fragments of the Jerusalem tradition 
preserved in the later Gospels and other writings."

The Jerusalem Christians must have viewed themselves 
as being continuous with the Jewish tradition and felt 
that there was no need for a radical break. They present 
Jesus as being pro-Jewish and confining His ministry to 
the Jews. This is brought home in the account of the Syro-
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Phoenician woman who soiight out Jesus to save her daughter.
The Gentiles were to remain outside the context of the 
teachings of Jesus# for them was left only the crumbs 

But for these very Jewish disciples the 
stumbling block came when they had to view their Master 
crucified as a conmmon criminal# this was more than they 
could bear. Even if they were able to see throu^ all this# 
how would they testify# or for that matter even face their 
critics? Their egabarrassment still continued and the 
evidence of this remains in the Scriptures. The Church 
had to face up to the day idien there remained no apostle 
that had known Jesus. The message still was one that Jesus' 
return was imminent. But as the time drew on they were not 
so certain that His return was imminent as now all accounts 
of Jesus came second and third-hand, they were left mortified. 
The promise was still that He would return but the most 
important question was: 'How long?" They looked intently 
for symbols and signs which they were not to receive but 
this certainly did not stop the onslaught of criticism.
They turned to the Old Testmnent and to all manner of 
sources vainly seeking their answers. Finally John# the 
jostle# died# cutting them off frcmi the earliest traditions# 
leaving them embarrassed by tomorrow. The only solution
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m s  to coD^letely re-examine their Whole theology and since 
they were unable to do this by themselves, Paul provided 
the working solution. Paul started with the most offensive 
part, namely the crucifixion, and made it the very centre 
of his Gospel. And as Paul preached Christ and Christ 
crucified, the most repulsive account in the idiole of 
Judaism, he found at the same time it was also the most 
magnetic teaching he had yet encountered. It would appear 
that the mssage of the Jerusalem Church was doomed to 
failure and if it had succeeded it would have come over 
under the wings of Judaism and periu^s would have lacked 
both the challenge and the power to establish itself firmly 
and permanently. Paul's words iq;>pealed neither to the 
Jew nor to the Greek in form but the Inscrutable mystery 
behind it, kindled it afresh again and again to all mankind.

But whatever their personal objections to the 
crucifixion they somehos^came to stand on the firm conviction 
that their Master had survived, and someway they began to 
see a light through the fog of oystery and the darkness of 
doubt. Perhfg>s, too, they looked to the letters of Paul 
for a theology to lift them to the beyond. The account of 
the Ethiopian Eunuch raised the problem that the Crucifixion 
was indeed a tragic misfortune due merely to the sheer
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Ignorance of their own Jewish leaders, for they had hoped 
that it was He that would redeem Israel. However, they 
took both comfort and refuge in the fact that these events 
had been foretold and it was only by these means that Jesus 
was able to attain true Messiahshif. Was it either by 
accident or design that the Eunuch ht^pened to pick up the 
I^anic portrait of the Suffering Servant of Yahweh? This 
is the first direct instance of the identification of Jesus 
with the Suffering Servant. Closer scrutiny will certainly 
indicate that this passage was hand-tailored to avoid the V 
connexions with the sins of others in r^ard to the death 
of the victim# This conveniently took the problem out 
of their hands and safely vested it in the Old Testament 
tradition which was beyond contradiction. Since the fate 
of Jesus was now placed on the level of pre-existence, 
it also would remove any of the residual guilt that the 
Jerusalem Jews might have felt and hence this theme took 
the foremost position in the apologetic of the Jerusalem 
Christians. This having been solved, it became a "dead** 
issue and they immediately turned their full and complete 
attention to the Second Coming of Christ. Thus at an 
early stage their thought moved from the Crucifixion to the 
en^hasis of Jesus' Second Coming as this seemed the only way
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out to a tremendous problem.
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"Now, it is to be particularly noted 
that this interpretation of Jesus and 
his mission contained no element of 
soteriology beyond the eiqiectation that 
Jesus would at his second coming fulfil 
the role of the Messiah and save Israel 
from the oppression of its enemies.
This point is one of immense importance 
in view of the subsequent developments 
of Christian thought, especially since 
it has been assumed (and there is 
much apparent Justification for the 
as8uiq>tion in the New Testament doc
uments on cursory consideration) that 
the proclamation of Jesus as the 
Saviour of mankind was an essential 
part of the original gospel of Christi
anity, in fact that it was first 
enunciated by Jesus himself. However, 
we have seen evidence of the initial 
perplexity which assailed the disciples 
about the death of Jesus and of how 
they came to account for it in terms 
of contemporary Jewish thou^t, and 
to these considerations some others 
may also be added. The fact that the 
Jerusalem Christians identified Jesus 
with the Suffering Servant of Yahweh 
and the fact that the identification 
has been so pften invoked in subse
quent ages in soteriological exegesis 
inevitably suggests that its soterio
logical possibilities must have been 
recognised and worked out from the 
beginning by the Jerusalem Christians. 
But, that this was not so and that 
the concept of the Suffering Servant 
was not utilised beyond the point of 
the needed apologetic, as described 
above, becomes obvious on further 
consideration of the outlook of the 
Jerusalem Christians as sealous 
orthodox Jews. To them Jesus was the
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Memmlah of Israol, nho would soon 
return in glory to eeve the cboem people 
of God from the oppreeeion of the 
Gmtllee***could they, therefore, 
poeeibly have conceived of their 
Heseieh dying in order to eeve those 
very Gwtilee from the coneequencee of 
their heathen wickedness and in effect 
to make them the spiritual equals of 
the faithful Israelites? We know from 
the charge which they brought against 
Paul, namely, tiiat he was teaching Jews 
not to circumcise their children, that 
they passionately believed in the 
peculiar spiritual status of Israel 
and the ^isode of the Syro*Phoenician 
woman reminds us that^they saw the 
Gentiles as , Accordingly,
we must surely conclude that both by 
instinct and education the Jerusalem 
Christians were never led to draw out of 
the identification of their Master with 
the Suffering Servant of Yahweh those 
soteriological intimation^ that seem 
so obvious to us, who are the heirs to 
long centuries of Christian soteriological 
speculation.*'^

The general attitude to personal soteriology in the 
time of Paul was that of the old Jewish concept in idiich the 
Jew stood morally responsible to God and eventually would 
have to reveal a strict account to either God or the Messiah 
for all his actions. There was to be a resurrection of the 
soul and body restorLag man to his complete nature excluding 
physical deformities where needed. The thinking out of the 
position of the Gentiles is not altogether clear, however 
one can safely conclude that it was basically for the Jews 
and the Gentiles were left out of the scheme.
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Faul*8 Eÿistles were written ta oxpnsf hle theology 
on éertain preeeribed issues that troubled the early Church, 
and any Insiÿits one might glean concerning hie anthro* 
pology come only by way of inference. Hence, there is not 
contained within Paul any systematic approach to man and 
his potential, his physical or spiritual abilities, or 
any Insight on his personality. There is no defined, 
clear-cut doctrine in regard to the body and soul in relaticm 
to one another. His theme is simply one of God's salvation 
^fought through the work and life of Christ. And since 
this is the background of all his thoughts even in so far 
as they relate to contenporary difficulties among the 
existing churches and the concepts of man are merely tangent 
to his theme. Paul is inconsistent in even that little 
view of man that he speaks of as he sees man both as 
being dichotomous and trichotomous (I Thess. 5:23). Man's 
nature in this incident happens to be merely a sideline to 
the theology that he has in odnd. Hence Paul was not 
concerned that he did empress this rift as both were ex
pressed in contemporary Hebrew thought.

The following statiaments can be made in regard to 
Paul's concept of man:

1) Resurrection had meaning for Paul only within
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the conteste of e body# However Paul never meant to infer 
that It would be merely a continuation of this bodily exis

tence# Paul*# concept was one of eontlimlty rather than 
continuation which would be a *epiritual body* (X Cor# lSs44)
or a *gloriotta body* (Phil. 3:21; I Cor# 13:50)# Thia
waa never to be confuaed with the iimortality of the 
aottl which took on no bodily estiatence. The body waa alwaya 
viewed aa part of man*# creaturéhood and without it he could 
not exiat aa a being, albeit it would have to meet the 
apeeifieationa of ita new exlatence#

2) Fornication aa srelated in I Corinthiana 6:12-20 
would never be attacked if Paul could conceive of body
and aottl aa being two diatinet emtitiea# This ia where the
Greek# could have a dual-morality ayatem becauae aesGual 
prooiacuity did in no caae effect their ^iritual aide#
Aa long aa the two elementa could be completely divorced 
one from another they could esKiat in complete moral achii^ 
o^mnia# But Paul aaw that the body and aoul were 
completely integrated internally aa well aa #^Lmally, 
the action# of one element haa aevere and continued 
influence on the other# The difficulty at Corinth aroae 
out of the failure to under#tend or appreciate the difference 
between the Hidsrew concept of pera<mality and the Platonic
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dualism. Man's concept |>f himself as a being will ultimately 
raise various aspects ol|his nature and destiny. Hence* 
with this radical differlace in the background* the confusion 
that followed could not \\\ avoided. The Greek view was
obviously used to rationalize sexual libertinism* "as wasn]done later in certain Gno#tic circles: fornication can be

; /
considered as an adiaphoy u which does not essentially 
threaten the purity of th# divine soul. In contrast with 
this Paul eng^hasizes the 1 l^t that win t a human being does 
with his body does not only jaffect the physical side of
life but his whole being. Hjpnce Paul exhorts the membersi
of the Church to remember th^U: 'Do you not know that your

I

body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you* which 
you have from God? You are npt your own; you were bought 
with a price. So glorify God Hn your body.

Paul never atten^ts to i^ise or glorify the body 
of the soul at the expense of the other. Hence they are 
indispensable to one another and in fact indistinguishable.
Paul never used the word "psyche" in those passages dealing 
with his beliefs on the future lift. 6ne might
counter that though it is not mentioned it is certainly 
inferred. However* the fact remains that Paul nowhere 
mentions "psyche" in this context (2 Cor. 5:lff.; Phil. 1:23).
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Then death is not viewed as the long e9q>ected liberator 
but rather as the ultimate in evil which reigns over both 
body and soul.

Paul's difficulties with the early Church can be seen 
in no better place than in the letters to the Galatians for 
he feels impelled to speak of these differences between 
himself and the Jerusalem Church in regard to the nature 
and the mission of Jesus. He at first feels called upon 
to defend his own position as one speaking or in this 
instance, correcting the Church. His revelation came not 
after man or even from man but rather through the revelation 
of Jesus Christ. (Gal. 1:11-12). There is no human element 
in this so there is no opportunity for human error as it 
is divine. On the one hand he claims to be an apostle with 
full and equal status with all others yet on the other 
hand he claims that he speaks quite independently from all 
others by the nature of his special revelation. ''But when 
he \dw> had set me apart before I was bom, and had called 
me through his grace, was pleased to reveal his Son to me, 
in order that 1 might preach him among the Gentiles, I did 
not confer with flesh and blood, nor did I go up to Jeru
salem to those who were apostles before me, but I went 
away into Arabia, and again X returned unto Dmoascus." (Gal.
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a# mmlmtain* Khcc God hod oollod him for tho 
eyoeiol ond tho opoelfis pwpeoo oi bciatiag in Gontiioo 
oe thot thoy mi^t undorotond ond boliovo. Boneo hi#
Choology moot hovo boom dlffoiont Acorn thooo oho ooxo pvo* 
oootint Chrlot to & o  J o w  or Aoro mould hovo b o m  no 
mood for hlo eollim#. Tot, Foul did not soo thio oo o 
vlolotiom of prlmoiploo booouoo ho hod boom ordoimod to 
do oo* But could hlo mind root over tho foot thot ho 
moo doimg oomothimg dlfforomt Aon poAopo toy omo olooT 
And 00 ho ookod lotor mith hlo eon mord: "A m  A o m  tmo 
goopolo?" Foul did net fool umdor o hoovy oomoo of obligotiom 
to tho Church of Jorooolon oo they m o m  not m^omolblo for 
hlo otmvomiom, in foot Aoy noy hovo in tmth dotroetod 
him from Chriotiomlty. lio roootiom to A o  oorly Church 
moo omo of uttor vlolonoo oo ho oought to do omoy mith it 
omtlmly. Tho d u o  io to bo found la tho Firot Bplotlo 
to tho Corimthlamo (1t 22>23): "Seeing thot tho Jovo ook 
for olgno ... but mo p m o d  Chrlot oruelflod, unto Jomo o 
otuohling>bloek ( X ). Tho okonddom horn
rooldoo ia tho mrpmooiom
o oruolflod Moooloh*. Ao mo hovo ooom, tho Cruelflxien hod 
boon o okomdolon to A o  orlgind dlmiploo, mho hod o d y  
oamountod it by A o  form of tholr omo oplrltud oxporlonoo
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and explained it by their invocation of the prophecy 
concerning the Suffering Servant in Isaiah.'^ This, however, 
for Paul did not answer the problem for he saw it to be an 
easy solution to a far more complex problem. Standing in 
the tradition of the Hebrew fathers, the crucifixion still 
remained a skandalon for him, "when in the Galatian Epistle 
he specially sets forth his exegesis of the Torah injunction: 
'Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree.

While we shall never know the form nor the content 
of Paul's conversion, we have to conclude that for Paul it 
meant that Jesus did survive death and thus functioned in 
his own life. But his waa no easy matter as he had to 
re-examine all of his thinking^in terms of this one profound

T

experience. He now found himself in the embarrassing 
position of being cast in the lot of disciples, certain that 
he was an outsider in thought and deed. This must have 
been for Paul a most traumatic experience and no doubt 
raised many perplexing problems for the Church. God, as it 
were, delivered a most offensive^ prodigal son at their 
very door step. As if this was not enough, he maintained 
that he was independent of their authority and challenged 
their traditions. It must have appeared to Paul that he 
was an apostle to the Gmtiles more out of expediency rather
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than divine necessity* "How then did he surmount the 
skandalon of the Crucifixion? Not by explaining it away# 
as did the original disciples# but by perceiving therein 
a divine mystery# the logic of lAich revolutionised the 
original form of Christianity by transforming it into 
a soteriological faith of universal relevance. Accordingly# 
the Crucifixion was put in the forefront of Paul's gospel."^
The disciples took the Crucifixion and hid it and belittled 
it. But not Paul# for he proceeded to lift it out of the 
specific historical context and re-introduced it in the 
esoteric concepts of the mythos.

"Howbeit we speak wisdom among the perfect the Greek 
word 1 6 X 6 f in this context surely has a mystery- 
religion connotation : yet a wisdom not of the aion. nor 
of the rulers of the aion ( ou^C -too
cx c u\^oS loo ibo who are becoming nonentities: but 
we speak God's wisdom in a mystery ( pcü ),
the hidden wisdom# which God fore-ordained before the aiones 
unto our glory# idiich none of the rulers of this aion knoweth: 
for had they known it# they would not have crucified the 
Lord of glory (I Cor. 2:6-8) By this means of trans
plantation# the Crucifixion became a part of God's pre- ,

r
existing plan. It was known to God before the beginning
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of Creation and hence became a part of Hia plan of Creation. 
There la contained within this the concept of the universe, 
a being in constant struggle with the forces of the demonic, 
who is attec^ting to thwart God's plan and purpose.

Again we see in the Epistle to the Colossiana (Col. 
1:13-19) that Paul designates the Son, who for him was 
Christ, as veritable deuteros theos. Christ has won out in 
victory of the ordinances that were against us and defeated 
the principalities and the powers. (Col. 2:14-15). While 
there can be no final exegesis of these passages, again 
it must be seen that there is the struggle with the demonic 
forces which were answered in the Crucifixion. This power 
stemming from the universe is seen in Paul's writings (Col.
2:20, 2:8) in which he infers "the elements", meaning the 
planets and the stars give rise to understanding only the 
then popular religious and the philosophical ideals of 
their day. "Accordingly, we see Paul regarding the Christian 
disciple's mystical identification with Christ in his death 
as effecting some kind of delivery or emancipation from 
the celestial bodies of the universe. Further confirmation 
of this view is seen in Paul's writings, from another context, 
in the letter to the Galatians. Christians he maintains 
that the^ are under bondage to the rudiments of the world
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having been released only in the fullness of time through
God's Son. (Gal. 4:3-4). Again Paul points out that after
one comes to the knowledge of God, he then turns his back
on the weak and beggarly rudiments which one desires to
be in bondage to them once more. (Gal. 4:8-11). This
astral element lifted the conflict of powers from the plains
of daily existence and placed it securely in the celestial
realms; this then constituted the background of Paul's
working reference for the mythos of salvation. Man had
existed under the powers of the demonic which were of
cosmic dimension and was in bondage to them. But from the
very beginning God planned to release them by His power in
sending His Son to become incarnate and then crucified in
order to deceive and defeat the evil forces.

"That the logic of this mythos ne . 
cessarily negated the peculiar spiritual 
claims of Israel remained curiously un
recognised, or rather unadmitted, by 
Paul, who still endeavoured to maintain 
his Jewish orthodoxy. But it was 
recognised for %d&at it really was by the 
meoâ>er8 of the Jerusalem Church, and 
they conducted a vigorous and an in
creasingly successful campaign against 
Paul, repudiating his authority as an 
apostle and a reliable teacher of the 
faith. His imprisonment in A. D. 36 
seemed to seal the success of their 
efforts; but it was not to be so, for 
the Jewish revolt against the domination 
of Rome in the year 66 and the final
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crushing of the rebellious people 
in the year 70 resulted in the utter 
dis^pearance of the Mother Church of 
Jerusalem* and it was in the after- 
math of that Jewish disaster that 
Paul's reputation and his teaching 
were rehabilitated and his gospel 
became the accepted basis of %^t.. 
was to be Catholic Christianity.*'

From this we can discern that the whole of History is 
working towards God's salvation which has already been 
revealed in Christ. Hence there is applied to Paul the 
name of his concept as being "Salvation History." Though 
the process was preexistent in God's mind* and though it 
has begun and indeed become visible in Christ's life* 
its true fruition must wait upon the world to come. By 
means of tying past* present and future together Paul 
effectively bound Jewish* Jerusalem Christian* and his own 
thoughts together* crystallising and strengthening it for 
its much wider worldy appeal. Since these divine events 
had already begun in the Life* Death* and Resurrection of 
Jesus Christ* they are represented in the whole "past" 
of History. And since the future was filled with earnest 
and eager expectation of the fulfilment of the couplet ion 
of History* it remained for Paul that the here and now 
of earthly existence became by far the most important 
aspect for all mankind. Life then is viewed as being
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transitory, lasting for only the interim period which passes
before we know it. The imminence of the end is a binding
force in our lives and in the whole of the community of 
the Church. Life too is bathed in "Salvation History" 
which has begun and continues to move rapidly to its ful
filment ̂ ich is a part of his faith through idiich he sees 
through glass darkly. And since his concept of "Salvation Q  
History" is so essential to his thought, as his %diole theme ̂
is centred and worked about it, for all that he is to say ^
of life, death, or the future is an intricate part of this. 
One's death and destiny are linked because of his beliefs. ^
Thus when some of the menders of the Church in Corinth 
reject the teaching of the Resurrection, Paul fires back 
at them in First Corinthians Chapter Fifteen. Out of 
the Resurrection of Christ there comes an entirely new 
situation. By His death He has rung in a new age, as all 
the descendants of M a m  shared in the certain death of 
inheritance so through Christ all shall be made alive. The 
Resurrection of Christ ushers in a new age of a new world 
(1 Cor. 15:20-22). As one being first bom from the 
dead He gives rise to a new e]q>ectatioo and an intensely 
deepened relationship with the Father. All of which is 
new because it is centred on the Resurrection of Christ
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It is easily seen how dominât^ and indeed dom
ineering the creed of the Resurrection becomes for Paul by 
sheer weight if one only examines a short precis of his 
theology. Hence it is ^parent that Paul is never far 
from the Resurrection in his writings nor his preaching.

"He addresses himself to the unfaithful 
Galatians as 'Paul an apostle— not 
from men nor through man but through 
Jesus Christ and God the Father* \âxo 
raised him from the dead' (Gal. 1:1 • 
an attribute of God no less:). When 
informing the Romans of the tenor of his 
preachings* he refers to these at the 
beginning of his letter as 'the gospel 
concerning his son* id%o was descended 
from David according to the flesh and 
designated son of God in power according 
to the Spirit of holiness by his res- 
surrection from the dead* Jesus Christ 
our Lord' (Rom. 1:3*4). Further on in 
the same epistle he is able to define 
himself and the Church of Christ thus:
'us (we) who believe in him that raised 
from the dead Jesus our Lord* who was 
put to death for our trespasses and 
raised for our Justification' (Rom.
4:24*25). This belief in the resur
rection is no mere lip service* it 
springs from the heart (Rom. 10:9) as 
is witnessed by the Apostleh own life.
If Christ had not been raised* then 
there would be no resurrection of the 
dead either* and all Paul's struggles 
with the threat of death before him 
would have beea in vain (I Cor. 15:32).
After having been in such great peril 
in Asia that he despaired of his life 
and felt as if he had already received
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his death sentence, he realizes that 
all this was 'to make us rely not on 
ourselves but on God who raises the 
dei^' (2 Cor. 1 :9)."12

The present for Paul was to be accepted in faith as 
being only a portion of salvation, looking continually to 
the fulfilment of salvation which would come at the end 
of things. While there is the assurance in Paul's writings 
that Christ has ultimately defeated evil and death on 
the Cross and through the Resurrection, nevertheless the 
demonic still has a tenacious and lasting grip on the 
%9orld of man. Thus there will continually be this cosmic 
struggle but the Christian can proceed with assuredness 
that they are Joining forces with the winning side because 
of what Christ did in the Resurrection. Still the whole 
of creation continues to groan and travail until God has 
completed His waiting and thus the true Son of God shall 
be revealed. While liberty in this world is only partial, 
those have begun to taste the freedom long and cry out 
for its completion. It is only when Christ comes again in 
power that all dominion will be completely given over to 
God. (I Cor. 15:24-28).

Salvation has entered into the world and is working 
toward the end that Christ will come again, there will be 
the resurrection of the dead, followed by the last judgment.
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and concluded vhen God becomes all in all. This is the 
constant vision that Paul finds behind his whole conc^t 
of life and d̂&at he believes will happea after death. From 
these basic conc^ts Paul did not change one iota. While 
he continued to mature in faith and insight, the very 
centre and core of his kerygma continued as a constant.

Professor J. N. Sevenster believes that for Paul 
the history of salvation in regard to the fulfilment in the 
second coming, the resurrection of the dead, and the last 
judgment, was and always remained the very core of his 
eschatological expectations He further maintains that 
Hellenistic ideas never stayed or coloured his views con
cerning the doctrines of the last things. Even in those 
letters which come closest to Hellenistic thought, Paul 
did not waver from his original thoughts concerning the 
resurrection and the last Judgment.

*'He himself declares that his exper
iences, whereby he has been closely 
confronted with the possibility of 
dying, have obliged him to 'rely 
not on (himself) but on God who raises 
the dead' (2 Cor. 1:9). Accordingly 
there is nothing to prove that the 
threat of death has brought about any 
alteration in his expectations. In 
this letter, too, as in all his letters, 
he refers to the coming day of the Lord 
(2 Cor. 1:14). Even in the pericope 
in idiich Hellenistic notions have often
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been claimed to be present» he writes 
in cooylete agreement with what has 
always formed the centre of his expec
tations 2 *We must all ^>pear before 
the Judgment seat of Christ» so that 
each one may receive good or evil» 
according to what he has done in the 
body* (2 Cor. 5:10). In the same 
letter he affirms: *he tdio raised
the Lord Jesus will raise us also 
with Jesus and bring us with you into 
his presence* (2 Cor. 4:14). All 
four chapters of his letter to the 
Philippians also contain clear 
references to his eiq>ectation that God 
'will bring to completion at the day 
of Jesus Christ* the good work that He 
has begun (Phil. 1:6; cf. 1:10; 2:16)» 
that there will be a resurrection of 
the dead (3:11)» that Jesus 'who will 
change our lowly body to be like his _ . 
glorious body* will return from heaven.

This empirical faith is idiat Paul believes to be the 
entirely new element in the lives Of the Gentile converts to 
Christ. Without the knowledge of God's revelation through 
Christ they were as ones 'having no hope and without God 
in the world* (Eph. 2:12). Now» having been transformed 
they can face life knowing that the problem of death is no 
longer the same as for those W»o 'have hope* (I Thess. 
4:13).

It is only in and through this same hope that Paul 
dared to venture forth into the world proclaiming the 
message of Christ and Christ crucified. Paul did not for 
a moment assert that he held all the answers for he tells
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us that he was cast down and perplexed on every side.
Yet» he did have the working solution to death and he need
not face this tremendous problem alone nor in desperation.
There was never to be found on the li^s of Paul any kind
words for death as it stood diametrically opposed to God
and His plans. Death was the ultimate in evil» yet before
the power of God even death had to cpiiver.

For Paul death is not the moment when 
the spirit is released from the fetters 
of the body; it is not the natural trans
ition to another state» which takes place 

ao spontaneously and gradually that it 
should arouse no fear idiatsoever; it is 
not the natural consequence of a law 
of nature. Paul would not contemplate 
saying that death has nothing terrifying 
in itself» or that life is made dear to 
us by the boon and mercy of death» 
that death mi^ht be called the most 
precious discovery of Nature» optimuni 
inventum naturae. On the contrary» for 
him death without Christ» 'the hope of 
glory* (Col. 1:27)» is an enemy \^ich has 
been able to force its way into God's 
universe . . . .  Death is not natural» 
but unnatural in God's universe. It 
really has no place therein. Hence it 
can never become a kind and merciful 
friend; it would always have remained a 
feared enemy if Jesus Christ had not risen» 
if this had not deprived death of all hope 
of an ultimate victory» and removed 
death's sting» if Christ had not dethroned 
the last enemy» death» once and for all 
(I Cor. 15:55, 26).^^

But it is only with these beliefs firmly rooted that 
he is bold to say that for the Christian dying can be gain
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(Phil. 1:21).
The word Paul uses here for 'gain*
(kerdos). is used twice by Socrates 
in the ^ology, in the belief that 
he can derive death of its fear
fulness by representing it as a 
probably dreamless sleep (̂ f»ol. 40, 
d, e). Paul knows of no other reason 
for calling death a gain than the fact 
of the victory over death which has already 
taken place, and which will in time lead 
to a complete conquest. Without this 
victory death would not be a good, an 
adiaphoron ; it would be impossible to 
imagine a worse evil than death.
That Paul now and then expregaea the 
desire to depart this world arises from 
his knowledge that he would then be 
with Christ, which Is preferable by 
far (Phil. 1:23). Death is dominated by
the idea of 'being with the Lord' :
'So we are always of good courage; we 
know that while we are at home in the body 
we are away from the Lord, for we walk 
by faith, not by sight. We are of good 
courage, and we would rather be away 
from the body and at home with the Lord 
(2 Cor. 5 :6-8).'15

It would be hard to even assume at this that Paul could look
directly upon death as being a gain, rather it is better to
assume that he is looking beyond the intervention of death
to the glory beyond. Death for Jesus or even for himself
was neither attractive nor necessarily a positive gain as
the early Church bore witness to and he would also. But
beyond the experience of death he would be at one ' with Christ"
in a newer, deeper, more intimate way than he ever knew
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possible which certainly held more for him than any aspect 
of this life. And so it is to be with the Lord" that Paul 
can look past this life to the life to coma in power and 
in fulness when he shall never be separated from the Lord 

There is here no sense of escapism or liberation 
as in a real sense he had "died" in his conversion. He 
had become a "new man" and already had given himself over 
to death. Thus he could look forward to the day when he 
would come into his full reality and put away all the 
consequential limits that this creation imposes on both his 
body and soul, there cannot be a case made from his writings 
that he could ever envisage death as being a s^aration of 
body and soul. In fact the word ' soul * is never used when 
Paul speaks in terms of expectation, üe may believe 
that in the interim period between death and the final 
resurrection the soul might exist enqpty of form. As Paul 
grows older it appears that he sees a rather long period 
existing between death and the resurrection as told in I 
Thess. 4:15~18. Man thus stands in apparent nakedness 
(2 Cor. 5:3), meaning for Paul individuals without bodies. 
This would not be in any sense the full conqplement of man 
and left imjch to be desired. Paul’s thought here is 
in tuned with the \diole of the primitive Church, %dio
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believed that in this interim period the individual would 
be subjected to sleep, *'The idea of a teoq;>orary state of 
waiting is all the more repugnant to those «ho would like 
fuller information about this 'sleep* of the dead who, 
though stripped of their fleshly bodies, are still deprived 
of their resurrection bodies although in possession of the 
Holy Spirit, They are not able to observe the discretion 
of the New Testament authors, including St Paul, in this 
matter; or to be satisfied with the Joyful assurance of 
the jostle when he says that henceforth death can no longer 
separate from Christ those Wio have the Holy Spirit,
'Whether we live or die, we belong to Christ, Now, the
basic difficulty comes when we fail to realize that this 
is an analogy, and as such must fail as m  analogy. Certainly 
Paul did not know exactly how one would come through the 
experience, and no matter how clairvoyant he may have been, 
he could never relate the sensations as such. The difficulty 
comes not because we sleep, but rather due to the fact that 
we really might not sleep. But whether one would be 
immediately with Christ or if it took a long time it would, 
in Paul's sight not really be a valid question. The thing 
that Paul knew was that ultimately he would be with Christ, 
Aether it be in a moment that he would be transformed or
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whether it might be at the end of time, for Paul it vae all 
the same. He would be with Christ. Yet, however Paul may 
have rationalized the time sequence there is absolutely no 
doubt that he had hoped that it would be soon. He looks 
forward to the time %^en his body would be transformed 
and then he would be made whole (2 Cor. 5:2-4).

This riq>resents a radical and basic contrast with
the Greek philosophers. They are looking for two different
things, for the Greeks look for separation as the ultimate
goal whereas Paul looks to complete integration as being
the only true freedom.

. . . What Seneca finds so desirable in 
death, is for Paul the temporary state of 
'nakedness*, idiich he wishes to be as brief 
as possible and from which he apparently 
recoils. While Wiat Paul longs for with 
all the ardour of his faith, the resur
rection of the dead in a new spiritual, 
transfigured body, would strike Seneca as 
a relapse into a state which death had 
finally superseded. Here too it is clear that 
'der Eschatologe muss fast alle seine theo- 

' logischen Geheimnisse verraten.' In 
expressing their views on the after-life, 
both Paul and Seneca disclose the mysteries 
of their doctrine concerning God and man, 
and in so doing also reveal their soteri- 
ology.^'

But wherever one begins with Paul's doctrine of the 
death of Christ, he must realize that this was not merely 
his theology, it was his gospel. "It is not possible to
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not the central and fundamental place. In the 4qK>etle*s 

18gospel.'- It waa continually present and foremost in 
thought in all hie actions, meditations, and deeds. Paul 
tells us in his letter to tdie Galatians that "though we, 
or an angel from heaven, should preach unto you any gospel 
other than that %d%ich we preached unto you, let him be 
anathema. As we have said before, so say I now again, if 
any man is preaching to you any gospel other than that 
which you received, let him be anathema*' (Gal. 1:8).
Professor Denney assumes here that Paul is arguing a case 
for religious intolerance. This would not be the case 
however, if one followed along the lines that Professor 
Brandon has presented. This for Brandon would easily be 
secsi in the light that Paul was in constant and vicious 
conflict with the Jerusalem Church. Hence, Paul would be 
using these very words as a means to thwart the Jerusalem 
Christians. However, Dmmey does maintain that the difference 
between Paul and the common Christian tradition has been 
greatly exaggerated. He points out that Paul did not invent 
Christianity and that there would be disciples and preachers 
after Paul as there were before him. Since Paul raidies many 
references to things that happened in Jesus's life that had
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h^pened without Paul's awareness such as the Supper (I
Cor. 11:23) * one can only assume that Paul in fact did learn
of these traditions from the early Church. Yet this did
not deny him the opportunity to re-examine and re-interpret
these traditions which in effect transformed then to meet
the specific needs of those he intended to encounter.

The point at issue between the 
apostle and his Jewish Christian adversaries 
was not whether Christ had died for sins; 
every Christian believed that. It was 
rather how far this death of Christ 
reached in the way bf producing or ex- 

pi. . plaining the Christian life. To Paul it 
reached the whole way. It explained 
everything; it supplanted everything he 
could call a righteousness of his own; it 
inspired everything he could call right
eousness at all. To his opponents, it 
did not so much supplant as svq;>plement. • . .
It is not necessary to enter into this 
controversy here. . . underneath the con
troversy Paul and his opponents agreed in 
the common Christian interpretation of 
Christ's death as a death in which sin 
had been so dealt with that it no longer 
barred fellowship betwem God and those 
who believed in Jesus.

It may be viewed that the tension resolved itself around the
Jewish issue. The Jerusalem Church in an atten^t to re~
introduce Christ into contemporary Jewish thought was a
means of regression and an endeavor to limit its scope.
If this be the case, then Paul attempted to lift it out
of this rather narrow context and so interpret it that it
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would become progressive and universal•
One awareness that must continually be present in

our minds is the fact that the Epistles were written in
a space of some fifteen years. Now it is madness to assume
that after the Damascus Road experience onward there was
a Pauline theology any more than we can assume that there
was a New Testament theology in the New Testament period.
Paul did not come upon his theology in full bloom, but
rather it had to be hourished, cultured, and occasionally
pruned. Hence we cannot assume that the theology of his
first letters is necessarily consistent with his theology
in his latter manuscripts. Yet, he remains so consistent
with the nature and the meaning of Christ's death that
systematically, we cannot discern one letter from another.
"The apostle had one message on Christ's death from first
to last of his Christian career. His gospel, and it was
the only gospel he knew, was always 'the word of the cross'
(I Cor. 1:18), or 'the word of reconciliation* (2 Cor. 5:19).
The applications might be infinitely varied, for, as has
been already pointed out, everything was involved in it,
and the idiole of Christianity was deduced from it; but this

20is not to say that it was in process of evolution itself.*' 
While certainly the facts and the nature of the death of
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Christ were constant and unchanging, there Is no reason to 
assume that Paul's own personal attitudes could not evolve 
and in fact did, idiich does not detract one iota from the 
nature of Christianity.

Paul viewed the whole conception of death and eschat*
ology much more differently than those tdu) stand in the
modem tradition of Protestant theology. "The tradition
of Protestant theology undoubtedly tends to isolate the
death, and to think of it as a thing by itself, ^art from
the resurrection; sometimes, one is tenqpted to say, apart

21even from any distinct cohcq^tion of Him idio died." Paul 
always saw that there was an indestructible bond between 
Christ's death and His Resurrection. Few people have ever 
attempted to raise the Resurrection to the heights of theology 
that Paul has done. At times he relates it exactly for 
'if we believe that Jesus died and rose again' on which 
hinges the whole Christian faith (I Xhes. 4;14). In 
Romans the Resurrection and the Death are cood)ined equally 
for Jesus 'was delivered for our offences, and was raised 
again for our Justification.' (Rom. 4:25). This distillation 
of truths spears again in the letters to the Corinthians, 
"first of all. • . Christ died for our sins in accordance 
with the Scriptures, that He was buried, that He was raised
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on the third day in accordance with the scriptures'* (I Cor.
15:3£.). But there are others in which the emphasis falls
completely on the resurrection. For he writes» 'if you
confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe in
your heart that God raised Him from the dead» you will be
saved' (Rom. 10:9) and the same standard returns in» "If
Christ has not been raised» your faith is futile and you
are still in your sins.*' (I Cor. 15:17). Then why is there
within Paul such an ungainly view of the resurrection?
This of course can only be seen in the historical context
of the individual himself.

It was the appearance of the risen One 
to Paul wbjfh made him a Christian.
What was revealed to him on the way to 
Damascus was that the crucified One was 
the Sonof lGod» and the gospel that He 
preached afterwards was that of the Son 
of God crucified. There can be no 
salvation from sin unless there is a 
living Saviour: this explains the
eo^hasis laid by the apostle on the 
resurrection. But the living One 
can be a Saviour only because He has died: 
this explains the emphasis laid on the 
cross. The Christian believes in a 
living Lord» or he could not believe at 
all; but he believes in a living Lord 
who died an atoning death» for no 
other can hold the faith of a soul under 
the doom of sin.^^

And it is from this sustained dynamic relationship with the
Christ who has returned from the dead that Paul receives
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his drive and power*
How then does Paul proceed to define his gospel?

How does he work It out in the known context of the existing 
forms of the Church and established religion? He first 
begins In the context of God's nature* "Ever since the 
creation of the world, his Invisible nature, namely, his 
eternal power and dlety, has been clearly perceived In the 
things that have been made" (Rom* 1:19-20). But this was 
not enough* It certainly makes known to all men every
where His existence, and something of His divine power, 
glory, and falthfolness, but If man Is to come to know 
God personally, as Paul did, to have his sins forgiven and 
to enter into relationship with God, he needs a more 
intimate and practical revelation. And It Is only through 
the divine personal encounter with the ̂ living Christ that 
one can really come to understand His Holiness, His power 
to release men from their sin, and especially His love*
And this Is basically ̂ ere Paul would separate the Old 
Testament from the Hew Testament, because of this Ailler 
knowledge of God's love* And though God spoke of His love 
throu^ the Prophets and the Psalmist, man could only 
begin to conyrehend His love through the most vivid 
demonstration of that love* A demonstration that would
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be etched on their minde and hearts so that it would never 
be forgotten, something never to be excelled, nothing short 
of an unique act. Everyman is occasionally touched by 
the good act or word of another but this must completely 
transcend and surpass all such human actions, "One will 
hardly die for a righteous man - though perhaps for a good 
man one will dare even to die. But God commends his love 
to us in that ^ile we were yet sinners Christ died for 
us" (Rom. 5:7f.). Here then is the basic th@oe of Paul, 
the only true interpretation one can have of Christ's death 
is through God's love. And however Paul may approach the 
death of Christ he is always consistent with the expression 
of God's Love through Christ's death. For Paul it is then 
the Love of God with idiich all other theological convictions 
must be reconciled.

Then the other aspect of the death of Christ is 
the love of Christ Himself. Paul makes numerous reference 
to these passages among which are: 'who loved me, and
gave himself for me' (Gal. 2:20). 'The love of Christ 
constrains us; because we are convinced that one has died 
for all' (2 Cor. 5:14); "Christ also loved the church and 
gave Himself for it' (Eph. 5:25). Christ here is not 
some cold mechanical entity but rather an individual who
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opens Himself to God's will.
The motive in which God acts is the 

j motive in which Hs(Christ) acts; the 
Father and the Son are at one in the 
work of man's salvation. It is this 
idiich is eaq;>re8sed idien the work of 
Christ is described, as it Is in Phil,
2:8 and Horn, 5:19, as obedience—  
obedience unto death, and that the death 
of the cross. The obedience is conceived 
as obedience to the loving will of the 
Father to save men— that is, it is 
obedience in the vocation of Redeemer, 
which involves death for sin. It is not 
obedience merely in the sense of doing 
the will of God as other men are called 
to do it, the everyday keeping of God's 
Gonsaandments ; it is obedience in this 
unique and incommunicable, yet moral, 
calling to be at the cost of life the 
Saviour of the world from sin. Hence 
it is in the obedience of Christ to the 
Father that the great demonstration of
His love to men is given; 'He loved me, '
the^^K>8tle says, 'and gave Himself for

It is thus in this manner that Christ could move forward to 
the Cross as a means of fullest obedience measured out only 
in dqpth by His own death,

,rBut what then is Christ's death in relation to sin?
First and foremost Paul saw Christ's death as a death for
sin. It was sin that caused God to enter this world in 
the person of .Christ add it was sin that made Christ's 
death a necessity in order to reveal God's love as well as 
Christ's, It was only by sin that death held any power
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over ue and it «as only by Jesus wrestling with evil that 
He could effectually accept our responsibility and— die for 
us.

It is easy to look iq>on death as being something 
quite natural, because all living things do in fact die.
Yet on the other hand there is still much about death 
that is offensive and unnatural. And it is the unnatural 
aspect with which the Christian faith deals. And while 
death can be explained by all manner of natural phenomena 
it still does not "toqch the pro founder truth with which 
Paul is dealing, that death comes from God, and that it 
comes in man to a being is under law to Him. Man is 
not like a plant or an animal, nor is death to him what it 
is at the lower levels of life. Man has a moral nature 
in which there is a reflection of the holy law of God, 
and everything that befalls him, including death itself, 
must be interpreted in relation to that nature."^ But 
according to the apostle the view of God is that death is  ̂

the wages of sin. "The connection between sin and death ^  
is real, thou^ it is not physical; and because it is . 
what it is, because death by God's ordinance has in the 
conscience of sinful men the tremendous significance idiich 
it does have, because it is the eiq^ression of God's im
placable and final opposition to evil. He who came to



bear our eiu must also die our death. Death is the word 
which sums up the %diole liability of man in relation to 
sin, and therefore, %dieo Christ came to give Himself for 
our sins. He did it by dying.

It was the Divine encounter with Christ which forced 
Paul by choice to reconsider the Jesus of History. He 
stood at the end of Christ's life and had to reshape the

Ywhole of Christ's life from entirely new criteria, all of
which became transformed and developed into depth of spirit
and thought for Paul. It was not so much the Crucifixion
that offended Paul as it was the curse of the Torah ̂ lich
proclaimed that one hung on a tree defiled the land
from hmceforth. Paul could not conceive of Jesus as
a means of defilement. But through the Spirit the Cross
was transformed from the wooden instrument of a dreamer's

26death to the supreme altar of the Christian Faith.'" The
Acts of the Apostles maintained that it was the fulfilment
of God's purposes through Scripture. But William Manson
is right when he says" ' for the evidence of a more inward
£^reciation of the meaning of the Messiah's death we have. . .

27to look away from Acts to St. Paul.'" One cannot make 
the erroneous assumption that Paul was the only Christian 
thinker who was wrestling with the truths of Christ's life.
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On the contrary Paul himself has .
specially asserted that he owed to f "
the Church a particular interpretation  ̂
of the Death of Jesus (I Corinthians 
15:3). . . . Paul shared in what might 
be called a treasury of thought on the 
Death of Jesus idiich was common in 
varying degrees to all Christians* and 
then he implied to that even certain 
interpretations that were current coin* 
as it were* in the primitive Church.
To judge from the wealth of material 
presented to us on this subject by the 
various Epistles of the New Testament 
the Church must have become increasingly 
Cross-conscious. . . and markedly indi
vidual as is much of Paul's thought on 
the Death of Jesus* it developed against 

. the background of a Church that was
wrestling with the same problem.

Paul so took this rich inheritance and moulded it to his own
concepts that he in fact did become an innovator.

- The death of Jesus for the Jew must always be seen
& .

against a background of sacrifice. Our culture has moved 
so far from this tradition that it is not only incoaqpre- 
hensible but deq;>ly offensive. But for the Jew it was the 
necessary and proper approach to God. The Death of Christ 
and the New Life are as two foci of an ellipse being held 
together by the concept of 'blood' which had been sacrificed. 
To his mind there could never be atonement without sacrifice 
and sacrifice involving the shedding of blood. W. D. Davies 
following C. H. Dodd maintains that ilasterion is expiation 
not propitiation* resulting in the Christian counterpart of
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the Jewish kapporeth  ̂ Further Davies maintains that since
the First Corinthians was written before the Passover season,
the terms and thoughts of its ritual were definitely on

29the mind of Paul. There are examples such as 15:23 
firstfruits and elements of ritual and again in I Cor
inthians 5:7. While these need not be correlated exactly 
to the Christian faith, it has been the task of Christian 
apologists to transform older symbols and rituals into 
newer and more ^propriété meanings.

Paul then views the Last Simper as the Covenant 
relationship which was sealed by the blood of Christ and 
sets this forth as being central to his message. Paul 
gathers up the traditions about the early Church and makes 
them definite and consiste. Jesus, standing in the Jewish 
tradition, must also have seen the Last Simper as a means y  

of instituting a cov^iant relationship. And while Paul 
gathered these elements from the Church, they were viewed 
through the traditional Rabbinic thought. One cannot enter 
here into the covenant significance and its ramifications 
but the inqportant element that must be raised is that of 
the nature of obedience. Through a covenant an individual 
found himself in a special relation to God and he could 
only continue his relationship by his response of obedience.
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Fbr Paul supreme obedience could best be shown through 
martyrdom. Perhaps there is here a high regard for the 
Hasidim, who placed the highest value on obedience even 
unto death. Now the death of Jesus for Paul meant an act 
of obedience to the complete will of God. Whereas, in all 
Old Testament sacrifice the unblemished lamb is led to the 
slaughter, the compelling thing about Jesus was his personal 
choice. Hence it came as the highest form of sacrifice in 
that the participant had freedom of choice. Paul raises 
these factors in Second Corinthians 10:5, Romans 5:13*18, 
and Philippians 2:8 %diich gives the key that Paul saw this 
in terms of Rabbinic thought. Here for Paul the concept 
of obedience is primary whereas in the Book of Hebrews, 
sacrifice is the primary factor as opposed to Romans (Rom. 
5:17-19).

There is also found in Paul the most interesting 
doctrine of Merits. This comes directly out of Paul's 
Rabbinic background where there was always the appeal made 
to the merits of the fathers and those particularly of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. It can be found in Rabbinic lit
erature such as Rabbi Meir (A. D. 140-65); "The dead ones 
of the Gentiles are dead, those of the Israelites are not 
dead, for through their merit the living exist; an instance
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for this is, when Israel did that deed, had Hoses not
mentioned the merits of the Fathers they surely would have

30perished from the world." These thoughts appear in the 
writings of Paul in Romans 9:5 and 11:3 as this appeal had 
come to take its common place among the Jews at the time 
of Paul. Even the terminology of Paul is couched in these 
doctrines.

The terms which Paul chiefly used to 
describe the results of the work of 
Christ are 'redemption', 'justification' 
and 'atonement'. It is not our task to 
examine \diat each of these terms signifies; 
we are merely concerned to point out that 
these are the conceptions most often found 
in the Rabbinical literature to describe 
the effects of the merits of the righteous, 
a fact which will be abundantly illustrated 
by the passages quoted above. The three 
terms referred to are such as would fall 
with great familiarity on the ears of 
the Rabbis of the first century and such 
as a Rabbi like Paul would naturally 
use in declaring the 'merits' of Christ 
and their benefits.

So the Death of Jesus was seen through very Rabbinic 
eyes and rested these in the familiar patterns and thoughts 
of Rabbinic Judaism. And Paul saw Jesus not only as one 
who fulfilled His obedience completely (Miil. 2:5f) but also 
the Messiah, the Suffering Servant of Deutero-Isaiah. "If 
our thesis be correct, the suffering of Jesus as Messiah 
would not in itself be an insuperable difficulty for a
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Rabbi such as Paul, at least it would probably have been
■ff

less difficult for him than for sin̂ >ler folk who had
perhaps less refined conceptions of the Messianic Kingdom
than the Rabbis. Nevertheless, we do know that there was
a skandalon for Paul in the Death of Jesus and we now
suggest that even if Judaism did not esq̂ ect a Suffering
Messiah at all the chief cause of the element of skandalon
in the Death of Jesus for Paul was not the Death in itself
but the form which it took; it was the death of the Cross

32that constituted the skandalon.” Suffering and death 
were quite within the realm of possibility, but Paul was

jS.too refined and too serious as a respect^ of the Torah 
not to be upset by the difficulties of the Cross. This 
was almost more than they could either accept or comprehend. 
Time has so removed us from their minds and traditions 
that we shall never measure the depth with which this 
skandalon resounded.

It spears quite ludicrous that W. D, Davies criticizes 
all other authors for separating Paul's eschatology from 
his theology by placing it at the conclusion of their 
books and then proceeds to do the same himself. It makes 
the task of studying Paul's eschatology ever so much more 
difficult to approach when it is dissected at the end as
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If it were some vestigial organ. As long as there continues
to be the strong and serious rift in theology and eschatology
in the thought of Paul, one will never come to grips with
his real meaning and his inyortance. Paul can see meaning
in the life of Jesus only when he concludes that here is
truly the Messiah of old. And as has been previously
mentioned his difficulty did not arise so much out of Jesus'
failure to fulfil the conteog)orary expectations as it did
by dying an accursed death. But it was only through the
refinement of eschatology and application of these criteria
to His teaching and preaching that the pieces began to
take their rightful places. '̂ The encounter with the living
Christ, the awareness of living in a new creation, the
influx of the Gentiles into true Israel, the experience of
a new moral exodus, the discovery of a New Torah and the
advent of the Spirit, all these were for Paul eschatological 

33phenomena." It was indeed Paul's eschatology that permeated 
all of his works and action and as such it was always in 
the foreground of his mind. This then became the norm 
for the approach to any understanding of Pauline thought.

The early Church conceived of its own work as one 
of placing the Jesus of History in the solid context of 
traditional Jewish thought, but the task was not as simple
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as that. There were obviously many things that could not 
be reconciled and perhaps nothing was more difficult than 
the changing conception of the Kingdom. The earnest 
Jew still looked forward to this with anxious expectation 
and continued to live on* completely oblivious to the fact 
that the eternal rule had broken in t^on him* and he re
mained ignorant of it. For if Jesus was the Messiah* the 
end had come in the truest sense of Jewish eschatology*

ebut since it had not come in a majestic worl<^ manner* it 
caught the Jews unaware. To alleviate this general apathy 
and indifference* it was certainly believed that the Lord 
Jesus would return soon and at this Juncture He would in
deed fulfil the grandeur that was His. And no doubt there 
was no one more anxious than Paul to see this come about 
for he had visions in his zealous con^assion of the conq;>lete 
fulfilment of God's reign. This too was promoted by the 
early Church believing in the urgency of the return from 
their awakening glin^ses to their closing prayer of Maranatha. 
Paul also took comfort in the early return of Jesus* not 
only from the expectation of the early Church but also as 
the fulfilment of all the Old Testament doctrines and 
prophecies. The message of the early Church caught on and 
spread in unprecedented speed allowing Paul in his own
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time to believe that It had truly gone out into all the world 
bringing the message to all mankind beyond his furthest hope 
and expectations. Also he came to believe that the forces 
of evil were building up into a grand crescendo for their 
last assault before utter destruction. All this went to 
reinforce* at least in his own mind* the success of Christi
anity and the assurance that the return of the Lord would 
come as quickly and unexpectedly as his first encounter 
along that Damascus Road.

But beyond his dreams and eaqpectation he was brought 
back again and again to the daily realities of the Christian 
Churches and their individual problems. Death was taking 
more than its rightful toll and the individuals \Aio once 
believed so strongly now had their fears and doubts. Was 
there no distinction anxing the dead? Just \diat relevance 
did the Resurrection have for the individual’s death? Try 
as they might to understand the teaching and the preaching 
of the early evangelists* they remained shaken and anxious. 
Were they to ’sleep’ on and miss the Messianic Age or wodLd 
they not be awakened that they might share in this also.
If you dismiss the Resurrection-life from the early Church 
you destroy it* for it must be true that those that came 
over to Christianity did so because of the consequences and
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the extension of the Resurrection. And when it came to be 
challenged from within, some ho doubt left the community 
and the Church was confronted with its first and most 
continued crisis, that being the meaning of the Resurrection 
for their own lives and deaths.

It is a mistake to believe that Paul's thought 
tied in exactly to the ^ocalyptic concepts of his day.
"That, in his eschatology, the Apostle drew upon the latter 
for his terms will be obvious, but the character of that 
eschatology was determined not by any traditional scheme 
but by that significance idiich Paul had been led to give 
to Jesus. This is merely to affirm that his eschatology ̂ 
was subservient to his faith and not constitutive of it."^^
It was the task of Paul to take meaningful and significant 
current religious terminology and translate them into the 
forms and the context of Christianity. This is the vehicle 
of expression for all religious entrepreneurs, that is to 
take over the existing forms and give them new functions.
It is a change in content without a change in terminology.

Paul conveys to the Christians at Thessalonica that 
those who had become one 'in Christ' were thus transformed 
into the resurrection mode idiich came upon them without 
entering into the experience of death. Again in Romans
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(6:1-14) he maintains that out of the union with Christ
who had brought life to all followers, they had already
passed from death to life. And it was for these individuals
that death now became an impossibility. But it is difficult
to believe that Paul here maintains that people will not
die for this was precisely the problem that he was facing
and it would thus become a matter of arguing in circles.
Here Paul must be saying that while the forms of death
persist, for those 'in Christ* the function is different. ^

In another passage (I Cor. 11:27-34) Paul suggests
that the death of a Christian was a sign and indication
of moral failure. . . . "But in I Thessalonians, writing to
a Church that was strangely agitated by this problem, Paul
has to reassure his fellow-Christians that at the advent
of Christ those Christians who had died would be raised so
as to share in the same privileges as those who had survived.
There is no need to postulate that Paul here introduces
the belief in a two fold resurrection under pressure from
the logic of Jewish apocalyptic thought. On the contrary,
the situation that confronted him at Thessalonica was the

35natural outcome of his own preaching."
W. D. Davies further illuminates this by quoting 

Bering: "We do not err in affirming that Paul himself at
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an early period had eaq^resaly denied that future resurrection 
and that the anti-resurrectionists at Thessalonica and 
Corinth were after all only the representatives of the 
unchanged Pauline belief. It is no less true that their 
position was strongly placed in line with the fundamental 
conceptions of the Apostle-— a fact which eiq>lain8 both 
their influence and the difficulty that Paul had to convince

O f .them.** Whether as individuals we adopt this solution 
or not, we are brought to believe that not only Paul but the 
entire Church did change their outlook on the Resurrection 
as well as death for the individual. It thus follows that 
Paul was revfiping his ideas during the course of writing 
his letters. Since he never held the entire corpus before

' y
him at one time there would be no opportunity to correct 
himself except by e3q>ressing his new beliefs at a later 
period. However, as it happened, these newer insights were 
not always addressed to the community that raised the 
problem in the first instance. Thus it would be quite 
feasible that at these Pauline communities various views 
on the same problem were held at the same time, but all 
having a common denominator in that it was all Pauline 
theology. This can become most confusing and to a certain 
extent disillusioning but in the last analysis the essmice
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of the basic dogmas was not in flux but Paul attempted to 
bring into sharper focus some of the fuzzier details.

This being the case, the basic theology and eschat
ology of Paul were much sinkier than latter day scholars 
would lead us to believe. "It contains no reference to a 
Messianic Kingdom such as is contemplated in Baruch, 4 Ezra, 
and Revelation and can be briefly summarized as the early 
expectation of the Parousia ̂ e n  there would be a final 
Judgement, a general resurrection of the righteous dead 
(and possibly of all the dead), the transformation of the 
righteous living and ensuing uppn all this the final cons-

■4; - ,

ummation, the perfected Kingdom of Bod \dien God would be
all in all."37

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that Christianity 
did not come upon a tabula rasa, as was also made clear with 
regard to Judaism. The Jews had been looking forward to 
the belief of Resurrection for a long time and in fact 
Jesus found great syoyathy among the Pharisees because 
they accepted His teachings on resurrection. Jesus argued 
from the point of view of their attitudes toward resurrection 
and never with regard to His own. He was steeped in this 
tradition and from this one point of view He had little 
difficulty. Yet, the Jews did not have to go out of Jeru-
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Salem to find the strong Hellenistic views for they were 
right there with them. In fact it can be said that the 
Talmud is more a monument to Greek philosophy than it is 
a contribution to Jewish religion. Perhaps the Greeks had 
no greater influence on the world than with their gift of 
the concept of Man. And thus it was at this juncture 
that the line of battle had to be drawn and continued 
to be fought. Paul had to call his Christian followers 
back to the essential Hebrew anthropology. There is an 
excellent summary of the Jewish position written by 
Guignebert; "The Jews could only conceive of Man in his 
totality, as the vital union of flesh and soul. Their 
anthropological dichotomy was not dualistic . . .  a truly 
living being was always an embodied spirit, soul and body 
having been created by God for a mutual interdependence 
and being therefore incapable of genuine life apart from 
one another."

Death involved an unnatural separation of the body 
from the soul. Hence, any conc^tion of after-life must 
be the reunion and complete integration of these two forms 
of life. This difficulty was not only perplexing to the 
Christians but had made marked inroads on Judaism of 
the first century. "It is clear that there were those who
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under the influence of Hellenistic conceptions had either 
modified or abandoned the doctrine of resurrection in 
favour of the Hellenistic conception of the immortality 
of the soul." Now it is easily seen how this could come 
about as the Greeks had a much more likely ^proach, as 
the doctrine of the body still remains a very difficult 
proposition. No wonder the Jews who saw the dissolution 
of their people found it easier to follow the Greek ex
planation even though it was less sophisticated. And it 
is with such a problem that Paul is challenged to deal in 
the Corinthian Church. For individuals idio were under the 
Hellenistic influences had difficulty in seeing anything

} _ i
Other than a very spiritualized existence. "Resurrection 
in^lied that after death the soul departed to Hades or 
Sheol, and waited there till the day of judganent when 
it would be reunited to a body. To the educated Hellenistic 
world, however, such a view of the destiny of the soul 
was unacceptable on two grounds. First, as Knox has 
written: 'No intelligent and educated person believed in
a subterranean Hades; even the authority of Homer and Plato 
was unable to save it. . . . ' And secondly, as we saw 
above, it was escape from the body, not any future reunion 
with it in resurrection, that seemed desirable to the
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40Hellenistic world owing to its particular anthropology, "

With this in mind it is little wonder that the Corinthians 
were bound for difficulties. No doubt also that they, like 
we, reconciled themselves to a bodiless existence and would 
have been content to get away with it. Paul however felt 
that it so diluted the conc^tion of Han that he ventured 
to take issue with them. There is however another side to 
these difficulties, for Paul here is attacking not only the 
Hellenistic concept of immortality but its converse. There 
were also the literal interpreters who accepted the physical 
restoration of the body. And it is between these two cesaps 
that Paul has to draw the line as to the true Christian 
conception, realising that they both contained some of the 
truth. **ln doing this he was not in any way departing from 
his Pharisaic conceptions, because, as we have seen, there 
would be many Pharisees prepared to argue, as Paul does, 
for a transformed resurrection body. Moreover, as we have 
before asserted, we are not too hastily to assume that 
when Paul speaks of a 'spiritual* body he means thereby 
an 'immaterial one* : the 'spirit* has a physical nuance
for Paul such as it often had for his Rabbinic contanporaries. 
In any case it should be admitted that the 'newness' of 
Paul's conception of a spiritual mode of resurrection body
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must not be over-emphasized. . . .
For R. H. Charles the concept of the 'new body' means

"successive expressions of the same personality, though in
different spheres", and further Paul points us to the fact

42that we should receive a new body at death. W. D. Davies
maintains that Charles presses the analogy of the seed too 

43far. While Charles is right in calling for continuity^ 
neither scholar is correct because they have not carefully 
weighted out the analogy. The essence of a seed is that 
it may: remain dormant for an indefinite time and it 
certainly does not follow à&t one must receive a body 
immediately at death or elsé he would be naked. Davies 
does not acknowledge here that within the seed there is 
contained all that it needs for its transformation. Each 
seed is unique, though to the eye they may all look similar, 
yet here already are the contents to make profound differences. 
So in the resurrection there must be continuity or the 
concept is absurd, for unless we maintain our essential 
selves, a future life has no meaning. This would eventually 
lead us to a theory of transmigration of souls. There must 
be discontinuity in the Resurrection as a 'physical' con
tinuation of our present existence which would handicap us 
from a deeper and truer fulfilment of life. Thus one must
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conclude that there can only be a future life %diich must be 
both continuous and discontinuous. And the degree of such 
will not be con^rehended by our finiteness.

Dr. Albert Schweitzer maintains in his book The 
Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, that from the first to the 
last letter Paul expected the immediate return of Jesus, 
of Judgment and the Messianic glory. Further he maintains 
that if Paul underwent any change whatsoever, it was not 
in his eschatological eaqpectation. It would have been more 
accurate if Dr. Schweitzer would -have held that Paul's 
eschatological themes were constant but the details in fact 
did change, ^ich will be discussed later.

There is behind all of Paul's eschatological thought 
the strong thread of redenqption. For in Jesus, Paul sees 
Him calling the world to an end and issuing forth the 
Messianic Kingdom. But this redemption was not only of 
this world, for it came from outside and beyond this earthly 
existence, as it was a cosmic process which was not invoked 
by Jesus but rather only announced by Him. And it was from 
these factors that the early Church had come to see redemption.

Paul could not be considered a promoter of Pharisaism, 
however it was from their theology that Paul was able to 
see the connexion of the two great themes of the reign of
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the Messiah and the life hereafter. Paul's subjective con«
frontation had allied him with the intense and intimate
religion of the Pharisees. The depths of their religious
quest had touched the common ground in Paul's experience.
In regard to the concept of salvation, Paul could not be
further from the Pharisees.

The Jewish solution assumed no sudden 
entrance of evil into the world, nor 
any sudden defeat of its power; no 
total depravity through the sin of Adam, 
no deliverance through a special agent 
conceived as both divine and human.  ̂It 
assumed the influence of God slowly 
working in all human lives, to bring 
about in the course of ages the harmony 
which ought to be, between the Creator 
and His creatures, the Father and His 
children. There was no other way, if the 
fundamental facts were as Pharisees 
and a^3bis believed them to be. But 
it was the duty of every true servant 
of God to work with Him towards that 
great end, by spreading the knowledge 
of God, and winning men to His service.
The end of that gradual process of 
salvation was far off, how far was 
known only to God; but its attainment was 
as certain as that the power and the 
love of God were sufficient. It did not 
depend on some suddm exercise of divine 
power, in a form and through an agent 
hitherto unknown. The factors remained 
the same throughout » - -God and man; and 
the Immeasurable length of the process 
was due to the infinite complexity of 
the human lives involved, age after age.
The note of hope has, therefore, always 
sounded in Rabbinical Judaism, in regard 
to the future of mankind, an unconquerable 
optimism based on unshakable trust in the 
goodness and righteousness of God.^
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Jesus in His thought and teachings could not sep
arate redemption from the cosmic struggle with the demonic. 
This demonic power is on the increase but will ultimately 
be defeated. It is as if a strong man has been overcome 
and bound by yet another, who is even stronger. And the 
first can do nothing as the second lays aside all his 
works (Mt. 12:22-29). Jesus believed His own death was a 
means of defeating the *Evil One' for this was His role of 
Messiahship. Thus when Jesus came to His rightful power 
He would proceed to cast out all that was alien to God 
and His purposes for man. Schweitzer feels that it is from 
the death of Johd'^e Baptist that Jesus made His resolution 
to suffer and die.^^ %ile it is apparent that the death 
of John did recall thé seriousness and the inevitability 
of Jesus' own death, it tmiat be assumed that Jesus had 
set Himself to the task earlier as was discussed in the 
previous chapter. Even in the Lord's Prayer, we echo 
this concern of Jesus, that we might be delivered from the 
'Evil One. As Jesus ax̂ ved closer to death it became in
creasingly clear to Him that only by His atoning death 
could the power and the dominion of this 'Evil One' be 
broken. While redemption and atonemmit are intertwined 
for Jesus, they held a profound and sisple meaning for the
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Jews* Jesus,"in His death and resurrection has become the 
Messiah, will bring in the Kingdom. This esqilains why the 
belief of the Early Christians, starting at the death of 
Jesus, esqpressed itself in the two parallel assertions that 
through it He won for Himself exaltation to the Messiahship 
and also has obtained for His people the forgiveness of 
their sins. The two apparently disconnected ideas remain, 
however, in accordance with their origin, attached together 
by the belief in the nearness of the Kingdom." There is 
much to be said about the truths that Schweitzer raises 
here but one must wonder if his time sequence is proper.

Interestingly enough, it is to Satan that Paul
attributes the%sufferings of his body. "Because he has
been caught up into Heaven and Paradise and has heard
things 'which it is not lawful to utter,' he has been
delivered up in a special manner to 'the Angel of Satan,'
who has authority to buffet him to the end that he may not

47be exalted overmuch (2 Cor. 12:1-7).'"
As Paul envisages the Kingdom, he foresees an an

gelic struggle rather than the peaceful tranquility which 
is generally associated with the Kingdom. But one by one 
these ^estate forces will come under the sway of Christ 
and His followers, when at last even Death then shall be
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robbed of its power (I Cor. 15: 23-28), Death here is 
considered to be one of the angel-powers• This comes from 
the concept of the Angel of Death in the Apocalypse of 
Baruch (Chapt. 21). One cannot discern from this brief 
source whether the Angel of Death does in fact cause death 
or rather if he is merely over those who have died. However » 
it seems more reasonable that he shares with the dwonic 
and rules from the underworld. "Paul also appears to 
assume that the Angel of Death not only has power over the 
dead but also causes death. la 1 Cor. 15:55 he speaks 
of the sting of Death. Whether the 'Destroyer' to whom,

' /  '"«7.according to 1 Cor. 10:10, the Israelites who murmured 
in the wilderness fell a prey is to be identified with 
the Angel of Death cannot be determined. The one thing 
certain is that it is after the overcoming of the Angel of 
Death that the general Resurrection becomes possible, as

AOis also implied in the Apocalypse of John (Rev. 20:13)."
With the defeat of Death the curtain is rung down on 

the Messianic Kingdom. Paul makes no mention of how long 
he believes this will last. Paul expects that Satan will 
be trodden under foot at the beginning of the Messianic 
Kingdom (Rom. 16:20).The reverse is held by John in the Book 
of Revelation (20:2-3, 7-10), for Satan is bound during
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this Messianic period from which he will be released later 
to rule once more and then at last, would be cast into the 
Lake of Fire. The whole point of Paul's theme here is that 
the Messiah has to bow to the authority of the angelic 
powers. But when He has fought the fight, all will have to 
render unto Him, His due authority. This must all be done 
so that at the End God will preva4p and be 'all in all.'
Thus, all of Creation will reeca its full and conqplete 
consummation. Those who have given themselves over to God 
and lived by Him, are thus united with Him with no distinction.
Those who have separated themselves from God in this life
■■ • «will be separated from; Him con^letely.

Paul concaved of Eternal Blessedness as more than 
a spiritual existence and conditioned by the bodily res
urrection. The elect have found themselves to be partakers 
in the Messianic Kingdom and as such they retain their mode 
of existence already given in their state of blessedness.
"When the condition ^ich, at the Return of Jesus, they 
receive, either by resurrection or by 'being changed', 
is spoken of as a condition of incorruption, that means that 
it is thought of as eternal. What happens is just this, that 
after a Messianic rêign all the dead who at the Judgment 
are found to be destined to blessedness enter likewise into
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Now,into the midst of Paul's conception of blessedness 
and angelic powers, he introduces a new strain ^ich is 
distinctivly his own. This then is the conception that 
the Law was given by Angels in order that they might make 
Man subservient to themselves. Now with the advent of 
Christ's death their power in and through the Law had been 
broken and as such no longer holds Man's allegiance. Hence 
at the beginning of the Messianic reign the Law topples 
from its ancient rule. Yet, in truth Paul sees the Law 
cancelled by the death of Christ* Paul sees all the 
miracles and healings that Jesus perfor&ed as combating 
and concluding the evil forces that were opposed to the 
Rule Gf God. But it is very interesting that he must have 
thought them to be of so little consequence in comparison 
to the miracle of the Resurrection and the ultimate defeat 
of the demonic that he does not feel that they are of 
sufficient consequence to make mention of them. It is also 
true, that in complete honesty, Paul had not seen these 
events with his own eyes and no doubt did not think it 
completely right to build his case on these events. After 
all he started with the very core of Christianity, and 
if individuals did not accept this it was unlikely that
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his case would be any stronger when supported by the 
miracle stories.

Paul's view on the cancellation of the Law led 
directly to his tremendous conflict with the early Church. 
The Jews who were under the heavy sense of obligation to 
the Law began to see Jesus as the fulfilment of this Law.
On the other hand there were the Gentiles that had no 
concern and no responsibility to the Law and thus could 
readily accept Jesus without being bound over to Jewish 
tradition and Law. Hence the two approaches would inev* 
Itably lead to troubles and discontentment, as indeed this 
eventually centred about Paul. The Church was fortunate 
indeed to haVe a man such as Paul, with his unique back- ) 
ground, to calm the raging storm.

Schweitzer sees that the conflict in Pauline esehat- 
ology rises out of two converging streams of thought.
"In the first place, like the Apocalypses of Baruch and 
Ezra, a synthesis of the eschatology of the Prophets and 
of the 'Son-of-Man' eschatology of Daniel; and, in the , 
second place, that it has to reckon with the facts, wholly 
unforeseen to Jewish eschatology, that the Messiah has

» 50already appeared as a man, has died, and is risen again." 
Jesus fulfiled the concept of the Son-of-Man eschatology
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contained in the Book of Daniel and Enoch• He proclaims 
the coming of the Son of Man* He speaks of Himself being 
surrounded by angels* and sees Himself coming in power tv<m 
the clouds of heaven. His terminology is one of the Kingdom 
of God rather than the Messianic Kingdom. The thread of 
Danielic eschatology is picked up and carried out to the 
fullest expression in Jesus. There was no room within the 
prophetic eschatology for the conception of martyrdom and 
as such it had to give way to the more inclusive and less 
idealistic Danielic eschatology. The End comes from Daniel 
and Enoch : "and it is left an open question how far He^
was directly influenced by these books* and how far He 
simply adopts their views as current in His time in certain 
circles. His (Paul's) eschatology is thus sing>le and self* 
consistent. He expects a Judgment* which at the spearing 
of the Son-of-Man Messiah will include the Angels as well 
as all generations of men."^^ Jud(p&ent is conceived of 
before the general resurrection.

The difference in these two eschatologies stems 
basically from a difference in view as to when the resur# 
rection will occur. In the Apocalypses of Baruch and Ezra* . 
the authors placed the resurrection at the end of the 
Messianic Kingdom. Jesus concurs with the Book of Daniel
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by placing the resurrection at the onset of the Messianic 
Kingdom. The Scribes followed the teachings of the 
Apocalypses of Baruch and Ezra ^ich tied together the 
prophetic as well as the Danielic threads linking them in 
a harmonious system. Since Paul was in agreement with the 
End as seen by the Apocalypses of Baruch and Ezra it is 
reasonable to assume that these were the accepted views 
on which Paul was nurtured.

Schweitzer conceives an entire sequence of events 
which constitute the End in accordance with the two-fold
eschatology of the Scribes culminating in death being

: : • .

destroyed at the end of thê  Messianic Kingdom. Schweitzer 
maintains that Judgment and Resurrection can only happen 
at thé end of the Messianic Kingdom. The Kingdom# according 
to Paul# then exists only for those believers living 
when it finally breaks in upon the world*

There are then the two forms of blessedness# one 
belonging to the Messianic and the other to the eternal.
This leaves only those who have not died# the pleasures 
of both blessednesses. However# those who have died and 
believed then shall participate in the eternal blessedness.
"The eschatology of Paul is therefore quite different from 
that of Jesus# a fact which has been hitherto never duly
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appreciated. Instead of thinking as Jesus did along the 
lines of the single eschatology of the Books of Daniel and 
Enoch* he represents the two-fold eschatology of the Scribes 
But it is not simply a matter of Paul taking over these two 
eschatologies m  masse for to it Paul adds his characteristic 
thought. "In assuming that the Elect in the Ftessianic King
dom possess the resurrection mode of existence* Paul is not 
asserting something more or less self-evident* but some
thing extraordinary. something at variance with the character 
of‘his eschatology. This has not heretofore been sufficiently 
realized. Jesus assumes a resurrection to participation 
in the Messianic Kingdom* and this assun^tion is also held 
in the Johannine Apocalypse (Rev. 20:4-6): it therefore
would have seemed quite natural that Paul should hold the 

53same view." When the death of individuals within the 
Church did occur he rested in the thought that the Resurrec
tion took place only after the Messianic Kingdom. Thus 
it was only consistent with his thought that all the dead 
must pass through the Messianic Kingdom and await the 
Resurrection at its end. This problem was not foreseen 
by those who conceived of the traditional eschatology for 
with the Messiah would come the fullness of the Kingdom.
It was only after the advent of Jesus* the Messiah* that 
they could fully realize that the Messiah had come without
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the coiqpleteness of the Kingdom. And here It must be 
realized that we only have the Christians in mind as t^e 
Jews still continue to await the Messiah, at least in 
theory if not in fact.

Now these difficulties would have been readily 
resolved if Christ did return within the life span of Paul, 
but of course He did not. Paul walked lightly around this 
difficulty by making the case that those Wio had died be
fore the Messianic Kingdom would not thus have to wait 
through it until the final resurrection. Rather Paul 
raises the possibility that there would be an earlier 
special resurrection so that these dead might become partici
pants in both blessings end as such, would not miss any 
of the glory. This ended the thought of privilege of 
living on until the Messiah returned. (I Thess. 4:13-18).
It is easily seen that Paul himself had some difficulty 
in understanding completely the meaning for death in the 
early Church as he eiqplains death in the Corinthian Church 
as the punishment of God for those idio were not worthy of 
the Lord's Supper (I Cor. 11:29-32).

In Hebrew thought it was believed that only those 
who were alive at the end were able to participate in the 
resurrection. Since they did not view religion as being
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either personal or individual » their main concern was that 
they would see the continuity of the race, Israel. Thus it 
is not surprising that among Jewish circles there still 
continued the belief that only the survivors would partic
ipate in the resurrection as is seen in First Corinthians 
15:12-18, 29-33. Schweitzer maintains that a core of people 
such as this resulted in the problem created by the Church 
in Corinth. Yet it would appear that these same deniers 
of the Resurrection had no difficulty in accepting the 
Resurrection of Jesus but only of themselves. Hiis is 
clearly seen by the usage Paul makes as he argues from the 
specific resurrection to that of the general resurrection.

Schweitzer makes a case for the fact that the dif
ficulty in the Church at Corinth is the result of an ultra-

54conservative group. This could hardly be the case. It 
was far more difficult and it was anything but ultra-con
servatism that flanked Paul as was already stated. Here 
Schweitzer attenq>t8 to make a simple solution to a far more 
conq;>Iex problem. In response to these remarks W. D. Davies 
has said:

In view of what we have written 
above, Paulas eschatology is far 
simpler than Schweitzer would have 
us believe. It contains no ref
erence to a Messianic Kingdom such
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as is contenaisted in Baruch, 4 
Ezra, and Revelation and can be 
briefly summarized as the early 
expectation of the Parousia 
when there would be a final judgement, 
a general resurrection of the right
eous dead (and possibly of all the 
dead), the transformation of the 
righteous living and ensuing upon 
all this the final consummation, 
the perfected Kingdom of God 
when God would be all in all. It 
will be readily admitted that his 
interpretation of Paul's eschatology 
brings the Resurrection of Jesus 
into closer proximity to the final 
consummation than does the schema of 
Schweitzer. Within the latter the 
Resurrection of Jesus can hardly be 
said to occupy anything but a minor 
place; the consummation is very far 
removed from the Resurrection of Jesus 
because there intervenes between A e  
two events thé Messianic Kingdom.

The specific solutions by which the churches found 
their answers is not known to us per se. ^^^must have been 
somehow resolved by the churches or they would have easily 
gone under. The solution bore hard upon them and they must 
have, like Paul, accepted that the dead would arise with 
the advent of Christ. This obstacle may be less than we 
have imagined as the Jewish Christians had come to a belief 
in the resurrection before Christ's death and they trusted, 
with no proof, that God had drawn Abraham, Isaac and Jacob 
to Himself. Paul resolved this by the isqpartiality of 
the two resurrection theories. However much we may say for
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or against thess theories of the resurrection, they must 
ultimately rest on Paul as the creator and innovator. There
is no precedent for these two concepts. Previous Jewish

:

eschatologies maintained that there would be one and only 
one resurrection, the difference being the timing. "When 
he decides to put upon the old garment of the two-fold 
eschatology of the Scribed the new patch of the resurrection- 
and-transformation concept, he does this under the influence 
not of the teaching of Jesus but of the fact of His death 
and resurrection. This is evident from the way that in 
1st Thessalonians he deduces the resurrection of those who 
have died in Christ from the resurrection of J e s u s . T h e  
mere presence of Jesus in the world must call for a change 
in classical eschatology so that their plans and systems 
must be reworked to make it ^plicable to the new evidence. 
Perh^s his weakness is a direct result of his attempt 
to be all inclusive in binding the old threads together.
His greatest difficulty is that of the Juxtaposition of 
the natural man and the new man having the same position 
until the final resurrection. It is surprising that emotion 
seems to have reached Paul before the wave of logic.
On the one hand it could be assumed that their fates, though 
different, could be similar to their pre-natal existence.
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which is not revolting• The other is that if a person was 
truly "asleep", which Paul maintains, there would be no 
difficulty as they would be quite unaware. There is also 
an internal inconsistency in that Death is not defeated 
until the very End, yet Paul maintains that it has been 
completely abolished, conflicting with his thought that 
only the 'sting' had been removed. There is then also 
difficulty with the belief that those who live are immedi
ately transformed into a mode of resurrection existence.
But does not one have to die before he can attain this 
mode? This problem was latent in the teaching of Jesus 
and also acknowledged by the Scribes. The Apocalypse of 
Ezra, by maintaining that at the appearance of the Kingdom 
all die together, so that along with all the dead they
may pass into ^temal life answered this difficulty. The
problem was inescapable as Jesus has passed through the gates
of death to take on tiie resurrection existence, so too
would all the followers. This does not really seem to be
a very large problem as it would seem apparent that the
actual form is beyond our coi^ rehens ion and would no longer
appear to be a major obstacle.

Paul's conception is, that believers 
in a mysterious fashion share the dying 
and rising again of Christ, and in this 
way are swept away out of their ordinary
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mode of existence» and form a 
special category of humanity. When 
the Messianic Kingdom dawns» those of 
them who are still In life are not 
natural men like others» but men who have 
In some way passed through death and 
resurrection along with Christ, and are 
thus capable of becoming partakers of 
the resurrection mode of existence» while 
other men pass under the dominion of 
death. And similarly» those who have 
died in Christ are not dead as others are» 
but have become capable through their 
dying and rising again with Christ 
or rising before other m e n .

It would be a serious mistake for Paul or any other Christian
to maintain that a being "in Christ" did not die. There
does not seem to be any pr<wise of the cooqplete defeat of
death until the end. Until diat time all mankind» both
Christians and "natural" men» are under its sway and as
such must inevitably die. To assume that the death of the
Christian or of Christ» i>r that matter is any different
than any other» is to fall into the same mistake that the
first Christians tried so hard to answer. The one thing
that we can say with certainty Is that Christ died and that
we must also die» for we are all that much of natural man.

One cannot approach the subject of Pauline eschatology 
by assuming that what was apparent for Jesus was also 
apparent for Paul. While a large amount» it is true» is 
held in common» there are also wide differences» yet in the
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last analysis they must both be reconciled In the context
of the ^ole of Christianity* The man who begins to think
out the Resurrection and Its Inyllcatlons consistently and
continually, will come across some profound thoughts and
periiaps be labelled a nq̂ stlc* If one places tills at the
front of his thoughts, he will be Intensely changed* But
how then, after the Resurrection, does man stand In
relation to his universe? Is he still a part of the
natural world or has he Indeed passed on to the world of
the supernatural? If Jesus did enter Into History as the
Messiah, then we live In the post-Messlanlc age and there
Is no longer a clear distinction In the Then and Now, nor
are past, present and future such distinct entitles*

If Jesus has risen, that means, for 
those who dare to think consistently, 
that It Is now already the super
natural age* And this Is Paul's point 
of view. He cannot regard the resur
rection of Jesus as an Isolated event, but 
must regard It as the Initial event of 
the rising of the dead In general* Accord
ing to his view Jesus rose as 'The first- 
fruits of those that had fallen asleep' 
(aparche ton kekolmemenon. I Cor* 15:20)*
We are therefore In the Resurrection period, 
even though the resurrection of others Is 
still to come* Paul draws the logical 
Inference from the fact that Jesus, after 
His earthly existence, was not sloply 
rapt away to heaven In order to return 
thence In glory as the Messiah, but 
Himself passes through death and resurrection*58
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Within the Resurrection of Jesus Paul came to see the begin
ning of the End for the powers of the Kingdom were operative 
in this world. While the first-fruits have been sown, the 
plants will continue to grow and spread so that the full 
harveet will follow.While one has to admire Schweitzer's 
statement here, one is also aware that it comes much closer 
to the truth and in so doing it violates his whole schematieal 
position that he has so laboriously written. Schweitzer, 
however, remains oblivious to this difficulty. Not only 
is this the essential truth of the Christian faith but it 
must be seen that this will in effect change the whole of 
our lives in every aspect and detail if we would live with 
Schweitzer's suggestion about the Resurrection. And of 
all the followers of Christ, no one has been able to think 
the Resurrection through on the application of his life 
more intently and conq>atibly than Paul. For it was Paul 
alone who gave proper respect to the Resurrection. And 
hence it followed that Paul would also be the one to maintain 
that the traditional eschatology of old could no longer 
exist unchanged but rather face up to the fact that all 
things now were con^letely different. This could alone be 
realized by those who had steadied their eyes on the Resur
rection.
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The continuing fellowship of the Elect with their 
Messiah and with each other give rise In due course to a 
Christ "Mystic Ism which extended Into the world. This Is 
not here either the Invention nor the Innovation of Paul 
for the rudiments of It will be found In the teaching and 
preaching of Jesus. For as Individuals they are bound 
together and to their Lord In an entirely new relationship 
of Intense depth. And through this relationship of their 
corporal existence they have become as one through the 
death and Resurrection of Jesus. Thus for them the process 
of dying and rising have already begun even though there 
can be no external manifestation of this communion.

The content and the actions of Jesus are not simply 
limited to this world but must be thought out In the 
context of their cosmic significance. Thus Paul finds 
himself In his conc^t of the doctrine of redeoytlon with 
Its ramifications that the Angelic forces are being destroyed 
and that there Is the continual, even If gradual, trans
formation of this worldly existence to that of a super- 
earthly existence. "%e Pauline ^fystlclsm Is therefore 
nothing else than the doctrine of the making manifest. In
consequence of the death and resurrection of Jesus, of the

59pre-existent Church (the Community of God).' And from
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this concept there grew a solidarity among the believers 
that entered into any depth in this relationship. "The 
Spirit of Him that raised Jesus from the dead, which dwells 
in them will also give life to their mortal bodies (Rom.
8:11). Being grafted into Christ’s death, they are also 
grafted into His Resurrection (Rom. 6:5) and have the 
certainty that they will live with Him (Rom. 6:8)."^ And 
the term "Being in Christ" was as near as they could come 
to any expression of the very subjective experience this 
held for them. As one being is grafted into this relation
ship, the old individual subsides and the new being is left.
It was certainly a case of the individual losing his person
ality, his individuality, and probably to a certain extent 
his personal desires. One continued only as a smaller part 
of a larger body, and as such had to act in accordance with 
the desires and the will of the individuals who functioned 
beside him.

"The fact that the believer's whole being, down to 
his most ordinary everyday thoughts and actions, is thus 
brought within the sphere of the mystical experience has 
its effect of giving to his mysticism a breadth, a per
manence, a practicability, and a strength almost unexampled 
else^diere in mysticism. Certainly in this it is entirely
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different in character from the Hellenistic mysticism* 
which allowed daily life to go its own way apart from the 
mystical experience and without relation to it/'^^ >fys- 
ticiam must always be an intensely personal relation ^ich 
defies complete defining of itself* the manifestation 
of such must however define itself through the media of 
human personality. We will always be at a loss when we 
come to Pauline mysticism and the foundations for it* as 
there has never been found the complete exposition of it by 
Paul. The full understanding of what Paul meant as a 
being-in-Christ ' is never systematically produced and thus 

we are left with the implications which are stated in a 
matter of fact way that they would appear self-evident.
It would thus seem that the essence df the Pauline mysticism 
was certainly not the most important thing for Paul or he 
would have developed it for his followers. It is rather a 
case of each individual working out their own salvation 
with fear and trembling and in such a manner that they 
will enter into their own relationship as a 'being-in-Christ'• 
There is no plan nor scheme left for us to imitate or to 
develop rigidly which works to the advantage of the Church.
It is also ^parent that those who have so desired to find 
the meaning of Christian-mysticism throughout the centuries
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have had no difficulty in doing so if they were willing to 
give themselves over to it con^lately.

As one approaches the whole of apostolic writings 
he is caught in a dilemma, for on the one hand he has 
horrible predictions of doom and on the other, the mercy and 
the love of God which seems to far surpass our fondest 
desires. There are here two factors that seem so irrecon
cilable that they have resulted in driving many seekers 
away from the Church. This then was something of the nature 
of the apostolic eschatology as it is sought to deal with 
these difficulties and to bring them into a whole body of 
Christian thought. There was within Paul the growing 
belief that the works of God extended to all men for in 
God's sight all men stand the same. And again there was 
the dark and seamy side of the New Testament message idiich 
is chiefly expressed in those passages which speak of "the 
state of spiritual 'death' that awaits the childr^ of this 
world. It is in the light of these utterances that we must 
interpret such words as 'perdition' (oC"TTWj((_va(), and 
'corruption' or 'decay* ( ), and 'destruction'
( )• The state of being lost, of decay, and of
destruction, is equivalent to that mysterous condition of
death which is declared to be the appointed lot of sinners

62beyond the Judgment."



While the writings of John see death as a part of the 
present world* Paul usually thinks in terms of death as 
being part of the here-after and the fate which shall be 
determined then. In Romans (6:23) Paul could say; "The 
wages of sin is death; but the free gift of God is eternal 
life* through Jesus Christ our Lord,"

The negative side of Paulas doctrine is a frustrating
and shattering concept to study^^Paul had a fascination

^ —..for death that ran to an obsession. His concept of death
was two-fold in that he saw it as both a physical entity
and a spiritual state or existence.

His references to it are so frequent* 
and exceed so much in variety of meaning 
all conten^orary example* as to suggest 
a personal characteristic. He has 
recourse to the symbolism of 'death' 
whenever he is de^ly moved by the sad 
and stem aspect of things* and when
ever he wishes to describe painful 
experiences or any want of sensibility.
Sometimes he uses it in an extremely 
rhetorical way* as idien he said* 'I die 
daily' ; 'death worketh in us* but life 
in you' ; 'if Christ be in you* the body 
is dead.' Again this phraseology often 
indicates the idea that those who are 
under sway of any one influence are 
free from the power of the opposite* 
as in the declaration that those who 
are alive to God are dead to sin. In 
this aspect* the symbol of death and 
dying is devoid of all colour of its 
own and takes a bright or a dark meaning 
according to the connection in which it 
occurs,
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Paul likens baptism to burial in that for the Christian it 
is his crucifixion and as such the believers can be 
considered as dead. "An excellent exan^le also, of the 
hyperbolical in which he speaks of 'dying* is found in the 
statement, 'sin revived, and I died.' Clearly, it was not 
the habit of the Apostle to weigh bis terms with care, or 
to measure his language in a scientific spirit; and he 
en^loyed the tranendous symbolism of death in cases where 
writers of a different teoperament would have expressed 
themselves with more moderation and variety. And he thus 
lays himself open to the danger of being misunderstood by 
literal and laborious minds. We may conjecture that he 
never expected his words to be so carefully examined, and 
would have been surprised at the inportance which has 
often been attached to his impetuous expressions.

We, however, dare not take the meaning of Paul's 
words lightly. In all Paul's prophecy of the "wages of sin 
is death" is as profound as it is conteoporary. For Paul 
and his tradition there was nothing more appalling than 
physical dissolution. This he approached with utter con
viction and sincerity and gave his life over that others

1might see these inplications and ramifications. "He saw \ 
in the king of terrors a fitting syndxol of the uttermost
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spiritual doom. For him^ as for Philo* to be unspiritual 
was to be dead now* and was to be moving towards a climax 
of death beyond the grave. To fail of eternal life at the 
last was to be given over to the powers of ruin and decay."

Then turning to the negative side of Paul's message* 
here the concepts of Gehenna and only its torments are 
conspicuous by their absence. We know that Paul was nurtured 
in Rabbinic thought which was continually upholding the 
symbols of eternal fire. Yet* here he is silent. Nothing 
could be more profound than this. In doing this he sets 
himself over against Judaism* the Synoptic tradition* and 
the teachings of Jesus. Could it be that Paul was really 
closer to the truth than we have believed? It must be at 
once apparent that Paul could not endorse or promote the 
concept of perpetual torment which Jesus had supported.
In all of his letters there is only one incident where 
Paul even attempts to suggest this conception (Romans 2:
8-11). It is far more common that Paul should speak in 
terms of death* decay* and perdition rather than the de
struction by pei^etual fires. While Paul went out of his 
way to tie in all the existing forms of eschatology* he 
clearly rejected the syndbol of Gehenna as being unsuited 
for his beliefs or his teachings. And yet that possibility
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need to call on the superficial concepts of Gehenna to
invoke belief by fear. Paul believed that the most tragic
event that could confront an individual is that he might
die after he was dead. This means that as individuals
we would be given over to irrevocable death rather than
the converse of eternal life. And this indeed was much
more to be feared than anything that we might imagine.

We might be ready to say that the 
prophecy9 'If ye live after the flesh, 
ye mist die,' pointed to a fixed and 
final event, if we did not remember the 
similar and clearly imaginative saying,
'Sin revived, and I died. ' We have always 
to bear in mind that the terms of the 
'death' imagery had no such theological 
content for him as they have for us, to 
whom they r^resent a long dogmatic 
tradition. He had been nurtured in the 
Jewish Church which had no assured 
doctrine of immortality, far less of 
ultimate destiny; and members of that 
Church had spoken of death as the wages 
of sin, without themselves having any 
faith in a life to come. Also, St. Paul 
was a pupil of a Rabbinic school which 
was only beginning to consider the 
problems of future existence. Hence, 
words like 'death' and 'perdition' were 
for him still in a plastic state, and 
were ready to take many different forms 
of meaning under the touch of his 
individual and creative genius.

The first occasion that Paul addressed himself to 
these details at any length occurred in the letter to
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Corinthians in which he exhibits "with wonderful coqpletehess 
all the varied characteristics of the Apostle's genius; his 
impetuous logic, his rhetoric, his indignation and pathos, 
the electric leap of his thought from point to point, his 
passionate faith and hope* It is also a signal illustration 
of that originality of mind which enabled him to employ 
the old apocalyptic forms in such a way as to express through 
them his own distinctive gospel and to make th@n the in*** 
strument of his speculative thought. It was within this 
context that Paul's true uniqueness shows through and it 
is against this that we must examine any doubts and scept
icisms concerning his authority and apostleship* It is in 
this manner that his apostleship par excellence shows through 
and this is precisely why in so many people's thought Paul 
stands far above his colleagues "in Christ."

There are only two sayings of little inç>ortance
>

in the whole of the Pauline corpus that reflect the tradi
tional doom of the New Testament. But this is sufficient 
to indicate that it was a matter both serious and present* 
because within these there is the thought of perdition and 
exclusion from the Kingdom. For Paul believed that the un- 
regenerate men were already 'dead' in this world and as such 
were under the bondage of 'decay' and 'perdition,' but there
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vas always the strong element of hope that they ml^t arouse 
themselves to an awareness and change their state before it 
became too late. The question arises as to when does this 
hope end and this we are not told. Can one maintain that 
those who are under the bondage of decay and death are in 
an endless and incurable state forever? Conversely, there 
are no specific grounds on ^ich to argue that man can 
have salvation even after his death. The ambiguity of this 
situation has left room for the followers to hold up Paul 
as the disciple of Universal salvation. "The most forcible 
objections to the Universalist view are that the jostle's 
warnings of approaching doom do have a note of finality in 
them and that his prophecies of a final reconciliation do 
not certainly imply that every man will enjoy the fulness 
of redeaption."^^

While it is basically true that Paul held mostly to 
the conc^ts of the Jewish fathers, after his confrontation 
with the Lord, his faith in the Redeeming love of Christ 
transcended all other thoughts and personal beliefs had to 
give way. This became such a shining light to all his life 
that it truly blinded him to the irrelevant difficulties 
that at first disturbed him and the churches he came into 
contact with. "Till the last he spoke of those ^ o  were
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lost, whose end was perdition, but he became less and less 
able to set limits or bounds to the reconciling energy of 
God in Jesus Christ the Lord. All this is clear; but beyond 
this we cannot go. We do not know that he ever held one 
definite, coherent theory as to the final state of mankind, 
or that on this subject he had 'beat his music out, ' and 
completed the development of his t h o u g h t . I f  this be 
true then it is up to the followers to work out the music 
till the song is conpleted.

There is no greater difficulty in dealing with Paul 
than approaching his words with the assumption that the 
words that he uses have the same meaning and relevance for
today as they had for Paul. Not only are we s^arated in
thought but the proximity of the Resurrection shaded his 
entire thought and approach Wiich we can by no means duplicate. 
To the Greeks that he encountered, death came also as the 
darkness of a cloud against their shining lives. The
epit^hs on their sepulchres bear witness to this by using
such terms as 'bitter','ruinous,' and 'relentless.' Never
theless euphemisms were far more uncommon to the Greeks than 
to our enlightened age. The underworld stretched before them 
as the inevitable abyss Wiere they must enter to exist in 
a 'Withered" form. And for the Hebrew, he believed in God
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whose first claim was that He was a living God, Somewhere 
along the way, as it is exceedingly difficult to set the 
exact time, the Hebrews came to believe that there was a 
connection between sin and death. By the time of Paul this 
lay on the consciousness of the populace. They believed 
that sin not only resulted in personal catastrophe but 
could and did effect families even unto the third generation. 
While these roots are hopelessly obscured, it followed 
logically from a rophisticated view of sin. Sin is that 
element that separates Man from God, Hence, also, death 
separated Man from God in a fuller and more ultimate manner.
If death continued to hold the upper hand it was both 
judgment and doom. Thus it was not hard for them to believe fthat sin and death were inextricably interwoven. In the 
Book of Ezekiel we read that "the soul that sinneth, it 
shall die" which probably is the same belief that underlies 
the writing of Genesis Chapter Three, But even for the 
most primitive tribesman there is something about death 
that offends. Death even for them seems to be unnatural 
but immortality seems to be the normal course, "The frailty 
and transiency of which it is the crowning proof, the 
sharp pangs which accon^any its approach, the unsightliness 
and decay which follow its presence, the bitter pain of
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ftoul it inflict# on those %fio are left behind***all tihese, 
its associations i#q;>ress them as an outrage upon a creation 
made in the image of God# Plainly# feerefere# ue may say 
that for Hie Hebrew mind the jdiysical fact has a spiritual 
olgnlflcanee. $ . . Thus death is m l y  intelligible to 
them in the li#it of Hie weakness and sinAilness of humanity**’̂  

So we see that the background for death is Hie fearful 
separation from God. Death then pronouncM the last word 
on Man's fate and dwtiny and hence it always speaks of 
doom. Thus to Paul's mind there could be no more grievous 
penalty for sin than death; the death idiich would mean 
banishxamat from God and the complete paralysis of the in* 
dividual.

Thus the RHirew filled his sdnd with life a W  the 
fulfilment of it. He looked for pleam&re in having a 
large family# prosperity# coosunion with God# and a long 
life. This was how to live out one's destiny to the ftillest 
and best tradition. And to a certain extent they must have 
shrunk back from their gloomy and shadowy existence in 
Sheot which was despairing and hopeless. Death would mean 
for Paul the utter separation from God which would be 
overwhelmingly experienced and would eventually read a 
person asunder. DeaHi was chaos# ruin and disaster.
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It will always» indeed» be impossible 
to reach a complete analysis of deli
cate spiritual e3q>eriences ; but the 
apostle has set forth clearly enough 
the general features of his own ap
propriation of the Divine gift of 
life» its conditions» and its channel.
Whatever St Paul may have carried with 
him from his training in a devout 
Jewish h<me and subsequently in the 
schools of the Pharisees» the unique 
spiritual crisis of his own life 
formed the regulating factor in his 
conceptions of the Divine workings in 
human experience. . . • For except on 
the ground of unshaken conviction» no 
man» who in describing other visions 
and revelations» eoq>loys so entirely 
different a tone» could have uttered 
the bare statement» 'Have not I seen 
Jesus our Lord?' (I Cor. 9:1).’^

Whatever we come to understand as Pauline doctrine in eschat-
ology» it will be impossible to make any clear demarcation
in Paul's historical tradition and that of his personal
encounter.

The clue for the understanding of Paul's eschatology 
is embraced in the expression» 'I have been crucified with 
Christ. ' It was this same risen Lord that speared to him 
on the Damascus Journey %d%o had been crucified for his own 
personal sin that made all the difference in Paul's life 
and thought. For within that meeting Paul found acceptance 
beyond himself» acceptance that he could not fathom» only 
acknowledge. Thus sin became for Paul Wiat it had become
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for Christ. While Christ died for Paul» Paul must now live
for Christ as this is the fullest meaning of having been
'crucified with Christ. ' Professor Denney ably states the
case; ^%e faith which abandons itself to Christ is at
the same time a receiving of the Spirit of Christ» or of
what to e3q>erience is the same thing» Christ in the Spirit;
there are not two things here but one» thou^ it can be
represented in the two relations which the words Faith and

72Spirit suggest." Baptism became both the sign and the 
symbol of this new faith. It very vividly portrays the 
old man going down to the depth never to be seen again 
as the new man rises fresh and purified by the water. This 
is all an ^propriété symbol of the atoning death and 
resurrection as the individual passes from this sinful life 
in the flesh» having been cancelled by the Cross» and hence 
rises anew with the risen Lord to the cooq;>letenes8 and 
fullness of the life in the Spirit. "But obviously» the 
picture also symbolises the relation of the believer to 
the Spirit. For all that has h^pened to him in the ex
perience of salvation» his death to sin (immersion beneath 
the water) » and his entrance \xpon a new life (emergence 
from the water) » is really accomplished for him in response 
to his faith» accomplished by the Divine operation; is
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the vork, as St Paul would put it, of the Holy Spirit.
Necessarily, in that sense, the experience of baptism
enqphasises the reality and significance of the gift of the
Spirit, and thus quickens the believer's consciousness of

73its possession."
The totality of the individuals' experiences in 

Pauline theology is tied together by the unity of life 
itself. Life then becomes the summation of the totality of 
all his energies. One cannot be dissected by segments and 
held up in contrast to the other parts. The only contrast 
to Life is Death. "Death for the apostle means the ruin 
of the whole personality. Life means its triumphant con
tinuance in the power of the Spirit beyond the barriers of 
earth and time, in conformity with the nature of the glorified 
Christ, who is the Image of the invisible God."^^

The majority of this paq>er has dealt with a topical 
approach to the problems of Pauline eschatology. This 
seemed to be the most reasonable way to enter tqpon the 
discussion because Paul makes no attempt to present his 
eschatology in a systematic framework. The framework must 
be super-imposed, which has been atteo^ted. Now, for com
pleteness sake it will be necessary to turn to a chrono
logical survey to determine the development of thought in
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its evolutionary form. Since the dating of these books 
is not completely settled, the form that will be followed 
will be that of Professor James Denney because he gives the K  
most thorough and complete exposition of these Epistles in 
regard to the problem of death. Ihe order is as follows ; 
Thessalonians, Corinthians, Galatians, Romans, and the 
Epistles of the ixq>risonment - Colossians, Ephesians and 
Phili4>pians.

Thessalonians 
In this First Epistle Paul eagerly expects an early 

return of Jesus. As certainly as Jesus died and rose again.
He will return and take with Him those that have fallen 
asleep. Within these writings the Parousia, Resurrection 
and final Judgment are closely connected as parts of one 
supreme event. There is here no introduction of a millen
nial reign on the earth. When Jesus descends, the dead 
in Christ shall arise so that the living and the resurrected 
righteous will be caught tp to meet the Lord in the air and 
will be forever with Him (I These. 4:16-18). The reference 
here is only for the Christians as there is no indication 
that there shall be any resurrection for the wicked. By 
implication we can conclude that after the resurrection of
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the righteous of the world# those who did not share will 
remain in destruction. This is the concept of "'vengeance" 
referred to in 11 Thessalonians 1:8.

The End will come about by the direct intervention 
of God when evil has reached its apex. This is in direct 
agreement with Jewish Apocalyptic thought. This day of 
the Lord canno t come "exciqpt the falling away ( ̂  

come first, and the man of sin be revealed, the son of 
perdition whose coming is according to the working of 
Satan*— with all deceit of unri^teousness of them that 
are perishing" (11 These. 2:3, 9*10). It is the power 
of evil that shall call this into being by its strength.
At this time Christ will descend from heaven and slay Satan 
with the breath of His mouth. (11 These. 2:8).

This is all to occur within Paul*s own lifetime 
(L These. 2:19). There will be obvious signs that will 
precede the actual event (11 These. 2). The appearance 
will be that of a thief in the night bringing with it the 
day of Judgment. Those who h a ^  died in Christ are to 
sleep on until the Resurrection.

Professor Denney sees the only indisputable relevant 
passage contained within these Epistles as Thessalonians 
5%9f. ; *God appointed us not unto wrath, but unto the ob*
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talning of salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ, who 
died for us, that, Aether we wake or sle^, we should live 
together with Him. * In r^ly to the question, idiat did 
Christ do for us In regard to salvation? Paul would say 
simply he died for us. He died for us as this was the 
price that sin exacted. **In the nature of things the 
relation of sin and death made It binding on him to die If 
He was to annul sin. . . This passage suggests that His 
power to redeem Is d^endent on His making all our ex
periences His own. If we are to be His in death and life, 
then He must take our death and life to Himself. If what 
Is His Is to become ours. It Is only on the condition 
that what Is ours He first makes His. There Is the same 
suggestion In Romans 14:9; 'To this end Christ died, and 
lived again, that He might be Lord of both the dead and 
the living. It was only by opening Himself fully to
the whole gamut of human experience and expression that 
Jesus could truly become the Lord of all mankind. It was 
this willingness to stand with us, or even more to stand 
for us, that represented the Love of God and the Love of 
Christ over against the powers of evil. It was only by 
Christ stooping to the utter depths of sinful humanity 
that He could do us any good. But first and foremost
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* Christ died for our sins.'
It is the awareness of the revelation which has begun 

in the resurrection of Christ which instantaneously called 
forth the hope for the fulfilment of salvation for the 
second coming of Christ. When He does come all will sur
render up in doisinion and power to God (I Cor. 15 : 24-28).
And it is this anxious esqpectation that elicits the resur
rection of Christ and His second coming in the same breath 
d̂ion he refers to the substance of the faith of those Gen
tiles idio had accepted the Gospel (I Thess. 1:9-10). It 
is Paulas unshaken hope that God will be all in all* that 
is the radically new element in the lives of these members.
When they were Gentiles they had no knowledge of Christ 
and they were thus considered as ones * having no hope and 
without God in the world* (Eph. 2:12). But Paul can now 
speak out of Joy in telling them that their attitude towards 
the problem of death is no longer that of others *iAo 
have no hope* (I Thess. 4:13). At this stage it is true 
that Paul believed that after death the soul would live 
on in the interim period. This is seen in his answer to 
the church at Thessalonica (I Thess. 4:15-18).
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First Corinthians
First Corinthians is without a doubt the locus 

Classicus of the Christian Faith in regard to eschatology. 
There is a great deal of thought compactly placed away in 
this one book and especially concentrated in the Fifteenth 
Chapter. In fact there is so much content here that Karl 
Barth writes a whole volume centred about this chapter. 
While it would be interesting but too consuming an enter
prise to discuss at length the details of the book it will 
be of interest to reiterate some of the details.

The letters were addressed specifically to meet 
the problems of the Corinthian Church. Because Corinth ' 
was such a unique mixture of people and tradesmen| it is 
not difficult to see how they got into so many wrangles. 
"The main defect of the Corinthian conditions . . . Paul 
sees to consist in the boldness, assurance, and enthusiasm 
with which they believe, not in God, but in their own 
belief in God and in particular leaders and heroes; in 
the fact that they confuse belief with specific human ex
periences; convictions, trends of thought and theories—  

the special human content of which logically makes the 
recollection of particular human names unavoidable."^^
Some of these individuals may have attempted to interpret
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Christianity in terms of the Greek gods. Others may have 
been divided on social$ economic and theological differences. 
These differences may have been the means of rationalizing 
their own positions. But whatever we might conjecture, the 
fact remains that the church was badly tom and perhaps 
the church at Corinth was the most difficult of all the 
churches that Paul established.

Paul pleads that they turn away from their various 
and sundry ways; "Wherefore, I beseech you, be ye followers 
of me* (4:16). The context makes this unmistakably clear: 
Come down from your wisdom, from your self-content, from 
your wealth, from the kingly consciousness which now fills 
you as Christians ; come down from the brilliance of the 
all too Greek Christianity into idiich you have strayed, and, 
if you want to sail under the Pauline flag, come down into 
the foolishness and Ignominy of Christ, ^ere the truth is, 
where not man, not even the Christian man, but God is
great, and %Aere I, Paul, your father in Christ, am to be

77found." Barth continues that it is not proper that 
"the testimony of Christ should be made an object of re
ligious athleticism and brilliance, as the Gre^ religious 
world was fond of doing, regarding in an all too humm 
manner the Great, the Estimable, the Amazing simply in the 
relation of Either-Or.
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Tb#te is from God the Word of the Cross (1:18) tdilch 
is salvation and as such is God's Word for us. "So are 
things placed in the scales in the Cross of Christ# which 
is the focus of the testimony of Him; on the one side, 
death is the last, the absolute last W%ich we can see and 
understand; on the other side is life, of which we know 
nothing at all, which we can only comprehend as the life 
of God Himselfÿ without having in our hands anything more 
than #1 empty conception thereof^— i^art from the fullness 
that Ood alone gives and His revelation in the resurrection."^^

But in dealing with some rather irrelevant problems 
in the letters to the Corinthians, Paul tackles the greatest 
problem of all. This is the problem of Death which is 
only a small part of the problem of Evil. This comes then 
as the crown and apex of all Pauline thought which has 
endeared him to the Christian Faith forever. While Paul 
formerly had the attitude of scolding, he now turns to 
the most positive assertion and apologia of the Christian 
Church. For it is the Resurrection of the Dead that makes 
the whole of Christianity universally relevant to mankind.
"The Resurrection of the Dead is the point from W%ich Paul 
is speaking and to which he points. From this standpoint, 
not only the death of those now living, but, above all,
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their life this side of the threshold of death, is in the 
apostolic sermon» veritably seen, understood, judged, and

■ ■■ • '

te-.i

80placed in the light of the last severity, the last hope."
Here then in this one chapter is the e3q>res8ion of 

Paul's doctrine of the Last Things, There is perhaps no 
profounder statement in the whole of Christian dogma than 
this. "The great answer which, by reason of the fact 
that it is exactly given there, first awakens all the 
questions of life, comprehends in a single great question,

. .-V
- • - .>■ 'can only confront mankind as the question of all questions,
 ̂ and in this disguise as question can only be grasped as

81answer also." Professor Barth continues that the last 
word "that is spoken here must be so understood as last word 
that it can at the same time be understood as first word, 
the history of the end at the same time, and, as such, the 
history of the beginning— -as the first word, and as the 

H . history of the beginning of all time, of the %diole of time,
of A e  oldest ages as well as the latest ages, and of all

Ô2the ages situated at the centre." Barth is maintaining 
that ^tether History is contracted or expanded, this is
still the ultimate message. It was from the beginning the 
same as it will be at the consummation. It is the word 
for all time, constant, unchanging and immutable. It

iv
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transcends all, for in Itself it is the Infinite, the Alpha 
and Omega, and the clue to existence.

But ̂ diatever else Paul may have lifted in those 
Corinthian hearts in the realm of faith, hope and trust, 
it all subsided in Paul's absence to the greater question 
of Death. Perhaps the very background of this stems from 
the sheer materialism of Christianity. What does Christianity 
mean for me? What benefits shall I derive out of it? This 
seems very crude but the form is so common that one cannot 
escape it as a possibility. So Paul must begin with what 
he preached so strongly and succinctly, invoking the very 
core of their beliefs and bonfession, tuning that these 
familiar words will come resounding back again to their 
full significance. *'To follow the movement of his thoughts 
from afar and to hear 'with more or less distinctness the 
most vital things which he intended to say and yet nowhere 
can say— all this we must now show. ^Let us be prepared 
for partial failure from the start. We are probably (and
not only historically) too far away trcm Paul to be able to

83i^roach him here, even approximately." In all honesty 
it must be maintained that Paul is not here teaching new 
doctrine. The Church is too tom and confused to begin 
with something new. It must be seen that this is his same



thought delivered to them meticulously worked out to convince 
and to reassure them. It makes no attempt to lead them to 
other pastures but rather attecq>ts to bring the straying 
sheep back to the fold from Whence they came. "They merely 
took offence, as Lietzmann believes, at the Jewish doctrine 
of the resurrection, from the standpoint of the Gre^ 
belief in immortality, or as Bousset suggests: at the
unconscious compromise between the Jewish and the Greek 
conception of the future life, within Wiich Paul moved, 
but for the rest obviously did not dream of unravelling 
the antagonism between themselves and Paul in its funda* 
mental acuteness."

The meaning of the verses 12 through 28 in 1st
Corinthians 15 is that the Resurrection of Jesus from the''
dead depends on the general resurrection for its validity.
It is quite plain that we could say, "he died" and "he was 
buried", but the action of God depends on the statement 
that He was raised from the dead. The first two incidents 
occur quite naturally without the interference of anyone 
or anything, it is only when He was raised from the dead 
that we must begin to look to an outside force. And if 
He had been raised from thé dead, then it was possible for 
Him to be seen. After Christ's appearances He moves on
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to encounters %A%lch transcend the normal concept of personal 
encounters. There is little known about these post* 
resurrection appearances» and it would thus appear that our 
lack of knowledge is as striking as Üie knowledge we have.
The real point that Paul is driving at is the fact as to 
idiether the Church can exist when it no longer continues 
to believe in the Resurrection» the ground and core of 
its existence. Without this belief it leads only to a 
purely illegitimate existence. This is the serious dif
ficulty which the Church from time to time must seriously 
ask itself : "What does this mean?" The Church must con
tinually endeavor to find new answers to this question 
and make thmsn relevant for society. "Paul does not shrink 
from putting his *Eit^er-Or* so sharply that beside the
impossible» unbelievable» inaccessible gospel of the Res- 
urreotion of the Dead there is left only the abyss of 

 ̂> an utterly radical scepticism towards everything divine
even towards everything that is humanly hipest» holding 
the danger that somebody may fall into it and be unable

. gg ' j
to get out." Paul makes no attempt to delude himself 
or ourselves.

He does not defend himself» but he 
attacks: Christianity without res-
urrection» and says as forcibly as
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he can, chat it is a lie and a 

V deceit, not because it is still
\ without this article of faith, but

because it is in itself an illusion, 
a fiction. Whereas they regard Paul 
as a dogmatist, who loads their reason 
with an unnecessary, unrealizable idea, 
he shows them that they are those who 
(not with their doubts and negations,

V ^ but with what they admit and presumably
also believe) are playing blind-man's- 
bluff with ideas divorced from the 
real actuality. In attempting to 

' \ \ escaq>e from the resurrection as the
alleged absurd, they are making an 
absurdity of what to them appears 
not absurd, but reasonable and tol
erable; they are sawing off the branch 
upon which they are sitting.®®

There could be nothing more tragic than a religious body 
that has become so out of tune with the origi^l sound 
waves that it no longer recognizes them and indeed, attendes 
to rationalize their presence away. Then again if the

r

Resurrection only proceeds on the basis that One proceeded 
from the dead and has no relevance for any other followers, 
it dupes its followers to believe in a super-natural event 
which has no relevance for their individual lives and as 
such is not worthy enough to hold our highest allegiance.
If Christianity is sheer philosophy,. ethics, or disciplined 
living— then let it be that but do not upon it
the concepts of the miraculo%is and supernatural being to 
bolster-up an idealism. We should then turn away from the
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d « ily  #%i#t«ae«. Thus no o«a onbr«co Josos «# tbo stq^roM 

to«oh«r o f rlgbtoousaoss# tho lo«dor «ad o««sg>l« fo r tho 

good mor«l «ad o th leo l llfo #  F«ul obviously h«d om* 

ptissisod h is  uholo tosehiag «ad prosohiag oa # o  nroag 

ph«sos o f tho C hrlstion L ifo . Vos tho Apostlo nroag ia  

h is  omphosis? Obviously thoso t ^ t  opposed him so vo« 

homontly o t Coriath h«vo roturaod to  tho mmaborship «ad 

m u ltip lie d .

Pottl mould moiataia tha t death «ad Judgment ru le  

also oa th is  side o f l if e .  "Or nhoneo oos&os the desire to 

kaon aaythiag else? Vheaee do me lay claim  to  the arrognee 

th a t dying means redeoption? Dying is  p itile s s ly  nothing 

but dying# only tho oxprossioa o f the c o m p a tib ility  o f 

a ll f in ite  things# i f  there be no end o f & e fin ite #  no 

perishiag o f the corruptible# no death o f death. We are 

not# w ith  ed ify ing  enthusiasm# to  ju s t try  âxié pvuûx past 

the fa c t o f deatdi# but to  be rig h t sober a t the la s t (verse
.7:

34), Just u  In  fro n t o f th . CroM o f C h ris t, sad say to  

oursslvM , tiia t th is  la s t word a tta ia a b l. by ust th a t 

w. mast d is . s lv M , a t any ra ta , me eeeasien fo r re lig io n s  

optimism ragardiag our s itu a tio n  as understood apart from 

re ra la tio n .” ^^
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The basic error with the Corinthians is much the same 
one that confronts the modem Church. It wa$ not that they 
denied the Resurrection of Christ. They accepted it as an 
act of God once and for all but this is precisely Where 
they failed. For their life in Christ ended with Resurrec
tion rather than beginning there. They gave iq> Just where 
they should have started. It was the finished work full* 
conflate* and ended. It was carried no further. They did 
not see it as the example* standard* or norm of their own 
personal lives. "They comprehended what had happened in 
Christ in the world as something finished and satisfying 
in itself. In reality it is only a beginning* in fact 
only an indication; Christ is come to deliver the King
dom to the Father* after He has taken their force away from 
the powers warring against God* and has undermined the world* 
so to speak (Zundel) (verse 24). The hostile powers are 
all independent beginnings and forces* whose relationship 
to God is not yet clear. We must see Christ in conflict 
with all that is in this sense obscure* not at peace with 
it."''

Paul raises the problem of being Baptized for the 
dead which seems to be as n^sterious as it is esoteric.
While it may always be open for speculation* there is not
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a great deal that can be said accurately about it# Professor 
Bafth states that "verse 29 is a crux intern re turn, and the 
reader must make up his mind that even 1 cannot tell him 
much that is satisfying on this point. What is the meaning 
of '^ich are bi^tized for the dead*? To be really bap
tised again for others who are already dead, to be bap
tized vicariously for them?"^^

Indeed the life of the apostle had a special meaning 
in that before the face of death he acknowledged life.
"In defiance of death, and thus in face of death, there 
Where nothing but death is to be perpetually reckoned with, 
or in that case with the entire new beginning itself, but 
not with that which lies between, only from thence. If 
this Thence be removed, the apostleship becomes a st%q>id 
farce. It would then be really ^propriété to discuss the
re<piirements and possibilities of life (of life apart from

90^ e  Cross) in a someidiat tm>re practical manner." Barth 
continues, "That I (Paul), as ag>ostle, can only reckon 
with death, or then with the resurrection itself, that 
alone places you in the position, with apparent rightness 
without fear of death, without faith in resurrection, 
to regard it differently. But how could I persist in 
this Either-Or if I were not sure of my cause? if I did
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not know that the oppression of death mist be for the sake
of the Life ehich I preach, which can only be preached

91from Just this stan^oint?*' Perh^s it was not strictly
•f. . • T

à matter here of some people accepting the Resurrection 
and others denying it, but rather a cohtinwm with all 
shades of belief and disbelief. Doubtless few have seen 
the Resurrection with the depth, consistency, and inten
sity that Paul did and hence there have been few that 
could agree w i &  him completely. '

The bodily existence does not continue in the 
flesh and blood as there is virtually no purpose for this 
body to continue in the limits and the confines of the 
earthly existence. In reality it was nothing to do with 
flesh and blood. Paul came to see that beyond death the 
body was so much a constricting factor as it gave entry 
to the true depth and expression of human personality.
At death God st^s in to redeem us even though we are 
unredeemable.

The corruptibility, dishonour, and 
weakness of man is, in fact, that of 
his corporeality. Death is the death 
of his body. If death be not only the 

 ̂ end— but the turning point, then the
new life mist consist in the repredi
cation of his corporeality. To be 
sown and to rise again must then apply 
to the body. The body is man, body
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in relation to a non-bodlly* determined, 
indeed^ by this non-bodily, but body#
The change in the relationship of the 
body to this non-bodily is just the 
resurrection. Not, therefore, some" 
transition of man to a merely non- 
bodily existence. Of such Paul knows 
nothing whatever. The persisting subject 
is rather just the body. It is ‘natural* 
body this side, ‘spiritual* body beyond 
the resurrection.^^

Now as far as doctrine changes or insights are con* 
cemed the following observations can be made. Basically 
it is very similar to Thessalonians. The Ihrousia and the 
Final Judgment are to occur in the Apostle* s life. This is 
to be preceded by severe trials idiich will last only for 
a short period. The Judgment will follow immediately 
after the Parousia so that there will be no lapse of time.
It is seen that here Christ will be the Judge and people 
will be judged by works. The individual * s resurrection 
is organically connected to the Resurrection of Christ.
This is limited to the righteous who will retain some of 
the personal bodily qualities. In the new form there is to 
be continuity and discontinuity, but nevertheless contingent 
on one another. "This essential likeness proceeds from 
the fact that they are successive eaqiressions of the same 
personality, though in different spheres. It is the same 
individual vital principle that organises both. From 
this description of the resurrection body it is obvious

372
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93that only the righteous can share In the resurrection."

The faithless are to remain naked or to have no existence 
at all.

The resurrection of the faithful follows insnediately 
after death and will not be put off until the %rousja as 
there is no waiting for the trunyet. "Of this variance 
between his living and growing thought and inherited Jewish 
views the jostle does not seem conscious in I Corinthians.
In the 2nd Epistle to the Corinthians we shall find that 
the jostle h ^  become conscious of the inherent incon
sistencies of his former view, idiich was the traditional 
one, and abandoned it in favour of the doctrine of a
resurrection of the righteous following immediately on 

94death." Paul's teaching here is not entirely novel but 
follows readily the more advanced apocalyptic literature.

Christ's Kingdom will end with the conclusion of 
this world. As the resurrection is only for those who 
continue in a vital dynamic relationship with Christ, there 
is no resurrection for the wicked. Nothing per se is said 
of the doom of the wicked, except such general statements 
that all will be judged according to their works (2 Cor.
5:10). There is also a word about Grace here for we were 
all bought with a price (1 Cor. 6:20; 7:23). Grace is
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freely given imd freely received, yet this Is not In the 
least to Infer that It is cheap. We should glorify God 
for such an eaqpenslve price and beware not to become servants 
of man for our responsibility Is to God. While one Is 
hard pressed to make any elaboration out of this divine 
economics It Is quite clear that the Idea of the work of 
man's salvation was a costly work, and that the cost, 
however we are to construe It, Is represented by the death 
of Christ. Salvation cannot be taken for granted as a 
small and unlnq>ortant thing but rather as the enonmus 
cosmic struggle. "Salvation Is a difficult thing, an In
credible thing, an Impossible thing. It Is the miracle 
of miracles that such a thing should be; the wonder of It 
never ceases, and It no^ere finds a more thrilling ex
pression than In Paul's words, 'Ye were bought with a 
price.

Second Corinthians 
Paul begins defensively about his position as an 

apostle. Ho doubt he was under attack and he used such an 
opportunity to make known his position to his opponents 
who were probably not the Corinthians. There are two
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bases for his assertions; one is his comprehension of the 
doctrine of Christ and secondly the latter day success he 
had in preaching it* Not only is he presenting the Gospel 
but he indeed bore about in his body the dying of Jesus* 
Here it is clear that for Paul, to preach Christ was to 
do so at the expense of his life* His trials and trib
ulations of diacipleship will eventually cost his life 
as it did his Master, for daily he feels the force of 
death over taking him (1;5 & 4:10)*

In the Fifth Chapter we have the exposition of what 
Christ's death was in relationship to sin.

**• The motive of his conduct is always 
the same, 'the love of Christ constrains 
us* • * because we thus judge, that one 
died for all (so then all died), and 
died for all that they who live should 
no longer live for themselves, but for 
Him who died for them, and rose again'* 
(5:14-15)* % e  inq>ortance of this 
passage is that it connects the two , 
relations in idiich Paul is in the habit 
of defining Christ's death, that is 
its relation to the love in %d%ich it 
originated, and to the sin with which 
it dealt. It shows us also how to 
construe these two things in relation 
to each other. Christ's death, we are 
enabled to see, was a loving death so 
far as men are concerned only because 
in that death He took the responsibilities 
of men upon Himself* Deny that, and it 
will be Impossible to show any ground on 
idiich the death can be construed as a 
loving death at all*^®
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The theory behind this for Denney is:
It is that one died for all
means that the interest of all was aimed
at and involved in the death of the one.
How it was involved in it these words 
do not enable us to say. They do not 
by themselves show the connection between 
Christ's death and the world's good.
But Paul draws an Immediate inference 
from them: 'so then all died.' In one
sense, it is irrelevant and internets 
his argument. He puts it into a 
hurried parenthesis, and then eagerly 
resumes vhat it had suspended. 'One 
died for all (so then all died), and 
died for all that they who live should 
no longer live to themselves, but to 
Him who died for them and rose again. '
Yet it is in this immediate inference-**** 
that the death of Christ for all involved 
the death of all---that tke missing link 
is found. It is because Christ's death 
has this inclusive character, because, 
as Athanasius puts it, 'the death of all 
was fulfilled in the Lord's body', that 
His death has in it a power ihich guts 
constraint on men to live for Him.^^

What then is the relationship of Christ's death to our
own? What is in this that has the power to constrain men
ever since these words were uttered?

And this is precisely \hat we discover 
in the inferential clause: 'so then all
died'. This clause puts as plainly as 
it can be put the idea that His death 
was equivalent to the death of all.
In other words, it was the death of 
all men which was died by Him. Were 
this not so. His death would be nothing 
to them. It is beside the mark to say 
that His death is died by them rather
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Ithan theirs by Him. The very point of 
the apostle argument may be said to be 
that in order that they may die His death 
He must first die theirs. Our dying 
His death is not* in the New Testament* 
a thing which we achieve on our own 
initiative or out of our own resources.
It is the fruit of His dying ours. If 
it is our death that Christ died on the 
cross* there is In the cross the con
straint of an Infinite love. But if 
it is not our death at all* if it is 
not our burden and doom that He has 
taken to Himself there* what then is 
it to us? % e  death of all was died 
by Him. His death can put the constraint 
of love upon all mmi* only when it is 
thus judged.^®

Hence it is Reconciliation which is the subject of 
this death. This was what God was doing in and through 
Christ* reconciling them to God. Of this one great Divine 
act we see that the subject is God and the object is Man. 
It was always God who stooped to take the initiative and 
paid the overwhelming cost. Katallassein does not come 
over exactly into the English* we assume that one has to 
lay aside all fear* distrust and love of evil* and has 
entered* in point of fact* into relations of peace and 
friendship with God. The work of reconciliation* in the 
sense of the New Testament* is a work which is finished* 
and which we must conceive to be finished before the gospëL 
is preached. It is only with this concept that the Church 
must and can move forward. "It is a work--as Cromwell
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said of the covenant— *-outsIda of us, in which God so deals
in Christ with the sin of the world, that it shall no longer
be a barrier between Himself and men • • • « Reconciliation
in the New Testament sense, is not something which is being

99done; it is something which is done.*' Unless it is a 
completed work we have no real gospel for man. "?He died 
for our sins. * When the sinless one, in obedience to the 
will of the Father, died on the cross the death of €ill, 
the death in idiich sin had involved all, then, and in 
that sense, God made Him to be sin for all.'*̂ ^̂  Thus if 
the Reconciliation of Man to God is thus the finished work, 
the only reconciliation that can remain * is man's recon
ciliation to man. Thus there is the call to participate 
in the extension of reconciliation by becoming a part of 
the recwciling community, the Christian Church. It is in 
accepting His death for us and our responses of continuing 
His work by dying unto Him so that we can become part of 
this community.

There are in this Epistle the following elements 
of change. There is tremendous growth in that the time of 
the end has been expanded by Paul as well as deepened the 
understanding of the Kingdom. The Kingdom has to spread 
and will close the culmination of evil. The world will

f .
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thus be faced with the conversion of all mankind. The 
PaiDusia is followed by Judgment that will be by works, 
which is the noroud expression of faith. There is no other 
form of retribution other than by man's works (II Cor. 11:15).

The Resurrection is to follow immediately after the 
death of the individual. It would, appear that Paul has 
caught himself on his own inconsistencies with regard to 
the placing of the Resurrection» The main doctrine of 
Pauline eschatology is rethought and reshaped in the context 
of Second Corinthians 5:1-8. **We know that if the earthly 
house of our tabernacle be dissolved, we have a building 
from God, a house not made with hands, eternal, in the 
heavens. . •" At first (v.4) Paul expresses his deep 
desire to live on to the Parusia in order that he might 
escape dissolution fulfilling his hipest hopes. However, 
in the nRJch more realistic verses he squarely faces up 
to the possibilities of death. To the prospect before 
them, of their possible shape, Paul expresses that we come 
into the possession of an immortal body in heaven. It 
would be hoped that the Elect received Üieir bodies at 
tdie point of their election but as the text shows it is not 
until death. This new body is the combination of the 
divine gift of God and the works of the individual. Paul
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drops the terminology of the resurrection of the righteous 
at the Paroisia in place of their revelation in glory« There 
is thus a spiritual resurrection of the faithful tiiat 
continues on. Then later Paul can say that they are "alive 
from the Dead" (Rom. 6:13), as those "raised with Christ 
through faith" (Col. 2:12, 3:1); and even "quickened 
together and raised up," and again "made to sit with him 
in heavenly places" (Eph. 2:6).

Galatians
When we come to the Epistle to the Galatians, Paul 

deals more Wiolly and exclusively with the death of Christ 
than any other book in the whole of the New Testament. It 
is Christ who gave Himself over for our sins that He might 
redeem us. There are the strong words of Paul as he ana
thematizes those who preach another gd^el. Then at the 
conclusion of chapter two Paul states his unshaken con-

' r ' ' '■viction that Christianity is a new and true religion which
■ -  ... , ■■ Jis an end in itself and can never be compromised nor com- i 1

- ■ iplemented. This is because of the uniqueness and the power  ̂ j
of the death of Christ. i 1

I have been crucified with Christ; my life is no 1
longer mine, it Is Christ who lives in me; the life I now
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live in flesh I live in faith» faith in the Son of God who
loved me and gave Himself tq> for me' "(2:20). ''The whole
of the Christian religion lies in that. The Wiole of
Christian life is a response to the love exhibited in the

101death of the Son of God for men." Total trust is the 
only right thing a man can do when confronted with the 
living Christ. To add or subtract from this» is com
promise. " "If righteousness is by law» as he sums it up 
in one of his passionate and decisive words» then Christ 
died for nothing (2:21). Paul knew by experience that all 
he was» or could ever become as a Christian came out of 
the cross. 'God forbid that I should glory» save in the 
cross of our Lord Jesus Christ» whereby the world is 
crucified unto me and I unto the world' (Gal. 6:14). .
. . We may say that the aim of the Epistle to the Galatians 
is to show that all Christianity is contained in the cross»
which is the generative principle of everything Christian

102in the life of man." Conversely the law contributes 
nothing to that life.

Paul worked his religion out between himself and 
his Creator. For Christ came and lived under the law and 
was subject to the Law. This not only was part of His 
humanity but it was the element that led to His death
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■and crucifixion. But Christ came to break us from the 

spell of the Law (Gal. 3:13) through his obedience. For
Paul the whole subject of Christ's death is only known

. . .  .

through obedience. This is the key to the mystery of
Christ's death. Now we are no longer subject to the Law,
but throu^ Christ's obedience we are now subject to Him.
"Death is the curse of the law. It is the experience in
which the final repulsion of evil hy God is decisively
expressed; and Christ died. In His death everything was
made His that sin had made ours -— everything in sin except
its sinfulness. There is no essential significance in die
crucifixion, as though it would have been inpossible to say
diat Christ became a curse for us if He had died in any
other way. The curse, in truth, is only one of Paul's
synonyms for the death of Christ~— one which is relative,
no doubt, to the conception of Christ as 'under the law',
but Wiich for its meaning is entirely independent of the

103passage in Deuterononmy."
Those jéio have been crucified with Christ have died 

unto the passions and lusts of the flesh. For those who 
have pried open the mystery of Calvary and who now live 
with Christ are now aware that sin is sentenced to doom 
(5:24). To come to any d^th of relationship with its
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meaning is truly the end of our fleshly existence. So to 
this continuing thought Paul thus turns in conclusion:

a  '  ■"Far be it from me to glory, save in the cross of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, through uhich the world hath been crucified 
unto men, and I unto the world." (6:14). Paul has run full 
circle in this gpistle and ̂ u s  ends precisely where he 
began.

Romans
This Epistle of Romans coming a bit later and addressed 

more in summary tlum to a church that is tom such as the 
Corinthians, is not so controversial. The underlying theme 
is how shall such a sinful creature as man be made righteous 
in the sight of God. The righteousness of God is ex
pressed through the Death of Christ (3:25). So again 
we see, as in Galatians, the Death of Christ is the source 
of all Christian truth and meaning. It is the focus 
of all God's actions and love, and expounding it or devel
oping it there is all of Wiat is Christian Theology. It 
negates the past, makes way for the future, and assures 
us in our day to day transitory existence as we move on to 
that which is eternal. (5:9ff., 8:31 ff.).

One of the crucial passages is that raised by
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Romans 3:21f. The two outstanding difficulties are the 
meaning of ilasterion (propitiation) in verse 25. The other 
problem is whether there is one consistent meaning of the 
'righteousness of God' or whether it holds different meanings 
in passages such as verse 22 and verse 26. "Not that these 
two principal difficulties are unrelated to each other.
On the contrary, they are inextricably intertwined, and 
cannot be discussed ^art. It is an argument for disting* 
uishing two senses of 6cou (the righteous
ness of God) that xdien we do so we are enabled to see more 
clearly the meaning of . It is the very
function of Jesus Christ set forth by God as a propitiation 
in His blood to exhibit these two senses (which are equally 
indispensable if there is to be a religion for sinful men) 
in their unity and consistency with each ot^er. And, 
on the other hand, the term L P , to say the
least, is relative to some problem created by sin for a 
God who would Justify sinners; and the distinction of two
senses in which c5 v. is used enables us to

104state this problem in a definite form." For there can 
be no Gospel unless there is the presupposition of the 
righteousness of God extending to the ungodly. Then the 
question returns; How do you relate this rdLghteous God to
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this sinful world? Paul sums up his solution to the > 
problem by stating: "Jesus Christ whom God set forth a 
propitiation (or. In propitiatory power) In His blood. '
This Is how God has acted to justify the ungodly yÀio have 
accepted Jesus and yet retained His righteousness.

Denney maintains, and quite rightly so, that so
many of the explanations of the Death of Christ miss the
point because thqr show no relation either to the freedom
from the law nor to existing controversies, within His
churches. This Is precisely the point idiere so many Pauline
theologians have been side-tracked.

The passage In Romans becomes simple 
as soon as we read It In the light 
of those we have already examined In 
2 Corlntiilans and In Galatians. It 
Is Christ set forth In His blood who Is 
a propitiation; that Is, It Is Christ 
who died. In dying, as Paul conceived <
It, He made our sin His own. He took 
It on Himself as the reality which It 
Is In God's sight and to God's law.
He became sin, became a curse for 
us. It Is this which gives His 
death a propitiatory character and 
power, fdilch makes It possible, In 
other words, for God to be at once 
righteous and a God who accepts as 
righteous those who believe In Jesus.
He is righteous, for In the death 
of Christ His law is honoured by the 
Son who takes the sin of the world to 
Himself as all that It is to God; and He t 
can accept as righteous those Wio believe 
In Jesus, for in so believing sin becomes
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to them What it Is to Him. I do not 
know any word %diich conveys the truth 
of this if •vicarious* or •substitu
tionary* does not. Nor do I know any 
interpretation of Christ*s death which 
enables us to regard it as a demon
stration of love to sinners* if this 
vicarious or substitutionary character 
1* denied.105

The New Testament calls us to acknowledge this love 
as we look at the Cross where He bore our sins and He died 
our death. Hence it is this love that constrains us. 
’’Accepting this interpretation* we see that the whole

V

secret of Christianity is contained in Christ *s death* and 
in the believing abandonment of the soul to that death in 
faith. It is from Christ*s death* and the love xdiich it 
demonstrates* that all Christian inferences are drawn. .
. . For if* while we were enemies* we were reconciled* 
shall we be saved by His life* (Rom. 3:8ff.). . . • The 
propitiatory death of Christ* as an all-transcending 
demonstration of love* evokes in sinful souls a response 
Which is the whole of Christianity. The love of Christ
constraineth us: whoever can say that can say all that .

106is to be said about the Christian life."
There is really no argument that we can raise 

against the Gospel that Paul gives* for it is not a 
philosophy. It was a matter of Paul living out the con-
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text of his life and death under the dynamic relationship 
ji9±th a vital caring God. The only objections that can be 
raised are from those individuals that have come as close 
to God as he has. It might be that if one so ventured 
out as Paul did, his disagreements would depreciate as 
his respect increased. For as individuals, we still come 
to Paul seeing through glass darkly. It is a witness to 
be b o m  out in a life of both servitude and gratitude.
This life Paul beat described by means of B^tism in ^ich 
individuals went down to sin in death but were transformed 
by the act and rose as new beings in full dimensions of 
life.

Paul sees death as a three-fold concept; a death to 
sin, a death to flesh and a death to law. Since Christ 
has in fact died our death on the cross, the commitment 
to it also evokes a death. Christ's death first and fore
most was a death for sin, because sin produced the sit
uation that led to Christ's death. (Rom. 6:10). "For us, 
dying to sin may seem to have a different meaning; it is 
not only a discharge from its responsibilities that is 
wanted, but a deliverance from its power. But this can 
come only on the foundation of the other; it is the dis
charge from the responsibilities of sin involved in
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Christas death and appropriated in faith* which is the " 
motive power in the daily ethical dying to sin. It really 
is such a motive power* and the only one in the world* 
when we realize %diat it is."^^^ Paul challenges us to 
take the whole matter of sin as seriously as Christ did 
in facing death. There must be an all out drive of the 
individual to separate himself con^letely from sin. This 
would evoke within the individual a death unto sin through 
the whole of life. This calls for our daily mortification 
of evil which in effect shares in the Crucifixion with 
Christ by our daily taking up the cross against the passion 
and lusts.

It is a death to the flesh as stated in Romans 8:3f.
Law has become ioqpotent in regard to the flesh. By the 
concept of flesh it means "sin in its constitutional and 
instinctive character* sin as the nature or the second 
nature of man* it does not here matter which. What the 
law could not do God took another way of doing. He sent
His Son in the likeness of flesh of sin* and as a sin-* *
offering* and in so doing condemned sin in the flesh.
< *
0  Jix. o L here no doubt emphasizes Christ's likeness
to us: it ia not meant to suggest difference or unreality

108in His nature." Thus by this manner of propitiation
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God did condemn sin in the flesh. His Judgment vas 
pronounced upon it in Christ's death thus ending both its 
nature and power. Through this death it cancelled the Lav
in that it did to sin what the Law could never do, and

‘ <that was to break its power.
Paul repeatedly refers to death for the Christian 

as a death to the law. (Rom. 6:14; 7:4; Gal. 2:19). This 
is the point at which both the critics and the followers 
have Jumped in and have done the most harm because they 
have misunderstood Paul. "On the one hand, when Christ 
died, Justice was done to the law of God, both as an 
taq;)erative and as a condemning law, as it had never been 
done before. The will of God had been honoured by à life 
of perfect obedience, and the awful experience of death 
in which God's inexorable Judgment on sin comes home to 
the conscience had been borne in the same obedience and 
love by His sinless Son. On the other hand, when this 
death evokes the faith for which it appeals the righteous 
requirement of the law is Ailfilled in the believer; the 
law gets its due in his life also^ or, as the apostle 
puts it, it is established by faith. How is it, then 
that faith involves a death to the law? It is through the 
assurance, given to faith at the cross, that so far as
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has been f o u n d * I t  is not the only statutory law
}■'which was so cxanbersome but rather the law transformed 

by the atonement* And it is the inspiration of Christ 
which directs the %diole of Christian life not the rigidity 
and confines of the law*

Hence springs the liberty which Paul talks about*
It is the same thing that St* Augustine ioMant when he 
asked us to love God and then do as we please* It is the 
perfect freedom to open oneself to power and the glory of 
Christ's message* It is the freedom and the liberty to

V: .. -fulfill the task for which we were called* It is the call 
to serve one whose service is perfect freedom* Thus 
through the Atonement the individual is dead to the Law
through the death of Christ* .

-

We are not just left as such* It is not singly a
matter of woricing Out our destiny with fear and tresâ>ling
for we are given the Spirit* And it is the Spirit that
relates us daily and directly to the meaning of Christ's
death for pur own lives* /

But if we are speaking of the new 
moral life of the Christian, and ask 
what we mean by the Spirit psycholog
ically, that is, Wiat form the experience 
of His work takes, I should say it is

390
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indistinguishable from that infinite 
assurance of God's love, given in 
Christ's death, through Which the 
Christian is made more than conqueror 
in all the difficulties of life, 
inward or external. It is with this 
assurance that the Spirit is con« 
nected when Paul opens his discussion 
of A e  subject in Romans 5:5 'The love 
of God hath been shad abroad in our 
hearts through the Holy Spirit which 
was given unto us. ' With this same 
assurmce he concludes his discussion 
in Romans 8:35: 'Who shall separate 
us from the love of God?' The tri
umphant certainty of this love, a 
certainty always recurring to and 
resting on that miracle of miracles, 
the sin-bearing death of Christ, 
is the same thing as joy in the Holy 
Spirit, and it is this joy %diich is 
the Christian's strength. From the 
Spirit, then, or from the love of God 
as an assured possession, the Christian 
life may equally be eaqplained. And 
it is not another, but the same ex
planation, when we say that it is 
begotten and sustained from beginnihg to 
end by the virtue which dwells in the 
propitiatory death of Jesus.

% e  Epistles of the Imprisonment 
The letters constitute a new peak of Paul's writings 

as he must have mirveyed the Wiole of his work, the trials
and tribulations, the persecutions and the joys, as well

 ̂ .

as the failures and the successes. The work of the Epistle 
to the Philippians ties in readily with those to Galatians

- ,
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and Romans, thus evm in the end he held tenaciously and 
consistently to his beliefs (Phil. 3:9f). So within these 
letters Paul does not stray from the fundamental doctrines 
which he first maintained, it is rather a case of him 
bringing into focus the items on the fringes as his own 
faith had to define the challenges confronting him.

He sees before him the whole world and all Mankind 
in a much larger framework and grander scale as set gainst 
the universe as a %diole. God has been pleased 'through 
Him to reconcile all things unto himself, having made 
peace through the blood of His cross ; through Him, I say, 
whether things upon the earth, or things in the heavens' 
(Col. 1;20)« Reconciliation is now se«a in tdie context 
of History, for 'you ̂ o  were once estranged, and aiemies 
in mind by wicked works. He has now reconciled in the body 
of His flesh through death' (Col. l:21f. also Eph. l:7ff.)« 
He has begun his belief with #%e encounter with the Jesus 
(the historical Christ) but now the mysteries of Christ 
have been revealed to him as he conceives the end as 
' the gathering together in one of all things in Him, both 
things in (or above) the heavens and things on the earth' 
(Eph. 1:10). This larger scope of the world is countered 
by its part in the spiritual world, and the one has
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conséquences that influence the other. Thus sin has far
reaching factors which not only have their inter-play tq>on .

I ^  earth but also their ramifications that extend to all nature.
It is like a cancer that may start in any part of the System
and will ultimately spread throughout.

The people to whom he wrote believed 
in 'thrones and dominions and princi
palities and powers' ; end although there 
may be a touch of indifference» not to 
say scorn» in some of his own allusions 
to the h^h-sounding names— for instance» 
in Eph. ir21f.— they had some sort of 
reality for him too. There are passages 
like Col. 2:15» or those in vdiich he 
refers to
(Gal. 4:3; Col. 2:8)» where he seems 

t to connect the spiritual beings in 
question with the angels through whom 
the law was given (Gal. 3:19» Acts 7:53)» 
and to represent the stq>erseding of 
Judaism by Christianity as a victory 
of Jesus over these inferior but re- ' 
fnætory powers to whom for a while 
the administration of human affairs» 
hnd especially of the immature» material- 

? istic and legal, stages of religion had 
V  ̂ M  b e œ  committed. 7

However if Paul held strongly to these beliefs it would
probably be true that they would have come up more frecpiently.

The greater scale to which Jesus is elevated in these
Epistles of Inprisoimient is that Paul raises Christ to cosmic
significance. Christ has outgrown the concept of the
second Adam and has become the head of the new humanity.
as In the earlier letters (Rom. 5:12f£.j I Cor: 1S:45££.).



"He is the centre of the universe. He is a person so 
great that Paul is obliged to reconstruct His Whole world
around Him. He is the primary source of all creation» its

112principle of unity» its goal (Col. l:I5ff.).'* His works
permeate all the Universe* He has come for all and has a
claim on all.

What is of consequence is his conviction 
that in Jesus Christ dwelt all the fulness 
of the Godhead*— all that makes God in 

. the full sense of the term God-«^*bodily» 
that is» in organic unity and com
pleteness; and that the same completeness 
and finality belong to His reconciling 
work. 'The blood of His cross': it is
in this we find the resolution of all 
discords» not only in the life of man» 
but in the universe at large. It is 
in this we see a divine love which does 
not shrink from taking on itself to the 
uttermost the moral responsibility for 
the world it has made» for all the orders 
of being in it. and all their failures 
and fortunes.

There will be a universal reconciliation ^ e n  Jews 
and Gentiles have been made one through the body of Christ 
(Eph. 2:11-22). Here is one of the high points of Paul's 
thinking that God is not the God of the Jews only. (Rom. 
3:29). A God of such significance and supremacy cannot 
be working merely for one minority group. 'X>n the contrary, 
there is nothing in the world so universally intelligible 
as the cross. Hence it is the meeting-place not only of
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God and man, but of all races and conditions of men with 
each other. There is neither Greek nor Jew, male nor 
female, bond nor free, there. The cross is the basis of
a universal religion, and has in it the hope of a universal

„114 peace. ’
In conclusion we can say that the immediacy and 

hope of an early return of Jesus have vanished. Paul no 
longer expects to be present to watch the Parous ia but 
rather wants to press on "to depart and be with Christ" 
(Phil. 1:23). The Kingdom of Christ will have an ever
lasting duration and all will be subject to His power.
It is by faith in the righteousness of God through faith 
in Christ that he hopes to share in the power of Christ's 
Resurrection and thus attain unto the resurrection from 
the dead (Phil. 3:10ff.}. Not only is Christ raised to 
cosmic significance but He is the goal to which all creation 
is moving. All things are to be 'summed up in Christ'
(Eph. 1:10), 'reconciling all things to himself (Col. 1: 
20). Thus there shall be no trace of evil or wickedness 
to survive for it will be completely obliterated. For it 
shall either bow before Christ's presence or be utterly 
destroyed. Thus throughout these Epistles there is an 
entirely new growth and completeness not previously
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expressed» He is more settled in his own mind and has 
the opportunity to reflect with clearness of thought the 
problems «hich his earlier letters did not allow. His 
eschatology is bound up in a statement in Titus ( 3:4ff. ), 
"When the kindness of God our Saviour* and His love 
toward man 4q>peared* not by works done in righteousness* 
nAiich we did ourselves* but according to His mercy He 
saved us through the washing of regeneration and renewing 
of the Holy Ghost* which He poured out upon us richly* 
through Jesus Christ our Saviour; that* being Justified by 
His grace* we might be made heirs according to the hope 
of atoxaal
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THE CONCEPT OF DEATH IN THE JOHAIQilNS WRITINGS
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rather

. • # he ha# m^%a#i#ed it# truth» and 
at the earn tim mphiiiaed its problem 
and inedequaoie#» perhap# m r e  atrongly 
t h m  any other writer# Eaehatolegy 1#
leaat inadequate in figurative deaoription
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of the final end and goal of history*
It gives a tolerable account of the work 
and person of Jesus, which in any case are 
paradoxical* It is least satisfactory 
in dealing with the age of the Church, the 
interval which lies between the adumbration 
of the end in Jesus and the end itself*
This age however is the age which John was 
primarily concerned to es^lain, and it was 
the necessity of explaining it which, more 
than any other factor, led to the develop* 
ment of his theology. Johannine theology 
is not so much the imposition of alien 
forms and terminology upon primitive 
Christian thought (diough it is expressed 
partly in new forms and terminology), as 
the spontaneous development of primitive 
Christian thought under the pressure of 
inner necessity and the lapse of time*^

It is readily seen that the terminology of this corpus is
"loaded*" The term "loaded" here means that the words are
used as a v^icle to carry or convey meanings far beyond
their normal capacity of usage* These nuances become the
means by %d%ich the theology of John is expressed. No
author or authors was as adept at using words as syndaols,
parables or signs as John* No New Testament writer was
quite so quick to relate the whole of Christian thought to
the Greek world. This is not so surprising idien we reflect
that it was John who had a deep and abiding respect for
the Word and the words of God.

The Word of God for John is a dynamic creative life* 
giving, light*giving force which se^s out men in order
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that they might find a right relationship with God and 
seeks to hold them there. By His Word was the world 
created and brought into being. Thus it was John's high 
and holy thought that this same Jesus was not a word from 
God in the sense of an ongoing revelation but rather Jesus 
was the very Word of God. This infers that Jesus was not 
only God's first word to man but also His last word. Jesus 
as the Word is God's fullest and finest revelation. With 
this great interest in semantics and revelation we are 
assured that his words are clear, cogent and consistent 
so that they might convey Wiat John intended.

Whatever words John might have used to accomplish
his task the theme remains a constant. It is simply the
Love of God. Nowhere do we find a more succinct eaq>ression
of this than in John 3:16. Death can no longer remain as
an abstraction for the Love of God has made Man's relation
to Death the most subjective element in the universe.

Everything, we have seen, comes from the 
love of God. The death of Christ is to 
be construed in harmony with this, not in 
any antagonism to it. But the love of God 
to the world is never conceived in Scripture 
abstractly. . . . The giving of the Son 
includes at least the givi% of Him to that 
death idiich, as we have seen, pervades the 
Gospel from beginning to end; indeed, the 
death is eo^hasized in the immediate 
context (3:14ff.). Nor are we left with-
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out: sufficiently clear hints as to the 
necessity ̂ ich determined the gift. In 
the passage just referred to (3:16) we 
see that apart from it men are lost; they 
perish, instead of having eternal life.
John's mind revolves round these ultimate 
ideas, death and life, rather than their 
moral equivalents or presuppositions, sin 
and righteousness. But we cannot siq>pose 
that he did not include in 'death' and 
'life' all that we mean by these latter 
words.

These "ultimates" ccmimunicate depths of insight which are 
still obscure to our minds. Here then, John expresses the 
inscrutable mysteries of God in terms \diich are both 
applicable and lasting. It was John's task not to project 
Christians into the future but rather to make the future 
active and present in the daily activities of the Church.

Moving on then from these general considerations of 
the Johannine corpus, we shall consider the Apocalypse in 
detail. Here one finds himself immersed by a "new heaven" 
and a "new earth" in linguistic symbols. As a background 
for his writings we know that John used I Enoch, the Twelve 
Testaments, the Gospels of Mark and Matthew, and something 
of Paul. Even though he used I Enoch considerably and the 
Old Testament greatly, his work is not d^endent \ipon them.
A wide and diverse stream of literature and wisdom flows 
through the Apocalypse, it stands as a unity in and of 
itself. Dr. Austin Farrer states that John never attempted
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to copy sources » but fully digested his material and came 
out with a real grasp of the ancient scriptures.^ The 
Apocalypse stands as a monument to apocalyptic literature. 
The same symbols are used here, yet John stands in view 
of the accomplished mission, for to him the end is in 
view. The message of John is a high point of Christian 
theology as he moves far beyond the Old Testament writers. 
For John has seen the end of History and writes from that 
vantage point, thus to him has been revealed the true 
meaning of History. Even though John has been proven to 
be not completely right about History, his insights into 
the fundamentals of the Christian Faith give an eternal 
significance, which is operative in every age. Thus the 
message is always contemporaneous with History. The 
writing is never impaired by the narrow scope of the needs 
for idiicb it was written. This adds to the assurance of 
its revelatory nature. There is absolutely no doubt in 
John's mind, that the Church will win out in Victory. In 
spite of all the troubles and fears, God has the last 
word. His complete trust in God as Author and Finisher, 
as Creator and Redeemer in this life and the next is 
unsurpassed. So too is his language, for its linguistic 
nature makes the Apocalypse absolutely unique.
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There is no doubt that symbolism was the only means 
open to express the conflicts of Christ and Caesar, of the 
Church and the World and of God and the demonic. But here 
John is not really concerned with the symbolism itself or 
where it cam from. His concern is only to set forth the 
Glory of God in the Slain Lamb as He was revealed to John.
The symbolism of the symbols became more real than reality 
for John. The warp and woof of the symbolism are ancient 
but from these threads and his unsurpassed skill, he weaves 
a new pattern which is sui generis. It stands at the end of 
a great continuum of apocalyptic literature, but it is 
far greater because it fully and finally ends this literature 
with the appearance of Jesus Christ. It is no mere revela
tion, it is the Revelation. Martin Kiddle states: "No
matter vdiat further information may be gleaned concerning 
John in the future, it cannot add to or take away frcmi 
the value of the message as he has delivered it."* The 
value of the book " . . .  lies in the splendid energy of 
its faith, in the unfaltering certainty that God’s own 
cause is at issue now and here and must ultimately prevail, 
and that the cause of Jesus Christ is inseparably linked 
therewith, and the main aim of fdiich, as is clear from 
every page, is to emphasise the overwhelming worth of
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things spiritual as contrasted with things material-T~a 
lesson never more needed than at presentand in the 
next place to glorify martyrdom* to encourage the faith
ful to face death with constancy* nay more with rapturous 
Joy: 'Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord/' Thus 
in the face of death and persecution the Book of Revela
tion comes as a means of encouragement* It is the members 
of the Church who do have the victory. John ^ o  has seen 
the ultimate end testifies and proclaims that even though 
death may hold its sway* it is God who has won the battle.

In the vision John has of Jesus* He is not immed
iately perceived by John. If we follow the spirit of these 
writings we are aware that tUs is not the saw Jesus of 
Nazareth whom John perhaps knew. But now there was a tremen- 
dous difference* for W%at John saw was Jesus the Christ* 
the Risen and Ascended Lord. He %#as exalted in glory and

A '
in power. Christ moves forward to calm John* for the Lord 
of Glory was the same Jesus of Nazareth— there was no need 
to fear. Here stood the Eternal One* the Ancient of Days* 
the firstborn from the dead and the Alpha and Omega. The 
Glory of the Lord shone around him a%^ he was afraid for 
he had seen the Divine. One who had broken through the 
bonds of death came back to show the Way. The whole
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activity here is the tremendous demonstration of love.
"But he cannot contemplate him, nor think of the grace 
and peace which he invokes on the churches from Him, with
out recurring to the great deed of Christ on which they
ultimate depend. . . .  He does not say, 'who liberates us
from our sins', as though a progressive purification were 
in view; but '^o liberated us', pointing to a finished 
work. It was love that paid the price in terms of blood
shed. Thus one finds that "Christianity is as real as the 
blood of Christ. It is as real as the agony in the garden
and the death on the cross. It is not less real than
this, nor more real; it has no reality whatever which is 
separable from these historical things."^ The activity 
of Christ in His redeeming love can be known only through 
the subjective encounter which must always remain self- 
authenticating . Through the process of redeoption we are 
bound together as ones %dio acknowledge the rule of God over 
us. "'He made us priests' means that in virtue of His 
action we are constituted a worshipping people of God; on 
the ground of it we have access to the Father. • . . All 
dignity and all privilege rest on the fact that He set 
us free from our sins at the cost of His blood. . . . The 
vision of Christ calls out the whole contents of the
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Christian consciousness ; the Christian heart is sensible 
of all it owes to Him, and sensible that it owes it all 
in some way to His death.”® To pry further than this is 
xmaskable, this is precisely where faith meets the believer.

The eqphasis for Jesus is to fulfil the rôle of 
the Land) of God. This title appears some twenty-nine times. 
This is an atteo^t to see Jesus almost exclusively in 
terms of Hebrew sacrifice. ”lt has the character which 
sacrifice confers, but it is alive. Although it is not 
dead, it has the virtue of its death in it. It is on the 
ground of this death, and of the redeo^tion (or purchase 
of men for God) effected by it, that all praise is ascribed 
to the Lamb, and the knowledge and control of all providence 
put into His h a n d s . T h i s  then is the Ultimate display 
of love. "Here we have the ideas of 1:5 repeated, with 
the further thought that love like that displayed in 
Christ’s death for man’s redecqption is worthy not only of 
all praise, but of having all the future committed to its 
care. It is really a pictoral way of saying that redeeming 
love is the last reality in the universe, which all praise 
must exalt, and to which everything else must be sub
ordinate.”^^

The nature of John’s theology is conveyed in the
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theme o£ the Lamb .of God, seen as One who takes away the 
sin of the world. "When sin is taken away by a lamb, it 
is taken away sacrificially. It is borne off by being in 
some sense (in the case of an unintelligent sacrifice, only 
a figurative sense) borne. It is not too much to say that 
the concq;>tion of Christ's death as a sacrifice for sin, 
found thus, at the very beginning of the Gospel, on the 
lips of the great witness to Jesus, is meant to convey 
decisively the evangelist's own conc^tion of Jesus and 
His work. He is here to put away sin. That sums up His
vocation. And He puts it away by a sacrifice in idiich it

11has to be borne." The theology of the Lamb of God being 
sacrificed brings out three important conc^ts. The first 
idea is the concept of the Lamb Wio was obedient unto 
death. This theme is parallel to the concept of obedience 
lifted up by Paul's writings. "This spontaneity on the 
part of Jesus, when it is put in relation to the love 
of the Father in giving the Son, appears as obedience. The 
authority or liberty He has to lay down His life and to 
take it again is a commandment He has received from the 
Father. Equally with Paul or with the writer to the 
Hebrews, John could use the term 'obedience' to describe 
the whole work of Christ. But as with them, so with him
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too, it is loving obedience to a will of love, an attitWe 
at once to God's purpose and to man's need which makes 
the passion the sublimest of actions, and justifies the 
paradox of the gospel that the cross is a 'lifting up' 
or a glorifying of J e s u s . T h e  obedience of the T,amh 
to the very end makes the sacrifice efficacious.

The second point of the sacrifice is the morality. 
Previously the Jews had used an unblemished lamb who was 
bound and offered as a sacrifice. The Lamb of God con
versely had free will. At any point Jesus could have 
turned from the task and would have been released gladly. 
"The perfect freedom with which Christ acts the shepherd's 
part, including the final sacrifice which it demax̂ is, is 
apparently the characteristic of His work to which he 
attaches the greatest importance. And it is so because 
it is through the freeness with which the surrender of 
life is made that the love which is its motive is revealed. 
'I lay down life of ^self. No one taketh it from He.
I have authority to lay it down, and I have authority to

13take it again.'" Jesus died the sacrificial death 
because it became His will to do so. This lifts the death 
of Jesus to a high morality, which was not a part of the 
theology of the Jewish sacrifice.
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The third point is the whole aspect of the Lamb of
God can only be seen ariÿit from the Love of God.

Everything, we have seen, comes from 
the love of God. The death of Christ is 
to be construed in harmony with this, not 
in any antagonism to it. But the love 
of God to the world is never conceived 
in Scripture abstractly. It is not 
manifested in some evolutionary process 
which is necessarily determined a priori, 
as some may have hastily inferred from 
the prologue to this Gospel. To conceive 
it so would be to deny its grace. It is 
conceived, practically, in relation to 
definite needs of man which it meets.
It is manifested not on the analogy of 
natural forces, %diich simply are what 
they are, but on the analogy of the 
free actions of men,which are determined 
by specific motives. To deny this is 
to lose the living and 'gracious God of 
revelation, and to take in His place a 
metaphysical phantom. God so loved the 
world that He gave His only begottenSon.^4

This is the Love of God eiqpressed in His omnipotence. The 
slain Land) qppears to be the most powerful instrument in 
the universe. Here then is the paradox, the Lamb having 
been slain, weak from the loss of blood dashes the combina
tion of forces for mankiW. Thus the weakness of God is 
stronger than the strength of men. The Lamb of God in 
its traditional sysâ^olism conveys magnificently the ^ole 
work of Christ.

The death of the Lamb of God in its empirical form
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is a martyr's death. This then is the example of all 
followers who would be obedient unto death. ". . . The 
typical Christian is a martyr too. To be a martyr is to 
furnish the decisive proof that the abiding power of Christ's 
blood is being exercised over one's life. . . . Hence 
the blood of Christ does something both once for all, in 
breaking the boxsl by which sin holds us eaod bringing us 
into such a relation to God that we are a people of priests, 
and progressively, in assuring our gradual assimilation 
to Jesus Christ the faithful witness. In both respects 
the Christian life is absolutely indebted to it; without 
it, it could neither begin nor go on.*'̂  ̂ Out of the trials 
and tribulations will come many martyrs. The blood of 
the Lamb will cleanse them and they will be sanctified.
Just how this formula works we are not told. "The pressure 
put on them (the martyrs) would have been too great, and 
they would inevitably have succumbed to it. But with a 
motive behind them like the blood of the Lamb they were 
invincible. Now nothing can be a motive unless it has a 
meaning; nothing can be a motive in the sense inplied 
here unless it has a gracious meaning. . « . With the 
cross on which He died for than before their eyes, they 
dared not betray His cause by cowardice, and love their
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own lives more than He had loved His. They must be His, 
as He had beai theirs. It is taken for granted here that 
in the blood of the Lamb there had been a great demonstra
tion of love to them. • • • It is because it is an 
inconqparable demonstration of love that it is an irresist
ible motive. And though the relation is not thought out 
nor defined here, for such a definition would have been 
utterly out of place, it is not forcing the language in 
the least to assume that it must have existed in fact 
for the author. One is left with the abiding sense that 
there is to be no salvation outside a relationship with 
the Lamb of God.

The Revelation that John receives is a forewarning 
of the Parousia. Christ addresses Himself to the various 
churches of that day as well as those of today. Christ’s 
presence r^resents that He stands over against them in 
judgment as He knows their works and that His last coming 
to rectify the world is imminent. The Church is left in 
watchful expectation filled with an air of repentance. 
"Remeo6er then what you received and heard; keep that, 
and repent" (3:3), "Behold, I am coming soon, bringing 
my recoo^ense, to repay every one for what he has done. •
• • 'Surely I am coming soon. ' Amen. Come, Lord Jesus!"
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(22:12, 20). These writings are filled with the eager 
and honest expectation of His coming. He will come in 
power symbolized by the clouds which will usher forth a 
great day. 'The judgment of the great day—--’the great day 
of God’ (16:14)— is r^reaented under the image of illimit
able slaughter, before the beginning of which the hixds of 
prey are summoned to feast on the bodies and blood of men 
(19:17, 18, 21; cf. 14:20)."^^ At the final judgment the 
Antichrists will be thrown into the lake of fire and their 
adherents will be slain. "The ’lake of fire’ in which 
this ’ second death’ is experienced, and into which the 
devil, the beast, and the false prophet are cast, has its 
torments ’day and night for ever and ever. ’ It is exclusion 
from ’the marriage stq>per of the Land),’ from ’the holy city,' 
from the fellowship of God in His ’tabernacle with men. ’
It is the death that is beyond all other death. It means 
existence without the resurrection of life and the crown 
of life, the existence that is eternal loss and dying.

Satan having lost all his cohorts on earth stands 
powerless. He is then bound with chains for a thousand 
years (20:1-3).

Thereupon ensues the Millennium, when 
the martyrs, and the martyrs only, 
are raised in the first resurrection
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and become priests of God (cf. Is. 61:6) 
and of Christ, and reign with Christ 
personally on earth for a thousand years 
(20:4*6), with Jerusalem as the centre 
of the kingdom. According to an earlier 
passage (5:10) Aey are made unto God 
e kingdom and priests; and they reign 

upon the earth.
So that individuals might "share in the blessings of
the millmmial reign of Christ the souls of the martyrs are
raised up; they live and reign with Christ a thousaml
years (20:4, 60). This is called 'the first resurrection'.
Those raised up are untouched by the second death; they
are the priests of God and of Christ (20:5, 6) and reign
upon the earth (5:10). The rest of the dead do not live
again until the thousai^ years are finished (2 0:5)."^0

It is worth noting that this is the only passage
in the whole of the New Testament where the doctrine
of the Millennium is e9q>licitly written. Certainly this
one isolated passage cannot be used to sustain an important
Christian doctrine. The doctrine itself " . . .  in its
present form, I repeat, that is, in its combination of
the resurrection of the martyrs with a temporary Messianic
kingdom under the Christian Messiah. In our earlier
chapters we saw that ^ e n  once the Messianic kingdom
came to be regarded as temporary, from that moment* - -more
than 150 years before the date of the New Testament
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Apocalypse— the resurrection was relegated from the
beginning of the Messianic kingdom to its close, and the
righteous were conceived as rising not to the Messianic
kingdom, but to eternal blessedness in a new world or in.

21heaven i t s e l f . E d w a r d  Langton takes this same point 
of view jotiea he states: "From the account of the New
Testament teaching that has been given above, it is evident 
that the doctrine of the Millennium is not an essential 
feature of Christianity. It does not find any place in 
the most authoritative sources of Christian teaching.
Not only is it true that no reference is made to it out
side the Apocalypse. What is more impressive is the fact 
that no place is allowed by the writers for such an 
interval in their eschatological scheme of events, for
the Second Advent and the last judgement follow immediately

22upon each other."
At the end of this thousand year reign of the 

Messianic kingdom, Satan will be freed. Then " . . .  the 
nations Gog and Magog— the idea goes back ultimately to 
Ezek. 38: 2*39:16— are stirred up to make the last assault 
on the kingdom of Christ (Rev. 20:7-9): ’And when the 
thousand years are finished, Satan shall be loosed out 
of his prison, and shall come forth to deceive the nations



^Ich are in the four comers of the earth# Gog and. Magog#
to gather them together to war: the nunher of whom is as
'{)the sand of the sea. And they went over the breadth
of the earth# and coo^assad the can^ of the saints about#
and the beloved city. ’ In this attack they are destroyed
by God Himself# %du> sends down fire from heaven (20:9). The
devil is finally cast into the lake of fire (20:10)# ^ere

23are also the Beast and the false prophet."
At the end of this Millennium period# God takes His 

place on His great %diite throne to Judge the world. "God 
is Judge# and yet in some respects the Messiah also (22:
12) : 'Behold I come quickly; and my reward is with me# 
to reWer to each man according as his work is' (cf. also 
6;16#17). All are Judged according to their works# which 
stand revealed in the heavœly books (22:12). The wicked 
are cast into the lake of fire (21:8; see also 19:20#
20:10). So likewise are death and Hades (20:14). Hades 
seems to be conceived in the Apocalypse as the intermediate 
abode of the wicked only; for it is always combined with 
death (see 1:18# 6:8# 20:13# 14)."^^ The souls of the

■ V -martyrs are aggregated in a place beneath the altar. John 
takes a rather negative outlook on the vocation of the 
martyrs fCr they spend their time praying for the destruction
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of those who persecuted them. The other falth^l people 
are assigned to Paradise. Then they are aggregated in a 
place beneath the altar. Then there is to be the second 
death which is the "death of the soul, as the first is the 
death of the body. It is not the annihilation, but the 
endless torment of the wicked that is here meant. The 
e3q>ression is a familiar Rabbinic one (see Jerusalem 
Targ. on Deut. 33:6, where for * let Reuben live and not 
die,' we have 'let Reuben live and not die the second 
death'

The end will come finally as a new world is brought 
about by the cooA)ination of a new heaven and a new earth 
plus the heavenly Jerusalm. "Then the ideal kingdom of 
God becomes actual. This city needs no temple: for
God and Christ dwell in it (21:22). The throne of God 
and of the Lamb is set up therein (22:1, 3). The citizens 
dwell in perfect fellowship with God (22:4), and are as 
kings unto God (22:5)«> The Messiah still exercises His 
mediatorial functions (see 7:17, 21:22, 23, etc.)" There 
is to be a distinction between the Jews and Gentiles Wiich 
will be of spiritual nature. "The redeemed of Israel are 
to dwell in the New Jerusalem, while the Gentiles are to 
walk in the light thereof (21:24, 26). The former are to
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eat of the fruit of the tree pf life, while the latter 
are to be healed by its leaves (22:2). The twelve gates 
of the heavenly city are to be named after the twelve 
tribes (21:12), and the names of the twelve Apostles are 
inscribed on the foundation stone of the city. Yet Jew 
and Gentile form one divine community, and are alike 
kings and priests unto God (1:6, 5:10).
The Gospel of John

The Gospel of John was written to tell of the life, 
death, resurrection and lordship of Jesus Christ. The 
author seems to look and write for those with the eye of 
faith that they might grow in faith. These accounts 
"are written that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, 
the Son of God, and that believing you may have life in 
his name." (20:30). The theme is one of "Come and see, 
come and see" until this crescendo turns to "Follow me, 
follow me." A person is thus introduced to the reader, 
not just another person but rather one who is presented as 
being uniquely the Son of God. One of such magnitude 
that He stands before all Creation. An offer is held before 
the interested parties which is Life, Eternal Life for 
those \dio wish to participate in the inscrutable riches 
of God. The response that is required is to accept Jesus
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as the Way, the Truth and the Life. John thus relegates 
to Jesus a position as being One with the Father. It 
was John's gracious thought that Jesus stands as the Word 
made flesh.

The presence of eternal life seems to arise first 
from %dio He was rather tiian what He did as is seen in 
the prologue. "Jesus redeems men, or gives them life, by 
revealing to them the truth about God. The revelation 
is made in His own person, by His words and deeds, no doubt, 
but supremely by what He is. 'This is life eternal, that 
they should know Thee the only true God, and Him whom Thou 
didst send, even Jesus Christ' (17:3). The work of re
demption, to borrow the dogmatic category, is interpreted

28through the prophetic office of Christ almost exclusively."
W. F. Howard gives his interpretation of eternal life as 
"the actual impartation of the actual life of God is the 
core of the Johannine soteriology. It is this that makes 
the Gospel a gospel, and Christ the mediator of a real 
salvation. 'This is the witness, that God gave us eternal 
life, and this life is in his Son.' Thus Robert Law sums 
up the meaning of salvation as it is set before us in the 
writings of St. John. It is evident that, just as St. Paul 
found the central message of Christianity in salvation.
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^ich he illustrated by figures taken from the law courts,
or from the teazle where slaves paid the xansom price for
their manumission, so for St. John eternal life is the

29siq>reme gift of God brought to man by Christ Jesus."
The concept of Life and eternal life is best 

demonstrated in the account of the raising of Lazarus. 
This will be examined in greater detail later but it must 
now be seen as an e3q;>ression of the meaning of eternal 
life.

The doctrine of eternal life is stated 
in two forms. First: *He idio believes in 
me, even if he dies, will come to life' 
(giving to zesetai the ingressive sense 
which properly belongs to the form). This 
may be taken as a confirmation of the 
popular eechatology as enunciated by 
Martha: faith in Christ gives the assurance
that the believer will rise again after death. 
But the second statement is not the single 
equivalent of tiiis: 'Everyone who is alive 
and has faith in me will never die. ' The 
in^lication is that the believer is already 
'living' in a pregnant sense ^ich excludes 
the possibility of ceasing to live. In 
other words, the 'resurrection' of which 
Jesus has spoken is something ^ich may 
take place before bodily death, and has 
for its result the possession of eternal 
life here and now.^

Then the believer who "’hears my word and believes on Him
who sent me possesses eternal life, and he does nc^ come
to judgment, but has passed from death into life. I
solemnly assure you, the time is coming, and now is. when

i
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the dead will hear the voice of the Son of Man, and they 
who hear will come to life. ' It is because the word of 
Christ has this power here and now that we can believe that 
it will have the same power hereafter. • • . The evangelist 
agrees with popular Christianity that the believer will 
enter into eternal life at the general resurrection, but 
for him this is a truth of less inyortance than the fact
that the believer already enjoys eternal life, and the

31former is a consequence of the latter." This then is 
the controlling and sustaining factor of the Christian 
Faith, that is, the individual can participate in that 
which is from beyond. Basically "the *eternal* is a 
qualitative term, not a quantitative ; used not in order to 
add to the *life* the idea of perpetuity, but to eaqpress 
more fully the <piality idiieh belongs to the ’life* itself. 
In John’s writings ’death* is an ethical condition, the 
condition of failure and evil in which men exist by nature, 
and out of idiich they are raised by Christ. The ’life’ 
is the new condition*— the spiritual order of being, the 
existence of fellowship with God into which Christ brings 
men; and the ’eternal life’ is this ’life’ in its quality 
of the divine order of life, the life d̂iich fulfils the 
whole idea of life, the good of life,^ the perfection of
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32life, the satisfaction of life in God/' Thus the values 
of Christianity are a present day occurrence. Here is Wmt 
makes all the difference, \«hether one stands in a relation
ship to Life and Light or to death and darkness. The various 
passages that John uses to speak of eternal life "• • • 
affirm, first, that eternal life may be enjoyed here and 
now by those who respond to the word of Christ, and, secondly, 
that the same power \diich assures eternal life to believers 
during their earthly existence will, after the death of 
the body, raise the dead to renewed existence in a world 
beyond.

The concept of Life { is presented in its
fullest and most radical way in the writings of John. He 
relates all of Christian theology to tdiis concept of Life.
Thus this is an all inclusive term idiich is related to the 
very act of Creation. Jesus not only possesses Life 
but is the source of all Life. "As such he naturally has 
a V  )̂' and gives it to death (10:11, 15, 17),
^ilst his jy LO y is not interrupted by death. His ̂  ̂  ̂  
is already described as the ( CjV G  ̂  W ^before
the incarnation (1:4), because it was in the dependence of 
the idiole creation on him that there lay for men the 
possibility of possessing life in him as the revelation
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of God, by turning back In understanding to their source»"^
Not only is Jesus seen as the source of all Life, he is
also the source and validity behiiui all faith.

However, since, as the revealer, he is 
and gives 7 (I John l:lf.), and since 
it was with his coming that 3  w  was 
revealed, believers already have ?  co as
a present fact in faith. The paradoxical 
nature of this assertion is expressly 
stressed: idioever believes has already 
passed from death into life (5:24; I John 
3:14); now, as he is speaking (and for 
the evangelist that also means every 
occasion when the Word is proclaimed) the 
eschatological hour takes place (5:25).
He is, as the speaker, the x C
and the ^  uo A , so that Soever believes 
in him lives, tnough he might die; indeed, 
in the true sense, he will not die at̂  all 
(11:25). He has already given the 6f> to 
his own in the revelation (17:22). Correspon
dingly, the promises relating to the future 
do not refer to a later eschatological 
future, but to the moment of decision when 
confronted with the Word. Whoever believes 
shall live. Yet, at the same time, this 
< L& v{ ±a not understood in the timeless, 

idealist sense. It is_7 ̂  1 that has an 
everlasting future (4:14, 6:27, 12:25), and 
his pwn people, to whom he has given his
S  o f  0̂  , are nevertheless directed to
the future vision of c) o ^  in fellow
ship with the glorified Son (17:24).

The enigmatic statement of individuals who die but do not
die at all can be seen only from the ultimate concept. This
implies that when they die, their death is apparently the
same as one outside the Faith. Over against this natural
death, God will ultimately restore them. Of course, this
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can be aaen only after one has dismissed the limitations 
ioq>osed by time.

It is certainly not important that the individual 
Christian coo^rehends all the ramifications and implications 
of the concept of ^  ^  ^ • One can assume that even 
John did not begin to conprehend all that might be implied 
by his words. The oK>tivation of his writings is to get 
the individual to have a subjective esperience. "The 
essential thing, at any rate, is to understand the present

Inature of J) . Just as it is not an ideal entity,
so also it does not consist of an inward spiritual life, as,
for example, in a nqrstic sense. For John did not spiritualize 
the primitive Christian eschatology ax^ thereby dissolve it, 
but, rather, in the same tradition as Jesus and Paul, 
radicalised it. That is, he took seriously the idea that 
the coming of Jesus as the revealer is the decisive eschat* 
ological event, the c % . It is not in relation
to an idea or a suprahistorical, meta 2 physical being, but 
by adhering in faith to an historical fact and an historical 
person that ^  is attained, and, correspondingly, this
life consists in the manner of an historical existence, in
the certainty that comes through the word of revelation, 
idiich teaches one to understand any given moment in a new
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way, free from the peat and open to tdie future. Life 
is at the 8«ne time the way and the objactive.

Some scholars have maintained that the Gospel of
John contains leas Jewish eschatology than the other New
Testament books. However, this Gospel is written with a
very strong and deep eschatological point of view. If
you mean by eschatology the ongoing catastrophes and the
final consummation in a catastrophic ending, this is not
what John had in mind. The ing»ort of tdiis writing is to
bring these activities into the *'here and now. " Thus the
crisis or catastrophe becomes personal and subjective.

Jesus as the Son of Man is commissioned 
with the functions of Judge and Giver 
of life. The spatial background of thought 
is the old Jewish apocalyptic contrast between 
the world above and the world below. The 
temporal frameworic of thought is partly 
concealed, but there are traces of the distinc
tion between the two %es, the present age 
and the age to come. For it should not 
be overlooked that in such a passage as 
John 12:25 (*he that loveth his life loseth 
it; and he that hateth his life in this 
world shall keqp it unto life eternal*), 
that favourite term in the Johannine vocab
ulary, * eternal life,* is eschatological 
in its origin. In rabbinic language two 
technical terms are used antithetically, 
ko^ I o.'Wx \ and Ucj. ( 6 .
These^are equivalent too*'^‘̂j' o qy
Ô oSi.oT j and to o
Now the term * eternal life, *3 ^  nhas the meaning, *life in the coming age, * and
it is understood so in the passage just quoted.
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In the same connection we should 
notice^ that chronological Indications of 
“to run through the Gospel.
'The hour is not yet*; * the hour is coming 
and now is. * Nor must we overlook the 
significance pf the sublime cry from the 
cross* . Nothing, however,
is more r«narkable than the recurring refrain 
in the sixth chapter; * And I will raise him 
up at the last day.*

The Gospel contains only three references to the KingdcHs of 
God. It is sisq>le for John to use this term for it is 
either inqplicit or synonymous with * eternal life. * "So 
in the Synoptics *to inherit eternal life* and *to enter 
into the Kingdom of God* seem to be interchangeable terms.
But whereas the Kingdom is the favourite expression in 
the Synoptics, Eternal Life, or simply Life is the con
stantly recurring phrase in John. It is indeed true that 
the characteristic use of this term by St. John removes 
it from the region In which it took its rise. But the 
passage just quoted (John 3:36) sets it in sharp antith-

I ' 'esis to the wrath of God, \  > which (as the Pauline
38epistle witness) was a technical term in Jewish eschatology."

R. H. Charles states that though the concept of the Kingdom 
is mentioned only as such. It is certainly present in all 
the teachings. "The divine gift of eternal life, as the 
good of the individual, can only be realised in so far
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AS It brings ths individual into vital union with the 
divine community, %diich is none other than the kingdom.
The realisation of this life leads to unity with the 
brethren, such as prevails between the Father and the 
Son (17:21), ai^, through this unity consciously ^pre* 
hooded, the individual life attains to its perfection 
(27:23). Thus eternal life and the kingdcss are eorrel* 
ative and complementary thoughts in the fourth Gospel.
The indispensable evidence of this life in the individual 
is his love to the community. Re %d%o possesses it not has , 
no divine life as an individual; he neither coma from 
God nor knows Him (I Jcton 3:10, 4:8), but abides in 
darkness and death (I Jchn 2:10, 3:14)."^*

What then is death for John? *'ln John’s writings 
’death’ is an ethical condition, the condition of failure 
and evil in which men exist by nature, and out of which 
they are raised by Christ. The ’life* is tibe new condition 
«««the spiritual order of being, the existence of fellow
ship with God into which Christ brings men; and the i 
’eternal life’ is this ’life’ in its quality of the divine 
order of life, the life which fulfils the whole idea of 
life, the good of life, the perfection of life, tiie 
satisfaction of life in God."^ Death is not just a



natural event to be found at the culmination of living
for Jeaus. '*Christ'8 death is not an incident of His
life, it is the aim of it. The laying down of His life
is not an accident in His career, but His vocation; in it

41the divine purpose of His life is revealed.*' It was in, 
through and by death that Jesus was able to redeem man
kind, There are various meanings for the concept of 
death in John's Gospel.

In the Fourth Gospel the first passage, 
already mentioned in passing, is 8:52*7.
Here Jesus, using the term 'dead' in 
two senses, tallies that in the higher 
sense Abraham is not dead, for he did 
not 'die in (his) sins'. He is in the 
place to which Jesus is Himself 'going'
(verse 21). In 11:23-5 Jesus uses the 
word 'die' in the same two senses. When, 
in answer to Martha's word, 'I know that 
(Lazarus) shall rise again', Jesus says,
'He that believeth on me, though he die 
(in the lower sense), yet shall he live, 
and whosoever liveth and believeth on 
me shall never die (in the higher sense)'.
He teaches that for a dead believer there 
is already life, as with Abraham. In 
John 12:23f, where there is an explicit 
contrast between 'life (psyche) in this 
world' and 'life (zoe) everlasting',
Jesus says, 'Where I am, there shall also 
my servant be', God 'honouring' him in 
this way. In 13:36 Jesus promises Peter 
that he shall ' follow (him) afterwards '.
This does not mean that Peter will meet 
Christ at the Parousia, for this is not 
'following' but as soon as he is martyred 
(21;28f). John 14 % 2-4 is the culminant 
and explanatory passage. Here Jesus does 
not mean that He will 'pr^are a place'



for the Disciples after His return at 
the Parousia, for He is * going away* to do 
this now. He is going *to the Father*
(e.g. lè:5, 28, 17:11, 13), and therefore 
to my Father*8 house*. This is another 
name for Paradise, the icq;>lication being 
that His Father is also the disciples'
Father (cf. 20:17).

The account of the resurrection of Lazarus adds a 
new d^th to the concept of Life idiich Christ gives. There 
is here a radical change in the nature of things: "that
the gift of life is here presented eiq>rassly as victory 
over death. Resurrection is the reversal of the order of 
mortality, in which life always hastens towards death.
The Hellenistic society to which the gospel was addressed

A  ' /was haunted by the spectacle of (p 9̂  & |0  ̂the
process by which all things pass into notdiingness, and
which engulfs all human existence. . . . Christ overcame
death in dying. If tdierefore the episode of the Raising
of Lazarus is to be a true > ^ c 6%/ of resurrection,
it must in some way find place for the dyix^ of Christ by
virtue of which He is revealed as the resurrection and 

43the life." The Lazarus account must be seen in light of 
being a precursor to the death of Christ. "Thus the 
narrative before us is not <mly the story of dead Lazarus 
raised to life; it is also the story of Jesus going to
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face death in order to conquer death, in the previous
'.-r -episode we were told that the Good Shepherd comes to give

life to His flock, and that in doing so He lays down His
life for the sheep (10:10-11), The qpisode we are now
considering conforms exactly to that pattern," The death
of Jesus was the death of an activist as • • it became
clear that tdiile on the one side His death is a free act
of self-sacrifice, on the other side it is the assault

45of the powers of darkness upon the Light."
The Good Shepherd account coupled with the concept 

of the seed, which must be dissolved, liA out the necessity 
of Christ's death, "'I am the Good Shepherd: the Good ' 
Shepherd layeth down His life for the sheep' (10:11), This, 
it might be said, is only an ideal way of putting it; it 
is what the Good Shepherd would do if the situation emerged 
which required it. But it is not so recorded by the 
evangelist. The need has emerged, and the laying down 
of His life with a view to its resumption is made the 
sum and substance of the vocation of Jesus. 'Therefore 
doth the Father love Me, because I lay down l/ty life, that 1 
may take it again, ' No one taketdi it away from Me, but I 
lay it down of Myself. 1 have power to lay it down, and 
I have power to take it again. This commandment received

r'-. " ■■
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I from Hy Father* (I0:I7£«)« The Good Shepherd is ' 
"good" precisely because He is not only willing to give 
up His life for His own she^ but also for the * other sheep* 
that there might be one flock.

The account of the seed is such that it must disin
tegrate so that there might be a crop. "Without the * death* 
of the seed, no crop: without the death of Christ, no worlds 
wide gathering of mankind. This strikes the key-note of 
the whole discourse. Though the seed is a separate
and a distinct entity from the crops that it will produce, 
yet there is a relationship with and a determination of 
the crops which will be developed. The necessity to 
provide for the whole *crop* is contingent directly on the 
very death of Jesus. His death must be provided for

V the many. "In close connection with this there is the
y anticipation of the near and awful future, the shadow of

which struck dark and cold upon the Saviour*s soul. *How
^is soul troubled; and what shall I say? Father, save

yy _ "
Me from this hour. But for this cause came I unto this 

^ y . hour* (12:27). *This hour* is the great crisis in the'y"-' : -y '" ■■y y- : - \ ■ ' •life of Jesus, the hour which no one could anticipate
(7:30 , 8:20), but from idiich, now that it has come# He will

■ not shrink. It has come, in the sense already explained.

■■ , - - ' ■■■



as the hour lu uhich the Son of Man is to be glorified, 
the hour in Wiich He is to drink the cup idiich the Father 
gives Him to drink» and to crown the woidc the Father has 
given Him to do. The way in idiich He is moved by it, 
shrinks from it and accepts it, reveals the place it holds 
in His mind and in that of the evangelist also."^

Another allusion to the Death of Christ as being 
both lifted up and glorified is to be found in 12:32 which 
reads: "And I, if I be lifted up from the earth$will draw 
all m m  unto Myself. This He said, signifying by idiat 
manner of death he should die." This and other passages 
(3:14| 8:28) are strongly suggestive of the Cross. The 
act of Christ dying is His glory and He will thus be 
glorified forever. '*There is no conc^tion of a humilia
tion in death followed and rewarded by an exaltation. On 
the contrary, Christ is lifted up and ascends through His 
death. His glory is revealed in that whole experience 
which death initiates and into idiich it enters, more than 
in all His miracles • The glorification of Christ is the 
sheer power of God to "draw all men unto Him", that is, 
to raise all men to Himself. John envisions the power 
of the Cross as a magnet ^ich will draw all men like . 
helpless filings before this magnetic field.
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Wherever one looks in the Gospel accounts, he 

cannot get past the necessity of death* Certainly, it 
was the necessity of the Death of Christ that accounts for 
a 'gospel* for the Gospels. "It is possible, however, to 
go further in defining the death of Christ in the Fourth 
Gospel. Proceeding as it does from the love of the 
Father and the Son, it is nevertheless not conceived as 
arbitrary. It is free, but there is a rational necessity 
for it. The Son of Han must be lifted up if He is to save 
those who believe. The corn of wheat must fall into the 
ground and die if it is not to abide alone. Not much, 
indeed, is said to explain this. The various ends secured 
by Christ's death . . . (10:11, 3:14ff., 11:52). . . these, 
no doubt, are all somehow dependent upon it. But Just how, 
the evangelist is at no pains to tell. We do no violence 
to his thought, however, when we put this and that in 
the Gospel together in order to discern what he does not 
say explicitly."^

It is difficult to talk in terms of what death 
means for the individual because there are two factors 
that continually enter in the subject. One is the enphasis 
on the Death of Christ and all its inplications for us 
will meet our own specific needs. There is no reflection



on the sttbjecc of death for the Christian ^art from 
the death of Christ» The second aspect Is that John is 
80 motivated by the concept of Life or eternal life 
that he would radier hold before individuals the positive 
and the attractive aspect of the question. Especially 

. V beoaisb this Life can begin in the "here and now." The 
picture of one Who rejects the Life is the pmrson Who 
turns from life to death, from light to darkness, from 
truth to error, and from living water to abject thirst.
Thus, he who dies in this condition is without Life. He 
has turned txcm the riches and the fulness of what Christ 
has to offer. Death is the negation of Life. Man would 
rather stand with his sin than to be redeemed. "But to 
St. John the world so regarded is the world of men alienated 
from God, blind to his presence, and hostile to his rule.
He looks in one direction and sees Vanity Fair, with its 
cheap glitter and its empty pomps, its comq>tion and 
its disillusionment, and he foretells its swift decay. He 
looks in another direction, and he sees society organised in 
stark opposition to God, refusing to accept the freed<m 
of the truth, resolutely bent upon the destruction of 
the Christian witness, and animated by hatred against Christ 
himself ai^ all who make confession of his faith. • . . 'To
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this end was the Son of God manifested* that he might 
destroy the works of the devil•' St. John never leaves 
God out of account. The Gospel is the ^ic of the con
flict between light and darkness* with its culminating 
intensity at the Cross. The Epistle carries on the tale 
as the struggle between the Church and the World. Fides 
Viccrix:"51

There have been those \dio believe that the Death
of Christ does not take prominence in the Fourth Gospel
as it does in the rest of the New Testament. Professor
Denney wishes to put away their fears.

This series of passages has not been cited 
at random* but to dissipate the ingression 
which many people have* and which 
some writers of New Testament theology 
propagate* that the death of Christ has no 
place in the fourth Gospel corresponding 
to that which it has elsewhere in the 
New Testament. 1 think they are sufficient 

- , to dissipate such an ingression. No doubt 
there is much in the fourth Gospel which 
makes it plausible to say* Paul deals with 
the work of Christ* John with His person; 
for Paul* Christ only lives to die; for 
John* He dies because death is die only 
issue from life; but such contrasts do 
as much to mislead as to illumine. As 
soon as we are past the prologue into 
the scenery of what Jesus actually said* 
did* thought* feared* and suffered* we see 
that His death really fills the place 
it does everywhere in the New Testament* 
and has the same decisive inqportance.



Death pertseates ail the writings of John as it is 
the very antithesis of eternal life ̂ ich John is striving 
to convey. 'Death is thus a central feature of John's 
Son of man doctrine, but it will be remained that for

53him the death of Jesus is at the same time his glory. . . " 
"All this means ôiat the Son of man is the one true mediator 
between heaven and earth; he passes from the one to the 
other, and through his earthly sojourn he bestows upon men 
the revealed knowledge and the eternal life in virtue of 
which they in turn come to the life of heavai. %is 
function of the Son of man is by no means inconsistent 
with his death, since John understands his death to 
represent at once his plunge into the depths of humanity 
and his ascent to the glory of the Father; and it is 
certainly not inconsistent with his eschatological functions. 
• . • "What John perceived with far greater clarity
than any of his predecessors was that Jesus the Gospel, 
and that the Gospel jLs Jesus. It was through the life, 
and especially through the death and resurrection, of 
Jesus Chac mot had been admitted to the blessings of the 
messianic kingdom, and the highest blessing of that kingdom 
was, as Paul bad already seen, the life of communion with 
Christ himself: 'for me, to live is Christ* (Phil. 1:21).

_ J, -
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That is, when the Gospel was offered to men it was Christ 
himself who was offered to them, and received by them.
It was intolerable tharefore that the person of Christ 
should remain undefined. Paul, who had recognised the

"  ̂ ' - 55, , same trut^, evidently felt the same obligation."
' The aspect of Jesus coming for man in the sight of
John was not to establish a new morality or ethical 
aspect. It was man's means of salvation. "Salvation 
is the fruit of the whole incarnate life of Jesus Christ,

 ̂ r including his death and resurrection; consequently it 
is revealed in all his actions. The miracles in par- 
ticular show figuratively what salvation is— the curing

:W'"> of the sick, the feedinig of the hungry, the giving of 
sight to the blind, and the raising of the dead. Salvation, 
that is, means the healing of the ills of mankind, and the 
inparting of light and life; in other words, Jesus deals 
with sin, and gives men knowledge and life. These aspects
of salvation are seen from time to time in the course of

.
the gospel, but appear pre-eminently in the death and

56resurrection of Jesus."
This salvation opens an entirely new sphere of man's 

relationship to God. This is what the entire activity of 
Christ was about.
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What men needed was to be sanctified, 
that is, to be consecrated to God.
It was not in their power to consecrate 
themselves, and surely no reason can be 
conceived for this but that which lies in 
their sin. But \diat they were not able . 
to do for themselves Christ did for them in 
His own person. He consecrated Himself 
to God in His death. That the reference 
is to His deatdi does not seem^ open, to 
question; the present tsnse, v 3 ̂  » 
which suggests something going on at the 
moment, and the circumstances of our Lord, 
whose mind as He speaks is full of what 
is at hand, put out of court the idea that 
the word is intended to describe His life 
as a ̂ diole. His life was past, and now, in 
His own person, through death. He is about 
to establish between God and man a relation 

i which men could never have established for
themselves, but into which they can truly 

t ? enter and into %hich they will be drawn once
it is establish^ by Him. This seems to
me the exact equivalmt of the Pauline 
doctrine that Christ dies our death that 
we may be drawn into the fellowship of 

 ̂  ̂ His death, and so put right with God. He
acts-— • I sanctify Itself; men are acted 
on— ' that they themselves also may be 
sanctified'. He establishes the reconcil
iation; they, to use Pauline language, 
receive it (Rom. 5:11)

The very act of Christ's death followed by the resur
rection is an eschatological event opening, as it were,
"the Way" for all succeeding eschatological activity.
"His death was not a normal human fate but the death which 
God caused him to die for us# He did not deserve his death 
by his sin but was made a sinner for us by God and cotwiemned
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03 ooo (II Cor. 5:21{ Smi. B;3; Col. 3:13f,); be died 
for tte.” tbe detolls of the deoth end resorreetlon 
bold m epeelal feaelnotlon for John. %bls In Itself 
refleets o eurlov» mstter for John is oble to flneCuote 
from tdte universel concepts such os titie Lwws to tbe specif
ic detell of A e  grove clocbes. Betels almost e brssefa 
mltb tbe exaltation of tbe Lord Jeans. Yet, John is not 
so ifitlck to move from tbe blatorlclty of Jesus as mlgbt 
be first Imagined ultib his lofty ideas. "Ybe Go^^nls all 
emphasise A e  fact &at tbe tosh In eblcb Jesus mas burled 
mas found eqp^, and Aerefore by Implloatlon die pl^lcal 
resurrection of tbe Lord. St. John (following St. Luke) 
has also en^baslsed tbe matter by his elaboration of tbm 
detail of tbe grave-clothes (w. 6f.). Tbara are no reasons 
i*atever, either in modem science or In modem philos
ophy, nhy me diould not accept tbe Bern Testament witness 
cmeeming tbe Empty Tomb. If we truly bdLleve diet God 
performed tbe stupendous act of raising Jesus from tbe 
dead, we will not quibble about how be could or could not 
have dons it. Tbe bodily resurrection of the Lord Is 
theologloelly very Important In mhewing diet die whole 
of creation Is to be redeemed, tbe physical no less dian 
the spiritual. Beverdisless, St. J d m  does not wish to
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leave us with the impression that the body of Jesus was 
entirely unchanged; it was the same body by which his disci
ples had always recognized him* the body which bore the 
marks of the nails and the spear; yet it was transformed* 
à glorified body* for Jesus had now ascœded to the Father, 
As usual St. John conveys de^ theological truth in the 
form of a story. Jesus came and stood in the midst* in 
his resurrection body* although the doors were bolted FOR 
FEAR OF THE JEWS. Thus* the body of Jesus was now different 
in some respects from the body that hung on the cross; and 
yet it was the same body* for that was how the disciples 
knew who he was ; HE SHOWED UNTO THEM HIS HANDS AND HIS 
SIDE (v. 20)."^^ The specific details considered here are 
a definite play to Hebrew thinking. For the Greek* this 
detail would have detracted from the pictures already 
shown by John. .

Indeed in the Death of Christ* John brings us closest 
to His humanity. Whatever else we may say of the death of 
Christ* it was sheer agony. 'The 'Agony^ is taken at this 
point not because John feared that such human anxiety 
would spoil the effect of ch. 17 but because in the present 
chapter he was summing up the ministry of Jesus in terms of 
service and death. No synoptic narrative better illustrates
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the devotion of one who hates his life in this world, and
John's form of the story illustrates also God's strength
made perfect in weakness; he thus presents the combined
humiliation and glory of the earthly life of Jesus, both
of which were to be consummated together in the cross.
Certainly it is at the Cross where the two natures of Christ
become most apparent in tension. Jesus. . .

groans 'from grief and anger'. . . . But 
if we reflect that our Lord's gaze was 
directed not only at the sign but at what 
it signified, not only at the immediate 
circumstances, the physical death and the 
tears shed for it, but at the infinitely 
greater tragedy of spiritual death, the 
Infinitely greater horror of the evil 
which causes it and thereby causes also 
the immensity of the world's pain, the 
lacrimae rerum, the tears with \diich the 
whole world is drenched; and if we add to 
this our Lord's awareness that this sign 
would precipitate the final attack upon 
himself and so bring about his own death, 
and that when he was lifted there would 
be some who would gaze at him, not lovingly, 
to receive life, but Jeering at him in a 
final act of life-rej ection— if we bear 
all this in mind it is indeed not unreasonable 
to suppose, as was suggested above, that 
our Lord's intense anger was directed 
against the dark mystery of evil— soon, 
now, to be referred to as the 'Prince 
of this world' (12:31)— who is responsible 
in the last resort for all the vileness 
and treachery and cruelty, all the blind
ness and folly and futility, and all the 
appalling pain and misery, d̂iich darken 
the lives and the hearts of men.
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However difficult the agony may have been, it was not beyond
the knowledge of God. "Even for Jesus obedience unto death
is costly; but the cost, being expressed in the language
of the Old Testament, does not lie outside God*s calculation.**^^

- :r- *

Professor Denney states that there is a particular thrust 
in the Passion story which lifts up the aspect of death 
by the coiq>leteoess of the account, as a means of prophetic 
fulfilment and the focus on some of the unusual > circumstan- 
ces surrounding the account.

The next important place where one can learn of 
John*8 concept of death is the account of the raising of 
Lazarus. This is the apex of miracle stories and is placed 
here to lift up the fact that this is to be the precursor 
of Christ's own death. The stage is set and t±te death and 
resurrection of Lazarus may well hasten on the Death of 
Christ. The background for the scene is the opportunity 
to discuss two different eschatologies. One is the current 
Jewish eschatology and it is compared with other, the early 
Christian point of view. Both doctrines have been noted

 ̂ '  ' J :previously. There is a conscious effort to relate this 
account with aa earlier saying (5:28-9). "Lazarus, unlike 
the dead persons raised to life in the Synoptic Gospels, 
is already in the grave, and unlike them he comes to life
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at the bare word of Jeaua. It certainly appears as though 
the evangeliat had deliberately dramatized the saying, 'Thoae 
who are in the tombs will hear His voice and come forth.’
The miracle of X.azanis's bodily resurrection, ^ich antic ip* 
ates the final resurrection, is a symbol of the real resur
rection by idiich a man passes from a merely phys^al existence, 
which is death, into the life ^ich is life indeed, and 
which is proof against the death of t^e body. This 
follows on the heels of the other miracle accounts which 
are seen in greater and increasing depth and trust— build
ing into a great crescendo affirming that you will ultimately
trust Him in Death as life, for He has become your Life.

.The weight and power of the account rests on the spoken 
word of Jesus. Does this not ixagXy that here Jesus has 
truly reached the full ioqplication of being the Word of God?
If this is a parallel with the Creation account in Genesis 
we see that Jesus has manifested the dynamic creative 
power %hich is accomplished through the spoken Word of God.

Following this same thought more closely, one finds 
that if he is rec^tive to the Word of God in the **here 
and now", he participates in the "resurrection-in-life."

i.

In (6:54) we have "a parallel to the pregnant use of ’life’ 
in the sense of ’life of the Age to come’  ̂which as we
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have seen occurs occasionally in the Talmud, with 'death' 
as its antithesis. But here the 'death' which is in view 
is rather the mode of existence of unenlightened, unre
deemed humanity. . . . According to his conception the 
death of the body alone can release man from death into 
the life which is life indeed. But as we have seen, some 
of the Hermetic writings allow the possibility of beginning 
such a life here and now. For John this present enjoyment
of eternal life has become the controlling and all-import-

65ant conception." This life for the believer is a 
transcendent life. It escapes the various systems of time 
to making eternity operative today. "The thought of the 
Fourth Gospel has, as we have seen, some affinity with that

X J f
of Philo. It appeaxa that he too means by j \  o(iwvios 
'eternal life' in the Platonic sense, at least so far, that 
it is a life not measured by months and years, a life 
which has properly speaking neither past nor future, but 
is lived in God's eternal To-day. To think of any end 
to such life would be a contradiction in terms. If there
fore it is to be thought of in terms of time, that 'image
of eternity' within which human experience lies, it must

66be thought of as everlasting." Apparently the physical 
reappearance of Lazarus could be misconstrued. The eoqphasis
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muât fall on the sheer power of Life over death* Even^
though Lazarus was brought back from death—  this was not
the ioq;>ortant thing, rather it was the quality of Life
over gainst the quantity of life. The raising of Lazarus ,
is a very dramatic way of reiterating the theme. "Jesus
is the resurrection and the life; apart from him there is
no resurrection and no life, and \diere he is, resurrection
and life must be. Jesus is always the realization, in this
world, of eternal life in the experience of Christians;
in order that this truth may be manifested in a sign he- '■* 67accoo^lishes the resurrection of Lazarus."

Much more enphasis is placed on the fact that Lazarus 
died than in similar healing accounts in the Synoptics.
On this score John leaves one with no doubts. "*A state 
of death beyond the third day meant, from the popular 
Jewish point of view, an absolute dissolution of life. At 
this time die face cannot be recognized with certainty; 
the body bursts; and the soul, which until then had hovered 
over the body, parts from it; . . Thus in the tradi-
tional Hebrew belief the soul was thought to hover over the 
body and then departed on the fourth day. A period of three 
days or less constituted a temporary residence and after 
four days it was considered a permanent residence. This

jç;-’
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is why the New Testament Church made a point of proclaiming
that Jesus arose on the third day to indicate to all that
for Jesus the tooA was only a temporary abode. In the
Laaarus story Jesus %mits until the fourth day to attest
his death. Thus John emphasizes the stupendous nature of
the miracle. If there had been misunderstandings or doubts
as to the actual deaths in the Synoptic accounts, this
would alleviate all fears. This dramatic account lifts

r V ; up the crisis and tension concerning death.
j ' In one sense therefore the mcxaent of

. death Should seem of far less importance 
to the Christian than to the non-believer.

; ̂  But in another sense it must be of far
greater Importance, since it is the moment 

; of ultimate krlsis or decision iqxm ̂ ich
eternity hangs: we pass judgement iqxm 
ourselves, and this is the moment at which 
sentence is definitively pronounced. Yet 
here again we are not to confuse religion 
with siq^rstition: we are not to siî pose 
that after a lifetime of truly loving and
devoted service of God a man could in his
last moments slip into some contravention 
of the law which would nullify all his 
love and his goodness plunge him into 
hell. We shall die as we have lived— -we 
shall be, when death comes, %diat our way 
of life has made us— but with one quali- 

A ; fieation of immense importance: it is
superstition to suppose that a lifetime 
of love can be wiped out by a moment of 
frailty; it is not superstition to believe 
that a lifetime of frailty be redeemed : 
by a momœt of love, for our Lord, in .%
his words to the *good thief* and his 
comment on the woman 'who was a sinner'.ni

X- . '

. 1^%,. f
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tells us that this is so. Jesus is the 
Lord of life, physical and spiritual, 
temporal and eternal ; and when he speaks 
to Martha of life and death it is with the 
life eternal that he is concerned. Martha's 
appeal for his help has been couched in 
vague terms: she has not formulated to 
herself the possibility of his raising 
Lazarus from the dead; when he tells her,
'Your brother will rise again', she thinks he 
is referring to the resurrection at the end 
of the world; and even when he goes on to 
declare that he is resurrection, here and 
now, because he is life, he still does 
not announce his immediate purpose, the 
'sign', but states the ultimate reality 
to which that sign points: that those 
who believe in him shall never die, for 
already, here and now, they have triusphed 
over death in every sense of the word 
that really matters.*9

Implicit in the resurrection of Lazarus is something 
of his personal nature. He was either a man worthy of 
Life or had already begun to participate in the Life. 
Without this aspect of quality, this scene would be merely 
a demonstration. There is also a parallel here to the 
compassion of healing as demonstrated in the Synoptics.
A part of the miracle was created out of compassion 
for Mary and Martha. Thus, Jesus responds once more to 
minister to the bereaved. Love must be the supreme force 
of motivation for all the miracles. The conclusion to the 
story is not that Jesus brought one man back from the dead 
but rather that He will bring all back from the dead, this
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is the most significant ''sign'* in the entire "Book of 
Signs#" "The truth of history is that Jesus was put to 
death not as a good man, a righteous prophet, a religious 
genius or an ethical teacher, but as the Son of God# Thus, 
the 'truth* of the Lasarus story is far greater than a 
literalistic, un imaginative reading of it could reveal: 
it concerns not the resuscitation of one dead man, out of 
all the millions of human dead, but the appearance in the 
history of the world of him who is tiie creator of life 
itself, Jesus the Son of God, the resurrection and the

V&at then are the specific in^lications of the eschat- 
ological ideas, as they are presented in the conc^ts of 
Parousia. Judgment, and the Resurrection with the final 
consummation? The introduction of the word Parous ia by 
John implies that he looks to an objective advent in the
final day# "While *John* was no doubt one of the Christians
for whom some of the details in the Church's account of the 
Parous ia, the 'last day', and the Last Judgement, were 
symbolic, he does not silently discard the belief in the
event called the End, but it lays bare its spiritual basis.
Here, xdiile he had predecessors in Paul and the writer to 
the Hd>rews, he is a consummator#"^^ R. H. Charles sees
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the Paroudia as having a "twofold meaning, a spiritual 
and an historical, in St. John. Thus in 14:18, 19 the 
coming Advent is resolved into . . .  an event already 
present: *1 will not leave you desolate: I come unto you.
Yet a little while, and the world b^oldeth me no more; but 
ye behold me: because I live, ye shall live also.' Thus in 
a Spiritual sense Christ is already present. (1 John 5:12): 
'He that hath the Son hath life. ' A spiritual and an 
abiding communion is already established between the exalted 
Christ and His own (12:26): 'if any man serve me, let him 
follow me; and where I am, there shall also my servant be: 
if any man serve me, him will my Father honour. Thus 
Joto puts Christianity on a faith union basis with Himself 
and the Father. The paradox of the writings of John is that 
they are written from two points of view with a frequent 
alternation. .

From a standpoint placed in the period of 
the ministry of Jesus, 'the hour is coming'; 
from John's own natural standpoint within 

, • the life of the Church after the resur*
raction and Pentecost, 'the hour now is'.
But this is only a partial explanation, for 
. . .  the basis of John's thought is that 
true worship can exist only in and through 
Jesus, and that worship in and through him 

, is true worship. Consequently it is correct
to say that, wherever Jesus is, there worship 
in Spirit and truth is possible; but this 
possibility is necessarily qualified by a
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future I or Its equivalent (*the hour 
eometh*}» beoauae# and a# long as» the .... 
person Jesus himself is qualified in this 
way; he is A #  Messiah «id will be the 
Messiah; he has: cosui and he will come. The 
worship of Christianity is an anticipation 
of the worship of heaven» but it ia not 
yet the worship of heaven.

The implications of John 5:25 is not the same as John 5:28
nor is it an anticipatim of Chapter 11. Rather his mind
is here captivated by the. Immediate present. "A different
kind of death and resurrection» of %hich the death and
resurrection of the body are a parable» is in mind. There
is a sense in which the word of the Son of God in the
present world brings to life those who are dead (cf. 11:
25f.); the promise is already being fulfilled» but is
being fulfilled in such a way as to leave over something
of itself for a future hilfilment also."?* This rule over
men is simply by the power of love. Its parallel is found
in Augustine's 'dangerous doctrine' of love.

The futuristic portiw of the Parous ia doctrine is 
the drawing into closer proximity of God to His pec^le.

V -■

"Thus Christ will return from heaven and take His own unto 
Himself» Aat they may be with Him in heaven (14:2»3). •
. • According to the Mew Testament» death translates 
believers to Christ (2 Cor. 5:8; Phil. 1:23; Acts 7:59)» 
but nowhere is He said to ccaae end fetch them."?^ The Apostle
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has a longing look towards the Parousia and hopes that he 
will be around long enough to see it as almost a reward for 
a long and lengthy life of service. . . Jesus proclaims 
the spiritual power of the eschaton. the final order, of the 
Kingdom which has already broken in. And this was a characterise 
tic of his teaching Wiich later tradition obscured. In 
Otto's own words : 'He is the eschatological Saviour. Only 
thus understood are all his deeds and words seen against their 
right background and in their true meaning. Directly or 
ix^irectly, they are all sustained by the idea of a divine 
power which breaks in to save. This idea has its immediate 
correlate in the new God whom he brings, the God who does 
not consume the sinner but seeks him; the Father God, who 
has drawn near to men out of his transcendence, %dio asks
for a childlike mind and a childlike trust, lAo frees not•*
only from fear of the devil but frcxD all fear and anxiety, 
who fills the entire life with childlike freedom from care.
The Kingdom is viewed only in fullest in the future according 
to Jesus. "But what distinguishes his eschatology from that 
which had preceded it is, on the one side, that he already 
lives in the present active miracle of the final age, that 
with clear vision he sees this as scxmething ̂ Aiich is already 
coming into being and growing up around him. He knows himself 
to be supported by his powers already pressing on as an
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advance guard, and by their support and inspiration he 
works and preaches. On the other side, by his works, speech, 
parables, charismatic conferring of power, he mediates to 
a circle of disciples following in his steps, a contact 
with this miracle of the transcendent as a personal posse- 
ssion. ' This is what is meant by the now familiar term 
• realized eschatology.

The Judgment is no longer seen as the great Judgment 
scene is updated to tdie here and now and "spiritualized" 
so to speak. The Light has already entered the world and 
the world can never be the same. It was John's concept 
that Judgment had already permeated the world. "Judgment 
is conceived by this evangelist as present and subjective 
and as future and objective. Judgment in the former sense 
is no arbitrary process, but the working out of an absolute 
law whereby the unbelieving world is self-condemned. For 
a man is justified or condemned according to the attitude 
he assumes to the light (John 3:19-21). . . Since the
Liÿit is Jesus, the personal relation with Christ determines 
one's destiny both now and in the future. "There is no more 
characteristic term in the Fourth Gospel than Judgeawmt.
The noun and the verb occur thirty-one times in the Gospel. 
Here again the prevalent use by the Evangelist may easily
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lead 08 to overlook such passages as John 5:21ff. This must 
be read in full, as it is the clearest evidence that can be 
adduced for tiie claim that there is a Johannine eschatology, 
and that it is an integral part of the G o s p e l . T h e  believ
er is left in watchful and eager expectation which makes him 
continually aware of being under Judgment. "The eschat
ological #peal on the lips of Jesus in the earlier Gospels, 
as also in the Pauline letters, is a call to vigilance.
’ Watch, for you know not the day nor the hour. ' So in the 
Fourth Gospel, where the present Judgemœt dominates the 
thouÿit, we meet with the sane note of urgency, though the 
form of the appeal is not the same. Crisis overshadows 
the world. Men must walk in the light before darkness 
overtakes them. Obedient response to Jesus in faith must 
be given now. G. K. Chesterton's prayer, 'From sleep and 
from damnation. Deliver us, good Lord!,' sums up the challenge
to watchfulness in the Synoptic and in the Johannine

SOlanguage." John's thinking on Judgment is not far removed 
from the concept running through the whole of the New 
Testament, which could be stated as —  "There is continual 
Judgement going on all the time in the sense that men are 
being divided into 'good' and 'bad' ; for those who die 
before the Parousia there is a final judgement at the moment
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o f death, both fo r good men and bad, in  tha saoaa tha t a ll 

are Aen aenteneed, the f ir a t  to  b llaa  aad the aeeoad to  

woe; fo r those «Ao are a live  a t the Parousia the fin a l 

aenteooe fa lls  ehen C hrist coaea."

As a a n  finds i t  w ith in  him self to  be fa ith h il and 

obedient to  the love o f God be awves from darkness to 

lia h f*  from death to  l i f e  and from estraagament to  eholeneas. 

"Slaee th is  present aelf-exerotiag judgment is  eoextenaive 

w ith  the en tire  human l if e ,  i t  fo llow s th a t a man's ehasaeter 

is  the re su lt o f a ll th is  process in  the past, and is , in  

fe e t, the verd ie t o f Cod on man's etmdaet from f ir s t  to  

la s t. His u ltim ate destiny has thus already been determ

ined by h is i^ ir itu a l oendition. Henee, from th is  stand

po in t tiie  fin a l judgment cannot be otherwise conceived than 

as the recognition and m snifestatioo o f judgment already
g2

oxexcised and consummated,"

The la s t aspect o f th is  eschatological 

w ill deal w ith A s  resurrection and the fin a l ccmsuonetiai.

To be consistent w ith  John's thought. L ife  is  the g if t  o f 

God and thus death  must be the g if t  o f the demonic. Then 

the doctrine o f resurrection is  to  bring those uho have 

walked in  L ight back con tinua lly in  the L ig h t, tha t ia ,

IM> overcome the dadkmess o f the demonic, "Thus the resur-
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rection, spiritually conceived, is brought into the 
present, and Christ Himself as the resurrection and the 
life is its source (11:25): 'Jesus said unto her, I am
the resurrection, and the life: he that believeth on 
me, though he die, yet shall he life. ' This divine resur
rection life cannot be affected by death. He that possess
es it can never truly die (8:51): 'Verily, verily, I say 
unto you. If a man keep my word, he shall never see death.'
11:26. 'whosoever liveth and believeth on me, shall 

83never die.'" "Seeing, therefore, that the resurrection
in the fourth Gospel is, spiritually conceived, synonymous
with eternal life, and historically conceived, is the
essential fruit of eternal life, two conclusions naturally
follow: (1) The believer cannot lose this spiritual
resurrection life at death, but must enter rather on a
fuller consummation of it (2) Only the righteous can share

84in that resurrection life." There are two aspects of 
resurrection lifted up in the Gospel of John. One is 
that the resurrection will come individually and the other 
that it will come at the last day. In chapter 5:28-9 
"both righteous and unrighteous are described as coming 
forth from the tombs, and the scene is depicted in the 
most materialistic form— in fact, it would be hard to



find a more unsplritual deeariptlon of the resurrection
in the idiole literature of the first century A* D. These
considerations are of themselves quite sufficient to
render these verses questionable in a high degree; for
tî elr teaching is in glaring conflict vith the fundamental

S5.conceptions of this Gosphl.V Basically the Johannine 
teaching gives the impression that the resurrection comes 
immediately after death. This then is to be followed 
by the consummation in Wiich everything will be complete. 
"But the final result of this daily secret judgment must 
one day become manifest; believers shall have boldness 
in the day of judgment (1 John 2:28, 4:17), for it can only 
be the recognition and manifestation of judgment already 
exercised. A man's attitude to Christ determines now, 
and will determine finally, his relation to God ar^ destiny 
(3:18, 19; 9:39)."**

The end then of all this light-giving, life-giving 
process is the final consummation to blessedness. "After 
the final judgment the present world will pass away (I John 
2:17) , and Christ will take His own to heaven— a state 
rather than a locality (14:2, 3): they are to be with Him
where He is (12:26, 27:24). Eternal life-— the resurrection 
life-— is then truly consummated. Begun essentially on
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earth. It is now realised in its fulness and perfected.
The faithful now obtain their 'full reward' (2 John 8).
As 'children of God' they are, through enjoyment of the 
divine vision, transformed into the divine likeness (I 
John 3:2, 3)."®^

In regard to the final state of man "the Apostle 
does not present us with any fresh teaching touching Hades 
and hell^ he furnishes us with principles which in them* 
selves necessitate a transformation of the Judaistic 
views regarding these intermediate and final abodes of 
the departed. Thus, when he teaches that God so loved 
the world as to give His only Son to redeem it (John 3:16), 
that 'God is love' (1 John 4:8) that He is light, and in 
Him is no darkness at all, then Hades, \diich is wholly 
under His sway, must be a place where moral growth is 
possible; and as for hell, the final eternal abode of the 
damned, such a conception is impossible in the cosmos 
ruled by the God of justice and love. Sin, according to 
the Johannine view, is the destroyer of all life***physical 
spiritual and ontological. Now, to check the ultimate 
effects of this process of destruction and preserve the 
sinner in a state of sin, in a state of ever-growing, 
ever-deepening sin, could in no sense be the wodc of God 
so conceived
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The Epistles
The teachings of John in the Epistles follow closely 

those presented in the Gospel* "The ideas and the 
characteristic forms of expression are the same in each*
In each the central thought is life* In each this life is 
life in the largest sense, and is antithetical to death 
or to perdition* In each it is esdiibited in essentially 
the same aspects and relations* In Christ's teaching 
the life has its source and its seat in the Father, and 
is given by the Father to the Son, so that it is ^  the 
Son and can be imparted by Him to men* So in John's 
teaching the life is the reality that is, before all time 
and behind all phenomena* it is with the Father in the 
beginning, and is historically manifested in the Son, so 
that it has been seen and borne witness to*"^^ This Life 
comes to us as the fulfilment of the promise of God* "And 
this is what he has promised us, eternal life*" (I John 
2:25)*

The Epistles of John cannot see the death of Christ 
apart from sin (I Jn. 1;7, 2;lf*, 2:12, 3:5, 4:10)* "We 
see here that the whole person and work of Christ, His d̂iole 
manifestation in the world, and in some signal way His 
death, are set in relation to sin* * • • Here as in the
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Goépel It is charactarlstio of the writer that his 
interest is in the end or result» the actual cleansing 
of the soul from sin. • • . If we walk in the light as 
God is in the light» the blood of Jesus His son contin
uously and progressively cleanses us from all sin: our
sanctification is gradually achieved under its influence 
(1:7)."^^ Sin is here faced as a blunt reality as that 
which separates us from God. The restored relationship 
can only be brought about at the cost of the life of a 
living saviour. This however is not the end of the story. 
"The üew Testament writers» though they speak often of 
Christ's death» never think of a dead Christ. Their Christ 
is One who became dead and is alive for evermore» and in 
His immortal life the virtue of His death is present.
He did something when He died» and that something He con
tinues to make effective for men in His risen life: but 
there is no meaning in saying that by His death His life» 
as something other than His death» is 'liberated' and 
'made available' for men. On the contrary» what makes 
His risen life significant and a saving power for sinners 
is neither more nor less than this» that His death is in 
it. It is the life of One who by dying has dealt with 
the fatal necessities of man's situation» and in doing so
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9180 has given a supreme demonstration of His love."

The activity of Jesus on our behalf places Him as 
an ilasmos. "Now the idea of ilasmos or propitiation is 
not an insulated idea. There cannot, indeed, be any such 
thing. It is part of a system of ideas, which we have to 
reconstruct with the means at our disposal. It is related, 
for one thing, to the idea of sin. It is sin, according 
to the uniform teaching of the New Testament, which creates 
the necessity for it, and which is in some sense the 
object of it. In other words, sin is the problem with 
which ilasmos deals. John agrees with all New Testament 
writers in regarding sin as a problem. It cannot singly 
be ignored or st^pressed. Something has to be done with 
it, and the effective something has been done by Christ 
the ilasmos."92 The idiole relationship of Christ's
Death for mankind is seen only through the idea of a blood 
sacrifice. "All that is divine, all the moral order of 
the world, all that we mean by the law of God, has right 
done by it in the death of Christ. Sin, in that sense, 
is neutralized by the propitiation, and if men could 
enter into it, or if the benefit of it could come to them, 
sin would no more be a barrier to their fellowship with 
God. The propitiation would draw them to God, put them 
right with Him and, as it held their hearts more closely.
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Mould more effectually and thoroughly cleanse them from
goevery taint of sin." The primary factor is again, as 

we saw in the Gospels, man's acc^tanoe of God* It is 
an act, once for all, completed in the fullest sense* Man's 
part is simply to accept and respond to this love of God* 
This then asks the question of idiat is the relation of the 
love of God to sin* ”• • • John rises above all coo^a- 
risons to an absolute point of view at ^ich propitiation 
and love become ideas which eaqplain each other, and which 
have no adequate illustration apart from each other. He 
defines not only the propitiation by relation to love*—
'God Himself loved us and sent His son to be the pro
pitiation for our sins' (4:10); he defines love by relation 
to the prc^itiation— -'in this have we come to know what 
love is, that He laid down His life for us' (3:16)* * » .If 
the propitiatory death of Jesus is eliminated from the love 
of God, it might be unfair to say that the love of God 
is robbed of all meaning, but it is certainly robbed of 
its ^ostolic meaning* It has no longer that meaning Wiich 
goes de^er than sin, sorrow, and death, and which recreates
life in the adoring joy, wonder, and purity of the first

94Epistle of John.”
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